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COLONEL LIGHT'S `THEBERTON COTTAGE'
AND HIS LEGACY TO MARIA GANDY:
A RE- CONSIDERATION OF THE EVIDENCE
JOHN TREGENZA
Research for this paper was prompted by the publication of an article in the Adelaide
Advertiser of 14 August 1987 entitled 'Colonel Light's cottage may rise again'. The
article referred to plans of the Thebarton Corporation to build a replica of Light's
cottage on the bank of the River Torrens near the Brickworks Market, about one
kilometre west of its original site on the comer of Winwood and Cawthome Streets in
the suburb of Southwark. (These streets have recently been closed and they and the

site of Light's house have now been absorbed into the Southwark Brewery.)
Illustrating the article was a reproduction of a 1916 watercolour in the collection of
the Art Gallery of South Australia by Gustave Barnes (not 'Gastav Varnes').t This
depicted a very small thatched cottage and lean -to shed abutting a taller structure in
the background which the Advertiser report described as an 'upstairs extension'. The
report implied that Thebarton Corporation was only thinking of building a replica
of the thatched rooms in the foreground said to be Light's Theberton Cottage' as

it appeared in his day. The article assumed that the much larger structure in the
background had been built after Light's death.
I had long been aware of this view that Light lived in the back rooms only of the

house that was demolished in 1926, and had even given support to it by
recommending the reproduction of the same Barnes watercolour in the Wakefield
Press's 1984 publication, William Light's Brief Journal and Australian Diaries. It
was, after all, the conventional wisdom, and was consistent with the findings of an
elaborate article on the subject by Charles Fenner, D.Sc., published in 1927. Moreover

there was a certain morbid fascination about the paradox that the Founder of
Adelaide died in miserable circumstances. Yet, although outwardly accepting this
view, I had always felt uneasy about it. Even if Light had been very poor, dying £620
in debt (also part of the conventional wisdom),2 surely he would have constructed a
house, however small, which had some style and symmetry? Could this strange
structure depicted by Barnes from two points of view in 1916, really be the house of
the man who planned Adelaide so well, painted so many fine watercolours (several
while he was actually living in ' Theberton Cottage') and was so well acquainted
with the finest European architecture?

Having now carefully examined the available evidence I believe that the
Editorial Committee:
R.M. Gibbs, R.J.P. Nicol, J.D. Playford, W.S. Stacy
The Historical Society of South Australia gratefully acknowledges the support of the
History Trust of South Australia in the production of this Journal.
ISSN 0312 -9640

conventional wisdom has been wrong, and that the errors it proclaims first gained
currency during World War I, when the generation of pioneers who had known
Light's true circumstances had died, and a new generation, untrained in sifting and
weighing historical evidence, was urgently, but clumsily, creating a new historical
tradition that was more intended to satisfy contemporary needs than to reveal the
truth about the founding years.
Dr John Tregenza is Honorary Visiting Research Fellow in History at the University of Adelaide.
He was formerly Historian. History Trust of South Australia.
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Like all the other early colonial officials from the Governor down, Light was able
to purchase land and develop it as an ordinary settler. Records in the General Registry
Office of South Australia show that on 23 December 1837 William Light purchased
four Adelaide Town Acres immediately south -east of Hurtle Square on Gilles Street
acres 594, 595, 596 and 650. For three of these he paid £5.10s. and for the fourth
£5.15s. On the same day he became possessed of a fifth Town Acre, No. 571, which

was back to back with Acre 596 but fronted on Halifax Street. We know from the
'Reminiscences' of his friend and colleague, Boyle Travers Finniss, that about this
time Finniss sold Light PreliminarY Land Order No. 147 for (1503 and Light almost
certainly acquired Town Acre 571 in this way. A Preliminary Land Order, originally
issued in London, entitled the owner to one Town Acre in Adelaide proper, and a
134 -acre Country Section. The first Country Sections could only be chosen after
sufficient land in the neighbourhood of Adelaide had been surveyed and a map
drawn up. By 27 March 1838 some 130,000 acres had been surveyed and a ballot of
'Owners and Representatives of Owners of the first 437 Land Orders' was held in the
Land Office to determine the order of choice. By an amazing piece of good fortune
William Light drew the first choice.'
While it is pure myth that strings were pulled to give Light an advantage, or that,
as Surveyor General, he gave himself first choice,5 there is no doubt that he was
ideally equipped to make the most of his extraordinary luck. Cannily he chose 'All
that One Hundred and Thirty -Four Acre Section of Land numbered "1" in the
Provincial Survey marked with the Letter B'. He chose this section, not because it
happened to be No. 1, but because it promised the best value. The original Land
Grant, now in the possession of the Mayo family, contains a finely- drawn, hand
coloured plan precisely locating the Section. It had direct access to the Torrens on the
north, a Parklands frontage on the east, was close to the road to the Port and was only
half a mile from what was then the busiest part of Adelaide Hindley Street. When
Light took delivery on 28 August 1838 he most certainly acquired a splendid asset,
and although by then he had been obliged to resign the Surveyor Generalship
through the machinations of his incompetent deputy George Kingston, there was no
reason why he should not use his new asset as security to raise funds to build a
relatively comfortable and attractive house in keeping with his position. Statements
of his account with the Bank of South Australia suggest he did precisely that: by 17
April 1839 his debt with the Bank was £787.17.36
far more than would ever be
needed to build and furnish a mere huts
In May, thinking that he would soon be sailing to England, Light raised a further
L500, bringing his debt by 30 June to .1245.5.3. At this point, with his health rapidly
failing, he sought to reduce his debts and help meet the on -going living expenses of
his household by arranging with his friends and colleagues Henry Nixon and Boyle
Travers Finniss to subdivide twenty one acres at the southern end of his Country
Section into 252 allotments. The parchment Indenture drawn up between the three
men on 17 and 18 July 1839, complete with a plan of the allotments andstreets which
would form the village of Thebarton,7 is still preserved in the General Registry
Offices It was not a plan of any distinction or originality. The four new streets were
straight, there was no provision for anything like a village green, and the allotments
were about as small as the market was likely to accept, 34 feet wide and 104 deep, just
wide enough to accommodate a respectable small cottage and deep enough to allow
for a vegetable garden at the back. The plan groups the allotments in sets of twelve,
distinguished by twenty one letters of the alphabet. On the opening page of his Last
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The modern municipality of Thebarton. The map on page 12 shows Light's original
country section.

Diary Light reproduces all these letters and calculates the likely value of the whole
subdivision as 1764, allowing for a range in the prices of allotments from £10 toL4.9
In estimating Light's assets it is essential to realize that this sum of £1764 only relates
to the first subdivision of 21 acres and not, as David Elder assumes, to the whole
Section of 134 acres.10

On 26 August 1839 Light made a will which read, in part:
I give and devise all my Town and Country sections of land and all the real estate belonìnging
to me in the Province of South Australia unto my Housekeeper Miss Maria Gandy absolutely
... I do hereby appoint the said Maria Gandy sole Executrix of this my Will hereby requesting
my friends William George Field, John Woodforde and William Jacob to assist her the said
Maria Gandy in the execution of this my last Will and Testament ...'F
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Maria Gandy was clearly not an ordinary 'housekeeper'. Light had come to know
her about 1832 when his wife Mary had formed a liaison with Captain Hugh Bowen.
Although Mary bore three children during the course of this relationship, the first in
March 1833, she seems to have been quite content to remain Mrs Light and to give all
three children her married surname. As she was wealthy and her husband poor, and

as divorce then required a special act of parliament, there was no possibility that
Light could every marry Maria. This he would almost certainly have done had it
been legally possible; the nature of his will, the fact that he and Maria lived together
for several years, his readiness, after the death of her father, to bring two of her
younger brothers out with him in the Rapid, and references in the diaries of two
colleagues who accompanied them both out to South Australia on the Rapid, all
support this view. Dr Woodforde, soon after arriving at Rapid Bay, refers to 'Captain
Light and Lady' coming ashore.12 William Jacob, the youngest surveyor in Light's
team, reports on 29 January 1837 that he 'saw Captn. Light and Maria both very
well'. He mentions meeting them as a couplé again on 9 February and on 19 August
records: 'Dined at Captn. Light's with Woodforde, Hill, Maria & himself being the
anniversary of our arrival in Antechamber Bay. Spent a very pleasant evening'. On 1
May 1838, the anniversary of leaving London for South Australia, he 'Dined and
drank Tea at Colonel Lights: present Woodforde, the Colonel, Maria & myself
spent as usual a very pleasant evening'.ts
Striking evidence of both Light's and Maria's sense of their personal respectability
can be found in the list of the first 32 subscribers to the Trinity Church building fund
published in the South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register of 8 July 1837. The
seventh subscriber listed is 'Colonel Light' who is recorded as giving £2. Ironically
his name appears directly below that of the Revd. Charles B. Howard, the colonial
chaplain, who would later refuse to attend him on his death bed because he had 'not
expressed penitence'. The eighteenth subscriber, and the first of only two women, is
'Miss Gandy'. Her donation was £I
equal to that of the newspaper proprietor
Robert Thomas.
Unhappily, so long as she continued to live with Light, Maria failed to receive
from Adelaide's respectable society the friendliness shown by Woodforde and
Jacob.
The only women of any social position mentioned in Light's diary as visiting
'Theberton Cottage' were Mrs Woodforde, Mrs Boyle Travers Finniss (the wife of
Light's senior surveying colleague) and William Jacob's sister. The determined
social ostracism of Maria (and hence of Light himself) can be sensed in two letters
written to Light by Edward Stephens, Cashier of the Bank of South Australia, when
Light was finally succumbing to tuberculosis and asthma. In the first, dated 22
August 1839, Stephens writes that he is sending 'a few more books ... to while away a
few of the tedious hours you must have to endure whilst you are so unwell'. He then

goes on:

You must come into town, I am satisfied you are too dull where you are, ever to get better. Mrs
Stephens and myself most affectionately beg of you to come and live a little with us; you will

then enjoy the society of your friends, and all the attentions we can render you, you shall
have

Light must have sent a reply by hand, declining the offer, for Stephens wrote on the
following day:
... I am truly sorry you speak so decidedly about spending some time with us ... I am satisfied,
(not that I would disparage the kind care & attention of those around you) that we could make
you very comfortable, and it would delight Mrs S. to wait upon you. Do change your mind, I
have plenty of room, and you will not in the slightest degree cause inconvenience ... 14
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But Light was not to be enticed away from Maria and he died in Theberton Cottage
on 6 October, a little over six weeks later.

Eleven days after Light's death Maria appeared before Judge Cooper to prove
Light's will and to swear on oath that she would 'well and truly execute the same by

paying first his just debts ... and ... render a just and true account of her
Executrixship whenever she shall be lawfully called upon só to do'.15 She was then
aged twenty- eight. That she was not unduly embarrassed by the need to pay Light's
debts of £620 can be judged from the fact that she soon afterwards raised a further loan
of £230 from the Bank of South Australia.16 She also proceeded to subdivide a further
seven acres of Country Section 1 immediately north of the existing subdivision into
ninety-two 'small allotments' numbered 253 - 344.17
On 7 July 1840, nine months after Light's death, Maria married Dr George Mayo
in Trinity Church, North Terrace. According to the conventional wisdom, Dr Mayo
then generously set out to pay off the debt which his wife had inherited from William
Light. 'At the time of Light's death', writes Geoffrey Dutton, 'he was heavily in debt
to the Bank of South Australia; when his assets were realized this was reduced to £620,
and this sum was eventually paid off by Dr Mayo'.18 But the elaborate marriage

settlement drawn up on the day of the wedding (now in possession of the Mayo
family) reveals a very different situation. The document refers to Light's and Maria's
debts and to their subdivisions amounting to approximately thirty -four acres,19 but it
records that there were still 100 acres remaining unsold or undisposed of in Country

Section 1 with various `Messuages20 or Tenements and other Erections thereon'
together with four Town Acres.21 The two original trustees of the settlement were
Edward Stephens and John Brown.
The settlement provided that after she had paid off her debts, Maria should have a
life interest in the rents and profits derived from the lands she had inherited, and that
in the event of her prior death her husband should have a life interest. After both had
died the inheritance should be divided among any 'children of the body of George
Mayo upon the body of Maria Gandy'. The responsibility for paying off her own and
Light's debts clearly lay with Maria, or, more accurately, with the trustees of the
settlement, and not with her husband, although it is possible that during the 1840s he
provided some 'bridging finance' for this purpose, knowing that in the long term the
land inherited by his wife would be a valuable asset, and that the income from rent
and sale of allotments would soon repay all debts.
Whatever the financial arrangements at the time of their marriage, one thing is
indisputable Dr Mayo moved into his wife's house and not vice versa. Within six
weeks of their marrying he placed the following advertisement in the Register:
MEDICAL
Mr G. MAYO has removed from his late residence to Light Cottage, Thebarton, and continues
to follow his profession as Surgeon, Accoucheur, etc.
August 19, 1840.22

In the new year, perhaps finding 'Light Cottage' a little out of the way for his practice

and /or wishing to speed the payment of his wife's debts, he moved with Maria to
Carrington Street in the centre of Adelaide arid he placed the following notice in the
Register:
TO LET
On the banks of the Torrens, at Thebarton, formerly the residence of the late Colonel Light, a
substantial brick -built house, containing four large and lofty rooms, one underground and a
back kitchen commands a fine view of the bay a garden in a fine state of cultivation a
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stable, with saddle -room and a well of capital water. Apply to Dr Mayo, Carrington Street,
or to Mr Gandy, on the premises.23
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This is the key piece of evidence relating to Light's house. To the present writer it
appears to describe precisely the complete house that was demolished in December
1926. Not only are there photographs of this house as it appeared from c. 1896 to
1926,24 but there are also the memories of Mrs Marjory Boden (née Matson) who lived
in the house from c. 1918 -1924, when she was aged between nine and fifteen. When
shown the photographs, Mrs Boden has been able to recall quite positively not only
the functions of particular rooms, but the furnishings and approximate dimensions.
From the evidence of the photographs and Mrs Boden's memories I have drawn up
a plan of the house as I believe it was in Light's day. It is reproduced here beside the
very different plan proposed by Dr Fenner in 1927. Mrs Boden confirms that the four
front rooms and the 'back kitchen' were of solid brick construction and were well
built. She also reveals that the two high windows glimpsed in Barnes's 1916 painting
were not 'upstairs' as sometimes assumed, but were let into the western wall of one of
the lofty front rooms high up against the ceiling. It is quite possible that Light had
them so constructed to facilitate observation of the masts of ships in Holdfast Bay,
using a telescope while standing or sitting on a platform inside the room.
Today, the claim that a house in this position could command a 'fine view of the
bay' may seem incredible, and thus throw the accuracy of the whole 'To Let' notice

into doubt. But if a line is drawn on a modern map directly from the position of
'Theberton Cottage' to Holdfast Bay it passes straight down the main runway of
West Beach airport. Thus Light's sight line would have been over very flat, and
probably marshy country, with no houses to obstruct his view of the masts of ships
lying in the Bay. Prompt knowledge of the arrival of ships was highly valued in early

Adelaide, and it is clear from his Last Diary that Light did have such knowledge,
although he had to wait some hours before learning the names of the ships whose
masts he must have observed through his telescope:
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man -of -war:

Tuesday, 18 June 1839 Two large vessels anchored this morning in the Bay (one a very large
barque, the other a ship) at 8.40 a.m. P.M. at 2, no news of the ships. At 4 heard that one of the

ships was the Hooghly from London."

The sort of property described in the 'To Let' notice, with its garden in a 'high state
of cultivation' and its 'stable with saddle -room' suggests an establishment of some
size including at least a gardener and a groom. Light in his Last Diary also refers to a
dairy and the employment of a 'cowboy'. Such an establishment is entirely consistent

with the newspaper report of 'servants of the Colonel's household' walking in

aei a
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A large barque came to an anchor. We were all in expectation of the
Ganges, but no tidings at 8 p.m.
No one yet knows what ship is come in. P.M., ship proves to be a
Monday, 17 June 1839
Monday, 13 May 1839

o
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Light's funeral procession.26
Sadly, Maria Mayo died of tuberculosis on 15 December 1847, survived by her
husband and three young children, Jane, Kate and George Gibbes. Her will, made

earlier that year, reveals that the 100 acres of Section 1 and the four Town Acres
bequeathed to her by William Light were still intact." And so they remained for
nearly thirty more years, during which time, in accordance with the terms of the
marriage settlement, Dr Mayo received the annual 'rents and profits'. By 1875 the
trustees of the settlement were his son George Gibbes Mayo and his son -in -law
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that in total the latter would have realized about £3,600.29 Thus, rather than dying a
pauper, Light left a legacy to Maria that had grown to be worth a fortune by 1878.

Using the yard stick of average male wages it would have been equivalent to
$6,000,000 in 1985.

When Dr Mayo died in 1894 Maria's three surviving children came into their
inheritance. It is fitting that some of that legacy would have helped to educate the five
George Elton (1880 1948),
brilliant children of her son George Gibbes Mayo

j

professor of industrial research at the Harvard School of Business Administration
U.S.A. and 'one of the most influential, if controversial, social scientists of his day';80

Helen Mary (1878- 1967), the first woman to receive the degree of M.D. from the
University of Adelaide and a co- founder of the clinic which grew into the Mothers' &
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Babies' Health Association of South Australia; Sir Herbert (1885- 1972), Senior
Puisne Judge of the Supreme Court of South Australia and foundation President of
the Law Council of Australia; John Christian (1891- 1955), a prominent Adelaide
radiotherapist and surgeon; and Mary Penelope M.A. (1889 - 1969), historian and
author of The Life and Letters of Colonel William Light (1937). Light could hardly
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have wished for a more fruitful use of his legacy.3'
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Soon after Southwark was acquired by the National Building and Investment
Society Nathaniel J. Hone purchased Light's old house and the remains of its
surrounding garden. A delightful photograph in the Mortlock Library which
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descendants date c. 1896 shows Hone and members of his family grouped near the
entrance to the four 'large and lofty' front rooms. The original inscription on the
back, now scored through, states quite clearly that this is Colonel Light's house.32
a
This certainly looks like the sort of house Colonel Light might have lived in
symmetrical, hipped -roof house with a verandah, very like the house of his successor
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municipality of Walkerville.
In the years 1905 -06 Adelaide raised two lasting monuments to the memory of
Colonel Light. On 20 June 1905 a new memorial was unveiled over his grave in
Light Square. On the same occasion George Gibbes Mayo formally presented to the
state the famous Light self - portrait which had been bequeathed to his mother and
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which now hangs in an honoured place in the Art Gallery of South Australia.
Shortly afterwards the Observer newspaper published a photograph by W.S. Smith
entitled 'Colonel Light's House at Thebarton Now occupied by Mr N.J. Hone'."
Although taken from a different angle, it showed the same symmetrical garden front
as the c 1896 photograph of Hone and his family. A year later, when the bronze statue

The modern municipality of Thebarton showing William Light's original country section as
subdivided in stages:
A by William Light in 1839

of William Light which now stands on Montefiore Hill was first unveiled (in
Victoria Square) the printing firm of W.K. Thomas and Co. republished the Smith
photograph of Colonel Light's house in a pamphlet entitled Colonel Light, the

B

by Maria Gandy in 1839 -40
by the National Building and Investment Society in 1881 after purchase from the
trustees of Maria Gandy's marriage settlement.
The thin strip of land in the S.E. corner was sold in larger blocks in 1838.

C

Founder of Adelaide, Unveiling of Memorial, 1905, and of Statue, 1906, Re- printed
from The Register and The Observer. It might surely be supposed that, if Smith's
photograph, as first published, had been wrongly titled, someone like George Gibbes
Mayo would have drawn attention to the error and prevented its repetition a year

Alexander Stewart Paterson, husband of his daughter Kate. The later 1870s were
prosperous times in South Australia and the trustees decided to sell the land. In 1875

they began to subdivide the four Town Acres and in 1878 they sold the remaining 100
acres of Section 1 to the National Building and Investment Society. The price paid by
the Society for this land, which soon became the suburb of Southwark, and for the
remaining unsold allotments in the Village of Thebarton (alsopart of Light's legacy)
was £20,000.28 Prices paid for individual allotments in the four Town Acres suggest

later?
i

It now remains to explain how the myth about Light's 'hut' first arose and came to
be widely accepted. Ten years after the unveiling of Light's statue and the publication

of the Thomas pamphlet an Adelaide citizen, J.W. Bakewell, offered to the South
Australian Public Library, Museum and Art Gallery Board a watercolour depicting
Theberton Hall, Suffolk. It was a recent painting by an Adelaide artist, Mrs Mary E
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Doughty family.34 On 4 August 1916 the painting came before the Board's Fine Arts
Committee which recommended that it be accepted. The Committee's minutes and

ó

Light's house at Thebarton, South Australia, were exhibited' and that the
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verandah is not revealed in any of the Board's records, although he did tell the Board's
Secretary, in response to a suggestion that he had merely enlarged a photograph, that
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he had 'visited the cottage and carefully examined all the surroundings, and
produced his painting from notes made on the spot'.36
There the matter might have been expected to end, but at the next meeting of the
Fine Arts Committee on 1 September 1916:
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Colonel Light ... such painting to show a shingled roof instead of the iron which
now covers the original shingles'. The painting which resulted is now in the Art
Gallery collection. It shows the symmetrical garden front of the house, minus the
verandah, with the roof covered by the original shingles.35 Why he omitted the
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paint a companion watercolour of the 'house at Thebarton once occupied by
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Committee instructed the Art Gallery's Artist and Art Supervisor, Gustave Barnes, to
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report to the Board reveal that on the same occasion two photographs of 'Colonel
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The General Secretary mentioned that a statement in the Press called attention to the fact that
there was a doubt whether the cottage painted [by Barnes] was ever occupied by Colonel Light.
It was suggested that the Chairman and some members of the Committee might inspect the
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cottage with a view to finding out if there is any way of deciding the point ...
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Torr, enlarged from what Bakewell said was the only photograph known to exist
showing the Hall as it looked when Colonel Light spent his boyhood there with the
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Significantly, and unusually, the Chairman of the Board, William (later Sir William)

Sowden, attended this meeting. Sowden was one of the most influential men in
Adelaide as editor -in -chief and part proprietor of the Register newspaper, and the
'statement in the Press' was in fact a report of a speech he himself had made at the
opening of a three -day 'fair' entitled 'Australia Old and New'.
The fair was conceived by Mrs Jeanne F. Young, organizer of the Australian Wattle
Day League, of which William Sowden was the founding President. Mrs Young was

a good friend of Sowden, wrote for his newspaper, and would soon be the first
woman member of the Fine Arts Committee of the Public Library, Museum and Art
Gallery Board. The Wattle Day League, with which they were both so prominently

associated, was intended to inculcate in Australian children and adults, in Mrs
Young's words, 'an intensified love for their country' and 'veneration for the pioneer
heroes'. To give symbolic expression to these emotions the League encouraged all
Australians to wear a sprig of wattle on the first day of September each year, when
wattle trees were in full bloom.
In mid 1916 the terrible casualties of the battle of the Somme were on every mind
and Mrs Young's fair was designed not only to raise money for military ambulances
but to stimulate community self- confidence by incorporating displays that would

contrast the primitive conditions under which the pioneer heroes lived with
examples of 'the progress made by the State in such matters as agriculture,
horticulture, mining and many manufactures'. Produce and manufactured goods
would be available for sale and money would also be raised by a tea garden. At the
centre of the tea garden was the prime exhibit what purported to be a facsimile of
Colonel Light's cottage at Thebarton, made of wood and hessian. A photograph of
the structure published in the Observer newspaper37 confirms that here is the source
of the 'hut' theory, for only the three rear rooms of the house were reproduced- the
'back kitchen' and two very small adjacent bedrooms of the sort normally designed
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As this report was printed in the newspaper of which Sowden was editor -in -chief it
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must have had his sanction, and if he did not bother to check Light's Malayan
birthplace or the English county in which he was reared it is not unreasonable to
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Two days after Sowden's speech had been reported, the Register published the
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following letter from W.J. Worrell, of Southwark:
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suppose that he was equally casual in verifying the 'historical records' which led Mrs
Young to abandon the existing tradition about the size of Light's cottage. Certainly
he gave no hint as to the nature of those records.
Although the lack of hard evidence made it very difficult for anyone to investigate
Mrs Young's general thesis, there was one matter of fact which could readily be tested.
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lived in the past. They would realize that in Col. Light's original dwelling there was no
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possesses is in all probability only an addition to the cottage in which Col. Light lived, made
after his death. So in the interests of archeology we may have to revise our records, because we
owe a debt of accuracy to the coming generation in South Australia. The discovery of this
mistake shows the advantage of going back into historical records before it is too late ... Later,
Mr Sowden explained that the exhibition would serve to make people more contented, as it
would reveal to them the primitive and uncomfortable conditions in which their predecessors
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Young (the organizer of the league) that the building the photo of which the board now
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Her Ladyship has ... viewed the facsimile of the primitive habitation of the founder of
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presidential speech at the opening of the fair by Lady Galway, wife of the Governor,
he referred to it at length:
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Adelaide. Already, through the discovery of Col. Light ".s habitation, a lesson has been added to
the archeology of South Australia. Some weeks ago the Public Library Board was presented
with a picture of the hall in the house [sic] in which Col. Light was born [sic] in Devonshire
[sic], England, and it was decided to have a companion picture of the cottage in which he died
at Thebarton. The board had a beautiful photograph of the house which is generally regarded
as Col. Light's cottage. We now find, however, mainly through the instrumentality of Mrs
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The facsimile certainly made a deep impression on William Sowden. In his
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as, for example, in Charles Sturt's 'The
Grange'. Why Mrs Young chose to do this; and why she decided that these back
rooms constituted Light's house remains obscure. One can only note that it served
her general thesis to suggest that Light lived in a hut, and that she would have found
it quite impracticable to build a facsimile of Light's complete house in the space
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occupier of the old cottage.A9

So much for the professionalism of Mrs Young's 'archeology'! But Worrell's letter did

ò ,.,-

not deter Sowden. After he and other members of the Fine Arts Committee had
inspected the cottage at Thebarton, Young's general thesis was confirmed and
Gustave Barnes was required to paint two more watercolours of the 'old portion of
the cottage
representing it with a thatched roof'. The Chairman was 'to arrange
with the Artist the positions from which the sketches should be made'.4°
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The impression that Colonel Light's old cottage has not got a chimney is mistaken. The
original cottage has a fireplace and chimney a good old fashioned one at that. I would be
pleased to show any one who wished to inspect the cottage at any time. I am the present
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for servants in large houses of this period
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When Barnes had finished his two further paintings he was asked to title all three.
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Although he had little choice in the matter, his wording suggests that he had
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reservations about the Younggthesis. When last seen in March 1988 his first Ppainting,
g

showing the garden front of the house, still bore on its original gold mount the
elaborate title he composed in 1916:
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Col. Light's residence, Theberton, from the present front. Considered to be an addition to the
cottage at the rear in which he lived. Painted from notes and sketches made at the place by G.A.
Barnes.
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In titling his paintings of the back rooms he used the similar phrase 'considered to be
the part in which he lived'. Evidently this was not positive enough for somebody in a
position of superior authority, for to Barnes's draft version of the title of his painting
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showing a side view of the back rooms (illustrated) another hand has added the
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forthright words: The larger structure shown to the left is the modern addition to the
cottage in which Col. Light lived'."
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Soon after titling and mounting, the three paintings were exhibited in the
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Gallery's Historical Room, together with the painting of Theberton Hall by Mrs
Tort. There was little possibility of any quick revision of the Young thesis because
Mrs Young herself was immediately afterwards appointed a member of the Fine Arts
Committee.42 Thus was the Young thesis established as the official view for the next
seventy years. When asked in 1927 why the Fine Arts Committee had changed its

mind Sowden could not remember.43 But by then Light's house had been
demolished.
Not a little blame for the complete demolition of Light's house in 1926 must attach
to Young and Sowden's ill- informed speculations of 1916. As early as 1913 there had
been a move to make the house and grounds public property. Under the heading 'A

Historic Landmark', the Chronicle of 25 January of that year reported that the
previous week 'at the luncheon in connection with the annual inspection of
Thebarton by the mayor and council of that town it was suggested that the historic
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residence once occupied by Colonel Light, the founder of Adelaide, should be
acquired for the public'. Use of the term 'residence' strongly suggests that the
proposal included the whole house then standing. Later that year the house and
grounds were formally offered to Thebarton Corporation by the owners, Messrs.
Cocking 8c Co., for £1,500.44 Even for the whole house this was too high a price for
Thebarton Corporation in 1913, but after Young and Sowden had sown their doubts
in 1916 it is not surprising that there was no great enthusiasm for preserving three
ungainly back rooms.
In January 1923 the house and grounds came up for sale, prompting one `J.A.S.' to
write to the Register asking 'is it not possible for the Government, City Corporation,
or some patriotic body to secure it and either keep it intact and use it as a museum or

for some other purpose, or demolish the residence and re -erect it in Col. Light
Gardens ?' He offered to hand over a cheque for £5 towards this object.45 Two days
later the Advertiser referred to this offer to preserve 'Colonel Light's reputed residence
at Thebarton' and told how a 'former owner of the property' had once been visited by
a Mr John Ottaway who remembered seeing Light's funeral as a child:
Mr Ottaway told the householder that he saw the funeral of Colonel Light start from that
house. He at the time was attending a school at Trinity Church, North - terrace, and the
children were given half a day off in order that they might march in front of the hearse. He
pointed out the room from which the famous surveyor's body had been removed. The rooms
comprising the portion which was Light's residence are solidly built and are still in excellent
order. Though forming the rear portion of the house, they face the street, for the front of the
house overlooks a block of land.96

At first sight this may seem a persuasive piece of evidence: here was somene who
personally claimed to remember the house at the time of Light's death. But there area
number of reasons why the report should be viewed with scepticism. In the first place
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it is hearsay evidence, and the name of the former owner is not given. In the second
place, assuming that Ottaway has been correctly reported, it must be remembered
that he was a man at least in his eighties (he had asked to show is 65 year old daughter
the house) and that he was remembering back to things seen at the age of nine in the
context of a large funeral.47 It is quite possible that Light's body was taken from a
room at the back of the house, and that this memory led Mr Ottaway in old age to
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Sturt.50 Once formed, however, the local committee did concern itself about retrieving

some relics of Light's house and putting up a plaque to mark the site. At a meeting
on 25 March Fenner reported that he had 'waited upon Mr Preston, as directed, and
obtained authentic relics of Thebarton Cottage, viz., six building bricks, portion of a

rafter of native pine, and a shingle of hardwood'. Unfortunately he had so little
understanding of heritage recording that he had the rafter turned up into round

conclude that this portion was the 'original' house. Or it may be that it was not
Ottaway but the former owner who jumped to this conclusion. The story that
Ottaway and other children from the school at Trinity Church marched in front of
the hearse has absolutely no support from contemporary newspaper accounts of the
funeral. It is possible that the children may have had some role at 'Theberton
Cottage' itself, but neither the Register nor the Southern Australian make any
mention of children in their accounts of the funeral procession. Both agree that the

rulers,5' while the shingle was cut down and mounted as a souvenir. As for the bricks,
which still, like the piece of shingle, form part of the Royal Geographical Society's
collection, there is nothing to indicate which part, or parts, of the building they came
from.
At about this time Dr Fenner must have begun to prepare the paper on Thebarton

procession consisted of between 400 and 500 gentlemen all in deep mourning, led by

confused paper. Basically, while supporting the view that Light's cottage consisted of
the back section only of the seven - roomed house demolished in 1926, Fenner believes

the back rooms facing the street, as if this fact of 1923 proved that the back rooms were

reference to 'four large and lofty rooms, one underground and a back kitchen '. (His
reference to this notice, incidentally, is wrong: it appears in the Register of 9 and not 2

the undertaker followed by the Colonial Chaplain and other clergy and then by
personal friends of Light flanking his body on the hearse. The reporter's reference to
originally the front of the house, is quite irrelevant, for in Light's day there were no
streets. Presumably a private road led from the direction of the city through the
hundred or so acres of Light's estate towards the garden front of his house. Such a
report, based on hearsay memories which are at least in part demonstrably wrong,
cannot outweigh all the firm evidence cited earlier in this article.
Nothing came of the 1923 move to purchase Light's house and garden and make

them public property. Unfortunately there was no organization in the South

Australian community of that time that could investigate historical evidence, arouse

public opinion and lobby government on such matters. By 1926 the house and

surrounding land had been purchased by Colton, Palmer and Preston, with a view to
demolishing it and extending their existing factory. Contemporary photographs
show that superficial details of the house like guttering and lattices had been allowed
to fall into obvious decay, although the main walls and roof remained sound. At the
eleventh hour the member for Barossa in the House of Assembly, H.B. Crosby, asked

the Premier, Lionel Hill, whether his attention had been drawn to the 'fact that
Colonel Light's residence at Thebarton is to be destroyed' and asked whether the
Government could do anything about it. Perhaps the house could be rebuilt in Light
Square ?98 But neither the Government nor the Corporations of Thebarton and
Adelaide took action. The Mayor of Adelaide, Wallace Bruce, took the view that the
'wretched state of preservation' of the property and the disinclination of the owners to
sell it made acquisition impracticable.99 Demolition proceeded in December.

When Theberton College' was being demolished the Education Department's
Superintendent of Technical Education, Dr Charles Fenner, visited the site a number
of times. Curiously, however, the ground plan he reproduces in the article he later
wrote about the cottage is not only 'not drawn to scale' as he admits but is quite
inconsistent with the evidence of photographs (including some he published
himself) and Mrs Boden's memories. Fenner was a printer and geologist by training,
not a historian, but he was very soon to be honorary secretary of a new Historical
Memorials Committee of the South Australian Branch of the Royal Geographical
Society. The initiative for setting up this committee had come from the Historical
Memorials Committee of Victoria which had written to the Director of Education in
Australia about the need to mark the routes of Australian explorers, notably Charles

[sic] Cottage' which he read before the South Australian branch of the Royal
Geographical Society of Australäsia on 29 September 1927.52 It is a remarkably
that this 'original' dwelling is described in the 'To Let' notice of 1841, with its
January.) Thus he has to count the two very small rooms which connected the
kitchen with the main house in 1926 only about eight feet by seven in floor area
as two of the 'large and lofty' rooms, while the room
according to Mrs Boden
presumably a sort of
which he describes as 'latterly a kitchen' becomes a third
living room, while the lean -to attached to the kitchen becomes the original kitchen.
Unfortunately for this theory, Mrs Boden is quite positive that the lean -to had no
fireplace: it was the sort of space in which firewood might be stored. As to the fourth
of the 'large and lofty' rooms Fenner is vague. The wording and punctuation of the
1841 advertisement make it unclear whether the underground room was a fifth room

or one of the four large and lofty ones. At one point Fenner supports the first
interpretation, at another point the second.55In actual fact, as Mrs Boden remembers,
the underground room was a conventional cellar under one of the four front rooms,

indicated by shading on my plan. She is positive that Fenner is wrong in his
assumption that a rectangular aperture which appears beneath the verandah on the

left of the photograph of the Hone family is a window opening on to the
underground room: Rather, it was designed to provide access to the space below the
verandah. She remembers climbing through it as a girl.
Fenner really has only two arguments in favour of his theory. First, he appeals to a
vague 'tradition' but this proves no more reliable than Mrs Young's of 1916, for no
new records are cited or witnesses quoted to overthrow the earlier tradition of 1905 -06.

Secondly, he claims that the bricks used to build what he calls the 'front additions'
were made 'later' than those used to construct the rear portion of the house:
The bricks of Thebarton Cottage are known as 'sloppy bricks', and were hand -made in
wooden moulds ... The clay itself was tempered by hand, and the bricks were then moulded,
dried, and burnt. 'Sloppy bricks' are not now made. except in ôut -of- the -way places, being
replaced by wire -cut and dry- pressed bricks. The bricks of the newer portion of the house were
of a different kind
a later type.54

This information, he says, came from a Mr McGrath of Colton, Palmer and Preston
the firm that demolished the house. But how these supposedly later bricks differed
from the earlier ones Fenner does not say. If they had been wire -cut he would surely
have said so unambiguously. He seems to be implying that they represented some
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stage of manufacture intermediate between 'sloppy' and 'wire-cut', but as he is
unable to provide descriptive details, or actual samples of these 'later' bricks
- or
'even say which particular wall or walls the 'earlier' bricks obtained by the Royal
Geographical Society came from, his argument really has no substance.
Noris
Ioannou, whose book Ceramics in Australia (1986) contains the most exhaustive
existing account of early brick making in South Australia, has inspected the bricks in
the Society's collection and confirms that they are indeed 'sloppy' bricks. But
he says
that although sloppy bricks might be made with more or less skill and precision,

there was no major technical advance in brick making in Adelaide until the
introduction of machine- formed 'wire -cut' bricks in 1883 - by which time N.J.
Hone was already living in Light's house.
Thus, if Mr McGrath was right in reporting a superiority in the bricks
used to

construct the front portion of the house, the superiority must have been-achieved by a
better use of the 'sloppy' technique. Evidence that a superior kind of 'sloppy'
brick

was produced in Adelaide at the very time Light was part of the way through
building his house can be found in an advertisement placed in the Southern
Australian of 10 November 1838 by J.T. Scown, a brickmaker operating
on land

beside the Torrens at Gilberton owned by Light's friend John Morphett:
'In a couple
of weeks a pug mill will be erected and at work
... when J.T.S. hopes to be able to
make as good Bricks as are made in England'.55 Presumably Scown hoped
to make
bricks of a superior consistency. That he succeeded is proven in
a letter written by his
employer John Morphett in March 1839:
The brick concern is going on well. I sell about 70,000 a month, at £3 to £3.10s
per thousand.
get a better price than others, as I have erected a pug -mill, which certainly makes the bricks
better.56

In these circumstances Light would have had every reason to
use them for the
construction of the main portion of his residence. It is relevant to note that the bricks
used in the construction of the main original rooms of Morphett's own house

'Cummins' in 1841 -42 appear distinctly superior, toda}, to those used
some years later
to build the front portico. Both lots of bricks would have been 'sloppy'. It is entirely
possible, in the case of 'Theberton Cottage', that the two small rooms which in 1916
joined the 'back kitchen' to the four 'large and lofty' front rooms
were not part of the
original house at all, but were later additions. They are certainly not mentioned in
the 1841 To Let' notice, and they do not fit harmoniously with the neighbouring
structures. Detached kitchens were common in early houses.
That Fenner had good intentions in his investigations is not in question, but
he
was not a trained historian, and he

was inclined to start with a fixed idea and

continue to pursue it uncritically. Clear evidence of this is found in the
Historical
Memorials Committee discussions about preserving Captain Sturt's house 'The
Grange'. As soon as the matter came up for discussion Fenner asserted that Sturt had
not lived in the slate- roofed main house but only in the small cottage at the
the main house was much too grand a dwelling for Sturt's day. Fortunately rear, as if
a member
of the Committee had the good sense to write to Sturt's daughter then living in
England, Miss Charlotte Eyre Stun, who confirmed that indeed her parents had lived
in the slate - roofed house.57 At Ieast this myth was firmly suppressed before
it could
undermine the efforts of those who sought in succeeding years to preserve The
Grange' as evidence of the standards of comfort enjoyed by prominent early
colonists
after the hardships of the first two pioneering years were past. 'Theberton Cottage'
was not so lucky, but we do not have to continue to believe the tradition established
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by Jeanne Young, elaborated by Charles Fenner, and more recently supported by
Derek Whitelock,58 that it was no more than an ungainly hut. Light was far from
being a pauper, and the evidence strongly suggests that he built a well - proportioned

house commensurate with his leading status in the early South Australian
community.
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`WE HAVE FOUND OUR PARADISE':
THE SOUTH -EAST SQUATTOCRACY, 1840-1870
LEITH MacGILLIVRAY
The story of European land settlement in the South -East of South Australia begins
on mid - morning, 3 December 1800, when Lieutenant James Grant, in his surveying
brig, the Lady Nelson, sighted two capes and two mountains from what he judged to
be 38 °10'S by 142°30'E.

As the first known European to sight this stretch of land, Grant put the mark of
British civilisation upon it, naming the tapes Banks and Northumberland, and the

mountains, Schanck and Gambier. By noon the heavy growth of trees on the
mountains and the low flat plains caught his attention. He wrote 'woody' across his
chart and continued east on his surveying mission. From the coast he sighted more
wooded areas with large fires plainly visible between them. In writing at least, he did
not speculate about the people who had lit those fires and who hunted among those
wooded mountains and plains, but the few recorded observations made by Grant
foreshadowed the major assumptions of those who came after him. Like Grant, other
Europeans were to ignore the Bujandik who already owned this land; like Grant,
other men were to assess its worth through European eyes; and, like Grant, they, too,
were soon to attempt to print their civilisation upon it.'
Among such men were the founding fathers of South Australia. Thirty -six years
after Grant's voyage, they also dispossessed the owners of the land, and appraised its

fitness for the realisation of their great dream 'to transplant another England in
another hemisphere .2 Central to their dream was the settling of 'a sturdy yeoman
race'.
The yeoman farmer had long since disappeared into the cities and factories of the

Industrial Revolution, but because of his very disappearance, had been, by the
nineteenth century, romanticised into a powerful symbol. At the head of a large
family, in smiling homesteads, working in close communion with Nature, the

yeoman produced from the soil that very staff of European life - wheat.
Transplanting a race of such men in South Australia meant, the founders confidently

believed, implementing the proper European use of land, for, they also believed,
South Australian land was either like European land or could be made to be so, if
they but used British technology, capital, energy, and livestock.'
The theory of systematic colonisation, propounded by such men as Edward
Gibbon Wakefield, served to buttress this dream.' As early as 1835, however, both the

founders'. dreams and Wakefield's theory were challenged when the Board of
Commissioners lowered the price of land to raise the £35,000 revenue necessary under
the Act of 1834 to establish the colony of South Australia. When wealthy purchasers

thus gained absolute priority in buying the best land cheaply, the Commissioners
had created a precedent, for selling the land to the highest bidder to raise revenue was
Dr Leith MacGillivray, Education Officer in the Mortlock Library, is the daughter of a soldier
settler from World War I who took up land in the South -East and, like many others, finally walked
off his block. She is also the great- granddaughter of a Scottish crofter who prospered in the same
region.
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to epitomise land dealings throughout South Australia.5 This was particularly so in
the South East where, for the next 150 years, the great dream floundered from illusion
to illusion as Europeans there discovered, painfully and reluctantly, they could not
settle the land with a numerous yeomanry and, at the same time, pursue profit.
To see how that great dream carried within it the seeds of its own destruction, we

return to the South East almost four decades after Lieutenant Grant's coastal

discoveries. It is June 1839. A young man, astute in the appraisal of land, sets out
from the park -like country of 'Australia Felix' in the nearby western districts of New
South Wales and steers a direct course until he reaches the mountain Grant had
named Gambier. He ascends it and sees below the wonderful sight of an enormous
lake a sight 'quite beyond his powers of description'. He looks long at the very old
volcanoes to the north, and south across the timbered plains which stretch to the sea
and which Grant had sighted from the coast 39 years previously. He and his brother
Edward then spend the next month examining the coast as far as Cape Bernouilli.
On his chart he writes, 'Apparently good land', to describe the eastern side of the
range inland from the coast, which he does not have time to explore before returning
to Portland. By 1840 he and his brothers have formed their station on the slope of
Gambier's mountain. Stephen George Henty had discovered that good land and
accessible water which previous overlanders and explorers such as Charles Bonney,
Joseph Hawden and George Hamilton had missed. He thus became the first of the
settlers from the east to steal a march on the men from South Australians
Three years later, the brothers Edward and Fortescue Arthur, nephews of Sir
George Arthur of Van Dieman's Land, also travelled westward from Port Phillip
district in search of land. By 12 March 1843 they were also feasting their eyes upon
that same magnificent view from Gambier's mountain. They found Mount Schanck
to be hollow but without water. Three miles to the west, however, where a pool
twenty feet below the surface of the ground contained water 'of the clearest and best
description to the depth of nearly thirty fathoms', they fixed their destination. From
the limestone about them they fashioned their utensils, their sheep -wash, and their
bark - roofed huts. The Arthurs, like the Hentys before them, had squatted without
authority on South Australian soil. With the arrival of these men from the east, the
pastoral occupation of the South -East district had begun.7
While Henty and Arthur were establishing their runs, settlement 300 miles to their
north near Adelaide had begun to spread dramatically. Remembering the Wakefieldian ideal of a numerous population of small farmers, the government
determined to control the pace and direction of settlement. Under an Act to regulate
the disposal of waste lands, surveys were to precede sales, revenue would be raised by

imposing a yearly assessment on stock, and those who wished to form stations on
Crown Lands were to be charged. Yet the 1842 Act, like the Act of 1834, exposed the
difference between the rhetoric of numerous small farmers and the reality of revenue.
A government in need of money had no desire to cramp squatters who had to pay
only the moderate sum of £5 annually for an Occupation Licence which entitled
them to an unlimited amount of land.a At any time the government might, however,
give six months' notice, resume the squatter's land and put it up for sale.
This insecurity of tenure was a constant source of resentment to all pastoralists,
including Robert Rowland Leake, pastoralist from Van Dieman's Land and former
stock manager for the South Australian Company. Leake was now 28, grossly fat,
and far more at home with sheep than with 'the ladies of South Australia' whom he
claimed were always 'having picnics, parties, etc.' By 1842 Leake's flocks of 4,000
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sheep and 2,500 lambs was the fourth largest in South Australia. 'Chafing under
legislation which meant his leased land might be resumed, he had moved three times

by 1843. He wrote to his father that he had been in South Australia for six years
'enduring every privation that a man could endure and making nothing by it'. 'All in
all', he concluded in his letter in January 1844, 'it is a horrible life, that of a squatter'.
Yet Leake was sure he could succeed if he could only get good land. Reports from
New South Wales told of a splendid tract of country, stretching along the western
bank of the Glenelg river and extending westwards as far as Rivoli Bay. This sounded
to Leake like good European land. He gathered up his flocks of 7,000 sheep, and with
his valuable overseer, John McIntyre, set out once more. Shortly after 29 January
1844, in his words, 'with the seas behind and the deserts before', Robert Leake crossed
the Murray on his way to the south -eastern district.9
Near the end of April he and McIntyre arrived at a hill 80 miles from Portland Bay
and 10 miles from Rivoli Bay. From the top they saw a lake teaming with wild fowl

and surrounded by grassy flats. On the following day McIntyre and Leake came
upon a lagoon, also surrounded by richly grassed plains. They cried exultantly, 'We
have found our paradise'. Leake named the hill Mount McIntyre and the lake, Leake.
Near Lake Leake he established the 'Inverarÿ run and his head station of 'Glencoe',

named in honour of McIntyre's birthplace in Scotland. By 1845 his flock had
increased to 16,000. He was proudly marking his bales 'Leake' for the first time, and
his brother Ed was taking them to Portland. In 1846 Leake estimated that he would

get £50,000 of good washed wool which he asked his father to insure at Is.10d. a
pound on £4,500 security.19
Yet Leake had problems. He was continually losing sheep to the blacks. Once 60 to

70 of them attacked and tdok 40 sheep. On another night he lost 14 rams; in 1845,
1,000 sheep. By 1846 he also had 41 souls to feed and had to pay shepherds £25 to £30 a

year, with rations. Taming the wilderness had taken more effort than the colonisers
had acknowledged. 'We have suffered much', he wrote home on Christmas Eve, 1845,
'and it appears to me we have a good deal more to suffer'."
By August 1844, Edward and Fortescue Arthur decided they had suffered enough.
They had tried to conquer the country but after eighteen months they wrote to their
uncle, Sir George Arthur, in June 1844: 'We are yearly finding ourselves retrograding
instead of progressing'. Natives in formidable numbers had speared their horses,
raided their sheep and attacked their huts. The seasons had been harsher, the prices

lower, and expenses higher than they had anticipated. Scab had also made fatal
inroads. They decided to sell, and in August 1844, Robert Leake secured a bargain by
purchasing the Arthurs' sheep station and stock for £300.12
Leake had secured his land only a short time ahead of waves of land- seekers from

both Port Phillip and South Australia. From their applications, Charles Bonney,
Commissioner of Crown Lands, was aware of the rush for land beyond the settled
districts. Under new regulations of the Wastelands Protection Act, dinging still to
the ideal of more democratic settlement, legislators attempted to keep an eye on the
spread. Applicants for Occupation Licences now had to mark the boundaries of their
runs.

But, contrary to those Wakefieldian ideals which Charles Bonney supported,
'hurtful dispersion' persisted. He hoped that new regulations gazetted in 1847 would
remedy this great evil, but the returns for application for land show that the rush for
the best land in the South East was over by the time the regulations were gazetted.'3In
1845, 19 runs were taken up; in 1846, 30; and in 1847, a further 20. Licencees had
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settled on over 2.000 square miles of the best land in the district. They favoured
the
fertile, well - watered land in the Mount Gambier area, central land to the east of that

inundated by ther coastal swamps, and a spine of land parallel to the eastern

boundary which offered grasslands between open forest. As empirical testers of the
environment, the capitalist - pastoralists confirmed that this was the land most like
European land. Those who came later would have to be content with second best.
Some of their land would have supported small farmers in smiling homesteads
cultivating wheat, but by 1847 the pastoralists had made it quite clear they intended
to use it for sheep."
What were the chief characteristics of these capitalist - pastoralists? First, almost
three times as many came from New South Wales as from South Australia. Secondly,
among the early arrivals, the Scots predominated. put down roots and carved a
fortune from South -East land, possibly because most were in middle age with a little
capital, were industrious, tended to come in family groups, had had experience with
Australian land, and, most importantly, had peacocked the best.
Among the Scots were the Camerons and their neighbours, the McArthurs. In 1833
the 23- year -old shepherd, Alexander Cameron, later known as 'King' Cameron, had
little future in the Scottish highlands where sheep were replacing people. By 1843 he
had joined his uncles, Duncan and Alexander, or 'Black Sandy', Cameron, who had
been in Van Dieman's Land for the previous five years, near Port Phillip. By
1844
King Cameron struck out for fresh lands across the border with f9,500 borrowed from
his uncle and settled on those well - grassed flats near Lake Mundy, which had excited
the overlander, Joseph Hawden, five years before. Here Cameron established the
'Penola' run. By 1846 he had built the Royal Oak Inn; by 1851 he had offered land

privately surveyed for the Penola township, and had begun building a fifteen -

roomed home from stringy bark a home which befitted the head of a family which
in Scotland twenty years previously might have held 100 acres between them on
tenuous lease, but who now held over a quarter of a million acres of the richest land
in the South East. '5

Another Scot, John Robertson, former botanist and naturalist, struck out for

Portland Bay in February 1840 with £3,000 capital saved from farming for nearly a
decade in Van Dieman's Land, and established 'Wando Vale', near Casterton. In
1844, after boundary disputes with his neighbours, the Hentys, John and his brother.
William, journeyed westwards until they came upon Mosquito Creek, one of the

three permanent waterways which ,spill on rich land in the South East. The
Robertson brothers took up 135 square miles, established 'Struan' and from here for

the next century, they and their descendants were to command the 90 -mile stretch of
the surrounding fertile plains.16
Adam Smith, born of farming stock in Jedborough, Scotland, arrived in the South
East with his wife, Janet, via Sydney and Port Phillip, in 1845, with John Oliver, also
from Scotland, and William Brown. These men preceded Smith to South Australia
and established 'Broadmeadows', later renamed 'Hynam'. Shortly afterwards Brown
was killed by Aborigines. In 1846 Oliver and Smith bought out Brown's share. By
1850 they were leasing 60 square miles and running over 10,000 sheep and 78 cattle."
Niel Black was an absentee landowner, but apart from that he also typified the

successful Scottish squatter in the South East. Black was a well - established

pastoralist at 'Glen Ormiston' in the Port Phillip district. In 1845 he sent his astute
overseer, John Thompson, and a probable relative, Donald Black, to find 'another
Port Phillip in the west' where he might fatten his prized Durham cattle. After
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climbing Mount Gambier, Thompson wrote back to Black: 'Never in this colony did

I feast my eyes on a more beautiful view'. The surrounding country', he further
reported, 'is also equal to the finest land in Port Phillip ...' 'This is the country if you

were to see for yourself', Thompson declared, 'I am sure you would not let slip
through your fingers ... It is, in truth, another "Glen Ormiston" in the west'. Niel
Black was not likely to let such land slip through his fingers. He secured 151 square
miles, 109 of which were on the South Australian side of the border, and by 1850 he
was pasturing 1,500 sheep and 1,730 cattle at 'Warreanga', his head station in the lea
of Mount Schanck.18
As well as Scots, socially and politically established English gentlemen, needing to

provide land for their younger sons, were also intent upon imposing European
civilisation and making money from the South East. Among these was George
Meredith, pastoralist at Cambria in Van Dieman's Land. Meredith put to good use
capital lying idle, and established his fourth son, John, at 'Oaklands' and at
'Murrawá , runs of 75 square miles in the lower South East, close to the New South
Wales border. George Meredith hoped that his son would not only make a good

profit from wool, but would also be a harbinger of British civilisation in the
Australian bush. He was at all times to conduct himself as an English gentleman. He
was also to make a solemn pledge never to smoke, a habit which was one of the first
steps to degeneration in the colonies. Flute- playing, on the other hand, was a habit to
cultivate. 'In your retirement in the wilderness', George Meredith concluded to his
son, 'your conduct as an Englishman will depend upon yourself. 19
John Meredith welcomed his father's challenge to carve culture and profit from
the bush, but he faced many difficulties. His labourers deserted him, seasons were
fickle and in 1847 he lost 500 sheep in one cold snap. To compensate for difficulties in
making his large run of strange land cohform to European practices, Meredith found

great solace in preparing a European home and garden. After erecting his roomy
house, brought across the strait, he wrote to his fiancée, Maria Hammond, to tell her
how he had planted 'two bundles of young fruit trees, cherry suckers, three score of
seedling apples and two kinds of grape vine cuttings', which his father had sent from
Van Dieman's Land, 'well secured in netting with moss at the roots'.2°
Evelyn Pitfield Shirley Sturt, youngest brother of Charles Sturt, and former
Commissioner of Lands in New South Wales and overlander of 1838, was another
young English gentleman who sought to subdue the wilderness of the South East. By
August 1844, Evelyn Sturt had taken out an Occupation Licence in the lea of Mount
Gambier for the land which Stephen Henty had not gained by official right, just
ahead of the South Australian Company. On this land, the finest part of the colony,
he formed 'Compton', and rah 6,000 sheep he had brought from New South Wales.
He soon realised 'the whole country was cavernous and absolute streams and rivers
abounded within a few feet of the surface'. He huilt a fine house and started his
garden. He later recalled how he warded off inimical natives with 'a good rifle and a
correct eye', and after 'gaining their respect through fear, gained their confidence
through kindness'.
Yet Sturt also had problems. He had little capital, he was deserted by his hands, and
he declared Aborigines made 'useful but indolent' shepherds. In 1847 the same bleak

wet weather took his sheep as it had Meredith's. By this time, Evelyn Stun,
aristocratic pioneer and explorer, was also finding that conquering the South -East

bush was far more demanding than the colonisers of South Australia had
anticipated.21
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Another English gentleman, the 29- year -old Samuel Davenport, squire of

Macclesfield, also ventured south from Adelaide to take up land in the Rivoli Bay
district. Although he was more interested in growing almonds and vines around
Adelaide, `wool paid', as he wrote to his brother in England, and cattle were also
realising good prices because of demands made by mining. In December 1845,
Davenport set out on the first of his journeys to the little -known Rivoli Bay district.
He took 4,000 sheep, his travelling companion, Duncan McFarlane, 10,000; 76,000

had already crossed the Murray or were following. Davenport reached his run
without a single loss, named it `Mayurra', marked his boundaries and returned to
Adelaide.22

After several more trips roughing it in the South East bush, Davenport was less
enthusiastic about bringing British civilisation to the wilderness and left the
management of `Mayurra' to George and Tom Glen, relatives by marriage and
young men of 18 and 17, who had had a little experience of farming with cousins in

West Lothian, Scotland. But problems remained. Davenport feared his flocks were
too close for comfort to the South Australian Company's scabby flocks. Furthermore,
his land was also perilously dose to the swampy flats near the coast where fellow pastoralists, like the Stirling brothers and Edward Spicer, had lost many sheep
through a Mysterious disease. Most of all, he had troubles with the owners of the
land. He wrote his father there was now open hostility between the whites and the
natives. He had sent guns and ammunition to his overseer who already had pistols.
But the natives had learned only too well the distance a pistol could fire. `They are',
Davenport wrote, `no cowards. They can stand the shot when pushed as well as any
white fellow'. There was no doubt that natives were shot. Some of them were very
fine men. Davenport could see no way out of the dilemma. White men could not
teach blacks as they did not know their langçtage, nor could they trust them. 'There
was little joy, he conduded to his father, in taking up and opening the way to others
in a wild country'.23
What was life like in the South -East bush in these early years? By 1847, despite
Davenport's qualms about living far from amenities, some civilising European
influences were finding their way into the South East. Private entrepreneurs had set
up a chain of stores and pubs between Mount Gambier and Portland. In 1847 a more
reliable overland mail route, between Adelaide and Sydney, supplemented the
existing carriage of mail by sea. The nearest doctors, however, were at Portland or
Guichen Bay and pastoralists had to care for their own health. Ed Leake suffered very

much from rheumatic gout and a burning pain in his left side. Holloway's pills

brought him no relief. George Meredith,frequently sent his son medical supplies and
advice. He recommended 'Dr Buchan's work, calamel, in cases of necessity from four
to ten grains, rhubarb for pains in the stomach, for bile, and to carry off purging,

fifteen to forty grains of dulip a§ a purging medicine, Peruvian bark as a tonic, a
teaspoonful in a glass of wine daily'.

Settlers were still isolated. Adelaide was a dreaded journey of over 300 miles, and an

unattractive place, at least to Robert Leake and John Meredith. Leake thought

Adelaide was 'a slow place to do business in, a wretched place to live in and nothing

but drinking'. To Meredith, Adelaide was merely a place of `materialists and
minerals'. As he wrote to Maria: 'Its chief importations are spirits, beer and tobacco,
Germáns, orphans and harpies. Its chief export consists of wool, dirty, hinds, tallow,
grain and copper. The latter abounds in such quantities that nearly all the people
deal in it and have brazen faces andcopper throats which enables them to swallow an
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immense amount of alcohol and convert their mouths into chimneys for the
consuming of tobacco'. Talking with gentlemen friends, and reading books
purchased from England by the South East Squatters' Book Club, remained the most
favoured pastimes. Robert Leake was particularly concerned the bush was having a
detrimental effect on his brother, Ed, who spent more than half his time talking to his
men and the blacks. 'In consequence', Robert Leake wrote to his father, 'Ed has got
into low habits and is careless about his person. In fact he's left off smoking and got
so fat that he's a burden to himself .2a
South -East settlers in the early 1840s complained constantly about great losses
from the attacks of Aborigines without speedy recourse to British justice. Most settlers
took measures of their own. One had a long tiger -gun carrying two -ounce balls put
in front of his hut on a swivel as a means of retaliation when Aborigines set fire to his
huts by putting lighted stringy bark on the end of their spears.25 Another chained

culprits up to a tree by means of strong handcuffs on their ankles, and passed
through the loops of a bullock chain around a tree.26 By 1846, however, a police

station was established on Evelyn Sturt's land, Sturt was made a Stipendiary
Magistrate, and police stations were established at Guichen and Rivoli Bay. By the
later 1840s, several settlers were reporting they had less need of guns as the Aborigines

were giving less trouble. James Smith, Postmaster and missionary at Greytown on
Rivoli Bay, reported that he and his wife were endeavouring to instruct Aborigines in
their duties to each other and to Europeans. Smith reported to Matthew Moorhouse,
Protector of Aborigines, that to his great horror, 'It may truly be said of them that no
man careth for their souls'.27
While labour remained scarce, wages were high. Leake decided to make do with
blacks. By 1850, 20,000 of his sheep were herded by blacks. Along with the whisky he

imported from Scotland, Leake imported blankets, which he had stitched with his
brand for the Aborigines he claimed to have 'tamed' and which he now employed on
'Glencoe', to show clearly he now owned those who had formerly owned the land he
now possessed.

But the squatters' most abiding grievance was insecurity of tenure under
Occupation Licence and the only way to overcome insecurity was to purchase. In
1846, Leake travelled to Adelaide to secure 800 acres at £1 an acre, 'the pick of all his

runs'. The South Australian Company purchased 313 acres of fertile land; Evelyn

Sturt secured `Compton' and four outstations on the fertile slopes of Mount
Gambier; King Cameron and William McIntosh purchased the land on which they
founded the private townships of Penola and Naracoorte for £1 an acre; Alexander
Hunter purchased `Kalangadoó ; Archibald Johnson, `Mount Graham'; the Robert-

son brothers, Struan'; George Ormerod, the 'Naracoorte' run, and Dr James
Dickson, 'Mayouppe'. And so, eleven years before the declaration of the first
Agricultural Hundred, 2,000 acres of the most fertile land in the South East had now

slipped beyond the reach of any small aspiring farmer into the hands of the
capitalist- pastoralists who used it as a sheep walk. On almost 5,000 square miles of
land held under Licence, and on 2,000 acres of purchased land, they were running
approximately one half of the colony's sheep.28
Robert Leake, longest in the district, had brought a little of Europe to the area. He

did not have `as handsome a house as Mr Sturt', but he had begun building. In
October 1849, Leake and McIntyre estimated their stock and clip were worth £9,800.

He had the right to make such a fortune, he told his father, if he had to live in a
wilderness. 'I may say', he added, 'I have spent the best of my days in one'. But the
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God of Mammon had exacted his due. Leake was now over 40 and a lump on his
neck had grown and begun to bleed very much. Just before Christmas Day,
1849,
Leake wrote saying how unhappy he was with his harsh life in the South -East
wilderness. 'I am tired', he wrote, 'of living in the bush. It wants men with families
to

inherit lands and I have no issue'. The founders had dreamed from afar of

transplanting au old world in a new. Less than two decades later, from first -hand
experience, Robert Leake wrote that he seriously doubted 'if New Holland was a fit
place for the Caucasian race'.29
John Meredith doubted it, too, when the great fire of 7 February 1851 ravaged the
newly -named colony of Victoria and the South East of South Australia. In this
country 'Nature', as John Meredith put it, 'might undo all of a man's achievements
at a single stroke'. Still, after life- giving rains in his area, he was pleased, he told his
fiancee, that he had 'goosberries, onions, parsnip, carrot, turnip, radish,
raspberry
bushes and chrysanthemums', and he was particularly pleased that the
potato plants
he had brought from Van Dieman's'Land had grown a foot in a month.
By June 1851, however, he again faced a shortage of labour. The working classes'

had become `gold mad', he wrote to Maria, 'and large parties are proceeding
overland, some with bullock drays, haycarts, on horseback, on foot. Men are

absconding in every direction, leaving the sheep in their folds, the teams and plough
in the field'. So John Meredith, gentleman, accustomed to better things, was forced
to
help his stockmen erect cattle yards and a pig stye. He also assisted with the branding,

which was hard and very dirty work, in the wet weather. Meredith had already

confessed to his brother, Charles, that he had enough of this lonely and precarious life
of the squatter. Before the end of 1851 he put 'Murrawa', with 9,000 sheep and 2,000
lambs up for sale.30
Yet in 1851 the South -East pastoralists, with their counterparts throughout the

colony, won a round in their battle for tenure. The Legislative Council, with a

squatter majority, under the Wastelands Acts of 1850, replaced Occupation Licences
with fourteen -year leases, with an annual rental of no more than a pound an
acre for
unlimited amounts of land. In theory, the squatters had to stock each square mile
with 16 cattle or 100 sheep.' South -East squatters responded by claiming
as much
land as they hoped they could get away with. By I July 1851, in the South East, 4,617
square miles, approximately two- thirds of the district, and a third of the leasehold of
the entire colony of South Australia, had become the property of 83 pastoralists,
12 of
whom held over 100 square miles of land each
land well suited to supporting
small farmers 32 But these squatters had already determined that their district
was
never to be an area of closer settlement of small men. If they had any say, it would
remain 'a sheep walk for ever'.
Among those who did not take up a new lease in 1851 was Evelyn Sturt. He had
secured extensive andfertile country, but the qualities of an English gentleman had
not made him equal to the task of civilising the South -East bush. By 1849 Sturt had
left 'Compton', and by April 1853. had become Police Magistrate in Melbourne."
John Meredith was another who did not purchase in 1851. He had failed to sell
'Murrawa' but in 1852 he felt less disconsolate about pioneering the wilderness for he
now had the company of his bride, Maria, as well as the company of neighbouring
squatters. In April Meredith and his wife were caught 'in a rare giddy round of social

activity' as they entertained in a manner befitting English country gentry. The

famous Penola races meant visitors practically every day of the week, picnics
at the

Naracoorte caves, parties at the lakes in Mount Gambier. To entertain sixteen
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squatters at 'Oaklands', Meredith enclosed thirty feet of verandah with calico to
improvise a banquet room, lit this with candles, set inside the handsomest variegated
melons. Dancing, tea, cake, sandwiches and vine grapes preceded dinner. Dancing
followed until 4 a.m. 'Such, dear father', concluded Meredith of his attempts to create
the social life of the country he missed so much, 'is the way we have been amusing
ourselves in the backwoods'. By December, however, after Maria returned to Van

Dieman's Land, when labour was still in short supply and wages were becoming
higher, Meredith received an offer of £16,000 for 'Murrawa', and toward the end of
1854 he rented his station and became a Senior Magistrate in Swansea, Van Dieman's
Land. Without making his fortune or civilising an alien land, Meredith had, like
that other English gentleman, Evelyn Sturt, left the South East where he confessed'to
Maria, he had 'long since felt a wanderer, cut off all from all that I hold dear in this
world'."
What were the main challenges which faced those squatters in the South East who
had determined to stay? The abiding grievance was security of tenure. In 1854, in a
buoyant post -gold economy, land sales boomed. South -East squatters, who had
relied on being too remote from Adelaide for competition at sales, now faced a
challenge from city investors willing to pay high prices for good land. Some city
purchasers, speculators and agents, bought only- a few sections as they had no
intention of residing in the district, but their speculation ran prices up to as much as
£2 an acre. Squatters also faced further competition from those who did wish to
establish estates in the district. Typical of this large investor was Thomas Magarey,
miller of Hindmarsh, and future owner of the ` Naracoorte' run who began
purchasing heavily in 1854. A third category of purchaser were farmers who were to
accumulate large holdings of the second best land squatters had not purchased near
Mount Gambier.35 Like the pastoralists, whose lifestyle they sought to emulate, they
ran sheep, and their arrival in 1854 was to mark the emergence of the large farmer grazier of the South -East district.

Faced with these challenges from city buyers, South -East squatters bought

judiciously. Robert Leake, for example, purchased over 5,000 acres of his best land on
`Glencoe', and paid over £11,000 for land in the hundreds of Hindmarsh and Grey.
To consolidate his run, for example, he paid £1,920 for one 640 -acre block. For the
Bush Inn and store on an 81 -acre section he paid £5 an acre. The cost had been high
but Leake had freeholded the best lands on his run, carved a .strategic passage of
outstations from Guichen Bay to his land across the Victorian border, and made his

35,000 sheep and 1,000 cattle safe from predatory neighbours, city speculators or

future yeoman farmers.36 The 1854 land sales had thus made very clear the
relationship between capitalist-pastoralist, government and South -East land. By
selling to moneyed pastoralists in the South East, legislators could be sure of revenue
from land and wool. For their part, the pastoralists had secured one tenth of all the
land sold at auction in the colony of South Australia for an average of a little over£2
an acre. On this they were running 34,000 cattle, a thousand horses and nearly half a
million sheep a third of the colony's total.
In 1858, before the declaration of the first Agricultural Hundreds in the South East,
these squatters purchased a further 25,000 acres of land meant for small farmers. With
the complicity of a government in need of revenue once more, many South -East land
barons thus founded their estates. By claiming their land was not fit for farming, they

added another 100,000 acres at the declaration of the first Hundred, with
accompanying benefits of depasturing rights, and without loss of right to hold up to
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200 square miles each under leasehold for 14 years 37
In 1860 the first South -East land sales beyond Adelaide
were held in Mount
Gambier. The biggest challenge which the sheep men of the South
East now had to
face was rivalry between each other for the best of the
land that was left. After an
unsuccessful bid to get his hands on 'Glencoe' land, Charles Brown Fisher
sought to
wrest land surrounding 'Warreanga' from Niel Black's
grasp. But a third contender,
W.J.T. Clarke, or 'Big Clarke', the once penniless yeoman's
landholder in Tasmania, New South Wales, Victoria and son from Somerset, now
New Zealand, outwitted
both Fisher and Black, bought first the 'Schanck' run, and then swallowed several
neighbours before dispossessing others of their depasturing rights.33
Another newcomer to the South East in the 1860s

was John Riddoch who
purchased 'Yallum Park', the run near 'Penola', formerly
mismanaged by those
extravagant English gentlemen with scabby sheep, the Wells brothers,
who had in
turn purchased from the Austin brothers. A 33- year -old Scot
former draper,
Riddoch had made his fortune as a storekeeper on the goldfields and
of Beechworth, and
he now brought a keen business acumen to squatting.
He
borrowed
£20,000 which
he put to good use in 1863 -65 by buying judiciously,
so
that
by
1868,
with the
exception of a few acres, he owned the whole Agricultural
Hundred of Monbulla.
Within three years of his arrival in the district, Riddoch
took up the civic
responsibilities of an English squire. He laid the foundation stone of the Temperance
Hall in Penola; with Father Julian Tenison Woods, the
geologist- priest, he was
co -Vice President of the Mechanics Institute; Vice President
of the Pastoral,
Agricultural and Horticultural Society, and donor of £1,000
to the Mount Gambier
Institute.39
Squatters who had spent a decade conquering the South

wilderness and had
survived were now rich men. Only a few took their fortunes-East
home.
John McIntyre, Robert Leake's faithful Superintendent; Donald Among these was
Black; and David
Power of 'Benara'. Leake gave a farewell at 'Glencoe' where Aborigines
staged a
corroboree in their honour. Because of their dwindling
numbers, this was now a rare
event. But to Leake the corroboree

was nothing more than 'a wild* turn-turn by
firelight, and all painted'. As Duncan Stuart, interpreter,
observed: 'Europeans pay

no respect to the rights of the Aborigines to their country. To make
money is the only
thing they have in view'.
For those who did not go home, the 1860s were
years of consolidation. After his
marriage to Ruth Hickmer, recently arrived emigrant
daughter his housekeeper,
Robert Leake began building a home which reflected the wealth of
of the 'Baron of the
Frontier', but his bullet -proof fort -like edifice, equipped with
slits for fusillades,
showed he knew he was still a European in an alien land.40

In 1857 George Glen had spent £1,200 on a home for his
new wife, Millecent,
daughter of Bishop Short. As an English lady in South
-East
bush,
Millecent Glen
recorded in her diary those items necessary to keep up their life as English
gentry in
the backwoods. In May 1858 the cost of equipping her
servants, Mary Anne and
Catherine, salaried at£30 and £25 per year, in black dresses,
bonnets, boots, woollen
jackets, goloshes, stays and calico, was appreciably less than
her husband's wine
expenses for the same month.
Millecent also confided to her diary how very difficult it
was to be friendly with her
neighours. Mrs Robert Leake was 'an ignorant servant girl who
affected'. Indeed she was always glad when her visits to the Leake was most dreadfully
brothers, whom her
brother called 'the Viscount of Glencoe' and 'the Baron of
Beef', were over. Reading
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English newspapers, listening to English music in the evenings and establishing an
English garden were much more pleasant pastimes. Social events which resembled
life in England also relieved the monotony of life in the bush. Millecent enjoyed
herself excessively at the Penola Race Meeting in 1858. She danced all evening with
local squatters, and presented the Lady's Bag she had made. In 1862, George Glen
was prosperous enough to do more than read about England. He made his first trip
Home in eighteen years, and when they made a grand tour of Europe George kept all
the Europeans he met in fits of laughter by dancing 'a corroboree'"
At the age of 50, in 1865, Adam Smith, now the sole lessee of 'Hynam', also owned
two vast Victorian runs, as he now had to provide for seven growing sons whom his
wife, Janet, tutored before they went to St Peter's College in Adelaide, or Scotch
College in Melbourne. Janet also kept the station books and helped dass the wool.
By 1868, Smith had built 'Hynam House', not far from the Robertson brothers at
'Struan', the Seymours at'Killanoola', James Affleck at Kybybolite and quite dose to
Henry Jones at 'Binnum- Binnum', whose gabled building was 'of some architectural
pretention'. Each edifice testified to the prosperity of the pastoral north centred at
Naracoorte. As life here was also to be an extension of Europe, Smith gave generously
to the Naracoorte Presbyterian Church, was active on the Committee of the Pastoral
and Agricultural Association, and saw to it that Naracoorte boasted one of the first

coursing clubs in Australia, run on the same lines as the great National English
Coursing Club.42
By September 1860, Robert Leake was far from well. He wrote to his father of an

obstinate cough. He also said he had recently made his will. 'Life is uncertain and I
am master of 33,000 sheep, 600 cattle and 250 horses, as well as a goodly estate of
40,000 acres'. Yet building his empire had left Leake a weary and disillusioned man.
He had never come to love the land from which he had made his fortune. It was not
like Europe. 'I do not like its soils', he wrote. 'Lots of pasture but nothing sweet about
it'. Thousands of sheep and cattle had trodden its soil and eaten its grasses. Leake had
noticed the decreasing fertility but the stranger from Europe had done nothing to
replenish the goodness. In the week after he made his will, on 14 September 1860,
Robert Leake, 'Baron of the Frontier', died. The colonisers had dreamt of cultivating
the wastelands and turning them into an abode of civilised society. Leake's land had
not seen a desirable concentration of settlement. He had made a fortune from sheep,

but, as he declared, he had neither built houses, planted orchards or vineyards,
because he had long since decided 'it was not worth producing them in such a
wilderness'.43

By the 1860s South -East squatters had also made it dear that theirs' was sheep
country, not only because of the number of sheep they ran, but also because of their
quality. They practised selective cross- breeding to ensure they produced heavily framed sheep for meat without undue loss of wool density or length of stable. They
fenced their land, although this was costly, because it cut down scab and increased the

lambing rate and carrying capacity by a third. They were nevertheless still
contending with an alien environment, battling kangaroos, which had multiplied as
Aborigines died or were killed; with scab, with pleuro - pneumonia and with the
mysterious coast disease from which sheep in the Rivoli Bay area continued to die in
theirthousands 44
At what cost had two decades of occupation been to the land itself no passive
actor in this drama to translate European ideas into an alien environment? The men

from England had built townships at Robe, Grey, Mount Gambier, Penola and
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Naracoorte. They had cleared timber for their homes and yards, planted their gardens
with exotics, and harnessed water. New tracks of hard - hoofed animals crossed the

next century, passed with the avowed intention of settling independent agriculturalists in the South East. But all failed. By 1940, a century after the first white invaders

surface of the land. Sheep had trodden down the native pastures. Trees had been
stripped of their bark, or ring- barked. Exotic pastures had been sown; exotic fauna
introduced; and that most destructive of introduced species, the English rabbit,
continued to pour in from the east. Confident that a drainage scheme similar to one
implemented in a small country with a reliable climate could be beneficially
transported to an almost untried environment on the other side of the world, the
government began to comply with transforming an alien landscape by adding to
those private drains, which Henry Seymour of 'Killanoola' and the Riddoch brothers

had come to the South East, the district was still not the home of numerous,
closely - settled independent yeomen, but the bastion of the great flock masters of

South Australia. Only that rich volcanic land around Mount Gambier, which
Stephen Henty had first proclaimed as magnificent, had been made to conform to
European practices. For, however much planners, politicians and even small men
continually defeated by the land, might cling persistently to their great dream of a
South East settled democratically, the pastoralists had truly claimed almost a century
before, when they had seized the only land on which small men might have farmed

of 'Yallum' had already cut.15
Typical of squatter devastation was 'Glencoe' - land chosen for its likeness to
European land and occupied by Europeans for almost a quarter of a century. When
his brother Arthur came from Tasmania to superintend the last Leake shearing after
Ed Leake's death, he found the wool light but grey, the sheep 'all aged and miserable'.

- 'Theirs was the frontier - there would be no other'.

As he looked down from that same hill beyond which John McIntyre and Robert
Leake had claimed their 'Paradise', he saw only decay, a quarter of a century's
exploitation, and in Arthur Leake's words, 'a place fit for nothing but reptiles'.96 The
Leake brothers had plundered the finest land in the district. Yet their legacy was
neither settlement nor civilisation.
By the late 1860s, land reform was once more in the air. That majority which still
hoped to realise the founder's great dream of a smiling countryside peopled with
yeoman farmers, 'each under his own vine or fig tree', looked to the South East
where, they claimed, rich land lay undisturbed, 'except for the bleating of sheep'.
These men had not reckoned with the South -East squattocracy. Before the passing of
the Act popularly known as Strangway's Act in 1869, ostensibly to settle small men
on the land under Credit Selection, they had already consolidated their monopoly.
Two decades later, despite Act after Act designed to liberalise the terms of Credit
Selection, the small man was still not settled on South -East soil. Without the
necessary capital, on too small holdings of inferior land which the pastoralists had
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`A SLANDEROUS PARSON AND A SOAPED
OVER PAUPER WOMAN':
THE ULTIMATE FATE OF THE DESTITUTE
IN COLONIAL SOUTH AUSTRALIA
ROBERT NICOL
The circumstances surrounding the grand public occasions associated with the death

and burial of prominent figures reflected contemporary attitudes and funeral
practices at the top end of the funeral market in colonial South Australia, but at the
other end were the basic and sometimes crude services accorded those settlers who
died alone, without friends, relatives or money and those whose families could not

meet the cost of burying their dead. For them, the undertaker's task was not to
provide elaborate accoutrements and pageantry, but rather the minimum service
consistent with contemporary views of what was decent and acceptable. As we shall
see, not even this bare minimum was always achieved, or indeed attempted. The
history of the burial of the destitute in the colony of South Australia was punctuated
by persistent complaints about the inadequate provisions made by the government

for this necessary responsibility, and about the attitudes of those undertakers
entrusted with the work. Here was to be found something akin to the bleak scenes of
misery and degradation painted so effectively in the novels of Charles Dickens, a
pioneer of funeral reform.'
In England up to 1832, the provision of relief for the poor had been left to the
individual parishes, with each one appointing two Overseers of the Poor. They were
unpaid volunteers who collected and distributed relief funds according to fairly
loosely defined principles. Those whose poverty was judged the result of idleness
were sent to the workhouses. The funds themselves came from a compulsory parish
poor rate. Their distribution varied from parish to parish leading to many anomalies
and much greater hardship for the poor of some parishes than others. In Scotland,
there was no system of compulsory rating for poor relief and the parishes relied solely

on voluntary charity to pay for their relief work.2 With industrialization and the
growth of large urban centres with significant numbers of unemployed workers, the
Old Poor Law increasingly proved unable to cope with the demands made upon it.
In 1832, a parliamentary commission was appointed to investigate the state of
poor relief Its members were heavily influenced by the work of Sir Edwin Chadwick
on the living conditions of the working classes.3 As a result of the commission's
recommendations, the Poor Law Amendment Act was passed in 1834. It set up a
central Poor Law Commission, which had Chadwick as its first secretary, and local
boards to supervise relief in groups of parishes. Under the new system, there were two
kinds of relief, that given to those in their own homes, and that given to those in the

workhouses. Henceforth, relief for the able bodied was only to be available in the
workhouses, where conditions were to be maintained at a lower level than that
Dr Robert Nicol is Head of the History Department attire City Campus of the South Australian
College of Advanced Education and President of the Historical Society of South Australia.
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prevailing among the lowest paid workers outside. The system was based on the

many of his successors, however, he found the government burial contract a source of

principle that the poverty of many was the result of idleness and was only encouraged
by the easy availability of poor relief, For the working classes, the workhouse, where
husbands and wives were separated, where conditions were Spartan and where rigid
discipline akin to that in prisons was enforced, became á symbol of utter destitution

much difficulty. His major problem was economic. With considerable monthly
fluctuations in the number of bodies he was required to bury, and with the rapidly
changing price structure which plagued the early years of the colony, he found it

and a place of absolute last resort.'
The system established by the Act of 1834 was based on the premise that poverty
was a moral rather than an economic problem. It was a view shared by many of those
involved in the foundation of the colony of South Australia. Their early schemes t
stressed the particular suitability of a free and virtuous colony to advance the moral

standards of paupers who might be encouraged to emigrate,5 and promoted
emigration as a possible solution to the vices and itpmoraility among the lower

dasses in England, Scotland and Ireland, which they believed were the result of poor
living conditions and unemployment.° Once the colony was established in 1836,
these ideas permeated the prevailing attitude to the provision of social welfare or
destitute relief, though proposals for extensive pauper migration had by then been
rejected. The immediate responsibility for providing assistance to those migrants in
need fell to the Emigration Agent, who soon found himself supplying shelter, rations
and employment to those unable to help themselves. In the disordered state of the
early colony, many migrants fell into this category. In 1840 the government,, through
the agent, found itself giving relief to 904 people judged to be destitute and during
the financial crisis of 1841 -42, as many as one in seven of the colony's population
were receiving assistance.' Thereafter, the burden lessened, but the provision of relief
remained a significant drain on the government's scarce financial resources.
Throughout, the connection between destitution and immorality remained. Gov-

ernor Grey, for example, insisted that the receipt of relief be contingent upon
continuing good conduct.'
The supply of accommodation, rations and work was not sufficient for some

migrants, weakened by their voyage and unable to cope with their new environment,
to preserve life. The Emigration Agent thus found himself also faced with the need to

bury the destitute. The first Agent, John Brown, was unhappy with this further
responsibility. When a migrant named Trolloppe died in the public hospital on 16
September 1837 in 'a state of destitution', Brown argued that decent interment of the
poor man was not within the scope of his duty even though he was ordered to carry it
out. Suspended for his 'heartless treatment', he took the matter to court, where he
asserted that there were no funds for handling the burial of pauper emigrants. He
won his case, and an award of forty shillings damages.'°
The Colonial Chaplain, Charles Beamont Howard, also took up the question of
pauper burials and in December 1837 reminded the Colonial Secretary of an earlier

undertaking that the associated funeral expenses would be defrayed by the

government." At first, the government covered merely the cost of providing suitable
coffins, but several accounts survive from 1838 which included as well the attendance

at the funeral and the preparation of the grave.12 For a while, the government

employed undertakers only as required. Thereafter, a government contract was let for
'undertaking the interment of deceased pauper emigrants'.' The expenses involved
were to be charged against the income of the Adelaide Public Cemetery.

The first recorded government contractor was Charles Balfour Elphinston of

Rosina Street, Adelaide. A builder by trade, Elphinston saw the supply of coffins and .
their transport to the cemetery as a useful means of supplementing his income. 14 Like

difficult to keep the contract profitable. He was not altogether happy with the work,
but to keep it was nevertheless prepared to cut his contract price. On 15 May 1839, he
wrote to the Governor's Private Secretary:
Having heard this day that I am likely to lose my contract for the burials and considering it
well over I am yet induced to offer another, and will undertake to perform them in a decent and
respectable manner at the following prices and also beg to state that those prices include all
expenses that might arise from a country funeral.

His prices were X3/3/- for adults, /2/l2/- for children aged between seven and
i

fifteen, and El /10 /- for infants and children up to seven years.15 Elphinston retained
the contract for several years, but by 1841 the Emigration Agent was unhappy with
his rates. The agent suggested to the government that the work could be done much

more cheaply and that fresh tenders should therefore be called To this, the
.

government agreed16 Elphinston later attracted the attention of the police. In July
1844, he was found guilty of feloniously receiving articles stolen by one George

Davis, the property of his master, James Sanders. Davis was sentenced to
transportation for seven years, and Elphinston was imprisoned for six months with
hard labour." The new contractor who succeeded him in 1841 was William Ross.
His rates were £2/10/- for adults, E2 for children aged seven to fourteen years, and
£1/10/ -for children under seven. As well as destitute migrants, he was required to
bury any patients who died in the Adelaide Hospital."
On the more general question of the provision of relief; the government sought to
lessen the burden on its resources and to introduce a greater degree of order. The
temporary relief provided by the Emigration Agent continued until 1842, when the
government announced that it would no longer be available to able bodied persons.
To provide for the remnant not covered by this, the Legislative Council in the same
year passed an ordinance entitled 'An Act to provide for the maintenance and relief of
deserted wives and children and other destitute persons, and to make the property of
husbands and relations to whose assistance they have a natural claim, in certain
circumstances available for their support'.19 The measure was based on the English
Poor Law of 1834 and on the general desire to prevent the working dasses from
becoming dependent on government assistance; but it also recognized the principle
that there were cases of hardship, where no relatives could be forced to provide
support, when the government must take responsibility. The burial of those without
friends or relatives in the colony or whose family lacked adequate funds was one such
area of hardship.

In the 1840s, with money scarce, and the colony on the brink of collapse,
government supervision of destitute burials was minimal. Much of the work in the
general area of destitute relief was undertaken by the various charitable organisations,

rather than by the government.20 Then in 1844, with stability returning, the
government established a Destitute Board and formally charged it with enforcing

regulations covering the provision of relief. Its first members were prominent
colonist, William Giles, the Colonial Chaplain, the Rev. James Farrell, the Catholic
Vicar- General, the Rev. Michael Ryan, and Presbyterian clergyman, the Rev. Robert
Haining.21 Complaints about the manner in which successive government contractors conducted destitute funerals were among the first and most persistent problems
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presented to the Board. The government burial contract was let first for the city of
Adelaide. A further contract was let for Port Adelaide, and later, separate contracts

were let for the various rural districts. In areas where there was more than one
undertaker and there was a likelihood of competition, the contract was advertised
and tenders called for, but in many areas, particularly in the early years of the colony,
the local undertaker was simply appointed government burial contractor.22The early
contracts provided for the burial of deceased destitute persons in the nearest public
cemetery, but laid down few other conditions by which the undertaker had to abide.
As Charles Elphinston found, a contract was no easy source of income, but with the

greatly fluctuating economic conditions in the colony, it might be nonetheless
important.
The number of burials varied considerably from year to year. In May 1840, the Rev.
Mr Howard reported that of the 158 funerals which had taken place at West Terrace
Cemetery since 1 January that year, 77 had been at the government expense.2' As the

population moved from the city, however, the number of funerals conducted by
individual contractors fluctuated. In the city of Adelaide, for example, the figure
went from three in 1848, to sixteen in 1849, down to four in 1850, and up to fourteen
in 1851.24 Under these circumstances, the undertakers frequently cut corners and

found themselves being attacked for failing to provide a service consistent with
decency. The nature of their work also embroiled them in the disputes which plagued
cemetery management in the colony. One such case involved the contractor at Port
Adelaide and the Alberton Cemetery. It provides a useful illustration of the problems
facing both government contractors and cemetery authorities, as well as of the nature
of colonial funerals at the bottom end of the market.
In 1849, the contractor at Port Adelaide was carpenter William Smith. As well as

government funerals, he conducted those of many of the migrants who died
immediately upon their arrival in the colony. Few of his clients had much money.
Smith's services were at best basic. He had neither hearse nor cart of his own, but
simply hired the latter as the need arose. For the government funerals, his charge was
£1/10/- for adults. This covered the supply of a basic wooden coffin, making the
necessary arrangements for burial, and transporting the body to the public cemetery.
For the preceding three years, he had been taking many of the bodies to the Anglican
cemetery attached to the parish of St Paul's, Alberton, rather than making the long
journey to West Terrace Cemetery. This, the clergyman at St Paul's, the Rev. George
Newenham, had allowed him to do, without making any charge himself in the case
of paupers.25

In 1849, Newenham was succeeded by the Rev. Edward Bayfield. Undertaker and
clergyman quickly came into conflict and a bitter public debate, which embroiled the

government and the Anglican Bishop, ensued. Bayfield began insisting that all
government funerals go to the public cemetery as required by Smith's contract, rather

than to Alberton, which, he stressed, was the private property of the Anglican
Church. He also claimed that Smith had been representing the funerals of the poor as

government funerals, thereby escaping the payment of the clergyman's fees, and
insisted that all future funerals be accompanied by the requisite amount.26 Smith

responded by impugning Bayfield's motives, attacking him in the press, and
appealing to the Governor when he was prevented from preparing a grave in the
cemetery for the burial of an emigrant child.27
Charge and counter charge appeared in the press. The undertaker was condemned
by Newenham, who claimed that
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for nearly three years past Mr Smith's conduct as an undertaker was a constant source of
annoyance to me. I never knew him to keep to his own appointed hour for interments. Often
have I waited in all weathers from one to three hours for him, and more than once have I lost a
whole day, by having to return home and wait until sent for 28

Bayfield reacted indignantly to Smith's charges. 'During the two months I have
been the clergyman of St Paul's', he wrote, 'I have received nothing but insolence and

imposition from the government undertaker, depriving me of fees ...' He had, he
claimed been kept waiting on one occasion for three hours in heavy rain, for a
government funeral, which turned out to be a private one for which Smith had
actually pocketed the clergyman's fee. He only knew of this because he had seen
money changing hands at the graveside. On other occasions, Bayfield went on,
Smith had refused to give the required prior notice, leaving him to find out about
funerals only when the coffin had reached the cemetery, and on one occasion, the
undertaker had actually completed a funeral during his absence. Bayfield further
charged that Smith failed to, produce the requisite coroner's warrants on occasions,
that coffins were sometimes overturned while being lowered into graves, through
want of attention and that on one occasion a coffin had been abandoned above
ground 'deliberately to excite indignation' against the Anglican Church and its
clergyman.29

Smith rejected Bayfield's counter charges and accused the clergyman of making
false statements. In the process he gave a grim picture of the conditions which faced

those emigrants who required an undertaker's services, and of the work of the
undertaker himself:
He [Bayfield] states that I must give him notice the day previous to each funeral, which I
always did, to the great inconvenience of parties concerned, as I have had to keep the corpse in
my house till it was time to start ... and when any one dies on board the emigrant ships, if they
die in the morning, the captains' and doctors' orders are, to get it buried in the same day. Now,
gentlemen, how can I give notice the day previous, unless I know they are going to die ... The
captains and doctors of emigrant ships do not like to have a corpse in between decks of a ship

any longer than possible, and will not let the corpse stop on board the ship to suit the
convenience of the Minister, who lays the blame on me ... Gentlemen, I have been harassed for
the fees of the paupers ever since I have been at the Port ... [Bayfield] always annoyed me at the
funerals when the friends of the deceased parties were there.

Smith was himself in no doubt as to Bayfield's motive:
Mr Bayfield states that he does not contend for money; but I can always get him to attend at any
private funeral at one hour's notice where he receives the fee: not being a government funeral it
don't want a day's notice.80

The government found itself involved in this unhappy saga when Smith appealed
to the Governor to force Bayfield to allow a burial. The Colonial Secretary wrote to
the clergyman regretting his conduct, but Bishop Short sprang to his defence. He
pointed out that the cemetery had been given in trust to the minister of St Paul's,
Alberton, as a burial ground for that church, and that no portion of the ground had
been set aside for Government burials:
The conduct of the government contractor rendered it necessary for me to protect the
independence of the officiating minister of St Paul's and to assert the absence of any legal
obligation on his part to read the burial service of the Church of England over the remains of
any person who the government contractor may choose to bring there for interment.

The contractor had, he continued, failed to produce the required government
warrants and in the particular case complained of `the whole proceeding was
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The government asked the Destitute Board to investigate the prevailing cost of
basic funerals in the city and to obtain a range of quotes. Brice's average price, if the

adopted by the government contractor in a most vexatious and domineering spirit'.

The Bishop called on the government to 'pass that censure on the government
contractor which that "State Functionary" seems to merit for the unseemly and

advance was granted, was £2 /17/9. Two other undertakers, Mr Boning and Mr
Roger, were only prepared to do the work for higher prices, i.e. £3/8/4 and £4
respectively. Only one undertaker, Mr Groser, was prepared to undercut Brice, and

vexatious manner in which he conducts the business of his contract'." Embarrassed

by the whole affair and the publicity it had received in the press, the Colonial

offered an average price of L2/15/0.'í Groser had held the contract in 1849,42 but his

Secretary accepted the explanations of Bayfield and Short and ordered that Smith's
contract be investigated to see if it was soon to expire. He further ordered that some
measure be introduced in future contracts to prevent 'a recurrence of conduct such as

standards were deemed unacceptable and the board hesitated to recommend his
current offer, 'as, from his intemperate habits, he could not always be depended on'.43
With little choice before it, the Board recommended that Brice's request be agreed to,

that here imputed to the contractor, who is, however, no state functionary but a
tradesman employed by the government'.32

The truth in the Alberton dispute probably lay somewhere in the middle of the
two opposing sets of claims. The government contract contained few conditions and
encouraged the undertaker to keep his costs to a minimum. It also attracted, at least in

the early years of the colony, basic workmen who had little or no experience of
conducting funerals with the degree of dignity and decorum increasingly expected by
the community. On the other hand, Bayfield and Short were both champions of the

rights of the Anglican Church who were to be involved in more than one dispute
over the place of the church in the new colony and were always anxious to fend off
public criticism from those who saw the church and its pretensions as a threat to their
own concept of the founding principles of the colony.

Despite this dispute, and the government reaction, the burial of the destitute
continued to be plagued by problems and controversy. In the early 1850s, renewed
economic difficulties faced the colony as the Victorian goldrush denuded Adelaide of
workmen and sent prices and labour costs skyrocketing.33 Caught with fixed prices
for destitute burials was the current city contractor, Herman Brice. As in the case of

William Smith at the Port, Brice was a general odd job man who sought to
supplement his income by providing burial services. In 1851 -52, as well as the burial
contract, he had a contract to supply the government with wheelbarrows, cel I boards,
ladders, clothes line posts and 'poles with crook'.34 His destitute burial rates that year
were: above fourteen years, £1 /11 /6; ages seven to fourteen, £1 /5/6; under seven, 13/9;
with a mileage rate of 1 / -.35
Again like Smith, Brice had little in the way of formal undertaker's equipment. By
the beginning of 1852 he was finding the destitute burials uneconomic, particularly
those covered by the 13/9 rate. He was paying 6/11 for cemetery charges and 5/6 to
hire a cart, leaving him with only 2/3 to cover the supply of a coffin and the effort of

registration of the death and attendance for coffining the body and taking it to the
cemetery. As a result, he asked the Colonial Secretary to advance the 13/9 rate to 20/or else accept his resignation. He did agree to abide by the rest of his contract until the
end of the year.36 The increase was approved, but six months later Brice reported that
he was still losing money on the destitute contract and applied for an increase of 10/6

on each burial and a new mileage rate of 2/- beyond one mile of the G.P.O., 'in
consequence of the rise of material and labour'.37 The Colonial Storekeeper, Thomas

Gilbert, under whose department the public cemetery and pauper burials came,
conferred with the Destitute Board and it was agreed that Brice's request was
moderate, his prices, even with the increases, still being below those which the
government had been paying earlier to contractors, and which other current
undertakers would charge.3ß Brice's request was again approved, but his problems
continued.39 In May 1853 he made yet another application for an increase in the rates,
but this time the government was more cautious in its response.40
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but that fresh tenders be called as soon as the price of materials and labour in the
colony was reduced."
The government contract could keep the undertaker busy and become a major
problem for him if he was running the burials at a loss. Brice's figures for September
1853 made this clear. In that month, he buried six adults and seven children at a cost
to the government of £39/20/6.45 Expenditure of this order was also, however, a
matter of some concern to the government.
In 1853, the Emigration agent Dr Handasyde Duncan took up the issue of destitute
funerals, and their cost to the government. Duncan ws unhappy with the existing
procedures at the Port and described the grim circumstances which might surround a
settler's first arrival in the colony. When there was a death on board an emigrant ship,

he sent an order to the government undertaker to bury the body. This involved
considerable delays, claimed Duncan, and caused him much inconvenience,
particularly when the ship happened to lie at the light ship, which during rough
weather was difficult to reach. The delays were increased by the refusal of the
Emigration Chaplain, Edward Bayfield, who also controlled the Alberton Cemetery,
to allow friends of the deceased to dig the necessary grave. The result was that there
were times when the body had to be buried overnight in the sand on the beach. To

overcome the problems, Duncan recommended a new system whereby the ship
would be responsible for providing coffins for those who died before disembarkation,
the gravedigger's fee would be charged to the emigration fund, and the expenses of
carriage from the ship to the cemetery would be the responsibility either of the ship or
the friends and relatives of the deceased.46

Duncan told Bayfield of his proposal, but the redoubtable clergyman reacted
angrily, seeing this as yet another attack on his own rights and privileges. He
condemned the changes as a 'sudden and singular alteration' in his duties as
chaplain, necessitating an increase of labour without any accompanying increase in
salary. It was not, he argued, his duty to officiate at government funerals without
charging any fee. This was the responsibility of the Colonial Chaplain, Dean Farrell.
He was prepared to forego his fee at pauper funerals, but insisted on the payment to
the church of 6/- for digging each grave and 5/- each for the ground, these charges

having 'been found absolutely necessary in order to keep the cemetery in repair
which is attended with considerable expense'. 'No doubt', he continued, 'our worthy
friend the Dean will forgive me for undertaking a part of his duty gratuitously for
which he is paid so handsomely. An answer PRIOR to the next pauper funeral will
oblige'.97 Luckily for Duncan, the arrangement suggested by Bayfield had already
been approved by the government and the new system was introduced,48 but it was
clear that not even the funerals of paupers were free from the kinds of disputes over
fees and rights which often caused ill feeling at the funerals of their more affluent
fellow colonists.
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In 1854, the burial of the destitute was considered by a parliamentary enqiry
into West Terrace Cemetery. Two main issues were taken up by the committee
members; first, the actual site of destitute burials in the cemetery, and second, the
nature of the ceremony or lack of it surrounding the interments. The first issue was
partly coloured by the determination of the committee chairman, G.S. Kingston, to
embarrass the Anglican authorities, but even so, the evidence presented a picture of
clerical neglect which shocked many colonists. That shock was turned to horror by
the revelations regarding the manner of many destitute burials and the sites in the
cemetery used for this purpose by sexton John Monck and his workmen.
The Colonial Storekeeper, Thomas Gilbert, told the committee that the destitute

were buried in an unappropriated portion of the cemetery outside the Anglican
ground, and that in most cases, no funeral rites whatever were provided.49 His
evidence was con-oborated by John Monck, the sexton of the cemetery, who claimed
that the government undertaker frequently failed to give notice of destitute funerals
to any clergyman. Sometimes, the corpses were even sent to the cemetery before any

graves were prepared and had to be kept in the dead - house. 'They are not', said
Monck, 'buried like Christians'5° Responsibility for reading the burial service over
.the destitute belonged to the Colonial Chaplain, the Rev. Mr Farrell, who attended
the cemetery each day, except Saturdays, at 11 a.m: for this purpose; but, claimed
Monck, he waited only about a quarter of an hour. For funerals which arrived after
the chaplain had left, Monck sometimes sent for other ministers, and sometimes read

the service himself, but more often the burial proceeded without any religious
ceremony.5t

Undertaker Shephard Mayfield had taken over the government burial contract
from Herman Brice and had held it for nearly six months when he gave evidence to
the enquiry. By then the contract had expanded to include burials under instructions
from the hospital, the Destitute Asylum, the gaol and the coroner. Mayfield claimed
that when Brice had handed the contract over, he had told his successor that no
minister was required to attend when there were no friends to follow the body to the
grave. When there were friends, Mayfield said he invariably wrote to Farrell or the
particular clergyman nominated by them, and they always attended. However, he
agreed that there were a great number of destitute funerals at which no religious
ceremony was performed. This he found very objectionable.52
The most disburbing evidence concerned the actual site used for the destitute
burials. H.W. Buckerfield told the committee that about twelve months previously he
had been employed by Monck to sink a series of drains in the cemetery. They were

from eight to eighteen feet deep, carried considerable quantities of water and
discharged at the back of the cemetery on the surface of the ground. To the horror of
the committee members, Buckerfield confirmed a rumour that the drain down the

centre of the cemetery had been used for destitute burials. While he was at the
cemetery, he saw between fifteen and twenty coffins disposed of in this way. No
funeral service was held over the bodies and instead of the undertakers using ropes,
they used to slide the coffins down into the drain. Placed two abreast, they were then
covered up with soil, leaving a base under them of loose stones and clay through
which the water continued to flow53 When told of this practice, Dr Robert Waters

Moore and Dr William Gosse both agreed with Kingston that the water which
discharged from this drain would be strongly impregnated by the remains of the
bodies and extremely unwholesome and offensive when discharged. In Moore's
opinion, the person responsible for the practice should be prosecuted.54
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The final report of the parliamentary committee included special mention of the
practices surrounding destitute burials. They were, it said, 'deserving of the strongest

reprobation' and raised matters both painful and disgusting. It was hoped that the
conditions having now been made public, instructions would be issued by the
government 'to prevent such scenes again occurring' 55
G.S. Kingston took the issue further in parliament, and in the press the use of the
drain 'as a continuous grave for the destitute poor who were tumbled into the ditch
one after another as their bodies arrived from the hospital and gaol' was condemned
as an 'infamous transaction' 56 The Register also took exception to the fact that the
government had been payinga fee of 6/- for the decent burial of the destitute, but that
the sexton had saved himself the trouble of digging separate graves by using the
drain.57 Special criticism was reserved for the Colonial Chaplain, the Rev. Mr Farrell:
'How this drain could have been filled up in this manner, without the remonstrance

or interference of the Colonial Chaplain, it passes our comprehension to under stand'.58 He was condemned as well for the fact that out of 700 destitute persons
buried in the cemetery, more than 400 were buried without any religious rites, though

it was one of the Colonial Chaplain's duties to attend such burials. Certainly, it
appeared that he had never refused to read the burial service when asked to do so,
but seeing that most of these destitute poor came from the hospital and the gaol, and seeing
that it is part of the Colonial Chaplain's duty to visit these establishments regularly, it appears
to us that if those visitations had been sufficiently frequent, he would have known in the
majority of cases whether the persons under his spiritual care were near their last hour, and if
so, it ought surely to have occurred to him to have asked when, how, and where they were to be
interred.59

In parliament, Kingston continued his attacks, claiming that abuses related to the
burial of the destitute were continuing. On Monday, 23 October, he had seen a cart
carrying several coffins driven to the cemetery. On investigation, he found that one
contained the body of a female inmate of the gaol and the other two, bodies from the
hospital. Monck had refused to allow the first to be buried on the Sunday, and, said

Kingston in disgust, 'instead of the cart ... going at a decent pace, the driver,
regardless of the burden it bore, urged the horses into a brisk trot, thus realizing the
words of the poet Hood'
Rattle his bones
Over the stones,
He's only a pauper
Whom nobody owns.ó°

In another incident which Kingston considered scandalous, a fourth funeral on
that day had come from the Port and rather than leave the burial until the next
morning as planned, the undertaker had hurried it up at a late hour to suit his own
convenience. It was time, Kingston believed, for the government officers at the
hospital and other public institutions to take measures to force undertakers to treat
the bodies of the destitute poor with common decency. That they did not already was
a matter for censure.6'

The Rev Mr Farrell defended himself in the correspondence columns of the
Register, rejecting many of the criticisms made of him and standing on his record of
fourteen hard worked years in the colony. Frequently, he claimed, it was impossible
for him to predict when inmates of the various government institutions might die, so
that he could supervise their funerals. Farrell himself raised some interesting points.
He reminded his critics that the Anglican service was for the living rather than the
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dead and that many of the destitute were not of his faith, but rather belonged to
churches which did not observe rites at the graveside. On top of this, Farrell claimed

support for his actions from the fact that many colonists unfortunately neglected
their religion, a point emphasized by burial statistics from the public cemetery
which, he wrote, showed that outside the denominational grounds, fifty percent of
burials were not attended by any minister. His reluctance, indeed his refusal, to force
himself or his religion on the dying or the bereaved should also, he argued, be taken
into account in understanding his past actions; but it was on the question of the
drain that the Chaplain's argument was weakest. He knew it was being used for
destitute burials, he admitted, but he believed it was ideal for that purpose, being
deeper and drier than anywhere else in the cemetery. He knew of no water percolating
through the sides of the drain or running along its bottom. If such were the case, he
accepted that the practice would be most objectionable.62
Ultimately, the controversy aroused by the 1854 enquiry led to the resignation of

John Monck, but little by way of immediate reform was achieved. Right up to his
departure, Monck continued to rule the cemetery according to his own convenience.
On 24 January 1855 his superior, Thomas Gilbert, reported to the Colonial Secretary
yet another unfortunate occurrence related to destitute burial. The government
undertaker had, a few days earlier, complained to Gilbert that he had taken a dead
child from the Destitute Asylum to the cemetery, only to have burial refused by
Monck on the grounds that the proper notice had not been given. To add to the
problem, Monck further refused to place the body in the dead house and insisted that

the undertaker take it back to his residence in Rundle Street. On hearing the
undertaker's complaint, and learning that the Rev. Charles Marryat would be at the
cemetery at 3.30 p.m., Gilbert told him to take the body back to the cemetery and
himself went there to see that there would be no further obstruction. The scene can
well be imagined. 'The extreme heat of the day', wrote Gilbert, 'added much to what I

felt on the impropriety of such a proceeding, and I therefore did not hesitate to
express to Mr Monck my disapprobation of his conduct'. Monck's resignation
followed immediately, to the delight of an embarrassed government, but leaving the
administration of the cemetery in great disorder.°
In relation to destitute burials, the first step towards reform came with the new
general regulations for the management of the cemetery gazetted on 26 April 1855.
There were two relevant provisions:
1. that 'all destitute persons to be buried without any charge whatever. The funeral
service to be performed by the Colonial Chaplain, or some minister of the church
acting for him; unless, if the deceased person belongs to any other denomination, any
minister of such denomination offers to perform the service; it will be the duty of the
sexton to apprize the Colonial Chaplain of all such burials;' and
2. that 'Whenever a destitute person is to be buried in the Public Cemetery, an order
for the interment addressed to the government undertaker should be obtained from

the Comptroller of the Destitute Board ...; this order should be produced by the
contractor to the sexton as his authority for the interment in the public burial
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by the sexton and the Colonial Storekeeper.° The new superintendent appointed,
C. J. Carleton, began to take a particular interest in government funerals when he
found their cost was charged to his department. Anomalies in the government
contract soon became obvious. On 30 November 1855, Carleton complained that the
contractor frequently failed to bring bodies at the hour agreed upon, causing great
inconvenience both to himself and the Acting Chaplain, the Rev. James Pollitt.66
This prompted an examination of the contract, and the discovery that there was
nothing to bind the contractor to any particular time between sunrise and sunset 67
An attempt was made to improve the system by centralizing government burials at
West Terrace, but Carleton expressed his opposition to the move, believing it would
incur higher charges than would be the case if burials took place at the nearest
cemetery. His argument was rejected and the point made by the Colonial Secretary
that centralization would at least allow some guarantee of the quality of destitute
funerals since they would all come under the superintendent's supervision. Other
reforms were also introduced at the same time. In particular, the contractor was in
future to be required to provide a hearse and to perform the funeral in a decent and
respectable manner. At least at West Terrace, there would be a government officer
who could be present to ensure that these new conditions were adhered to .°
Nonetheless, problems with destitute burials continued. Frequently they were
variations on the similar problems associated with private funerals. The charging of
fees by officiating clergymen was a case in point. In 1856, the Destitute Board lodged
an objection with the Chief Secretary to the payment of fees to ministers, clerks and

sextons for the burial of destitute persons and noted that in future it would not
continue the practice.°
The Board frequently found itself arbitrating disputes over burial charges. Much
can be learned from its correspondence about the conditions of burial for the less
fortunate members of colonial society. In October 1858, for example, the Board
objected to a charge of f5/14/- fora destitute funeral near Clare and suggested f3 as a
fair amount. The magistrate who had actually paid the account and sent it in to the
Board for reimbursement appealed:
In June last a man named Perry was found dead on Mr C.L. Hawker's run twenty three miles
from Clare. I ordered a coffin to be made and forwarded to the station, and as he could not be
removed, he was buried where he was found, but it was necessary to send the coffin with a horse
and cart and two men, one with the driver, to dig a grave and bury the body and for the whole of
this service the sum of £5/14/- is demaned which I consider fair and reasonable.

The Board relented, and offered Gleeson the higher figure less 10/ -.7o In the country,

there was little chance of adequate government supervision, and inconsistent,
sometimes crude, treatment was accorded the deceased destitute until well into the
twentieth century.
In the city, the situation was little différent in the 1850s and 1860s, despite the

revelations of the 1854 enquiry and the attempt at improving government

The situation was also improved by the introduction of a new management

regulation. Problems with the government contractors persisted. The contractor
from 1854 to 1857 was Shephard Mayfield. New to the undertaking business in
1854,71 he ultimately became one of Adelaide's leading and most fashionable
furniture manufacturers and undertakers. Had he kept the contract, government
fgnerals may have been conducted with a greater degree of professionalism and

structure at West Terrace Cemetery. That cemetery continued to be the destination of
a substantial proportion of government funerals. A new position of Superintendent
was created to take full responsibility for the site, replacing the divided management

dignity, but in 1858 he found his tender being undercut by a former employee, Jonah
Witcombe. Then, as now, there were no pre- requisite qualifications required to take
up business as an undertaker. Mayfield appealed against the loss of contract and left

ground, and should be returned certified by him to the undertaker, and be afterwards
transmitted by the latter, as a voucher for payment of his account.'64

D
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no doubt as to his opinion of Witcombe's abilities:
I have since been given to understand that a tender of a very trifling and inconsiderable amount
less than mine has been sent in by a journeyman cabinetmaker till but recently in my employ
who certainly had not then the means or appliances of carrying out the contract, even if he has
now.

He offered to tender a lower price,
As I cannot consider I have been justly used by him and further convinced of his almost utter
impossibility of performing the contract and [I am] desirous that the government should not
be inconvenienced thereby ...
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of Gawler Place. His prices were lower again than those previously tendered, but
almost immediately, he came into conflict with the superintendent at West Terrace.78
The latter complained that Schutz appeared to be totally unaware of the terms of his
contract, that he took corpses to the cemetery without giving any notice either to the
superintendent or the officiating clergyman
... and last night sent from the hospital with a drunken man driving the hearse at about half
past eight o'clock without any previous notice or coroner's warrant. I was under the necessity
of sending for my men to deposit the coffin in the dead house.

If this continued, the superintendent argued, it would lead to problems in the

Mayfield warned particularly of the danger to the public health during the hot

summer and to censure of the clergymen for not officiating at burials. Schutz, for his

regret 72

Carleton reiterated his assertion that the driver was drunk, but to overcome the other
problem suggested that in future the Board notify the contractor of a death the day
before the body was to be taken away. It could then be collected at 10 a.m. if it was to
be attended by a Protestant clergyman, and 11 a.m. if a Catholic.80 His proposal was
adopted, but the problems persisted.
Occasional complaints about pauper funerals also appeared in the correspondence

weather of a delayed decision. His appeal was, however, rejected and Witcombe was
confirmed as the city contractor, a decision which the government was frequently to

Jonah Witcombe immediately came into conflict with Mayfield. While waiting
for a government response to his appeal, the latter continued conducting destitute
funerals. Witcombe objected, but at least appeared to have equipped himself for the
work for which he was to be responsible. He had, he reported to the Chief Secretary,
'prepared largely for carrying out my contract since the decision of the board in my
favour'.73

Witcombe's former employer was not his only opponent. On 2 July 1858, the
superintendent at West Terrace Cemetery complained to the Chief Secretary that
'great irregularity occurs in my department in consequence of the government
undertaker neglecting to give notice of funerals to the appointed minister'.74 Two
weeks later, on 16 July, he condemned as a dangerous innovation a proposal from
Witcombe that bodies be placed in the mortuary a day before burial and complained
that for the months of April, May and June, the contractor had allowed twenty seven
of the thirty five destitute funerals to be conducted in the absence of any minister.75 To
the complaints, Witcombe replied that the only cases he was aware of in which notice
had not been given had been where persons had been buried late in the day without
friends in attendance, and even that had occurred only in rare cases. He promised that
in future, if no minister was present, the bodies would be deposited in the dead house

until the following day and notice given to the minister to attend.76
Increasingly, the Destitute Board found itself embroiled in the disputes arising
from the government contract, but it should be remembered that the contractor was
not the only culprit when it came to meting out rough treatment to the remains of
deceased paupers. G.S. Kingston's earlier poetic reminder was an accurate reflection
of a callous attitude held widely in the community. Medical men were often at fault.
On 10 September 1858, for example, the Secretary of the Destitute Board complained
that the corpse of a deceased lunatic had been moved from the lunatic asylum and
placed in the lavatory at the Free School to await post - mortem by the Colonial
Surgeon. Not surprisingly, he complained that this had caused
much annoyance and dissatisfaction amongst the residents and female domestics at the Free
School. I would observe that the room in question is used as a laundry and lavatory for the

children, and is in daily and hourly requisition for that purpose, and although the

examination referred to took place during the night, yet most unmistakeable traces of a very
revolting nature were visible on the following morning."

It was the government contract, however, which continued to give the most

trouble. In September 1859, the government tried a new contractor, Heinrich Schutz

part, assured the Chief Secretary that he was aware of his duties and blamed the
lateness of the hour on delays caused by the Destitute Board ?9 Superintendent

columns of the newspapers. Here, the role of the clergy as well as that of the
undertaker attracted criticism. A typical example appeared in the Register in March
1861. James Champion wrote in horror of an occasion he had witnessed when two
coffins had been buried at West Terrace with only the government contractor, the

sexton (presumably the superintendent) and a labourer present. The last coffin
having been lowered, the ropes were buried with it, reported Champion, 'one of the

persons present saying they had been used enough. The same person then said,
"Now, then, who's going to shout ? " ' Champion condemned the proceedings as
exhibiting disgraceful and inhuman conduct and pointedly asked why the Colonial

Chaplain was not always present on such occasions. 'Shall we', he wrote
emotionally,
who move in humble life, when through reverses we may be compelled to seek government
protection shall we, I say, when, in the order of providence, we leave this state of existence, be
taken to yonder cemetery and buried like dogs, or as a self - murderer ?81

His sentiments were supported by the Register which called for a government
enquiry, but Champion's version of events and criticism of the Colonial Chaplain
were rejected by superintendent Carleton and a representative of the Church of
England, George Dove. In the particular instance complained of they claimed no
notice of any funeral was given to the church, though Dove agreed that an appalling
scene, which should not recur, was presented.82
Carleton stressed that paupers received the same kind of interment as ordinary
people. The ground was the same, the depth the same, and the attendance the same
'and any instance of levity or disrespect on the part of the labourers or the government
contractor, if reported to myself, would be immediately checked'. The question of the
burial service, remained, however, controversial. The Colonial Chaplain, having
decided that the reading of the burial service over the bodies of persons who are not
accompanied to the grave by any friend was unnecessary', wrote Carleton,
his official position left me only the alternative of acquiescence. I am, however, bound to say, in
the absence of the Dean from Adelaide, that when there were any friends to follow the remains
he is invariably at his post; so that with him it is a matter not of neglect, but of conscientious
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opinion. I will likewise remark that if the absence of a minister to read the funeral service over
government interments be a disgrace to the community, it is equally so in the case of private
funerals; and I find on reference to my books, that out of 189 of the latter as many as 81 were
interred without any service being performed.e"

Carleton was right. The issue of religious rites at funerals was a wider one which
caused hostility at more than just destitute burials. Itwas also tied in with continuing
opposition from some colonists to the very continuation of the office of Colonial
Chaplain. Some dissenters were prepared to use any opportunity to put their views
before the public. The Rev. Mr Farrell remained a favourite target of their attacks
until his death in 1868, after which the office was discontinued."

The problems with pauper burials continued at West Terrace under a new

superintendent, H.E. Brookes. Soon after taking up his post in 1861, he complained
about the delays taking place between death and burial. The government contractor
was again Herman Brice. He had, according to Brookes, brought the corpse of a man
who had died at the hospital three days previously: `The smell arising from the
corpse was of such a fearful nature that the whole of the cemetery was tainted with the
smell arising therefrom'. The superintendent forwarded to the Chief Secretary a vivid
description of the events. His account showed just how appalling the circumstances
surrounding burial might be:
When the coffin was taken out of the hearse the smell was unbearable. I was obliged to order
the corpse to be covered up immediately even before the funeral service was read. I also
observed that Mr Brice and his man were obliged to put pieces of cloth round the coffin before
they could touch it. A fluid of a most unpleasant nature was running out of the coffin during
the time it was being carried to the grave.85

Brookes suggested that in future all government coffins should be lined with pitch, at
least in the summer months, to avoid such revolting occurrences.86 This was finally
made a part of the contract in 1862 when it was specified that at government burials,
coffins were to be pitched and joints accurately closed.87
Attempts were made to improve procedures at the Destitute Board end as well as at
the cemetery. In 1862 instructions were issued that orders for burial were no longer to
be entrusted to any friends of the deceased, but were to be sent direct from the office to

the contractor. The contractor was also to be told to measure the corpse before
making the coffin and the relieving officer was to supervise occasionally the manner
in which the contractor performed his duty.88 These instructions were the result of

investigations into yet another complaint about the conduct and practices of the
government undertaker. A report that the body of a deceased destitute female was left
lying unburied from Saturday night until the following Tuesday morning `to the
great annoyance of the neighbourhood of Wright Street' was found on investigation
by the Destitute Board to be correct. It appeared that the daughter of the dead woman
had obtained an interment order from the relieving officer on the Sunday morning
and had left it with a boy at the contractor's office in Grenfell Street. No coffin was
supplied until the Monday, and no attempt was made to measure the body,
and when it [the coffin] arrived it was so small that the corpse had to be squeezed into it and ...

a few hours after the lid had been screwed down it was forced open, a portion of the
decomposed body protruding, and it lay in this state till Tuesday morning, and which owing
to the excessive heat of the weather proved a great nuisance to the neighbourhood.

The Destitute Board reported to the Chief Secretary its concerns. The contractor
should, it believed, have had an authorised person to take charge at his business
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premises during his absence and he should also have acted more quickly and
provided a coffin of proper dimensions which was adequately secured. The Secretary
stated the case bluntly:
I consider it a very reprehensible practice that coffins should be supplied without first
ascertaining the dimensions required, and so long as bodies are made to fit the coffins and not
the coffins the bodies, the same disgusting spectacle that was witnessed in Wright Street on
Monday and Tuesday last is liable to occur again. I mention this fact as it is not the first that has
been officially reported to me.

The difficulty of the situation was considerable. The Chief Secretary believed there
was fault on both sides. Indeed, the Colonial Storekeeper reported to him that this
contractor furnished very good coffins at both the hospital and the lunatic asylum
and was said to be always punctual, respectful to the dead and civil in carryingout his
contract 89

The processes surrounding death and burial were emotionally charged and there
seems always to have been some difficulty, particularly in the case of the destitute, in
balancing the practical necessities with many people's emotional expectations. The

result was that throughout the nineteenth century complaints continued and
concern was expressed that the destitute were not accorded decent burial.
In 1866, J.H. Barrow raised the by now traditional problems in parliament and
asked whether it was true that destitute persons were buried at West Terrace without
any religious service and that coffins were sometimes lowered into graves and left

there uncovered until some clergyman happened to be in the cemetery. The
Commissioner of Public Works, Thomas English, gave the familiar response. When
no notice was given, usually because there was not time, it was true no clergyman was
present, but when the proper notice was given, a religious service was provided. He
denied, however, that coffins had been abandoned in their graves.°
The problems were not confined to Adelaide, but occurred throughout the colony.

Indeed, distance from the city made government supervision correspondingly
difficult. A case from Gawler will serve as a useful illustration. A man named Smith
was found dead in the town in January 1872, but after the necessary inquest, dispute
and confusion arose over whose responsibility it was to bury him. The body was
searched and an inventory taken of his effects. A Mr Mundy was promised a crown
for washing the body, this being considered necessary because the dead man had been
hopelessly sick. A sheet was donated to act as his shroud. Once the inquest was over,
the police disclaimed all further responsibility, and several joiners, when approached,
refused to make a coffin. Finally, Mr Woodman, a local undertaker, agreed to take
charge, but refused to attend to the body until someone had agreed to cover the costs
over the government allowance of [3. As a result, the naked body, covered only by the
sheet which then blew off, was left lying in a public hotel yard for the best part of a

day on which the temperature was very high."
In 1873, the government attempted to improve the standard of destitute burials
throughout the colony by setting new regulations under the Destitute Persons Relief
and Industrial and Reformatory Schools Act of 1872. The regulations continued the
practice of advertising annually for tenders for destitute burials within a radius of
eight miles of Adelaide. The government undertaker was required to remove bodies
as speedily as possible and to give adequate notice to the superintendent of the
cemetery and a clergyman of the same religion as the deceased. Beyond the eight
miles, provision was made for the payment by the Destitute Board of the cost of a
plain and substantial coffin and the conveyance of the body to a cemetery in a decent
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and orderly manner. The local agent of the Board, the Chairman of the District
Council, the Stipendiary Magistrate or any Justice of the Peace was empowered to
grant the necessary order in such cases, and to-forward the accounts to the Board.92
That the new system was not altogether successful became quickly apparent. In

1874 one of the most unpleasant cases of all was brought to the attention of the
government. The Rev. Alexander Russell complained to the Chairman of the
Destitute Board about the behaviour of the government undertaker, our old friend
Jonah Witcombe. Russell had taken a statement from a bereaved mother, a copy of
which he forwarded to the Chairman, with the additional statement that he had
himself experienced Witcombe's offensive behaviour when dealing with poor
people. The statement presented a harrowing spectacle.
Samuel George Howard aged nine and a half had died on Friday 18 August 1874
and his mother had obtained a burial order since she could not afford to bury her
child. She complained that Witcombe's son had treated her with much brutality. No
effort was made to measure the body and when the coffin arrived it was far too small,
as the body was laid out with the arms by its side. When Mrs Howard complained of
this, Witcomb's son was reported to have asked her roughly 'How big do you want it?
Do you want it big enough for him to jump around in ?' On saying this he jammed
the body roughly into the coffin. Mrs Howard and her small daughter followed the
hearse on foot to the cemetery, but it was reported that the young Witcombe amused
himself by whipping his horse so that in order to keep up with the hearse the poor

mother and child had often to run. At the cemetery the coffin was bundled into a
grave before the mother was aware it was her child's body, since there were two coffins

in the hearse. Witcombe again spoke to her roughly at the graveside.9s
The Rev. Mr Russell supported Mrs Howard's claims:
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was informed would not return before half past one, so she decided that the usual minister
should attend and at the hour mentioned. [I] immediately sent notice to the Revd. Mr Reid. In
about an hour the Dean rushed in the shop in a very excited state and also was very abusive, and
demanded that the funeral should not take place before 4 o'clock. [I] told him it could not be so,

as we had another engagement for that hour, and that I had already engaged the Revd. Mr
Reid. He used more abuse and threatened that I should suffer for it. With respect to the coffin,
it was four inches too long and in proportion. In fact the coffin was too large. The woman was
so abusive and used such bad language that her friends left the house in disgust. As for treating
the woman unkindly, she complained of being very tired. My wife took her into the sitting

room and chatted with her for more than an hour. I defy anyone to prove the hearse is ever
driven even so fast as is adopted with private burials. As for my son's courtesy, parties always
ask as a favor that he should attend, on account of his kindly and obliging manner. In
conclusion I have to state that the Dean's letter is one whole tissue of falsehoods, quite worthy
of the unmanly writer.
P.S. The Dean threatened me with his displeasure about a year ago. I had to speak pretty freely
about the powers of the Local Court, to make him disgorge some funds belonging to me.96

There can hardly have been two more different accounts of the one set of events,
and it is impossible to determine which was the more accurate. Russell was a refined
and well - educated Anglican clergyman, and his obvious hostility to the superior
attitudes adopted by a rough tradesman like Witcombe may have coloured his view,
but the long history of complaints about that undertaker would suggest that he did
indeed have a reputation for roughness and a callous attitude to the poor. Witcombe

did have a reasonably successful private business and was involved with some
prominent funerals, most notably the ceremony surrounding the remains of Burke
and Wills,97 but the opinions of a clergyman as widely respected as Russell cannot
have done that business any good. Nonetheless, he kept the government contract and
continued in the furniture and undertaking businesses, trading by 1877 as Witcombe

As I have myself had occasion to see Mr Witcombe and his family show a great want of

and Son.96

consideration for the feelings of the poor as I have seen him when driving the hearse act on
the old maxim 'rattle his bones over the stones' I think it right to call the attention of the
Board to this man's way of performing his duty. Respect for the feelings of poor afflicted
people may not be in the bond' may not be a condition of the contract; but the intervention
of the Board in the way of remonstrance, might at least tend to protect the poor from this kind

The style of destitute funerals in South Australia remained at best basic. The
government requirement that a hearse be used at least prevented the ignominious
trundling about of bodies in carts, but few other standards were required. In any
event, the undertaker had a difficult time pleasing everybody. On one occasion in
1873, H.E. Brookes complained that the corpse of a destitute person had been
brought to the cemetery, not in the hearse usually provided for the destitute, but in a

of brutality.91

The complaint was referred to the Chief Secretary, Arthur Blyth, who was shocked

by the young Witcombe's alleged behaviour. Jonah Witcombe was informed that
there would be no future contracts if there were any further complaints about his
work, and particularly if there were further complaints about his lack of respect for
the feelings of the poor. He was asked to explain his son's behaviour, and payment of
his account was stopped until his explanation was received.95

Jonah Witcombe's response to Blyth deserves to be quoted at length. It throws
some light on his own character, but also says much of contemporary burial practices
and illustrates the degree of ill - feeling which sometimes existed between undertakers
and clergymen:
7 September 1874 ... I am surprised our Chief should condemn a respectable tradesman
unheard, on the word of a slanderous parson and a soaped over pauper woman. The Dean has
not the manliness to state his real grievance. These are the real facts. Mrs Howard brought a
government order for the burial of her child on Saturday August 29th who died on the previous
day after two hours illness. She stated she would like the Dean to attend. [I] told her to see him
and say the hour would be 3 o'clock this afternoon at the cemetery. She returned and said the
Dean could not attend before Monday. [I] told her it was not proper to allow it to remain so
long, and that it must beat the hour stated. She went again to the Dean's house, he was out, and

hearse with feathers followed by a mourning coach 99 At times, difficul ties arose from

the fact that bereaved relatives bypassed the government undertaker and went
straight to the cemetery themselves. In one such instance, Brookes reported to his
superior that a corpse was simply brought into the cemetery by the father who said he
had no money. He could not send the body back again and so buried it without the
usual burial fee being paid by the Destitute Board.100
The cost of destitute burials remained another persistent problem, particularly for
the Destitute Board. In 1889, for example, the Board lodged a complaint when the
corporation of Port Augusta announced it would increase the charge for destitute
burials to L2/15/- foradul is and [1/7/6 for infants. The charges were for the ground
alone and were condemned as `excessively exorbitant and an unjust imposition'.101
The significant fact was that at least some basic provision for the poor was made, and
while they were often buried together in a particular corner of the cemeteries, no
formal segregation, in public cemeteries at least, was allowed. When, in 1887, the
Town Clerk of Port Augusta had suggested such a division, Brookes' reply was blunt:
'All class distinctions in a cemetery should not be allowed. "02
At the end of the nineteenth century the conditions under which the destitutewere
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buried had changed very little, and the same old complaints were still being voiced by

citizens concerned at what they saw as an affront to decency and their concept of
civilization. In July 1890, for example, a letter appeared in the Advertiser signed by
William Avery of Parkside and headed 'a disgraceful state of things'. Avery had
witnessed a destitute funeral in West Terrace Cemetery and was appalled to see that it
was accompanied by no religious service. Moreover, he condemned the poor quality
of the coffin, asserting it was on the verge of falling to pieces, and alleged that its lid
was lifted to reveal part of the face of the corpse to bystanders. The scene he painted
had not a semblance of dignity: The lid was fixed down with the heel of someone's

boot and the coffin lowered into the grave, whereupon the gravedigger climbed
down onto the coffin, shovelled some earth on to it and placed a child's coffin
brought in the same hearse on top of it. The lid of that coffin was also open, exposing
its grim contents. To complete Avery's horror, the grave was onry half filled and left
until a minister arrived. The familiar attack on the Anglican clergy followed and the

complainant cited two further instances to add to his case. On one occasion, he
asserted, he had seen a clergyman saying one burial service for two bodies buried a
day apart. When it came to the part of the service which says 'the soul of our dear
brother here departed', the clergyman was reported to have substituted 'the souls of
these bodies'. In the second case, Avery claimed he had heard the same clergyman at
another destitute burial asking the gravedigger whether it was a man or a woman. He
in turn appealed to the undertaker who hesitated and then said somewhat doubtfully

that it was a woman. How then, asked Avery, could the clergyman sign the
registration book certifying who he had buried, when he was not even sure of the sex
of the deceased? It was, he believed, time for this quite 'unchristianlike' state of affairs
to be brought to the attention of the public.10S
Avery's claims were supported in another letter to the newspaper from Richard
Lockwood of Alfred Street, Parkside. He condemned the careless and ignominious

actions of the particular Anglican clergyman,104 but that clergyman, the Rev.
Richardson Reid, sprang to his own defence. Again there was talk of inadequate
notice and set times, just as there had been in the days of the Colonial Chaplain.'05
Such was the publicity however, that the government investigated the complaints.
Avery's claims were shown to be exaggerated, but with a large measure of truth in
them. The coffins supplied by the contractor, E. Hennigs of Hindley Street, were bare
but solid. There had been cases where they had not been screwed down properly.
Many funerals, Reid estimated nineteen out of twenty, were not accompanied by a
single relative or friend, and due tó continual failures to provide notice, many of the
deceased were given no religious rites when they were lowered into their graves.106
This kind of unfavourable publicity continued to be given to destitute funerals until
well into the twentieth century.
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, public concern and debate was
also aroused by a series of revelations about the treatment given to bodies at the
Adelaide Hospital. A grim fascination with the subject gripped the newspapers and

the public. In 1895, the gruesome case of Morgan Gwynne was revealed. A
compositor employed by the Advertiser, Gwynne was taken suddenly ill on 23
October 1895 and went to the Adelaide Hospital. The following morning, enquiries
were made about his condition by his work colleagues and they were told that he had
died during the night. That afternoon, three of his friends went to arrange the funeral
only to find it had been organised by the government undertaker. When they asked if
their own undertaker could take charge, they were told he could not since the body
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had been cut to pieces and had to be buried at once. At this stage the friends returned
to the hospital and demanded to see Gwynne's body. They were allowed to see the

face but no more, the coffin lid being opened only partially. In the press it was

claimed that the man in charge had sat on the coffin lid and dared the friends to move
it. They then appealed to the Chief Secretary and the Attorney General and after
considerable difficulty obtained possession of the body and started with it for the
cemetery. At the hospital gates, they were met by the coroner's constable, who ordered
the procession to return to the hospital. The constable had the coffin opened and
took an inventory of the many parts into which the body had been cut. One of the
friends remarked that the coffin had the appearance of a butcher's basket, the pieces
having been thrown in at the bottom of the coffin and roughly covered with canvas.
Sufficient concern was aroused by all of this for the matter to be raised in parliament.
Ultimately, the authorities explained that they originally thought Gwynne had no

friends, and apologized for what they had done,107 but the report on the case

submitted to the government showed that it was common practice for the bodies of
the destitute to be used for anatomical examinations. The policeman involved in the
Gwynne case, Foot Constable Rea, reported that a post - mortem examination had
been carried out on the body. Only the head was intact. Both arms were taken off close
to the shoulder and the fingers were cut off each hand to the third joint. All the flesh
was taken off the bone down to about two inches off the knee. The right leg was cut
in several pieces and the toes were cut off both feet. There were three wounds in the

lower portion of the abdomen and cuts on the stumps of both thighs. All the
mutilated pieces of the body were in the coffin which had been screwed down and

taken away in the constable's presence. The pathologist at the hospital, Dr A.
Watson, denied there were parts of the body missing as suggested by Gwynne's

friends, but expressed his regret at the negligence of the attendant in not sewing the
parts together. He sympathized, he said, with the friends of the deceased.'"
The Gwynne case was the forerunner of a series of public revelations in the early

twentieth century about the use of the bodies of the destitute for anatomical

examinations, which rocked Adelaide and led to a full scale enquiry into the conduct
of the coroner, Dr Ramsay Smith.'09 This and other persistent complaints
showed
that abuses in the area of destitute burials persisted. In October 1905, for example, the
Adelaide City Council's Board of Health complained 'that in burying the destitute
poor at West Terrace Cemetery, coffins are put into graves practically piled on each
other with an insufficiency of earth as a layer between each'.10 The government
rejected the allegations and asserted that destitute funerals were always properly
conducted. According to the relevant government officers,
Enquiries at the Destitute Asylum elicited the fact that the contract for burying persons who
die in the institution is in the hands of Mr G.J. Trevelion, the amount of whose tender
... is
only 3/- per funeral. For this sum a substantial plain coffin has to be provided, and the body
has to be conveyed to the West Terrace Cemetery in a hearse. The coffins, a specimen of which

is kept at the Asylum, are quite good enough for anybody to be buried in, and the

superintendent of the institution states that Mr Trevelion fulfils all the conditions of his
contract in a manner that is perfectly satisfactory."

Nevertheless, the fact was that there continued to be a disparity between what most

citizens saw as a properly conducted funeral and the services provided by the

contractor for the destitute.
By the early twentieth century, the government contract had multiplied into a
series of contracts covering destitute burials from the Consumptive Home, the
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Adelaide Hospital, the Mental Hospital, the Destitute Asylum and the Police
Department.12 The contractors continued to cut corners and lower their prices.
Given those low prices and the correspondingly low profit margins, one might ask

why the undertakers continued to compete for the privilege of conducting
government funerals. The answer was given by two undertakers during a 1918
parliamentary enquiry into West Terrace Cemetery. A.E. Wallmann and H.F.
Wallmann both admitted to the committee members that much other business

resulted from holding the contracts. The hospital authorities, for example,
frequently recommended the government contractor to relatives and friends who
wished a private funeral for those who had died in the hospital. A.E. Wallmann
agreed that an undertaker could take on the contract for nothing, and it would still
pay handsomely through the private work it generated.'"3
The choice was always there for the undertakers. That they continued to tender for
the contracts from the early settlement of the colony, showed that government burials
were sufficiently attractive to them. The destitute, of course, had no such choice.
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THE ORIGINS OF THE CHURCH MISSIONARY
SOCIETY IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 1910 -1917
BRIAN DICKEY

Christianity began as an expansionist religion. The concept of evangelising the
'heathen' was taken up enthusiastically by Anglican Evangelicals in Great Britain as
a direct result of the eighteenth century Evangelical Revival.' By 1804 the Church
Missionary Society (C.M.S.), a creature of that enthusiasm, had begun operations in
Africa. From 1814 the Society also developed work in India and New Zealand. The
latter was at the enthusiastic urging and energetic supervision of Samuel Marsden,
Senior Chaplain in New South Wales and an Evangelical from Yorkshire.2
Beginning in the form of an Auxiliary in Sydney established by Marsden in 1825,
Australian support for C.M.S. had stabilised in Sydney and Melbourne during the
later part of the nineteenth century. C.M.S. supporters in Australia gained renewed

enthusiasm from the visit of a deputation from C.M.S. headquarters to the
Australian colonies in 1892, made up of Dr Eugene Stock (Literature Secretary) and
the Revd Warren Stewart (a long -time missionary from Fuh- Kien). This visit, carried
out at the request of the committees of C.M.S. in New South Wales and Victoria,

resulted in the transformation of the New South Wales C.M.S. Auxiliary into a
Church Missionary Association, as had existed in Victoria since 1856.
While 'Church Missionary Association' was the title of the organisation within a
diocese in England which operated in support of C.M.S., in Australia the New South
Wales and Victorian Associations were independent and colony -wide organisations.

Like all other missionary societies, their task was to arouse concern among
Christians about evangelism among unbelievers overseas, to channel that concern
into dedicated prayer, into donations, and into offers of full -time service. After the
visit of Stock and Stewart the Australian Associations, with the full countenance of
the C.M.S. in London, began to deploy fully - supported missionaries in Indian and
African locations.3 This represented a major expansion of the work of the C.M.S. in
Australia, the beginning of a real effort to tap the Australian Evangelical Anglican
community for missionary service.'
The situation in the diocese of Adelaide was less dear. It did not, by 1900, have an
Evangelical tradition of great strength: indeed the story of the episcopate of Bishop
Augustus Short, first bishop of Adelaide (1847- 1881), was as much as anything the
story of the erosion of the Evangelical tradition which had informed the foundation
years of the colony of South Australia. Indeed, the Revd James Pollitt, founding
incumbent of St Luke's, Whitmore Square, and the Revd William Woodcock, later
archdeacon of Adelaide, had served as missionaries with the C. M.S. in the West Indies

before coming to South Australia.5 In the 1860s some attention was given in the
parishes to raising funds for the Melanesian Mission after the visits of Bishop
Patteson of Melanesia in 1864 and 1865.6 There was, it seems, only modest evidence of

any missionary interest among South Australian Anglicans in the years up to 1900,
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although more research is needed.' The young colony of South Australia seemed still
concerned about the struggle for survival, and few Anglicans presented themselves
for missionary service. Much depended on the outlook of the clergy.
Only with the arrival of the Revd Frederick Webb at Trinity in 1895 and the Revd
W.G. Marsh at St Luke's, Whitmore Square, in 1896 both from outside the diocese,
both convinced Evanglicals, both with exposure to the new C.M.A. in Melbourne
was there any evidence of an expansion of interest in missionary endeavour among
Anglican Evangelicals in Adelaide. Their ministry coincided with something of a
counter - attack by Anglican Evangelicals in the Edwardian years against the loss of

influence which Evangelicals had experienced during the episcopate of Bishop
Short. They were also years which saw a growth in Anglo- Catholic influence in the
diocese of Adelaide." As Hilliard suggests, these years were then a period in which a

greater degree of party spirit was abroad in the diocese. Indeed, a sense of party
increasingly pervaded the Anglican church in many parts of Australia in these years.
While Archbishop Saumarez Smith of Sydney had tolerated much, his successor,
Archbishop Wright (1910 -1933) placed severe restrictions on Anglo-Catholic clergy
in the diocese of Sydney. In Melbourne Evangelicals were battling the authoritarian
pretensions of Archbishop Lowther Clarke and securing their independent institutions, notably Ridley College.
One of the expressions of this resurgence of Evangelicalism and indeed of party
spirit in the diocese of Adelaide was the creation of a branch of the Church
Missionary Society of Australia and Tasmania in December 1917. Such a development mises several issues, with which this essay is concerned. One is the way the
principle of voluntary autonomy upon which C.M.S. had grown since its inception
interacted with the authority claimed by the bishop of the diocese of Adelaide.
Another is the way the creation of a viable C.M.S. presence was part of the process of
self - identification for a minority group within the polity of Anglicanism in thestate.

A third is the way local tensions over questions of churchmanship could be

influenced by negotiations at the level of General Synod of the Church of England in
Australia and Tasmania. Finally and most obviously, the emergence of the formal

structure of the branch represented the expansion of committed support in South
Australia for the missionary enterprise promoted by C.M.S., expressed in funds,
prayer, conferences and missionary vocations. To the promoters of C.M.S. that was
the whole point of their efforts.

Despite their fine credentials as Evangelicals, neither Webb nor Marsh set about
immediately creating another C.M.A. in Adelaide upon their arrival. Certainly
Gleaners Unions, groups of supporters of C.M.S., were set up in both parishes in
1896 -97 but they do not seem to have been permanent. In addition, occasional funds
began to flow to the C.M.A. in Victoria from St Luke's and other parishes.' Going
beyond that probably seemed too much when there were so many other tasks to carry
out: Webb lost his voice in 'mission' preaching soon after his arrival, he was busy as
gaol chaplain and he was seeking to encourage more regular attendance among his
half -city half- suburban congregation at Trinity; Marsh appointed a deaconess at St
Luke's and canvassed the whole of his run -down parish area in his first twelve
months.1"
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The Victorian C.M.A., which regarded itself responsible for fostering C.M.S.
interest in South Australia, made several efforts to expand C.M.S. work in South
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Australia over the next decade. Most of this was the work of the Victorian C.M.A.
secretary, the Revd A.R. Ebbs)' It was to be his committed energy and tactful wisdom
which would bring the nascent interest in the missionary cause among Adelaide
Evangelicals to fruition over the next few years."
In December 1910 Ebbs once more journeyed to Adelaide in search of greater
commitment to the missionary vision of C.M.S. among South Australians. He rented
an office on the third floor of the Bowman Building'3 and gained the agreement of a

new group of people to serve as the local committee.19 In addition, with Ebb's
approval, Fanny E. Coleston, a missionary on furlough from China, travelled to
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'missionary bishops' such as J.C. Patteson of Melanesia, consecrated in 1861. It had

also influenced the Australasian bishops to establish an 'Australasian Board of
Missions' at their 1850 consultation, and subsequently for the Australian bishops to
seek to reactivate the concept on several occasions after the General Synod of the
Church of England in Australia and Tasmania was established in 1872.17
Soon after arriving in Adelaide, Thomas in 1907 sought to mobilise his diocese for

missionary effort. He had a genuine missionary interest far exceeding that of his

predecessors. He sought to express it in the diocese along the new lines by

Adelaide from Melbourne and commenced duties as office secretary in January 1911.
The office and depot were opened on 17 January 'in the presence of 39 friends'. On
that occasion 'the Secretary placed before those present just a few arrangements that

establishing the Adelaide Diocesan Missionary Association, often referred to as
A.D.M.A. As he wrote to C.M.S. in 1910, A.D.M.A. 'controls all missionary
contributions and activities, and everything must be done through the Association'.
Quite sensibly, as Thomas pointed out, this was designed to avoid 'rivalries and

had been carried out in connection with the inauguration of the centre. Miss

frictions'. It was 'not a party society: it is in effect the Church organised for

Coleston emphasised why the Depot had been established ... whilst our President

missionary work', he wrote in 1916. A.D.M.A. had created sub - committees for
Melanesia, New Guinea, and the Aborigines, and had 'been specially supporting the
C.M.A. Mission to the Aborigines on the Roper River'. Thus he would only admit a
C.M.A. to his diocese within the framework of A.D.M.A., and not as a separate

and Vice President gave [characteristically) stirring addresses on the work in
general '.13

The launching of this revivified committee, though not the beginning of formal
C.M.S. work in South Australia, has always been acknowledged as the foundation
day of the branch, since organised activity can be documented from December 1910
onwards. Ebbs' initiative in committing Marsh and Webb was crucial. In succeeding
in getting some energetic laymen to join with these two clergymen he shrewdly
ensured that, while busy with parish work, they would not be left to carry the C.M.S.
cause in Adelaide without support. Furthermore, by committing them to the notion

of a 'Depot' Ebbs had gained their acceptance of the need to establish a visible
presence on behalf of C.M.S. in Adelaide.
The character of the Committee's activities remained informal. Officially it acted
on behalf of the C.M.A. of Victoria. The Committee members were well aware of the
possibility that their activities could run into difficulties with the bishop of Adelaide.
After all, while Marsh or Webb could authorise a parish presence for C.M.S., the
Depot was something more: it had the character of a diocesan activity which might
require authorisation or at least the goodwill of the bishop. At their second meeting

organisation.16
While Thomas described himself as a long - standing subscriber to the C.M.S. in his

letter to C.M.S., there is little doubt that he was here concerned for his authority
within the diocese. He wished to protect the procedures he had established to avoid
what he regarded as unseemly competition among missionary societies in the
diocese. Thomas was also signalling his distaste for the independence of diocesan
authority that he knew was a principle of C.M.S. operations. No doubt he was
conscious that this Evangelical society had little in common with the Melanesian
Mission19 or the work supported under the auspices of the Australian Board of
Missions (A.B.M.) in New Guinea.2°

Notwithstanding Thomas's claims, the constitutional position defining the
relationship between diocesan bishops and missionary societies was contained in

Determination IX of 1905 of the General Synod of the Church of England in
Australia which provided:

the Committee members discussed copies of correspondence sent to them from

2. The functions of the Board [of Missions] shall be to promote through its Executive Council

Ebbs.16

the Mission work of the Church among the Aborigines in Australia, New Guinea, and in
islands adjacent; and also among the various immigrant non - Christian races; to assist in
carrying out the Missions established by the Church of England through her Missionary
Societies and Associations; to co- operate in supporting the Melanesian Mission and other
Missions to the non - Christian; to seek out, train, and support Missionaries to labour in such
Missions as the Board may direct or may originate; and generally to further unity in the

Bishop Arthur Nutter Thomas, who had succeeded Harmer as bishop of Adelaide
in 1906, had written to the C.M.S. General Secretary in London within a few days of
the first Committee meeting in December 1910 discussing the standing that a Church
Missionary Association might possess if it was established in Adelaide, given that the
C.M.A. of Melbourne 'is desirous of establishing itself here'. Clearly Thomas was
well informed!

Thomas had brought to the diocese experience of the critique that had been
developed in England within the Church of England since the 1850s about the idea
of separate, independent voluntary societies such as C.M.S. acting as the missionary
agents of the church. The alternative which was being promoted, from the 1890s

especially, was that the whole church, and thus the diocese as its regional
embodiment, should be the agent of missionary endeavour. The slogan was 'the
Church as its own missionary society'. Such a view of the relationship between
diocese and evangelism sat well with the high view of the historic episcopate
promoted actively by the Oxford Movement and many others since the 1840s. It had

been the basis of Bishop Samuel Wilberforce's efforts to gain authorisation for

Missions of the Church. Provided that the Board may not interfere with the existing
missionary institutions, except so far as they may place themselves under its direction.
4. Each Diocese shall be invited to form a Diocesan Corresponding Committee ... under the
presidency of the Bishop ... And such Diocesan Committee and all Missionary Associations
formed in any Diocese with the consent of its Bishop ... shall assist the Executive Council
[in various ways].21

While by no means precise, clause two could certainly be read to mean that C.M.S.
organisations in Australia possessed independent powers of operation outside the
reach of the diocesan bishops. However, dause four seemed to empower the bishop
with an overriding veto upon the activities of missionary societies in his diocese. It
was this clause which became the subject of heated debate between Thomas and the
local supporters of C.M.S. in 1916.
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associations which were based within one diocese, the N.S.W. and Victorian C.M.A.s

permission for his hall to be used and Bishop Thomas his permission for the School
to be held in his diocese as well as giving the opening address,26 an important action
in the light of later events.

had a commitment within C.M.S. to promote the cause for the whole State ... and
for neighbouring States in which no similar organisation exists'. More importantly,

which followed was that supporters of C.M.S. and its view of missionary work could

The reply to Thomas by D.H.D. Wilkinson, General Secretary of C.M.S., was

mollifying but unfortunately vague. He pointed out that unlike the English

he told Thomas, that they 'are practically independent Missionary Societies,
collecting and administering their own Funds, accepting and sending out their own

missionaries'. The C.M.S. in London acted in co -operation with the Australian
associations in selecting and locating missionaries but did not control them in the
way the English diocesan Associations were linked to C.M.S. He left it to the
Victorian C.M.A. to act in negotiation with Thomas as diocesan bishop about
establishing a similar association in Adelaide. He avoided canvassing any of the
tricky constitutional questions which Thomas was trying to raise. In his covering
letter to Ebbs he presumed that 'If the Bishop of Adelaide offers you a Diocesan
Sub - Committee I suppose you could secure in some way that the Sub - Committee
should be composed of men of a C.M.S. spirit ?'22 As events were to show, this would
prove to be a vain hope.
The Adelaide committee members, in reviewing this correspondence, believed that
'our position was in the opinion of the C.M.S. fully justified'. They were certain that

the Victorian C.M.A. could act independently of Bishop Thomas, and thus the
Depot was a legitimate independent activity. There was no suggestion that the
committee would accept Thomas's view that its official existence would only be
within A.D.M.A. As a result they were to choose for some years to put off the
establishment of their own branch just because they feared it would involve direct
negotiations with the bishop who had already indicated his opposition to such a
move.

Meanwhile they set to work, addressing problems of financial support, the
identification of missionary candidates and the whole business of securing the
long -term identity of the project. Measured in financial terms, the work which
yielded between £100 and £200 in 1909 -10, in 1917 -18 produced nearly £1300,
including £250 for the maintenance of missionaries overseas as well as the salary of

the Depot manager and some capital accumulation?' St Luke's remained the
strongest supporting parish, seconded by Gawler and Naracoorte. This growth in
finances and support was to give confidence to the leaders of the Association in their
negotiations with Bishop Thomas in 1916.
How and when to gain approval from Bishop Thomas was the main question.24

During 1913 steps were taken with the assistance of the parent association in
Melbourne to constitute the South Australian work as a Church Missionary
Association. This decision was accepted at the second annual meeting on 1 April
1913.25 This at least gave the promoters of C.M.S. in South Australia the right to
negotiate on their own behalf with the bishop, with the banks, with landlords, and
with potential missionary candidates.
The Committee also set about convening their first Summer School for the end of
1914. The Revd H.T. Langley, then rector of St Mary's, Caulfield, Victoria, led a
strong Victorian contingent, supported by the local proponents of C.M.S. This first
School was held at Brighton, a seaside village near Adelaide, from Monday 28
December 1914 to Sunday 3 January 1915. The programme followed the well established conference pattern, with bible studies and devotions in the morning,
recreation in the afternoon and missionary talks at night. The rector of Brighton gave

The crucial point about this School and the steady stream of Summer Schools

gather together to be instructed and encouraged. Since there was no doubt that
C.M.S. was an Evangelical organisation, it was also certain that these Summer
Schools would contain biblically -based teaching. As the diocese of Adelaide was only

thinly provided with Evangelical clergy in the early twentieth century the
opportunity to gather publicly and corporately to hear such instruction was
important. Here was self- identification and bonding, so crucial for a minority group.
These C.M.S. Summer Schools thus had significance well beyond the limited role of

promoting missionary causes: they were for many years a major element in the
shaping of the Evangelical tradition in South Australia.Y7
To maintain the momentum expressed in that Summer School and in the offer of
several people as candidates for missionary training28 the committee set about
planning a major missionary exhibition to be held later in 1915. This went along
with a return of Miss Erwood as Organising Secretary for the Association supported
by a subsidy from Victoria, and continuing discussions with Ebbs about full
independence for the South Australian Association."
In order to conduct the exhibition, on the other hand, the committee had to gain
the bishop's approval for the visitors who would be brought to speak at the associated
meetings. This approval Thomas witheld in July 1915 until he was satisfied that
'relations of C.M.A. to the A.D.M.A. are adjusted upon a proper footing'. To that end

he advised Knox that he would put forward some 'definite proposals'. He too

recognised that a new stage had been reached in the life of the C.M.S. in his diocese
and he was determined to maintain his authority.'° The committee was clearly

apprehensive of the meaning of this message from Thomas. It met specially to
consider the situation on 20 July. Phair as secretary wrote to Ebbs soon after:
We believe there is a tendency on the part of A.D.M.A. to crush out C.M.A. It is imperative that
we should put forth a supreme effort at once as they will be on the move directly.3'

Privately, Phair replied to what must have been a rebuke from Ebbs:
It is not my desire to act in an antagonism to A.D.M.A. although some of its members may be,
and are, antagonistic to us. My desire, and the desire of the Committee, is to strengthen our
position in South Australia, and entrench ourselves firmly and extensively in the Church life
of Adelaide and its environs, and it is necessary that we should do so at once. The A.D.M.A. is

on the 'warpath' directly, and positions are likely to be held by those who are first in. It is
imperative therefore that we should be first in; otherwise the doors of certain parishes may be
closed to us. It is a question of expediency, not of antagonism ... you ... may rely on us being
level headed enough to understand the requirements of Adelaide and we may be trusted not to
do anything that will compromise us ... We desire to make, and prove ourselves so strong as to
ensure their fuller recognition and respect; and at the same time to silence the lips of those who
would criticise us adversely.32

Bishop Thomas's proposals, when they were received later in August, confirmed
the Committee's worst fears. The bishop proposed, that C.M.A. sympathisers elect a
committee as the C.M.A. Auxiliary of A.D.M.A., which the bishop would chair ex
officio, and on which would sit two representatives from A.D.M.A. In turn, this
committee would elect two members of the (thirty- person) A.D.M.A. Council 33 In
addition, the existing arrangement by which funds raised in the parishes for C.M.A.
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should go via A.D.M.A. should be continued; and the Depot should send a monthly
statement of its finances to A.D.M.A. Such arrangements, the bishop suggested,
should remain in place until after the next session of General Synod of the Church of

England in Australia and Tasmania. This last point showed that the matter of
General Synod's Board of Missions Determination of 1905 was already being
canvassed with a view to achieving greater clarity and coping both with the
expansion of the activities of the C.M.S. and the direct involvement of the A.B.M. in
its New Guinea mission.34

Thomas's proposals dominated the committee's concerns over the next few
months.35 The main exposition of alternative positions occurred at the interviews
with the bishop, first by Phair as secretary on 2 November, then by the C.M.A.
executive .(Webb, Phair and Knox) two days later. All their letters and minutes
reporting on these interviews agree on the essential points made by Bishop Thomas.
He believed that the C.M.A. had been formed 'behind his back' and 'without his
consent'. He referred repeatedly to Determination IX which, in his view, spoke of the
necessary approval of the diocesan bishop for the activities of missionary societies. He

also quoted letters from C.M.S. in London, presumably those already referred to
from 1910 -11, which showed that he had been concerned about the emergence of
GM.S. activities in his diocese for some years. He insisted that the work of the C.M.A.

'must cease to exist and C.M.A. work to begin again de novo'.

Such startling and authoritarian claims had a clear rationale in Thomas's
judgement and experience, as has already been shown. Thomas was saying that the
local C.M.A. was fulfilling all his fears of uncontrolled action creating confusion and
wasting precious missionary enthusiasm. Lurking in the background there was also
the fear in the minds of the Evangelicals who confronted him that Thomas was

hostile to the theology and practices of C.M.S. as an Evangelical organisation.
Certainly his liturgical practices, such as wearing cope and mitre for the first time in
Australia, might have promoted such a view.36 But, to be fair, Thomas never admitted
to such an attitude: on the contrary, Anglo- Catholics also developed a similar belief

that the bishop was prejudiced against them. He can best be described as a High
Churchman opposed to parties and extremes. However, when combined with his
concern for authority and good order, such an attitude was unlikely to give much
immediate comfort to Webb, Knox and Phair.
Their reply to Thomas's accusations and the resultant fiat was as forthright as
their established characters would have led one to expect. Phair, who first faced the
bishop, refused to commit the C.M.A., and sought to reduce the negotiations to
writing. Webb, at the interview, contested every point Thomas made. He pointed out
that C.M.S. work had begun in the diocese in 1896, well before Thomas's time. He
reminded the bishop of various occasions upon which he had spoken at C.M.A.
events. He persuaded Thomas to agree that Wilkinson's 1910 letter had no specific
relevance to the problem, and also to agree that C.M.S. in England had long since
established its right to set up associations in any diocese independently of the local
bishop. He argued, or rather 'I plainly told Bishop Thomas' (in his own record of the
interview), that the General Synod Determination's reference to the authority of the
diocesan bishop referred to activities which might involve non - Anglican associations, and that the specific rights of C.M.S. were guaranteed by the clause of the
Determination which read: 'The Board [i.e. A.B.M.] shall not interfere with existing
Missionary Institutions'. When Thomas still insisted on his interpretation, Webb,
who was not without some experience of winning court battles in civil cases, 'could
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not help saying that I would be very sorry to go into a court of law with such an
argument [as Thomas was advancing]'.37
When the Dean of Adelaide, George Young, who was present at the interview for
form's sake since the deputation was made up of fellow clergy of the diocese, sought
to pour oil on the waters by asking the C.M.A. leaders to yield out of grace, Webb
stoutly replied that 'we could not surrender our rights even to please a Bishop'. He
suggested the proposed Auxiliary Committee be dropped, and that C.M.A. be
granted equal numbers on the A.D.M.A. Council. When Thomas expressed doubt
that C.M.A. could daim equality of support in the diocese, Webb conceded that
among the clergy C.M.S. was in a minority, but argued that among the laity the
reverse was true. He concluded his exposition by asserting roundly that he 'saw little
hope of our acceptance of any scheme which did not give Evangelical Churchmen
equal status with others'.
It was David Knox who then argued that the issue bore a theological character, and
that (as Webb reported it to Ebbs) 'the divergence went to the very roots of belief and
practice, and that he did not see how A.D.M.A. could sincerely co- operate with
C.M.A. in many things and vice- versa'. Again here was the assertion about
fundamental differences and a hint of the embattled minority, all flowing with strong
Irish urgency and distaste for any truck with Romanism.
Knox carried the discussion of theological traditions across the frontline to ask
about 'the C.B.S.', that is the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament, and 'whether its
members had sought permission to carry on its Romanising work here' S8 It was a
shrewd and characteristic blow: so often in the diocese Evangelicals had been
criticised on formal grounds in synod debates about variations they had introduced
in public worship when the same line might have been taken against others of
different theological hue, but was not, because, it was believed among Evangelicals,
of the covert sympathy of those in authority for the ambitions of some of these other
organisations. It may well be that Bishop Thomas felt the justice of this criticism
more keenly than the C.M.A. men understood, for he had already challenged Canon
P.W.C. Wise of St George's, Goodwood, for introducing what Thomas believed were
illegal, essentially Romish, practices and teaching, a process which was to drag out
inconclusively over many years 39 Whatever Thomas's private feelings, Knox's
challenge revealed how suspicious and embattled these Evangelical leaders felt.
Some might think he had overstated his case in talking of 'the very roots of belief and
practice'. Yet the 'principles' of independent voluntary action upon which C.M.S.
operated were designed to protect the Evangelical tradition from exactly such attacks
as Thomas was mounting. In that sense Knox had every right to express such strong
views.

Phair then emphasised the capacity of C.M.A. to find and fund new missionaries,
its desire to work in co- operation with A.D.M.A., and above all its desire to effect an
extension of the Kingdom of Christ. In this context Thomas's offer, to 'forget the
past' if the C.M.A. fell into line with his demands, appeared to the deputation as

weak and offensive. They were determined not to yield acknowledged and

established rights. When the Committee received the report of their deputation at its
next meeting on 7 December it was this view which was reaffirmed. For the time
being there was a constitutional standoff between the South Australian C.M.S. and
Bishop Thomas.
That same meeting, meanwhile, heard from Knox, its secretary, that the plans for
their second Summer School had been mimicked by A.B.M., which had not only
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chosen the same dates for its Adelaide Summer School after these had been made
public, but had modelled its brochure on the C.M.A. material. The Committee did
not regard this as an expansion of missionary interest in the diocese, but as an act of
competitive interference. The manner of the A.B.M. initiative, especially as to the
timing of their conference, supports their interpretation.
Consequently, the Committee went ahead as usual with their plans for a post Christmas gathering at Brighton, offering A. R. Ebbs as chairman, and the usual mix
of missionaries in support.40 Unfortunately, W.T. Stanton, rector of Brighton, felt
obliged to advise the Committee in mid- December that because the bishop had
withdrawn Miss Erwood's status as a deputation[ist] he could not allow C.M.A. to
use his church or schoolroom for their Summer School.41 It was a strong riposte
which the bishop had devised, but one which the C.M.A. chose to ignore. They
found an alternative venue, Brighton Town Hall, and went ahead with the School,
despite another formal protest from Stanton at this 'invasion of my parish' on the day
it began.42 In the event, Ebbs did not speak formally at the School and the Bible
readings were given on Hebrews by W.R. Cooling, rector of Mentone in the diocese of

Melbourne, with contributions from several Adelaide and Melbourne Evangelical
clergy, as well as the Revd H.G. White (from China), Mr Vizard (Roper River), Hilda
Beevor and Miss Erwood."
Ebbs did appear, however, at the committee meting immediately after the School
on 3 January, when he led the Committee in a decision to prepare a public statement

explaining the relations between C.M.A. and A.D.M.A. With the help of G.W.
Halcombe (a stipendiary magistrate and Chancellor of the diocese of Willochra from
1915, and of Adelaide from 1919, as well as a C.M.S. supporter), Webb successfully
tabled the statement at the next committee meeting on 3 February. It was released to
the press the same day, hard on the heels of Bishop Thomas's account of the case in
the Adelaide Church Guardian for January 1916.49
Thomas in his statement described his decision of 1907 to establish A.D.M.A. to
avoid unnecessary competition and to improve co- ordination. He insisted it was not
a party society and then proceeded to criticise the Adelaide promoters of C.M.S. for

acting in just that party fashion by establishing a 'rival association' 'without any
communication with the A.D.M.A. or with the Bishop'. He then summarised his
offer to the representatives of C. M.A., which he reported 'has been twice refused'. As a

result he announced that he had 'for the present refused to accept C.M.A.
missionaries or deputations in the Diocese'.
The C.M.A. Statement canvassed the history of C.M.S. work in South Australia,
going back to the 1890s. It emphasised the encouragement given by Dr Harmer. It
stated that Bishop Thomas had been advised in advance of the opening of the Depot
and rehearsed the evidence of his participation in C.M.A. affairs from 1911 to 1915,

which, as the C.M.S. supporters rightly implied, made a nonsense of Thomas's
claims about their action as recent and behind his back. The Statement reported the

actions taken by the bishop since July 1915, and described his demands as
'ridiculous': C.M.A. would be 'absorbed'. 'Such a contingency the Committee cannot

view with complacency, as they believe the C.M.A. has a witness to bear for
Evangelical Belief and Practice in the Anglican Church'. The Statement went on to

narrate the exclusion of C.M.S. from St Jude's, Brighton, and the refusal by the
bishop to authorise two Victorian clergy (including Ebbs) as speakers at the Summer
School. Their case in defence of their rights was the same as that they had put to the

bishop in November, especially their rejection of Thomas's interpretation of
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Determination IX. Once again they drew attention to the results of the work of
C.M.A., which they confidently ascribed to 'Divine blessing'. The document carried
the signatures of the whole committee.45

The Advertiser headed its report 'Anglican Missionary Trouble: A Serious

Position'. Millie Brown wrote to the Committee protesting at the bishop's ruling and
the takeover of her box 'which belongs to C.M.S.'. To her, and no doubt many other
ordinary supporters of C.M.S., it was A.D.M.A. jealousy at the effectiveness of C.M.S.
activities in South Australia which had brought on this situation. To say the least,

Thomas's persistent rejection of the evidence of his own approval of a C.M.S.

presence in his diocese is puzzling. His account of the events is not fair, and may even
be untruthful. It is certainly evidence of that stubborn inflexibility which even the
admiring biographer Lionel Renfrey admits was an important trait in his character.46
There the matter rested for some months. Privately, the Committee sought
to work
through the procedures by which the work in Adelaide could become a separate and

independent branch. Two members of the Committee were appointed to attend
C.M.S. Commonwealth Council to be held later that year.47 The ongoing work was
recorded in the annual report presented at the annual meeting
on 2 May 1916.48 The
departure of T.L. Lawrence and Mabel Miller, the latter the first missionary fully
supported from South Australian sources, was reported. So were the work of the
Depot, the holding of the Summer School, candidates classes, the distribution of
collecting boxes, the holding of prayer meetings and (briefly) the difficulties with
A.D.M.A.

When Ebbs wrote to David Knox on 5 June 1916 he offered Miss Hiller of C.M.S.
West India as a 'good tactful deputation' whose 'outlook on church
matters fits her
for work in S.A.', and also promised another lady missionary for later
in the year.
More significantly, he advised Knox and the Committee privately that 'there is
every
possibility of a satisfactory settlement of the relations of C.M.A. to A.B.M. and
our
standing in the Church in Australia'. The key was the plan for a special committee
of
the three archbishops and two other bishops to draft a new determination on
missionary societies for the next General Synod. '... we must not do anything to
endanger this'. Consequently Ebbs urged the South Australians to accept any bans
imposed by their bishop in the meantime, for example upon their renewed attempt
to mount a missionary exhibition.49 Indeed, the very next day Bishop Thomas
advised the C.M.A. that he would continue to decline C.M.A. deputations 'until the
supporters of C.M.A. in this Diocese can see their way to accept the proposals I have
madé ,50

The tone of Ebbs' next letter

to Knox (who had by now combined his duty as
representative of the Victorian C.M.A. with that of clerical secretary in place of Phair)
in November 1916 suggests that the Adelaide Committee
were chafing under the
restrictions Ebbs had requested. Certainly he could report the passing of the
new
A.B.M. Determination at General Synod in October that year which he
expected
'would avoid any more disputes such as unhappily took place in South Australia'. It
read in part:

9. The Board may recognise Missions or Missionary Societies as Agencies of the Church in her
missionary work in connection with the Board. The Church Missionary Society of Australia
and Tasmania shall be deemed to be so recognised ... Such Agencies shall work under their
respective Constitutions, ... and the Board ... may participate in the management of its
internal affairs only when invited to do so ... Such Agencies shall recognise the authority of
the Diocesan Missionary Committee in the arrangement of Missionary campaigns.5'
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Even more significantly he told Knox of the forthcoming creation of the Church
Missionary Society of Australia and Tasmania that the new Determination had made
possible, including the 'glad recognition of their [i.e. the archbishops and bishops]

leadership, and the making of the provision that they, if they will, may be Vice
Presidents of the C.M.S.'. In this way the long - standing concern that C.M.S. was
somehow inimical to episcopal interests was dealt with.52 True, C.M.S. retained its
separate identity in the new constitution, but it gained a major accession of episcopal
representation. Given these facts, Ebbs went on in the strongest terms of any letter he
had written to his Adelaide clerical secretaries, to say
very emphatically, that the actions of our representatives in ... Adelaide are endangering all the

arrangements ... and are calculated to ruin our cause in South Australia. It is petty in the
extreme to perpetuate the quarrels of the past.

He therefore urged Knox to adopt a conciliatory style by making formal approaches
to Bishop Thomas to open the next Summer School and to print nothing until he
had gained a reply from him. Ebbs even threatened to deny missionaries to the South
Australian C.M.A. as speakers for the School if these procedures were not followed.
He offered to come to Adelaide to talk it all through if that would help. Instead Webb
hurried to Melbourne, where the importance of maintaining formal proprieties with
Thomas were re- emphasised.55 On that basis the Revd E Brammall spoke at the
Third Summer School which was held at St Jude's. Thus, although Bishop Thomas
made no appearance on the program it appears that the necessary permissions were
properly gained.54
The focus now shifted to the completion of formalities for the C.M.A. to become a
branch of C.M.S. The negotiations were prompted by the knowledge of a bequest of
.(250 in Sir Samuel Way's will which was at risk if their status was legally imprecise,
as well as by the terms of the new General Synod Determination.55 Evidence of a more
tractable attitude at Bishop's Court, meanwhile, came with the approval by Bishop
Thomas for Mr Brewer to act as locum for David Knox at St Luke's and to serve

during those three weeks as a C.M.S. deputation, details to be arranged with the
secretary of A.D.M.A.56 As requested by the Federal Council of C.M.S., the
Committee named trustees and prospective office holders57 and then received
progress reports on the state of their application as it came to the top on the agenda
during the rest of 1917.58 Most promisingly, Ebbs advised the South Australians that
Bishop Pain, formerly bishop of Gippsland, and now Honorary Secretary of C.M.S.
Australia would chair the next South Australian Summer School, and that Pain had

already gained Bishop Thomas's agreement, to open the School as well as an
invitation for Pain to stay at Bishop's Court while he was in Adelaide.
By now the Adelaide diocesan synod had adopted the new Determination on the.
A.B.M. without debate. So once again the Summer School convened, this time at St
Peter's, Glenelg, with the customary array of missionaries and bible teachers. The
highlight of the School was the reading by Bishop Pain of the formal advice from the
Council of the creation of the South Australian Branch:
... the Council have unanimously resolved that it is desirable in the interests of the work of the
Society that the proposed Branch should be formed, and I am commissioned by the Council to
declare it, here and now, to be formed.

Pain went on to declare on behalf of C.M.S. that the provisions of the 1916
Determination were being followed, and that 'they had the great satisfaction of
knowing that, in so doing, they have the sympathetic co- operation of their Lordships
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the Bishops of Adelaide and Willochra, Vice Presidents of the Society, who are in
harmony with this procedure'. What is more, Pain announced, the South Australian

Branch was the first to be formed under the new Constitution of the C.M.S. of
Australia and Tasmania. His expression of the Council's hopes that the Lord of the

harvest 'would be pleased to endue all the members of the Branch with zeal, wisdom
and devotion, and abundantly bless their efforts for the extension of His Kingdom'
were therefore far more than tired conventional phrases 59
To bring the whole process to its fitting conclusion, therefore, and to inaugurate

the new era, the Committee as nominated by the C.M.A. and authorised by the
Commonwealth Council met to elect its new office bearers: Frederick Webb as
chairman, David Knox as secretary, H.N. Bainbridge as treasurer, Frederick Webb

with G.W. Halcombe, J.C.B. Moncreiff and H.M. Mudie as trustees, and as branch
committee the Revds S.T.C. Best, W.M. Corden, W.H. Irwin, D.J. Knox, W.G. Marsh,
J.T. Phair, E Webb, W.H. Winter and Messrs H.N. Bainbridge, R.V. Davis, W.J.
England, H.C. Flehr, G.W. Halcombe, A.B. Moncreiff and H.M. Mudie. As might
have been expected, the clerical list was a roll call of Evangelical clergy in South
Australia, while the laymen included senior Adelaide citizens who supported C.M.S.
for decades. The new committee formally took over the business, assets and liabilities
of the former Association and proceeded at once to work: once more the possibility of
a major missionary exhibition was on the agenda.

There was of course much more continuing business relevant to a society whose
central task was to promote evangelism: the sinews of prayer, personnel and funds
constantly had to be searched out, and there were always changes confronting the
members of the Branch. The leaders of the new Branch could reflect on the gains of
eight years steady work. The persistence of a team of clery and laypeople in the
diocese all sharing a commitment to the Evangelical tradition had been the key to
their success. Despite the Great War, or perhaps even because of it, funds and
candidates had come forward for overseas service: possibly a heightened sense of the
world crisis prompted such offers. For the women it was an alternative form of active
service. There were now enough people of experience and dedication to manage
these matters, some quite sensitive, and to offer teaching and judgement to the larger
body of supporters in the state. Many, but by no means all, were concentrated in a few
Anglican parishes where the Evangelical tradition had been maintained for several
decades, notably St Luke's and Holy Trinity.

The support of the Victorian Association was also significant: indeed the South
Australian Branch entered into its new life owing the Victorian Branch money with
which the branch had set up their Depot. A.R. Ebbs's continued counsel, his many
visits, and his perceptive letters all showed the South Australians the way forward.
On the negative side, the ethos of the diocese had given little encouragement to the
C.M.S. cause, and there is no doubt the pro - C.M.S. clergy felt opposed by those who
preferred the outlook of the A.B.M. The C.M.S. men were a minority and some of
their behaviour reflected that embattled outlook. Thus, the establishment of the
Branch was an act of self- identification in an unfriendly clerical environment. The

caution and then outright opposition of Bishop Thomas was the most difficult
problem. Thomas might have had reservations about the Evangelicals who

promoted C.M.S., but his main concern was for constitutional propriety and a due
recognition of his powers. Perhaps too there was an appearance of stubborn, cold
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rigidity in his treatment of Knox and Webb. The trouble was, he treated everyone
with this same cold official style.
Again, much turned on the decisions of General Synod and the reconstruction of
the constitution of the C.M.S. of Australia, together no doubt with the mollifying
words of pro- C.M.S. bishops such as Wright of Sydney in private. Ebbs's concern for

proper procedure suggests that he perceived that Thomas was a constitutionalist

intent on the recognition of his own authority in his diocese, rather than an
out - and -out enemy of the Evangelical cause. Thomas's willingness to accept office as

a vice president of C.M.S. Australia, which set the seal on the Branch's formal
acceptance within the diocese, clearly made that point.
It was easy for Ebbs to be critical of outspoken, worried Adelaide Evangelicals, but
it had after all been the bishop's unexpected reversal of attitude which had placed the
supporters of C.M.S. in such a difficult position. So the firm line taken by Knox and
Webb was essential if C.M.S. was to survive as an Evangelical agency in South
Australia. It is probable that their minority status in the diocese made them more
belligerent and defensive than they might otherwise have been. It would have been
easy to compromise, but the cost would have been the integrity and independence of
the C.M.S. in the state. Since the Summer Schools and the deputations represented
significant access to Evangelical teaching and publicity, especially to those cut off
from Evangelical ministry in their parishes, the long -term strategy adopted by Webb
and Knox, sustained as it was by stable and competent support from both men and
women who made up the committees, proved to be the basis for the establishment of
this important Evangelical agency among the Anglicans of South Australia.
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PURSUING FURTHER VARIETIES OF
VICE -REGAL LIFE
A paper presented to a meeting of the Society on 7 August 1987

EA. HOWELL
This paper is a response to requests for an account of the problems and some of the
recent successes I have experienced in the course of my research on the English, Irish
and Scottish governors of South Australia. The first serious obstacle encountered was
one I mentioned in a lecture to the Historical Society of South Australia in 1977' the
State Library had stopped buying the Australian Joint Copying Project microfilms

of the South Australian governors' correspondence with the United Kingdom
government, the originals of which are in the Public Record Office, London, when
the filming had got as far as 1900. That was a ridiculous situation, because it meant
that people investigating the modern history of South Australia suffered a handicap
borne by none of their counterparts in other states. Happily I can now report that,
thanks to the generous legacy of $700,000 left to the Flinders University of South
Australia by the late Mr James Millar Main, the Flinders University Library has been
able to purchase all the Joint Copying Project's films, which now total some 8,000
reels, and these are already proving to be a marvellous resource for all manner of
historians working in South Australia.
Other difficulties emerged when I began to seek the personal papers of former

governors. Over a long period, the National Library in Canberra has been most
industrious in tracking down and contacting descendants of the various governorsgeneral of the Commonwealth and persuading them either to donate their more -orless illustrious ancestors' private archives to one of the repositories in the national
capital, or else to permit them to be copied. Various state libraries have followed suit
as regards records relating to the former governors of those states. But nothing had
been done to locate non - official material concerning the former governors of South
Australia. A first foray into this field, in 1976, produced some results which, although
modest, whetted my appetite for further research, and in 19851 was fortunate enough
to secure funds from the Australian Research Grants Scheme to enable me to return
to Britain for four weeks in pursuit of more material.

One of the tragedies for South Australian historical scholarship was that the
diaries and most other private papers of General Sir Tom Bridges, who had been
Governor from 1922 to 1927, had been destroyed in the Blitz, in World War II. But
deliberate acts of destruction can occur in peacetime. One of the people I had been
most looking forward to meet in 1985 was Ruby Lilian, Baroness Dugan of Victoria,
the widow of Major General Dugan, who had been Governor of South Australia
from 1934 to 1939. Sadly she died in February 1985, just three months before I could
get to London. On arrival there I immediately went to Somerset House, to examine
her will to ascertain who her solicitors and executors were, and on contacting them,
the real blow fell. Despite my expression of interest, she had evidently quite forgotten
that, a few years earlier, she had given instructions to her executors that, immediately
Dr Peter Howell is Head of the History Discipline at the Flinders University of South Australia.
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upon her death, the letters, diaries, photographs
other personal papers she and
her husband had accumulated over more than halfand
a century were to be burnt. In May
1985 her executors (Lloyds Bank's Trust Division) confirmed that those
had been promptly carried out. It seems likely that the crucial factor instructions
in this was that
the Dugans had no children, nor any other surviving relatives. Children,
or nieces
and nephews, but most of all grandchildren, can play an invaluable
role
in
or helping to keep green old people's memories of the past. The questions reviving
the young
so often ask about what life was like, in what they commonly
term
'the
olden
days',
easily lead to the digging out of old photo albums or letters, and
that
in
turn
leads
to
the preservation and handing

-down of those records. Lady

Dugan lacked that
stimulus. Apart from personal legacies to old friends and to former
servants and their
children, most of the [814,000 in her estate was divided equally
between the National
Trust, the R.S.P.C.A., the People's Dispensary for Sick Animals, the
National Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, the Royal Hospital and
Home for
Incurables, the Royal National Life-Boat Institution and the Royal
Association in
Aid of the Deaf and Dumb. By the 1970s she must have
concluded that all
memorabilia of the fifteen

years when she had supported her husband in carrying out
his vice -regal duties in Adelaide and Melbourne would be of
no interest to anyone.
I hope it is not too much to expect that the staff of the Mortlock
Library might act
to forestall future tragedies of that

order. In recent years there has been a very
commendable interest in history from below, because of growing
curiosity about
what life was like for ordinary people in times past. While this
has
adding a
most valuable dimension to our historical understanding (andbeen
it would be
impossible to exaggerate its importance) it would be silly if
we fell into the opposite
error and neglected those who shared in the process of making decisions
which
affected the lives of the whole community, and those who, like
the
governors
and
their wives, so often provided moral leadership and
a valuable stimulus to those who
were, or who could be persuaded to become, interested in religious, charitable,
intellectual and cultural endeavours.
In some cases it may already be too late, because, sadly, it is
a fact that even the best
of stock can run to seed. This has happened, for example,
to some descendants of the
Buxtons, the Keiths, the Fergussons, and Lady Galway. Their fortunes,
incidentally,
could be held to offer

a fairly impressive case against hereditary honours and

distinctions. That, however, is not my present purpose. One of the people

I wrote to,
in preparation for my visit to the United Kingdom in
1985, was Sir George
Fergusson, Bt, great- grandson of

Sir James Fergusson, the fifth
in Ayrshire, who was Governor of South Australia, 1869 -1873, baronet of Kilkerran
and his first wife, who
had such an interesting impact on the Church of England in South
Australia before
her tragic death in Adelaide,

at the age of 32, leaving behind

daughters. My problem was that the present -day baronet had optedtwo sons and two
out of the rat -race
of life in Britain some years before I began my inquiries,
leaving only his Scottish
bankers with any knowledge of his whereabouts. They of
course have been keeping
his and his family's confidence,

and when my letters to him care of that bank

remained unanswered, I felt obliged to pursue more fruitful fields of inquiry.
The present -day head of the Buxton family, descendants of the
Sir (Thomas)
Fowell Buxton, 3rd Baronet, who was Governor 1895 -1898,
namely Sir Thomas
Fowell Buxton, 6th Baronet, great- great- grandson of our Sir Fowell,
likewise went
into oblivion, in 1975. He didn't even leave a forwarding
address, and none of his
numerous relatives have seen him since. He evidently remains alive, as his entries still
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appear in Burke, Debrett and Who's Who; but at my last visit, the old family home in
Essex still stood forlorn, abandoned, and increasingly derelict. Luckily, some weeks
after his disappearance, one of his grandfather's cousins, a retired banker, visited the
house to see if there were any family records which ought to be preserved. In a loft

in the stables he found the press - cutting and commonplace books Governor
Buxton's daughters had compiled during their residence in South Australia, and
these included some charming watercolours one of the girls had executed of Marble
Hill and its vicinity. But that was all. Ten years later, it was reported to the Royal
Commission on Historic Manuscripts that an important collection of the third
baronet's papers had been deposited in the Essex County Record Office. So, posthaste, I set out for Chelmsford, only to discover that the County Record Office was
being moved, that during the upheaval a temporary search room with only five seats
had been provided, and that the queue for tickets was such that it would be more than
three weeks before I could get one. Oh grief. oh woe! However, the Keeper of the
County Records eventually agreed to let me use a cubicle normally occupied by a
member of his staff who was away ill. It transpired that he had acquired a veritable

treasure trove: scrap books, account books, photographs, etc., even illuminated
addresses

there is one, for example. bound in a richly gilt morocco folder, from the

Municipal and District Councils of Burra, and the North Eastern Agricultural,
Horticultural and Pastoral Society, welcoming Buxton to the town on the occasion
of its annual show. But, best of all, for fifty -one years Sir Fowell kept a diary, and every

volume of it had survived. It includes daily entries for the whole of his time in South

Australia, and this is a uniquely valuable set of documents, recording all the
governor's doings, whether they were official activities (both public and private) or
incidental ones. The latter included fighting bush fires at Marble Hill in January
1896, going for an evening gallop to Brighton and back, attending Lady Smith's
garden parties at Marryatville, his visits to the gaol, the lunatic asylum and the home
for incurables, going to church two or three times each Sunday, his reading (for
example, he read Macaulay's History of England on the voyage out) and so on. The
household and personal account books detail every item of expenditure, including
the several thousand pounds he gave each year to charities, and they give the lie to the
old legend that he was such a wowser that Adelaide's Government House was dry
during his term, and as deadly dull as some puritans' prayer meetings. In the 1897
season, for example, he gave twenty -seven dinner parties (attended by 632 people)
and four balls (attended by 1027 people). And in that year alone his guests consumed
the amazing total of 171 bottles of sherry, 129 bottles of port, 235 bottles of chablis, 464

bottles of champagne, 724 bottles of claret, 25 bottles of liqueurs, and 193 bottles of
spirits, quite enough to send home the drinkers amongst them very merry indeed. All
these records should in due course be filmed by the Joint Copying Project. But how

had they survived? Although Sir Fowell's grandson, Ronald de Bunsen, did not
know it, when he went to search the old family home he had been pipped at the post
by a veritable bower -bird named J.T.A. Burton, another retired gentleman, who has
devoted his declining years to scouring the Essex countryside in search of historical
manuscripts. Burton's own interest and curiosity has prompted him to do this, and
when he has no further use for what he finds, he either sells it or gives it to the local
county record office. In this instance, he had actually carried off four car -loads of
documents before Mr de Bunsen arrived on the scene. Though this may strike us as a

highly unorthodox way of doing things, we can but be grateful for Mr Burton's
industry.

Sometimes one meets a wall of obstruction. In London and
wealth of material written by the worst of all our Governors, at Oxford I found a
Sir Henry Galway, and
his wife, who, as I have previously indicated,2
was
outstanding
amongst all the
governors' spouses. Now it was curious that, despite Lady Galway's
remarkable
contribution to so many facets of life in South
Australia, I had been unable to find a
decent picture of her. I therefore applied to her grandchildren,
saying that as Lady
Galway was one of the greatest women who had ever lived in South
Australia, if they
had a good portrait

or photograph, dating from the period 1914 -1920, when the
have it copied so that the gap in
our State Library's picture collection could betofilled?
As was my custom in
approaching descendants of the governors, I explained that if they wanted
to inquire
into my credentials, they
Gal ways were here, could I please have permission

could contact Derek Beales, the
of Modern History
at Cambridge, who had supervised my doctoral studies,Professor
or
some
of
the other people
who had known me for many years and who
were familiar with my publications on
the governors, such as Sir Colin Cole, the Garter
King of Arms, or the Registrar of the
Privy Council, or ,the Keeper of the Royal Archives
at Windsor. There being no

response to my letters, I rang Lady Galway's grandson, Mr
Peter Denman, on
arriving in London. Mr Denman's father, Roderick,
was a second cousin of the Lord
Denman who was Governor - General of the Commonwealth
of Australia, 1911 -1914.
Peter's main distinction was that he had served in the British
Intelligence Corps in
World War II. When I telephoned, he answered using that
very singular high - pitched

hysterical voice that one associates with those actors
many film directors have chosen
to play roles as S.S. officers in movies about Nazi atrocities. I mention
this, not in any
spirit of censure, but because

the highly unusual quality of his diction was so
unforgettable. Mr Denman was aged 61 at the time. I asked if he
had received my
letters. He replied: 'Yes, but I can't talk to you
now
because
I'm
just
going out'. He
promised to ring me back at 7 o'clock the next evening,
to
arrange
an
appointment
for me to see him. So next day, when, although it
was in the month of May, the
maximum temperature was only 9°C, I waited by the
phone from 6.45 until 8.30
p.m., hoping for the promised call. As it did not come, I
rang again, only to be told:
'Mr Denman has just gone out'.
`When will he be back ?'
'Probably not his evening'. But there was no mistaking the
identical high - pitched,
hysterical voice. So I asked:
'To whom am I speaking ?'
`Mr Osmond', came the reply.
So I tried once more the next day, only to be told:
'I'm sorry, Mr Denman has just gone out'.
'When will he be back ?'

`In about ten minutes'.
'Is that Mr Osmond?'
'Yes'.

I rang again, twelve minutes later. The same voice declared:
'Mr Denman returned, but had to go out again'.
'How can I contact him ?'
'If I were you, I would write to him'.
'I've already tried that'.
'But you should write to him at his business address, c/R.E. Holdings Ltd, 37
Great James Street, WC1'.
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I followed that advice, but again no reply came. Meanwhile, I rang Lady Galway's
other grandchild, Miss Carol Denman, who resided only fifty yards from her brother
in Chelsea. Yes, she had many fond memories of her grandmother, who had lived in
the next street until her death in 1963, when Miss Denman was aged 35. She also
mentioned something I had not previously known, namely, that Lady Galway had
lost her eyesight completely towards the end of her long life. And yes, she had some

good photographs of Lady Galway, and a fine portrait, painted by a celebrated
German artist, Lember. But she was afraid she could not let me see them until she had
first obtained her brother's consent. Why was that? 'Because', she replied, 'I never do
anything without my brother's consent'. That seemed a strange doctrine for a grown

woman to adhere to in 1985. Obviously I would have to continue to pursue her
brother. As it happened, 37 Great James Street, the headquarters of the mysterious
R.E. Holdings Ltd, was in Bloomsbury, just a few hundred yards from London
House, where I was staying. So I called there. It was an expensively restored Georgian

Terrace House. After some difficulty, I managed to see R.E. Holdings Limited's
accountant. Yes, Mr Denman was a director of the company, but he came in no more

than once a week. I explained my suit, and as the accountant seemed a very
personable young man, I asked if he could help me prosecute it. He said:
'Wait while I see if I can speak to Mr Denman on the telephone'. So I waited
more than twenty minutes. When he returned he reported that Mr Denman had just
left for the country, and would not be back for several days. During the accountant's
absence, I was struck by the eerie silence of the building. Although a brass plate
announced it to be the home of half a dozen business houses, no other caller came,
and not one click of a typewriter, word - processor or ledger machine could be

discerned. There was only the dull, distant hum of traffic that one can never
completely escape in London. I began to wonder what was going on. As it seemed
there was nothing to be lost, I asked what R.E. Holdings Ltd did.
'It's a private company', I was told.
That seemed odd, because the word 'Limited' indicated a limited liability public
company, whereas private companies were styled 'Proprietary Limited'. But not
wishing to antagonise the accountant, I persisted:
'Yes, but what business is it engaged in ?'
Quick as a flash, the answer came:
'The business is private!'
The mind boggled as I speculated on the nature and legality of the activities they
might have been undertaking.
My immediate impulse was to call on the worthy Mr Nottage, the Registrar of
Companies, in City Road. However, as satisfaction of that curiosity was not my real
purpose, I went down to the Strand instead, to see Mr John Rundle, who was at that
time South Australia's Agent - General in London, to see if he could help in pinning
down the Denman. His advice was to beard the lion in his den. That tactic had to
wait, because of my engagements in other parts of Britain over the next fortnight
and then there were the Buxton papers to examine. Hence it was not until the day of
my departure for Australia that I was able to make my way to Chelsea. I came first to
Miss Denman's house, knocked, and she answered. The door was chained, so John
Rundle's counsel about putting my foot in could not be followed. The extraordinary
thing was that although she was only 57 years of age, she looked like person who was
well into her eighties. Yes, she had consulted her brother, who to her knowledge, had
not been away, and he had told her not to let me see her pictures, or even to talk to me.
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Why? Because he considered it inadvisable. I pleaded, begged, cajoled to no avail, and
the door was shut. The poor lady was certainly striving to live up to the family motto:

'Prudence and constancy'. Thereupon I marched around the corner to Duke's
House, the brother's residence. His daughter, Francesca Marie-Carola (obviously

named after Lady Galway), answered the door, and his wife, Cornelia, let me in. Both
were very charming, albeit looking somewhat harassed. Mrs Denman said she would
fetch her husband, went three-quarters of the way up the staircase, and called out:
'Darling, there's someone here to see you'.
'Who is it ?' came the reply.

She told him.
'Does he have an appointment ?' he shouted.
'Do you have an appointment ?' Mrs Denman asked me.
'No, but I've been trying for weeks to make one'.
There was no mistaking that high - pitched, hysterical voice. Mr Denman and 'Mr
Osmond', as I had earlier suspected, were undoubtedly one and the same. Well, Mrs

Denman was very sorry, but her husband would not see anyone without an

appointment, and as I had to be at Heathrow within the hour, that was the end of that
save that, on the way out I could not resist asking: 'Can you tell me, please, who is
Mr Osmond?' Mrs Denman regretted that she did not know anyone bearing that
name. Hope persists that approaches to other members of the family will eventually
be fruitful.
Meanwhile there were the Keith - Falconers, descendants of the 9th Earl of Kintore,
Governor of South Australia from 1889 -1895. The elder of the 9th Earl's two sons had
died at the age of twenty, from a too-tardy diagnosis of appendicitis. The younger son
lived to succeed his father but had no issue. Accordingly, the title, being a Scottish
peerage, passed to the 9th Earl's daughter, Sydney. She had married Lord Stonehaven,
who served as Governor General of the Commonwealth from 1925 to 1931. Their son
became the second Viscount Stonehaven when his father died in 1941, and, for most
of his career in politics and other branches of public life, was known by that name,
for he did not succeed to the earldom of Kintore until his mother's death, thirty -three
years later. Because Governor Kintore's daughter lived to such a great age, by which
time her son was in his late sixties, she sought to avoid a double dose of death duties
by bequeathing the Keith's ancestral seat, Keith Hall, in the north of Scotland, to her
grandson, Lord Inverurie. Now Keith Hall had been the family's principal place of
residence for more than 900 years. But the grandson, Inverurie, whose title is but a
courtesy one, is a ne'er -do -well with no interests other than private ones, and in the
mid -1980s was spending much of his time at a well -known Mediterranean resort
while his Scottish- American wife reared their two young children in the weeping

mists and mud of Aberdeenshire. Having inherited Keith Hall, he put it on the
market. It was bought by a developer who converted it into about twenty apartments:
at the time of my visit they were selling well at around £250,000 each. Inverurie had
used part of his proceeds to convert the stables, a large and elegant building in the
Grecian Doric style, into a residence. His parents, now at last the Earl and Countess
of Kintore, but aged in their eighties, were cast out and had to find their own
accommodation
they bought an abandoned Church of Scotland manse in the
adjoining county of Kincardineshire. Inverurie has also said that he intends to sell
the family pictures, which include old masters collectively valued at many millions;
but under the terms of his grandmother's will he does not gain title to them until his
father dies. The present earl has sorted through the family papers, and has lodged all
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those he thought might be of public interest in the Aberdeen University Library. But
he did retain, because of their family interest, eight huge volumes of letters, pictures,

press cuttings, etc., compiled during his grandfather's term as Governor of South
Australia. These now being in the converted stables at Keith Hall, he drove me there
to see them, and arrangements were made for them to be filmed for the Joint Copying
Project. Inverurie was away on one of his visits to Monte Carlo at the time, but Lady

Inverurie was most helpful and co- operative, and all in favour of the Copying
Project. Two months later, when I was back in Adelaide, Inverurie, who was briefly
home in Scotland, wrote a note to a member of the Project's staff at Australia House,
London, saying he could not permit the filming. He declared: 'It would intrude on
my time, and I have none to spare'. Though it gave me pain to do so, I thought I had
no option but to report this to the old earl. He replied:
I am sorry Michael sent such a rude letter. The papers are NOT HIS PROPERTY

but family, and I am head of the family. I will communicate with the High
Commissioner and see if we can arrange microfilming.
Thus the ultimate outcome was very satisfactory.
Meanwhile, the family papers that had been lodged in the Aberdeen University
Library led me to revise some of the views I had previously formed of the 9th Earl's
conduct and character. In particular, it became manifest that the image of Governor
Kintore that had been projected by Adelaide's journalists was quite erroneous. They

had repeatedly alleged that while in South Australia he was unduly preoccupied
with increasing his fortune and that he had made 'thousands' from investments in
local and Barrier mining shares' Initially I had been sceptical about these stories, for
two reasons. First, any governor who engaged in such speculations would have been
in serious breach of Colonial Office regulations. In every other respect Kintore was
particularly scrupulous as regard the proprietry of his own conduct. Secondly, his
term in South Australia was a period marked by major industrial trouble at Moonta

and Broken Hill and the collapse of the boom in the neighbouring colonies. It
simply was not a time for making money in either copper or silver- lead -zinc. Yet I
erred in concluding that, as the pressmen's charges were so startling, there may have
been some substance to them. I was not alone in making that mistake.' The truth of
the matter seems to be that while Kin tore took a keen interest in mining activities, he

made no investments in them during his governorship. Even when he became
Chairman of the Sulphide Corporation after his return to Britain he held only
the token shareholding required for service as a director and earned very little from it.

Rather than being a skin -flint, he was actually the first big spender the family had
produced since the abortive rebellion of 1745. Both before and after his term as
governor, he lived at Court as lord -in- waiting to the sovereign. That, and keeping up
side while doing so, was for a person of his rank an immensely costly business a
century ago. So was accompanying the Queen's heir, first as Prince of Wales and then
as Edward VII, on official visits to Italy, France, Germany, Portugal and so on. Even
more expensive were the hunting and fishing parties he staged for the Prince/King at
Keith Hall. Of course, it was by his own choice that he continued to serve the royal
family in these and similar ways for so many years. The result, however, was that for

most of his adult life his expenditure was much greater than his income. This was
true even of his time in Australia for, as I have noted on a previous occasion, the
entertainments he staged in Adelaide's Government House were the most lavish it
has ever witnessed. To meet the deficits in his personal budget, his surviving account
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books and correspondence show that he regularly had to increase the

mortgages on
his estates and sell off one parcel of land after another. The records
of these

transactions make it clear that the South Australian newspapers' speculations about
his financial affairs were absurd. In the end he bequeathed much less than half the
real and personal property he had inherited in 1880.
Other useful discoveries made while I was in Britain in 1985 included letters
written by Governors Musgrave, Tennyson, Hore- Ruthven and Nome.
Some very interesting papers relating to Sir Archibald Weigall, chosen to succeed
Sir Henry Galway as Governor in 1920, have been deposited in the Kent Archives
Office by his nephew, the Rev. A.F. Weigall, rector of Banning, near Maidstone.
Archibald, incidentally, was the Governor's fourth Christian name. He had been
christened William Ernest George Archibald, but from childhood was known as
'Archie'; and so, when he received his knighthood in 1920, he chose to be known as
Sir Archibald. Members of Adelaide's social set were much impressed that his
mother,
Lady Rose Sophie Mary Weigall, was the daughter of the 11th Earl of Westmorland,
and that his godmother was Her Majesty Queen Sofie of the Netherlands. Moreover,
the kind of life he was leading at the time of his appointment led
many South

Australians to make wrong assumptions about his background. As well as
occupying a mansion in Mayfair, he and his wife had an 'enormous' country house,

Petwood, at Woodhall Spa in Lincolnshire. He was M.P. for that County's
Horncastle Division, Justice of the Peace and Deputy Lieutenant for the County and
conducted a leading beef- cattle stud. Most of, Petwood was but Victorian or
Edwardian mock -Tudor work. As a writer in Country Life put it: 'It began

as a large,
more gables and
more red roofs have been added, with extensions on either wing'.5 What lifted the
place out of the ordinary was that Mrs Weigall (as she was at that stage) had employed
the best available landscape experts and a veritable army of workmen to surround
the
house with one of the most extensive, elaborate and best- planned sets of gardens in
England. In contrast with most of their rivals, these gardens were fully maintained
during the 1914 -18 war, and they became well -known at that time because,
within a
month of the outbreak of hostilities, Mrs Weigall had turned part of the house into
a
fifty-bed convalescent hospital for soldiers. In those years she was reported to be
'generous and kind as hostess and nurse' .6
But while Weigall looked as if he had been born a country gentleman, in reality he
had enjoyed that status only since his marriage, in 1910. His wife, Grace Emily,
was
the only child of the furniture-trade multi- millionaire, Sir John Blundell Maple,
first
and last Baronet,of Childwickbury, St Albans, who had died in November 1903, aged
58, leaving her an income of some £80,000 a year.? Weigall actually came from
a
family of artists, moderately successful ones, but anything but rich. The truth
is that
he was the fifth son of Henry Weigall, who made a living as a portrait painter. He
is
also unusual in that he was the only one of our twenty -five British or Irish governors
who had dose relatives already living in Australia not just one or two of them, but
dozens. His father, Henry, the painter, who lived from 1829 -1925, was the son of
another Henry, born in 1800, a sculptor and designer who made medals and cameos,
and who emigrated to Australia in 1856, to be employed for many years by the
Govelrnment of Victoria, decorating and embellishing government buildings.
He
died in Melbourne in August 1882. Henry senior's nephew, Albert Bythesea Weigall,
also migrated to Victoria, in 1863, and after three and a half years teaching classics
at
Scotch College, Melbourne, became Headmaster of Sydney Grammar School, which
red - roofed, many - gabled, half - timbered villa, and from time to time
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he transformed from a struggling institution with only thirty -nine pupils, to one of
Australia's greatest schools, with 700 boys enrolled when death finally removed him
from office more than forty -five years later.8 Arthur Bythesea Weigall married Ada

Raymond, who bore him four sons and four daughters, all second cousins of
Governor Weigall, and one of these, Cecil Weigall, became Solicitor General of New
South Wales during Sir Archibald's term in South Australia. But that was only the
beginning. Most of Henry the sculptor's children who were Sir Achibald's aunts and
uncles, had stayed in Australia, married and had children. One uncle, Alfred Weigall,
was another painter. Somas a great - uncle, Charles Harvey Weigall. How was it, then,

that the Lady Rose Sophia Mary Fane deigned to marry into this somewhat
Bohemian family? She came from an unusually artistic family herself. Her father,
John, the 11th Earl of Westmorland, true to family tradition, rose to the rank of
general in the Army, but he was more widely known for his brilliance as a violinist.
He also composed seven operas, three cantatas, masses, hymns, madrigals and much
other music, although these had much greater success with German and Italian
audiences than with British ones. It was his acute appreciation of the sad fact that
both performers and composers who had foreign names had a much easier road to
success in the concert halls and theatres of London, that led him to found the Royal
Academy of Music in 1823.9 His countess, Priscilla, was a distinguished artist, and
gained her own separate entry in the Dictionary of National Biography. So did their

son Julian, another of Sir Archibald's uncles, who achieved fame as a singer,
composer, recitalist and poet. Indeed, at Cambridge in 1850, Julian had won the
Chancellor's medal with a poem on the death of Queen Adelaide.10 With this quite
remarkable artistic family background, Weigall was unique amongst our governors,
and it is interesting to speculate on the contribution he might have been able to make
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revolutionary France. In twentieth- century Britain it seemed grotesque indeed.
Before the war the Weigalls had produced a daughter, who was named Priscilla.
After the war Mrs Weigall's health deteriorated with unusual rapidity and she grew
increasingly distressed by her apparent inability to give her husband a son. It is not
clear what role, if any, her husband played in the growth of this obsession. One result
of it, however, was that to her personal staff, hitherto consisting of a secretary,
controller of the household and Priscilla's governess, she added a resident physician,
a gynaecologist and a nurse." In 1920, when her husband accepted the governorship
of South Australia and a K.C.M.G., the doctors and nurse were included in the staff
she brought with her to live in Government House, Adelaide. They had scarcely
settled in when the household had to endure the traumas of the Prince of Wales's
visit. From that time Lady Weigall's health deteriorated markedly. A decade or so ago,
some senior members of the Queen Adelaide Club and the Lyceum Club told me that
Lady Weigall was said to have experienced a succession of 'phantom pregnancies'
while in South Australia. But whether her illnesses were real or imaginary, she often
cancelled her promised apperances at public functions. The press treated this
behaviour with reasonable tact. Her husband's principal reaction, however if we
may judge by the testimony of his acquaintance in England was embarrassment,
and that emotion was a factor in his relinquishing office at such an early stage.12
While the destruction, neglect or concealment of historical materials is always
frustrating for those who are seeking them, it has been my good fortune that, in the
case of most of the subjects within my various fields of study, persistence in the
pursuit of sources has generally been rewarded.

to the cultural life of South Australia, if only his wife's extravagance and
hypochondria and the paucity of his own financial resources had not compelled him
to beg leave to resign within a few months of his taking office.
As it happened, by the time the last of the convalescent soldiers left Petwood, Mrs
Weigall's disposition and behaviour was becoming somewhat more self - regarding.
Though the nature of British society had been irrevocably changed, so that most
women of her class had to learn to cope with fewer domestic servants, she retained
twenty -one until the crash of 1929. They comprised a butler, three footmen, a valet, a

handyman, a chef, assistant cook, kitchen man, kitchen maid, scullery maid,
housekeeper, linen maid, four housemaids, two ladies maids and two chauffeurs.

Mr Ernest Veniard, R.V.M., who from 1953 served several governors and
lieutenant - governors as butler at Government House, Adelaide, was first - footman in
the Weigall household in the 1920s
earning £52 a year plus half a crown a week
beer money. He recalls that the pace was so hectic that few of the staff stayed long, and

that once he had no time off for six weeks. The thing that impressed him most,
however, was the speed with which the lady of the house used to spend the annual
allowance from her father's estate on baubles such as a set of solid -gold finger bowls
though a latter -day Jacobite might deem that particular indulgence a pardonable
one! When she wanted a spell at the seaside, she took a whole floor at the Queen's
Hotel, Eastbourne, Sussex, or the Burlington Hotel at Boscombe, in Hampshire. All
her rail travel was by special coach. This invariably attracted any children who might

happen to be waiting on a station platform, and the controller of the household, a

Captain Houston - Boswell, had standing orders to throw them money. Such
behaviour had not really endeared the noblesse d'epee to their peasants in pre-
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ANTI- FASCISM AND INTERNMENT:
THE CASE OF FRANCESCO FANTINI
PAUL NURSEY -BRAY
When one says fascism one says horror, its crimes are known. Its infamies do not allow of
attenuation. It is a tyranny which tries not without success in many parts of the world
to
annul the civilised conquests which were attained during centuries of struggles and of progress

in order to push back the human race into a state of shameful barbarism ...
To those outside. To let them know that in this Internment Camp there are living friends,
workmen who make common muse with them. Companions who have years of struggle for
liberty, for justice, who have the same goal, and are cheered by their victories.
Francesco Fantin, Pensieri e Ricordi, Loveday Camp, Barmera, 1942.2

Francesco Fantin was an intelligent but not an educated man. He was a textile worker by trade who brought to political issues unsophisticated, strong convictions
rather than a great depth of analysis. Yet in the fragmentary writings that he left
behind there is clear evidence not only of intelligence, but of sensitivity, of sincerity
and of a genuine concern for his fellow man. Fantin was a convert to anarchism who
tried to live by its tenets of community, fraternity and liberty.
Yet we do not remember Fantin for his theories of anarchism, rather we remember
him as an anarchist worker engaged in the political struggle. There is no corpus of
work, no body of theory by which we can judge his views. Beyond a dozen or so letters
and the few pages of the diary he composed in the Loveday Camp there is no record of
his ideas. That he had ideas is dear, but he lacked the means of setting them out. The
translator of his diary remarked: `The writer appears not to have been very literate,
and the spelling and grammar are in places incorrect'.'

Fantin was an active member of the left, corresponding, acting and working
against Fascism. He was one of the founding members of the Anti - Fascist Matteotti

Club in Melbourne. But, unlike his friend, fellow Vicenziano, townsman and

migrant, Frank Carmagnola, he did not play a leading part in the national
organisation of the anarchist or anti - Fascist movements'
It is undeniable that Fantin's chief importance lies in his death and the manner in
which it occurred. Killed by Fascists in the Internment Camp 14A in South Australia
in November 1942, Fantin, the anarchist and anti- Fascist, the victim of violence he
had done little to occasion, lost his life for what he believed. It is for this that he is
remembered, indeed revered. Fantin was, and is, viewed as a martyr by the political
left in Australia, both within and outside the Italian community. As a significant
event his death had both immediate and enduring effects. The immediate effect was

on the politics of internment and the fate of the anti - Fascists in the internment
camps. Beyond this, however, his life, his internment and his death have all come to

represent something larger than the particular problems of internment. For many
Fantin has come to symbolise the anti - Fascist struggle within the Italian community
in Australia. His story helps to communicate to future generations some knowledge
of that little known struggle and an understanding of the issues involved.
Paul Nursey -Bray is Senior Lecturer in Politics at the University of Adelaide.
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The Early Years
Francesco Fantin was born in 1901, to Giovanni and Caterina Fantin, in San Vito di
Leguzzano in the Province of Vicenza. His father was a textile worker. He had two
brothers, Alfonso and Luigi, and two sisters, Maria and Erminia. Francesco left
school after only a few years of education and became a textile worker in the nearby
town of Schio. At the end of World War I, when the conflicting social forces that gave
birth both to Fascism and the Italian Communist Party were shaping the political
life of Italy, Fantin became active in Schio as a trade unionist and political militant. It
was at this time that he adopted anarchism as his political doctrine and became a
conscious and active anti- Fascist. Between 1921 and 1922 he served in the Italian
army.5 In 1924 he migrated to Australia, arriving on 27 Decembers on the ship Re

D'Italia.'

From the time of his arrival until his internment in 1942 Fantin was employed in a
number of positions, mainly as an agricultural worker. From 1924 to 1931 he worked
in Queensland; as a cane cutter at Mourilyan from 1924 to 1928 and as a field labourer
at Edmonton from 1928 to 1931. In that year he moved down to Geelong to work at
the Federal Wood Mill, where he stayed for a year. He returned to Edmonton in 1932
where he again worked as a cane cutter and field worker. In 1939 he was back at the
Wood Mill in Geelong, only to return to Edmonton in in 1940, where he worked as a
field worker in the sugar industry and on plots owned by himself and his brothers
until his internment in 1942. It was during this period that he was active in anarchist,

labour and anti - Fascist causes, activities that drew the attention of the italian

Consular authorities who were bent on securing the conformity to Fascism of the
Australian Italian community.
The vigilance of the Fascist regime of Mussolini, and its activity in the promotion
of the Fascist cause abroad, must never be underestimated. In the 1920s and 1930s
there was a concerted effort to win over Italians abroad to the Fascist cause, to recruit

them into Fascist organisations directly, or to gain their support indirectly by
enrolling them in Italian language schools and Italian cultural organisations. The
Statute of the Fascists Abroad was issued in February 1928, its aim being the
development of the national consciousness of Italian communities abroad. There
was a subsidiary aim of discouraging migrants from adopting a foreign, that is
non - Italian, nationality. In Rome a Secretariat. of Fasci Abroad was established to
co- ordinate the activities of Fascist organisations outside Italy and to promote,
whenever and wherever possible, the Fascist cause.8 Some idea of the flavour of the
ideology that was propagated, and the extent to which Fascists abroad were expected
to replicate the attitudes and policies of the Fascist government at home while
assuming its priorities as their own, can be gauged by the following letter, sent from
Rome by the General Secretary of Fasci Abroad, De Cicco, to each secretary of a
Fascio in Australia on 4 January 1939:
The Minister for Foreign Affairs has sent the necessary instructions to representatives of the
Government with regard to discrimination of Jewish- Italian citizens resident abroad.
As far as concerns belonging to the Fasci, Jews may continue to take part, always provided
they are worthy, and at no time and for no reason take any attitude against the Government.
But I remind you that such members of the Party may not, even in exceptional cases, occupy
any political or directive position in any Italian institution.
'I also remind you that the problem of the protection of the race should be put before our
community abroad, and put as a problem essential to the future of a people that is returning to
its imperial destiny, which has a new mission to fulfil [sic] in the world, and which therefore
cannot consent to dangerous disfigurings in its body and mind, disfigurings which would
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change those racial characteristics that are carrying us to that imperial destiny and are calling
us to that mission.
Italians abroad are more exposed than those at home to the danger of ' racal' deformation.
They must be protected above all now, when so many are called by the Duce to return by
degrees to the country.of their origin.
Secretaries of Fasci, and all Fascists are henceforth pledged to this battle for the protection of
the race, pledged to activity not loud and clamorous, for that might give rise abroad to fake
interpretation and bad reactions but to a continuous, tenacious spirit of construction, little
by little. The racial spirit of Fascists must be like a religious spirit which transfuses nonbelievers with the persuasion and force of its faith.9

In this political climate it is not surprising to find that Italian migrants of any
anti - Fascist persuasion were spied on by the Italian consular authorities. As
Cresciani notes, it was the consul- general and the Melbourne consul who were
chiefly responsible for spying on suspect members of the Italian community in
Australia. Files were kept on fifty anti - Fascists in Adelaide alone, that is ten per cent
of the Italian community in South Australia.10 Fantin was an early victim of consular
spying activities. Correspondence on Fantin, and his subversive character, took place
between the Melbourne Consulate and the Italian Ministry of the Interior as early as
September 1927. In April 1928 the Ministry wrote to the Consulate in these terms:
In the meantime you are informed that the subversive Luigi Francesco FANTIN, son of G.
BATTA, born at San Vito of Leguuano on 18th May. 1896, emigrated to Australia in March,
1922.

Right up to the outbreak of Communism in San Vito he showed himself one of the most
fiery exponents of the party programme. Nevertheless. owing to his limited education, he was
never recorded as a dangerous person, he made no secret of his views. nor did he commit any
acts which call for the particular attention of the Authorities."

Correspondence is on file, regarding Fantin, between the Sydney. and Melbourne
Consulates, and between their offices and informants, dated as late as January 1940.12

It remains unproven, but one must assume that the Italian authorities followed,
with respect to Fantin, their normal policy towards anti - Fascists in Australia; they
denounced him as a subversive, a communist and an anarchist to the Australian
Government. It was a policy begun by the Consul- General, Antonio Grossardi, in
the 1920s and continued by his successors.'3

What had Fantin done to merit this close and constant scrutiny? He was an
anarchist and an active anti - Fascist. He was also active in the labour movement,
particularly in Queensland, where he is credited with being part of the organisation
of the caneworkers' strike of 1934. But it was Fantin's open anti - Fascism that was of
concern to the Consular authorities. Fantin took an active part in the anti - Fascist
struggle, although his lack of education no doubt hampered his rise to a prominent
position. Clearly, however, he was a significant activist who continued to struggle

against the forces of Fascism both before and after internment. In a letter to the
Commandant of the Barmera Camp 14A where Fantin was interned, Frank
Carmagnola, the leader of the Italian Anarchist movement, appealing for Fantin's
release, supplies evidence of Fantin's active involvement in the anti - Fascist
movement. 'I have known Mr Fantin', he wrote, 'for a number of years as a very
staunch anti - Fascist worker and as one whose sympathies were entirely against the
forces of fascism and nazism and who worked arduously and sincerely against such
forces. During the period I was editor of the Italian paper La Riscossa, which was a
very strong anti - Fascist paper, Mr Fantin was a correspondent for such paper in
Queensland and also a distributor of same ... '1a A Security Report on Carmagnola's
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request for Fantin's release, on the grounds of his known opposition to Fascism,
notes a report from Sydney that presumably was based on an interview with
Carmagnola:
Carmagnola stated that he went to Melbourne and with two other Italians, namely Francesco
FANTIN, and Valintino CIOTTI, they opened the And Fascists 'Matteoti Club', at Spring

Street, Melbourne. They also published a weekly newspaper known as La Riscossa.
Carmagnola was the publisher and Ciotti was the editor, of the La Riscossa newspaper.15

An ironic footnote to this detailing of Fantin's robust anti - Fascism is provided by
the fact that the Director General of Security was dearly persuaded by Carmagnola's
appeal. 'I would like to review these cases', he wrote, 'in the light of the information

obtained regarding Carmagnola, in order to decide whether Degli ESPOSTI and
FANTIN could safely be released under appropriate restrictions, for it would appear
unlikely that they would represent any danger to our war effort because of their
antagonism towards Fascists.'s The letter was written on 18 November 1942, two
days after the murder by Fascists of Francesco Fantini
Arrest and Internment

Fantin appears to have first attracted the attention of the Australian authorities

through a letter that he addressed to L'Adunata Dei Refrattori (Rebels Association),
Roseville Station, New Jersey, a letter that was intercepted by the Commonwealth
Investigation Branch, Brisbane. In the letter Fantin informs the association of a
change of address which he asks them to pass on to his various correspondents, and
concludes, 'with hope and good will to live anew for Anarchy'." The Inspector of
Police at Cairns was written to by the Commonwealth Investigation Branch in

Brisbane asking 'if confidential enquiries could be made into the nationality,

sentiments and activities of the abovenamed [Fantin}'.18 The result of these enquiries

by Constable R.R. Kelly was a declaration that Fantin was harmless. 'From the

inquiries made', wrote Kelly, 'I am satisfied that Fantin has no followers of

Anarchism in this Division, and I also ascertained that he is a good honest worker,
who is quite rational, when not speaking of Anarchy'.19 Despite this report, the label
of anarchist, barely understood but construed as dangerous, was attached to Fantin.

In June 1940 a quite different accusation was levelled at Fantin when he was
accused, in a letter sent to the Aliens Registration Central (13 -6r40) from one James
McCarthy of 'Waverley', Wharf Street, Brisbane, of being a rabid Fascist. In the same
letter McCarthy also indicted a number of other Italians. It must be presumed that the
accusations reflected the prevailing anti - Fascist, and therefore, at this stage, anti Italian sentiment of the broader Australian community. McCarthy stated that Fantin
had 'openly expressed to me his hatred of England and Englishmen'. He called him
'particularly cunning and a most crafty type', asserting that in conversation he had
said, 'I would söoner employ a Hindoo or an Afghan than a bloody Britisher'.20 It
says much for the political climate of the time that this accusation was believed.
Apart from all else the use of the terms 'Hindoo' and 'Afghan' clearly betray the
psychology of someone brought up within the British Raj rather than that of an
Italian worker. Nevertheless it was an accusation that was to do Fantin great harm.
Finally, Fantin was accused, quite separately, of communism. A letter from the
Intelligence Officer Cairns to the Intelligence Services of the Australian Military
Forces
Northern Command of 21 October 1940 noted: 'From a source which is

considered to be reliable I have been informed that the abovenamed (Fantin is
identified as Chico Fantini) is a Communist... '21 One is left to wonder whether that
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'reliable source' was connected with the Consular spying activities. Whatever the
source of the accusation it was one that continued to be made. The I.O. Cairns wrote

to the Intelligence Service of the Northern Command on 4 November 1940:

(1) Phamplett [sic] in foreign language.
(1) Multi- coloured handkerchief with
photograph of B. Durruti.29

'FANTIN is reported to be a rabid Communist and for a number of years to have
actively spread Communist propaganda amongst the sugar workers in North

An appeal from Fantin against internment

Queensland'.22

Internment Camp in Barmera, South Australia.

This claim, that Fantin was a communist, was a damaging charge. Certainly it
would have been one that would have drawn the attention of the authorities to
Fantin. It must be remembered that at this time the Molotov - Ribbentrop nonaggression pact between the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany was still in effect, and
the Comintern assumed, and sometimes exercised, a broad dominance over the
political direction and activity of communist parties outside the U.S.S.R.
The accusation further compounded the confusion concerning Fantin's political
allegiance. We now have Fantin the Anarchist, Fantin the Fascist and Fantin the
'Communist all cohabiting the same 5'6" frame! Even the authorities, suspicious as
they were of potentially subversive enemy aliens, were rather bemused. A letter from

the Northern Command Section of the Australian Intelligence Core to the I.O.
Cairns written in September 1941 noted: 'As some confusion exists as to whether this
man is a Fascist or a Communist, it would be appreciated if action could be taken to
clarify the position, to enable further action to be taken'.0

However, clarification was not forthcoming. Instead, in an ingenious, administrative coup de main the tangled threads of the accusations against Fantin were
pulled together into one damning indictment:
Fantin is a particularly cunning and crafty type of Italian alien who has been engaged in
anti - British propaganda under various guises. He has been listed as an Anarchist, a Fascist.
and a follower and teacher of Communistic doctrines. He has a bitter hatred of England and
Englishmen and is definitely opposed to Democracy. Fantin has been in Australia since 1924
but has not at any time made application for naturalisation.29

At the end of 1941 Fantin was living with his brother Luigi at Sawmill Pocket,
Edmonton. It was his usual place of residence in Queensland. On 18 December 1941
the house was searched by Captain Brown, I.O. Cairns and Sergeant Walsh of the

Edmonton police. Maps of the war zone and letters were seized to the disquiet of
Fantin as Captain Brown notes in his report. He also notes: 'There was nothing
noticed that would connect FANTIN with any organisation of a subversive nature'.25
Despite the result of this search the order for the internment of Fantin was made in
Brisbane on 13 February 1942 by Major- Çeneral J.M.A. Durant. Fantin was arrested

the next day and taken, via Townsville, to the Internment Camp at Gaythorne,
Queensland.
On 28 February 1942 police officers returned to Fantin's place of residence at

Sawmill Pocket and again conducted a search. The list of the material they
confiscated at that time is worth reproducing as indicative not so much of the
political persuasion of Fan tin as of the attitude and approach of the Australian
authorities. The Sergeant in charge reported that:
Hereunder is a list of articles seized at Fantin's room.
(1) Autograph Book with foreign writing therein.
(3) Booklets in foreign language.
(4) News Papers in foreign language.
(1) Booklet by Carl [sic] Marx.
(3) Letters in foreign language.

was dismissed on 20 March 1942 and on
21 March an order was made moving him
from Gaythorne to the Loveday
Loveday 14A

The Loveday Internment Group of camps, situated
at Barmera in the South
Australian Riverland,

was first established in July 1940. The first two camps, known
as No. 9 and No. 10 were designed as individual compounds, one
and a half miles
apart, holding 1,000 persons each. In December 1941 the
entry
of
Japan
into the war
raised the question of potential Japanese internees. A
new type of camp was decided

on involving four compounds. This
camp was designated No. 14, and the four
compounds labelled A, B, C and 13.47 On 28 February 1942
'14A Compound with
Cape J.H. Richardson as Camp Commandant received 115 Italians
from Gaythorne
Internment Camp, Queensland'.28 One of that group of 115
was Fantin.
There were a number of fundamental problems that
internment camps established under the general aegis of existed in all of the
the Australian army in
World War II. They were problems that demonstrated
official ideology that was
still based on national and racial characteristics, on a an
simple minded chauvinism
that neglected the complexity of social relations. It
was
an ideology that paradoxically mirrored the racial and national obsessions of the
enemy! It resulted in
judgements that made all Germans Nazis and all Italians
Fascists, regardless of their
political persuasions. The disposition of prisoners between
the compounds of the
Loveday camp was made therefore on national,
or
indeed
racial
lines, rather than
along lines of political affiliation. As Lt -Col E.T. Dean
notes:
'Each
of the main
nationalities held, viz. German, Italian and Japanese, required
special
study,
and a
different method of handling and treatment'.
The Germans: Arrogant, appreciated strict discipline and
firm control.
The Italians: Naturally temperamental, needed firm handling,
but once shown who was in
command had to be led like a schoolboy.
The Japanese: Subservient, were model prisoners. Their fanatical
desire to maintain 'face'
made them easy to handle in their eagerness to obey all orders
instructions to the letter.
For all these reasons, it is suggested that where possible and
people of different races be
segregated.29

The result of this policy of segregation along racial

disregard for political differences, was bound or national lines, with a complete
lead to tensions within the
compounds. Nazis were interned with anti -Nazisto
because they were all German,
anti - Fascists with Fascists because they were all Italian.
In addition, the Nazi or
Fascist majority, for the logic of the situation demanded that

these groups would be
the majority groups, were chosen by the Australian
authorities
to provide the
leadership of the camps.
The internment policy of the Australian
government can be criticised on two
counts. In the first instance, it imprisoned individuals
who were openly opposed to
Fascism or Nazism simply because of their nationality,
or /and because their political
views were, while not right wing, regarded
as
dangerous.
While it is obvious that, in
the period in question,

communists would be the subject of official scrutiny,
particularly prior to the German invasion of the
Soviet Union, nevertheless, the
internment of active anti - Fascists showed
a lamentable lack of discrimination in the
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implementation of policy. This error was then compounded by the internment of the

trying to circulate accurate versions of war news, and expressing themselves
in favour
of victory for the Allies as a means of achieving liberation for Italy. It
was
the
position
that the Italia Libera Movement was to advance as the reason for its foundation
in
1943. As Ciotti recorded in his statement, 'some of the anti - Fascists endeavoured to
give the true facts of the news and to get sympathy amongst the internees
for Britain
and her allies, Fantin and myself were most active in this direction'.33 Ciotti's
account
also illustrates the intensity of the exchanges between Fascists and anti - Fascists. He

political opponents of Fascism and Nazism with Fascists and Nazis. It was, a
misguided, misinformed and shortsighted policy that was bound to lead to disaster. It

was Fantin's misfortune to be the particular disaster that was both to subject the
polity to dose public scrutiny and to bring about necessary changes.
One result of the internment policy of the Australian government was the
politicisation of camp life. This is not to suggest that all internees were politically
active. Many would have espoused no particular political doctrine. But their
affiliations, their loyalties became the battleground for the activities of political
groups that sought to capture their allegiance. The enforced co- existence of these
groups representing polarised political positions was bound to lead to conflict
situations where each group would seek to assert its political and moral identity
against the other. The intensity of this conflict was involved both with the obvious
question of support for one side or the other in the war, and with related ideological

recounts how one internee was talking to a Fascist, saying that he had been well
treated in Australia, that he liked the Australian people and that Australia
was a good

country. The Fascist responded by threatening him. 'We have got you marked down',
he said, 'and later on we will deal with you. You are a traitor
to Italy' Ciotti intervened
and defended the man who had praised Australia. A number of
Fascists called him a
low dog and a traitor,

to which Ciotti replied: 'Down with Fascism, down with

Mussolini, long live free Italy'.34
It is clear that Fantin was also involved in heated exchanges of
a similar kind. A

issues of importance. At the broader level such issues involved the vital political and
social questions raised by Fascism and the Fascist state. More specifically, for each
national group, but particularly for the Italian community amongst whose members
the Secretariat of Fasci Abroad had laboured hard to foster support, there was the
question of loyalty or disloyalty to the Fatherland. These were issues that served to
accentuate and focus the political antagonisms of camp life. For the anti - Fascists the
most significant additional feature of their position was the fact that they were, by the
nature of things, doomed to be a permanent minority.
The situation in Camp No. 14A was made worse for anti - Fascists by the transfer
from Camp No. 9 of Dr Francesco Piscitelli, an intelligent and able person, and a
Fascist, who quickly assumed leadership of 14A. Valentino Ciotti, friend of Fantin
and co- founder of the Matteoti Club, gave an account of Fascist activities within the
Camp at this time in a statement made after his release.

statement made by Giuseppe Paternoster after Fantin's death details an incident
between himself and Fantin in August 1942. Pasternoster had been insulted by
Fantin's attacks on Fascism and had taken Fantin by the neck of his
shirt, saying:
'Respect me if you wish to be respected'.35
This confrontation between Paternoster and Fantin was only
incidents in August 1942 in which Fantin was abused, threatenedone of a series of
and assaulted by
Fascists. On 17 August Fantin wrote to Ciotti, who had now been released, detailing
an assault on him three days earlier.
On the evening of the 15th of this month, at 10 o'clock, while I was in bed here in
my tent, with
my friend Coletti, two fascist ruffians, together with their assistant Catabbano
called
outside with the firm intention of ruining-me. They wanted me to give the fascist salute me
and
shout 'Long live it Duce'. Having obtained from me neither the
one thing or the other, they
began swearing at me, saying that my mother is a big harlot, and so on. They
went on with
kicks, seizing me by the neck to choke me, finally telling me that if I
will kill me. Now I shall see if the military commandant will take say anything more, they
some steps. So, with other
antifascist friends, we shall defend ourselves as we can. The aggressors
Manaelo Uazzolino
[sic, probably Ca»ulino] and Patemostro [sic], lately come from CampareNo.
9.56

During April, 1942, Dr Pissitelli [sic] was transferred from No. 9 Internment Camp and elected
leader by the internees. He had been previously appointed by the Military Authorities as leader

of the camp. Pissitelli [sic] is a strong Fascist and used to spread Fascist propaganda. The
Fascists used to meet in the mess room and discuss the war news when the papers arrived at
about 7 p.m. at night and the educated on would read the papers to the masses, even if there
was a reverse for the Axis Forces, it would be read as though there had been a victory for them.
The Fascists were against Britain and her allies and did all they could to spread propaganda to
assist Japan, Germany and Italy. When the Japanese submarines came into Sydney Harbour

As a result of this attack, and the threats made, Fantin approached
Commander, Major J.H. Richardson, reporting the attack while asking the Camp
to be moved
from the camp because his life was in danger.36 The request was refused,
and,
although Paternoster was charged, the charges were dismissed because

they spread the propaganda that the Harbour Bridge had collapsed and that Sydney was
finished. The more prominent of the Fascist used to get around the camp and say that on one
occasion the Japs were in Brisbane, another that they were in Townsville another time in
Perth. I have known on occasions when the rumours of the Jap victories were questioned by
the internees that the Fascists have told their questioners that the soldiers who brought in the
food had given them the news.°

no marks of
violence could be found on Fantin. At this time records show that Fantin
informed
the Camp authorities that he was an anti - Fascist, that Paternoster and
company
Fascists and that he, Fantin, was being persecuted for his political beliefs.38 were

As the year of 1942 advanced the tension between Fascists and

anti - Fascists
increased, fed by the fluctuating fortunes of the Allied and Axis
Powers. In late 1942
the tide of war was, at last, beginning to turn in the favour of the Allied forces. The
Battle of Britain had clearly been won and Bomber Command had moved strongly
onto the offensive; American forces had recently occupied the Vichy bases in
Africa;
the German onslaught on Russia was stalled at Stalingrad, and shortly
back; most importantly, the British Eighth Army was pushing Rommel to be driven
out of North
Africa, having decisively defeated the Italian forces. These
events, and their promise

It was an unpromising situation for the opponents of Fascism who were
considerably outnumbered. Ciotti estimated that, at that time, there were 'about 300
real Fascists in the 14A internment camp and about 70 or 80 anti - Fascists ... not
influenced by Fascist propaganda'.31 However, it is also clear that there was a job to be
done with respect to countering the spread of Fascist propaganda and disinformation. As Ciotti notes, 'this type of propaganda influences the indifferent section and
some anti - Fascists too. Many of the internees are ignorant and can be easily led by the
propaganda held out to them by the Fascists' 32

of future Allied victories, clearly had a significant effect
on the psychological
atmosphere of the camps. The Fascists were experiencing

Fantin and Ciotti took the lead in opposing Fascism and Fascist propaganda,

a series of defeats for the

1
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first time, and perhaps contemplating, also for the first time, the possibility that the
war might be lost. In such circumstances the experience of internment would acquire

a new and bitter character. For the Italian internees of the Fascist persuasion this
bitterness would have been accentuated by the total defeat inflicted on their armies in
North Africa, an ironic reversal of earlier African triumphs.

In early November a party of Fascist internees arrived from camps in Western
Australia. They were welcomed by the Fascist contingent with a communal singing
of Giovinezza. Fantin derided the proceedings, and was struck, by Paternoster, with a
back hand blow" Aldo Formigomi, a fellow internee, later provided the police with
an account of this incident:
I remember the contingent of internees who arrived from Western Australia at the beginning of

November 1942. The day after that I was passing outside the door of the hut where the
internees have breakfast, at about 7.80 a.m., and I saw Fantin come out of the hut. He had a
trickle of blood coming from his left cheek. He then called me and said, 'I am going to make a
complaint to Lieutenant Cross. Will you come and interpret for me ?' We went over to Lt Cross
and he said in English, 'Paternoster hit me in the face in the breakfast room and made it bleed'.
Lt Cross then said, 'I will fix this up. It is too bad for him this time'.40

Despite this assurance no action appears to have been taken. Fantin wanted to report
this assault to the Camp Commander but was advised by a fellow anti - Fascist not to
press the matter since the attack was not serious.94 Fantin dearly believed otherwise,
having, as his diary reveals, a presentiment of death strong enough to make him wish
to leave a will of sorts. To the companions', he wrote, 'Panizzon, Ciotti, Carmagnola
and others still. Seeing that the acts of violence continue, yesterday 7 November I
received more blows. Why? Because without any baseness they saw me laugh'.
For the rest I was glad, one day I shall explain why. In short having among these Italians many
enemies. The companions remember, that if it should be necessary to leave this Internment
camp to go to the cemetery. The brother FANTIN (if they can) must give some money, the fruit
of my long work.
Let this money be divided in this way. Two shares to the dear nephews, and nieces, and sisters
for the care they have given my dear parents.
The other two shares libertarian press, and political victims.
Franck Fantin
In addition the sum of forty pounds sterling which they can take out of my bank book. A
donation which I make between Red Cross and General Hospital of Cairns, Nth Queensland.
Thanking that hospital for the care given during my stay in the year 1929.
F. Fantin42

As the month of November advanced the pressure on the anti - Fascists in general
and Fantin in particular grew. On 13 November, three days before his death, Fantin
wrote to his brother: 'During the present week the news is splendid on all fronts. You
can hardly imagine how happy this makes me, only [sic] I have to tell you that even
this joy I have to keep secretly in my heart. I have but a few friends with whom I can

communicate. Here I have many enemies around me. When I hear them talking
against the Australian people and all who are fighting fascism, you will understand
the reaction of my feelings. At times tears fall from my eyes, and in so doing, gives me
a feeling of relief'.
Sometimes I feel deeply down - hearted, a feeling I have never experienced during the previous
years of my life. It is not because I am enclosed in this camp, for towards the Australian people,
I have no bitter feeling, rather, I feel affectionately towards them. It is against these fascists and
all Italians who have lost their sense of reasoning, whom I despise and feel a sense of hatred.43

Prelude to Murder
The conflict that precipitated the fatal attack
Fantin grew out of a campaign
organised by the anti - Fascists to raise money foron
'Sheepskins
for Russia', a campaign
associated with the defence of Stalingrad, and linked
to
a
general
appeal outside the
camp. Fan tin took a leading part in this campaign. At
a time when the Fascists were
dismayed by the reverses suffered by the Axis
powers, this was taken to be a very
provocative action. The amount of tension provoked
can be gauged by a letter
written by a German internee to the Swiss Consul:
... it pleases the authorities to keep in this

a number of loyal Italians and
in the middle of a devilish mixture of camp
elements hostile and traitorous German right

... a group of
communists, Jews, half Jews and others have subscribed
Russia. The Authorities do not only allow this continual to a list collecting money in aid of
provocation in the camp, but they
make it appear as if we all here in this camp were traitors.
This brings about unbearable
tension the result of which may soon be serious.44
In all a sum of 0.7.0 was collected for Russia. The
contributed appeared as an item in the Mail, whichnames of the internees who had
reported on 14 November:
November:
Admiration for Russia and hope for aniallied victory
have been expressed by German and
Italian anti - fascist aliens in a South Australian Internment
Camp.
In addition to sending a donation to the sheepskins for Russia
appeal, they have forwarded a
letter to the Russia Medical Aid Committee, in which they
say that anti - Fascists in the camp
have been following the heroic fight of the Red Army
with great interest.15

There is a suggestion that it may have been Fantin

who inspired this item in the
paper. Certainly some Fascists believed this to be the case.46

The arrival of the newspaper in the camp

at about 4 p.m. on 16 November
produced great agitation and anger among the Fascists.
Paternoster testified that he
had discussed the matter after tea with two other
internees in question should be killed. An ItalianFascists, and they had agreed the
who contributed to such a fund
would be a traitor'.47 A report of another conversation
indicates that an internee
called Manuele Cassolini said, 'This Fantin should
be
killed',
to which Paternoster
replied: 'He already stinks of death'.48 A friend of Fan
tin,
Giovanni
Pattanaro, notes
in his testimony that before Fantin's death
between 300 and 400 Fascists
the
numbers reflecting the arrival of the Western Australian
contingent on 3 November
met in the mess room, after the papers had been delivered,
to discuss the war news.
They sang Fascist songs, in particular Giovinezza,
salute.99 The camp leader, Dr Piscitelli, attended hailed Il Duce and gave the Fascist
this meeting. In their testimony the
Fascists represented this gathering as a meeting
of the confidential friends of
Piscitelli, and claimed that the object
was, given the newspaper report of the
collection of money for Russia, to make
an application for the removal of the 'red
shirts' (friends of Russia) from No. 14A Compound.
Any plan to injure Fantin was
denied.5° The North Queensland Guardian published
an account on 19 February
1943 that continues the story:
Paternostro [sic] then addressed the crowd saying 'Those
camp must be got rid of'. One in the crowd asked, 'Who engaged in anti - fascist activity in this
are the men who must be got rid of?'
Paternostro replied, 'The four flying foxes that
hang around the camp every night'.
By this remark he referred to E Fantin, Mario Cazzulino,
R. Degh
[sic] Esposti and V. Lavagna.
Lavagna.
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THAT B MUST BE KILLED
After tea in the hut we heard whispering coming from the other side of the partition but we
could not hear what was being planned.

About 6 o'clock three of us went for a walk around the camp, keeping together for
protection. After going about 60 yards we met Fantin, who was on his own. One of us said,
'Fantin, come with us, we are going to keep strolling but pick up something with which to
defend yourself, because we have every reason to believe that the fascists intend killing us'.
Fantin replied, 'I just passed Dr Pisatelli [sic] and Mario Deluca. As I passed them Deluca
said to Pisatelli [sic] 'That ... must be killed'.
We again asked Fantin to come with us, but he replied that he would go and watch a game of
bowls for a while as he did not think they would attempt to kill him while it was still daylight,
and that he would get into his hut before night fell.
Fantin was in a very nervous state. We again implored him to walk with us, but to no avails'

At about 6.30 p.m., as Fantin was drinking alone, the confrontation with
Giuseppe Bruno Casotti took place that led to Fantin's death. It is significant, given
the suspicion of a conspiracy at least to injure, if not kill Fantin, that his assailant was
unknown to him. Casotti was in fact one of the Western Australian Fascists who had

arrived earlier in the month. His traditional tormenter Paternoster would have
seemed a more likely candidate for the role of assailant. Obviously conflicting
interpretations are possible. It can be argued that the fact that Casotti did not know

Fantin supports the argument against conspiracy. If a conspiracy is suspected,
however, then the use of Casotti can be seen as a premeditated and calculated attempt

by the Fascist contingent to catch Fantin off guard, since he would not have
suspected an attack from someone he did not know.

The Murder of Francesco Fantin
At 6.30 p.m. on the evening of 16 November Fantin was approached by Casotti as he
was drinking alone from a compound tap. Two versions of what happened next need
to be considered, the Fascist and the anti - Fascist accounts of Fantin's death. The
Fascist version suggests that, after an altercation, Casotti pushed Fantin who fell,
striking his head against the tap support. Other evidence suggests that Casotti struck
him with a large piece of wood, and, when Fantin fell, kicked him in the body and
the groin.

Just after 6.30 p.m. Fantin was carried to his tent. He was unconscious and
bleeding from the mouth. Three minutes later Piscitelli came into the tent. Pattanaro
said to him: 'Doctor you had better send this man to hospital straight away because
he has no pulse'. Piscitelli replied: 'What do you know, he is alright'.52 But a few
minutes later Fantin was carried to the Camp hospital, where he was put in charge of

another internee, Dr Adriano Muggia. Muggia diagnosed that Fantin's neck had
been broken, his skull fractured and several ribs cracked s' The Military Medical
Officer attached to the 33rd Garrison Battalion at the Internment Camp, Loveday, Dr

Luke Verco, was called in. His diagnosis was cerebral hemorrhage, caused by a
fracture to the skull, and a decision was made to move Fantin to the Base hospital in
Barmera. Fantin died of his injuries at 10.25 p.m., the night of 16 November.5' At the

Coroner's Inquiry, on 27 November 1942, it was argued that his injuries were
consistent with falling over and striking his head with great force against some
object, or with being hit, as was alleged, with a piece of wood. The lack of abrasions
on Fantin's neck told against this latter hypothesis at first. It was noted however that,
as Fantin wore a cap over the back of his neck, a blow could have been struck without
causing abrasions 55
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The nature of Fantin's injuries and the discussion of them

at the Coroner's Inquiry
relates to the two accounts of the manner of his death. There
was a confusion
deliberately fostered by the Fascists, and one that coloured both
and the nature of his sentence. There were a great number of the trial of Casotti
testimonies on both
sides of the question, although, not unexpectedly, given the disparity
in numbers
between Fascists and anti

- Fascists, the bulk of evidence was greater in defence of the
Fascist version of events. It can be strongly argued, h owever, that the weight
of the
evidence favours the view that Fantin was murdered.
The Fascist version of the events of 16 November is represented by
the testimony of
Casotti himself:
Stated that he had met Fantin for the first time on the evening of 16 Nov

42. He had met him at
the top of and between Huts 3 and 4. He had been hailed by
conversation with him. Casotti said that Fantin has said that he Fantin and had got into
Italians were being killed at the war and that they were killing allwas very pleased that the
the fascists. Casotti had

replied that it was no good Fantin talking that way. Fantin had started
to insult Casotti's father
and mother and his country. He had called Casotti a son of bastards (figlio
di bastardi). Casotti
had pushed him, on the chest with both hands. He had not intended
to kill or injure Fantin,
but to give him a fall. Fantin in falling had struck his head on the tap standard.
Many internees
had seen the incìdent.56

It was this version that was strongly supported by a large number
of internees,
presumably of the Fascist persuasion. At the Coroner's Inquiry Domenico

Riso
stated that he was sitting with half a dozen other internees when
Fantin
approached
the tap and met Casotti. He stated he heard talk of Fascism,
Communism and Italy,
and that he witnessed an argument between Fantin and Casotti.
'I hear Casotti say',
he stated, ' "leave me alone" and then the other chap said
"Fuck you, your mother,
family and everyone ". I saw Casotti raise his hand and hit Fantin.
I could not tell
where he hit him. Fan tin fell over backwards. I could
not say if he struck his head or
body against anything ... When Fantin was on the ground I did not see Casotti strike
him in any way I did not see him hit Fantin with a piece of
wood or kick him'.57

The evidence suggesting Fantin was murdered is very strong. Despite the

equivocation at the Coroner's Inquiry, the nature of his injuries
appear to be
inconsistent with a fall, even a fall occasioned by a push or blow.would
The damage to the
ribcage as well as to the head and neck is more consistent with the
by those who identified Casotti as a murderer. Augusto Pretti madeevidence supplied
a dear statement
on 26 November 1942:
CASOTTI, Bruno, is the murderer who murdered FANTIN. He murdered him
a piece of
wood, 3 x 2 x 2, the first blow struck him on the head and he fell on the ground. with
Another blow
in the ribs while he was on the ground, and afterwards he
gave him a kick in the stomach.58

Domenico Franchini gave evidence that he and three others
saw Fantin walk across
to the tap followed by Casotti, and that 'Casotti hit him on the head with
a baulk of
timber 3 x 2 x 2 pushed him over, kicked him over the heart; on the ribs
and
groin and
private parts'.59 Felice Masserano stated in his testimony: 'After the
killing
of Fantin
some of the Fascists said "It is good to kill that Bastard because he is
a
communist
". I
have heard persons in mobs say that Fantin had been murdered with
a bit of wood.
Some of the Fascists said that he fell down [sic] and struck his head.
that Fascists murdered Fantin' so Giuseppe Petrilli reported that theMy opinion is
the death of Fantin, Casotti hadsaid in response to a question about morning after
the events of the
night before: 'I gave him a crack on the head with a stick as he
was drinking water'.st
A report by the Security Service in February 1943 summed
up matters: 'Nevertheless,
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from the enquiries made it appears to that it was universally accepted amongst the
internees that Fantin was murdered by PEZUTTO [sic]'.62
There are then, on the one hand, clearly competing accounts of what happened to
Fantin on the evening of 16 November. However, it was the final opinion of the
Coroner, Mr Appleton, that, whether Fantin had been 'violently pushed or knocked
down' by Casotti, the latter was 'guilty of murder'.63 On this basis he committed
Casotti to trial.
In the aftermath of Fantin's death there were numerous attempts by the Fascists to
intimidate witnesses who might testify to the murder of Fantin. Giovanni Pattanaro
daimed that as he was walking about the camp on the night of 16 November a voice
behind him called, 'Those who speak will die, one Fantin a day from now on, all
Communists should be dealt with in this way' sa Giovanni Colletti in a statement
made in February 1943 noted: 'After the murder the fascists terrorised the anti - Fascists

by continually saying, "Death to those who speak, one Fantin a day. Anyone who
talks will go the same way ".'65 A report compiled by Constable First Class A.T.

Hughes on Fantin's death and conditions in the Internment Camp, filed on 10
February 1943, confirms these statements. 'It also seems apparent', Hughes noted,
'that Dr Pissitelli [sic], the Camp Leader, did all he could to prevent the true facts
being brought out, and that the Fascist section sought to prevent evidence reaching
the Authorities by terrorist methods'."

This intimidation, and the suppression of evidence it involved, is one factor
explaining the rather curious nature of the trial that followed in December 1942.
There is another important factor, however, which appears to involve an official

attempt to cover up the Fantin incident in order to spare the government the
embarrassment that might result from a public discussion of its internment policy.

The Thal of Bruno Casotti
On 22 December 1942 Casotti appeared before Mr Justice Richards in the Adelaide
Supreme Court He pleaded guilty to manslaughter. Clearly at this stage there was
not sufficient evidence available to the Crown Prosecutor regarding the assault on
Fantin to allow him to challenge this plea and argue for a charge of murder. This is

perhaps an indication of the success of the Fascist campaign aimed at the
suppression of evidence. It was also suggested by Joan Finger of the Political Rights

Committee that the military authorities, desirous of presenting the case as an
accident hurried it into court 'to forestall attempts to probe it further' 67
R.F. Newman, counsel for Casotti, made a plea for leniency, arguing that Fantin's
death had been caused by a push from Casotti delivered under great provocation.68

Before the judge could pass sentence, however, the Crown Prosecutor, R.R.
Chamberlain, received information that the case was 'more serious than first

having struck him a blow on the rear portion of the
with a billet of wood ... Attilio
CURAZZOLLO and Lorenzo AVALLI are said to favourneck
the anti - Fascist group. It is suggested
that these two, if interviewed away from the Internment Camp
and given a guarantee of
transfer from it subsequently, would volunteer information;
but
their
fears of maltreatment
and battery must first be allayed.70

On the basis of this new evidence it would

appear that the Crown Prosecutor
would, when the trial resumed, have a prima facie
case for the alteration of the charge

from manslaughter to murder. It is at this point
that political rather than legal
considerations became important. The Government,
the Army and the Commonwealth Security Service all wished to get through
the
Fantin
affair with a minimum
of fuss. They wanted as little public attention
as
possible
directed
to the policy of
interning anti- Fascists with Fascists. A change in
the charge to murder would
highlight, in an unequivocal manner, the level of tension
in the camps produced by
that policy.
K.H. Kirkman, Deputy Director of Security in

Australia and also Master
the Supreme Court, wrote to the Director GeneralSouth
of Security in Canberra, Brigadierof
General W.B. Simpson, on 6 February, in response to
an
inquiry
from
the
latter
of
22
January. The Crown Prosecutor', he wrote, 'has informed
me unofficially that as the
result of further investigations at the Camp he considers he
can sustain a charge of
murder. He is now considering the legal position in view
of the previous indictment
for manslaughter'.
In view of this development, I have conferred with the Commander
of S.A. L of C Area and it
has been decided not to pursue an order under Regulation
71. It is felt that the new charge
might involve difficult questions for the Minister to
answer and that an order under
Regulation 71 might produce protests and further complicate
matters whilst not materially
assisting the method used to convey the information from
the Camp.71

It is dear from a letter that Simpson wrote
to 'My dear Kirkman' on 26 February that
the issue had been discussed with the Crown Prosecutor,
and that, as a result of these
consultations, a decision had been made, which was subsequently
communicated to
the Commonwealth Attorney - General, that
'Fantin's
murderer
[sic]
could not be
charged with Murder, as he had already been indicted
Manslaughter'.72 It is also clear, however, that the Attorney and pleaded guilty to
- General, Dr H.V. Evatt,
was still anxious about the outcome of the trial, for General
Simpson proceeds:
The Attorney [General] is particularly
anxious that, when the hearing takes place, it should
not be such as to offer unnecessary criticism of the Army's
I was instructed to pass on these views to you, expressingmanagement of Internment Camps.
his desire that you should do what
you could, tactfully, to see that these were carried out.
I gather he felt that Kirkman, Master of the Supreme Court,
might be able to suggest this
tactfully in the right quarters, where Kirkman, the Deputy
Director of Security, might fail.73

appeared',69 and asked for an adjournment. This was granted and enquiries were set
in train. It was these enquiries that produced the statements from Ciotti, Masserano,

In a letter of 2 March to 'My dear Director General',

Pattanaro and Colletti, cited above, and the report on Fantin's death and the

3744/43 of 26th February'.

conditions in the Internment Camp by Constable Hughes. Hughes, in fact, found
witnesses willing to testify that Fantin was murdered:
In regard to the alleged FANTIN murder, the statements of PATTANARO and COLLETTI
have produced very little direct evidence, that of CIOTTI, none, but information has been
received that Secondo ROMANELLO, Attilio CURRAZZOLLO (nicknamed among the
Italians, Baracca), Lorenzo AVALLI and an internee named Della BONNA are in a position to

throw much light on the actual killing. ROMANELLO is credited with being an actual
eyewitness and is said to have intervened when PEZUTTO [sic] was kicking FANTIN after

a word with the Crown Prosecutor',

Kirkman is very reassuring. 'I had
he writes, 'along the lines suggested in your

He does not consider that the particular trial Judge is likely
any comment on the aspect
you mention, and from my personal knowledge of the JudgetoI offer
think he will refrain from doing
so. The Crown Prosecutor, however,
will make contact with him.
The Crown proposes to take the line that since the adjournment
further investigations have
shown that the accused's actions strongly point to murder,
but that on account of the majority
of the witnesses being aliens it has been considered advisable
to proceed with the charge of
manslaughter. The Crown are placing all the circumstances before
the Court and will urge the
imposition of a heavy sentence in view of the information
since the adjournment.74
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Thus it transpired. The trial was resumed on 16 March 1943. While the Crown
presented the new evidence bearing on the proposition that Fantin had been
murdered with dear intent, it did not ask for a change of the charge 'in view of
possible legal difficulties', but 'tendered the new evidence in answer to the plea for
leniency'.75 On 19 March Casotti was sentenced to two years imprisonment, with
hard labour, at Yatala Labour Prison, the sentence running from December 1942
Criminal Sessions, that is 30 November 1942.76 The curious and ambiguous nature of

the trial, the accusation and the verdict can be detected in the speech of Mr Justice
Richards in sentencing Casotti:
The more serious charge of murder could have been laid against you, but the responsible
authorities, acting, no doubt, on the assumption that there may have been truth in your
statement that you acted with great provocation, decided to charge you with the lesser crime of

manslaughter ...
Witnesses for the Crown have now given certain evidence from which, if this were not a
criminal matter, the Court might well conclude that you struck Fantin on the back of the head
with a stick and that that killed him ... Then there is the evidence of another man who says you
admitted to him that you hit Fantin with a stick. But for reasons that need not be stated I regard
it as safer not to act on his evidence. After hearing all the evidence, I informed your counsel that
I did not intend to assume that you did use a stick, and in spite of what has already been said, I
adhere to that intention. Although the restrained nature of their evidence about a stick gives
one some confidence in their evidence as to kicking, I am not assuming that you did kick
Fantin after he was down, thereby showing malice.'?

Kirkman was satisfied. He wrote to Simpson: ' Casotti is today sentenced to two years

hard labour. A copy of the Judge's remarks when imposing sentence are attached.
From these you will see that nothing eventuated that is likely to cause any difficult
situations' 78

The Public Outcry
Despite the best efforts of the security services, Fantin's death did become, almost
immediately, a matter of public scandal. Indeed it is possible that the light sentence
visited on Casotti and the fact that a charge of murder was not pursued, exacerbated
rather than eased the situation. But even before the sentence in March, the death of
Fantin had attracted considerable public notice, and drawn attention both to the fact
that Anti- Fascists were interned and to the fact that they were interned with Fascists.

At the same time, the extreme nature of the events attending the Fantin murder,
caused a reconsideration of internment policy within official circles. The result of
these two developments, both directly linked to Fantin's death, was a gradual change
in the policy of internment, producing a release of Anti- Fascists.

Public protest was led by the left in general and the Communist Party in
particular. Joan Finger, for the Political Rights Committee, protested to Dr Evatt as
early as December 1942. 'We are concerned', she wrote, 'that (1) anti- fascists should be

interned at all, (2) that anti fascist and fascists should be interned together, and (3)

that there is maladministration in the Internment Camp at Loveday, which the
military authorities are attempting to cover'.79 J. Healy, General Secretary of the
Waterside Workers' Federation, also wrote to Evatt in December 1942, raising the
Fantin case.8°

The North Queensland Guardian, the paper of the Queensland branch of the
Communist Party, in discussing the Fantin case, asserted:
All anti - Fascists must be separated from Fascists in the camps. This is a first demand to which
Dr Evatt must attend without delay. No anti Fascists should be in internment camps.

FREE ANTI - FASCISTS

Since Labour came to office the internment of anti - Fascist Italians and others
practically
ceased. But that is not enough. Known anti - Fascists should be released.
Where there is any
doubt about a prisoner's bona- fides, the Government should bear the cost
of the investigation.81

The Anglican Bishop of Goulburn, Dr E.H. Burgmann, was written to in December
1942 by T Sairane, on behalf of he stated, the anti
- Fascist community. Citing the
Fantin case he asked the Bishop to do all in his power 'to seek the separation
of all
anti - fascist fighters from the fascist in the various Internment
Camps in this
country'.62 Burgmann wrote to the Prime Minister, enclosing the letter
from Sairane,
and stating: 'If the enclosed is true, as it seems to be, it is
obviously
important.
If we
intern anti - fascists with fascists we must expect murder'.83 The Anglican
Coadjutor
Bishop of Sydney, Bishop C.V. Pilcher, approached the Minister for
Forde, on two occasions. On the second of these occasions he enclosedthe Army, F.M.
a description,

written by an eye- witness, of Fantin's death. 'The state of
documents reveal', he commented, 'is at once cruel and intolerable.things which the
I am sure that you
will agree with me that under the circumstances, immediate
and effective action is
called for on the part of the government's*
In the same period some measure of disquiet was also being
evinced in official
circles. Simpson wrote to the Deputy Director of Security in
Queensland on 16
December 1942 informing him of the death of Fantin, and noting that the Fascists
took strong exception to Fantin's admiration for Russia. 'It also
'that DEGLI- ESPOSTI, who is a friend of FANTIN'S shares theappears', he wrote,

same view and, as
pointed out to you in another memorandum, it was decided
to release him in case the
ardent Fascists in the camp decided to attack him also'.
No good purpose will be served by mentioning this matter further, but I would
out that these camp reports do show that there are some anti - Fascists interned."like to point

In reply, the Deputy Director of Security for Queensland, J.C.
McFarlane, drew the
lesson to be learned from the Fantin case in even sharper terms:
This case [Fantin] can be used as an example in support of the suggestion made
by Lieut
Mather on his return from Cowra, that all the Fascist and known disloyalist
element should be
separated from the anti - Fascists and Communists in order to avoid the spread
of anti
propaganda amongst those willing to work under supervision, and furthermore - British
to prevent
acts of violence taking place.
I strongly recommend that the matter of segregation in the internment
camps as mentioned
above, be given serious consideration."

Under this dual pressure, of public opinion on the one hand and
a rethinking of
issues by the authorities on the other, some changes in the official position
on the
internment of anti- Fascists is detectable. It is a change that,
over time, became linked
to a change in policy, allowing for the release of the anti
- Fascists, either completely or
into work teams under supervision.
In early part of January 1943 the Attorney - General, Dr H.V. Evatt, under
to provide some explanations of Government policy, wrote to the Ministerpressure
for the
Army asking him for details of the segregation of internees
at Loveday. Forde replied
on 8 January providing the relevant information and noting that 'it is anticipated
that those whose claims are genuine will be released from internment
as the result of
the review of all local internees now being conducted by the Security Servicé .ß7
On 19
January 1943, A.J. Dalziel, Private Secretary to Evatt, wrote in reply
to a Miss Shaw,

who had addressed Evatt over the Fantin case, stating: 'The control of
internment
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camps comes within the jurisdiction of the Department of the Army. It is understood

that the question of separating Fascists from other internees is at present under
consideration by that Department'."
To Bishop Burgmann, John Curtin, Prime Minister of Australia, wrote on 24
February 1943: 'Although segregation is effected primarily according to nationalities', it was 'the policy of the Department of the Army to adjust such segregations,
within the limits of security and of camps available, to ensure the maintenance as far
as possible of reasonable harmony amongst the internees themselves'.
Commonwealth authorities are at present engaged in investigating the cases of local Italian

internees with a view to their release for employment and it is anticipated that this
investigation will result inter alia in any genuine anti - Fascists being released.B9

By 15 March Simpson, Director General of Security, was able to assure the Secretary

of the Mareeba Zone Committee of the Communist Party that the circumstances
surrounding the death of Fantin were being fully investigated and that 'It is the
policy of the Security Service to carefully investigate the cases of all internees who are
reported to be anti - Fascists in order to decide whether they should be released' 9°

Thus, even while the authorities were trying to minimise the effect of Fantin's
death on their public credibility, there was a move towards a modification of the
policy on internment. Increasingly anti - Fascists were released if they could satisfy the

authorities that they posed no threat. It is worth noting that when the testimonies of

Degli Esposti, Masserano, Coletti and Pattanaro, all cited above, were taken in
February 1943 they had all been released. Other internees deemed to be loyal were
released into work schemes of various kinds. The Deputy Director of Security, S.A.,

wrote to Simpson in April 1943, with respect to internees who were naturalised
British subjects: 'The final classification of these internees was to the effect that they
would be released if suitable employment could be found for them in this Staté 9t
By July 1944, when the Australian Civil Rights Defence League wrote to Evatt
about the segregation of anti - Fascist from Fascist internees, again making reference
to the death of Fantin, Simpson could reply in a confident and challenging manner.
'If you will be good enough', he wrote, 'to supply me with the names of civilians still
interned whom you regard as Anti - Fascist I shall be pleased to have their cases fully
investigated'.92

From Reluctant Hero to Political Myth

It is clear that Fantin's death had an immediate effect on internment policy in
Australia, particularly where it touched the lives of anti- Fascist internees. But that is

not why Fantin is remembered today. He has become something more than an
historical figure whose death was a catalyst for changes in internment policy.
Without being a mythical hero, he is both a hero and a myth.
To describe him as a hero is not to depict him as a grand figure bestriding the
passage of history. Fantin was hardly that. Fantin did not want to die. He did not
want to continue to confront Fascism. Had he had his choice he would, as he made
clear, have moved away from the aggression in Loveday 14A. But when his choices
were denied and his options limited by forces beyond himself he did not deny his

beliefs. He affirmed them. He was a hero despite himself; a reluctant hero and
therefore a real hero. As Umberto Eco has observed:
Real heroes, those who sacrifice themselves for the collective good, and whom society
recognises as such (maybe some time later, whereas at the time they are branded as
irresponsible outlaws), are always people who act reluctantly. They die, but they would rather
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not die; they kill, but they would rather not kill; and in fact afterwards they refuse
to boast of
having killed in a condition of necessity.
Real heroes are always impelled by circumstances, they never choose because, if they could.
they would choose not to be heroes.93

In all these senses Fan'tìn was a hero.
Yet more than a hero Fantin has become a political myth. I
use the term myth here
in the sense of a collective belief that legitimises political activity.94
He represents, for
those who have lived since his death, the whole anti- Fascist movement.
Fascism
captured the imagination and the hearts of much of a generation, not only in Italy
but in Australia too. It was a dominant ideology with potent myths
and symbols that
at times seemed irresistible. The history

of the period is for many the history of
Fascism. To understand that period not only as Fascist but also as anti - Fascist, to
understand not only the symbols of power and dominance but also
the spirit of
resistance and hope for liberty, there is need for an alternative
set of symbols and
myths. The history of Francesco Fan tin provides a source for such
political myths, a
source for an alternative ideology. In looking back to Fantin we look back
to
anti - Fascism and to the spirit of resistance. We also look forward
in hope. As Fantin
himself wrote in his diary:
And do not forget. That the most mild and lawful progress has been gained
of struggle. For every step that humanity has advanced there have been over long centuries
necessary torrents of
tears and of blood, hecatombs of victims sacrificed for the happiness of future
generations.
Only then with the good seed. harvest of good healthy brains and
generous
hearts,
shall we
have good germination. Even though the good seed should have still
winters hidden under the clods. And since life will go on always letto remain for long, long
us seek not to drown
altogether in a sea of mud.
And before the bitter reality of every day, before this deep darkness.
Let us try to stand up for the light, and for the truth.
1992 Franck Fantin95

APPENDIX
Diary: Q.7641 FANTIN Francesco (Deceased)

Thoughts and Memories"
,In this my life of roaming through the world in search of a piece of bread less
bitter, of
a little liberty. In these long months of my Internment Camp. In the evening hours
.when the sun disappears, when the earth veiled in a tenuous shadow already
dozes
quiet and melancholy, I feel in my heart a great sadness. And when it seems that
everything vanishes slowly in the night. In this farewell to the day that is passing, I
feel a vague disturbance at my heart, and an immense need of hope and faith.
As the
first rays of the sun of the morning bring songs to the lips. So with my thoughts and
my heart, to return into the huge nest of greenery among the great trees that stir and
unfold themselves to receive the kisses of the hot sun, to be among that whisperingof
the wood, among the budding of grasses of wild flowers to be among a gentle breeze
that sounds in all things, and in its voice the sweet concerts of the dawn, and of the
dusk. Dreams? The bitter reality of finding myself always here among this infected
mass of war. And among few with righteous consciences, in these last twenty years, in
these times of dictators and dictatorships, the human species full of fevers
seems mad.
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All the world rings with the roar of ruinous butcheries.
Everywhere chaos in a stir, a seething (for today) without hope.
It is only a little while since they emerged from the great bath of blood.
,

I remember as though it were yesterday that adolescence of mine, an infancy
without games, grown up among the clash of arms in that little industry city (Schio),
the pain of seeing all the slaughter of that war. Then the end (and one thought it was
forever) of Prussian militarism.
Then? The Spring. The life which is ever renewing itself, with a hymn to love, to
liberty.

Spring with a warm wind a kiss of young women, a caress of the sun. When I
remember you through the ways of the world young, and dear friends.
They were always when the blue seemed bluer, the green greener, the light more
illuminating, the love more loving. How many dreams in those twenty years of
mine, a period of twenty years behind these poor lines of mine; in common with my
good mother. How many hopes in those evenings of winter around the hearth of my
family; for a just society where bread may be among the needs of all, where the
brotherhood of the nations may not be an empty word.
But too short the time, too many those slow to understand this great idea of love.
The wickedness, the ambition for dominion, the acts of violence against the poor
people, against those who for the good of others gave everything without ever asking
anything for themselves.
Too late is understood all the evil which fascism, squadrists of a hundred armed

men against one, was doing, that immense decimation within that native land,
step - mother who denies bread and liberty to her children.
That decimation which they have continued in the country-sides of other people
who were friends.
How many huge herds of corpses today are stretched under the light shelter of the
red earth.
And what if all these dead were no more than á first installment of the universal
destruction, they go on to kill and be killed.
I ask myself! What is the bottom of the wicked nature of these dictators?
Patched and bastard stuff, unstable and passing leaves, ill -come abortions who lie
down in evil as a suckling child involved in his urine, as a drunkard falling senseless
in his own vomit, as one ulcerous lying in his pus.
When one says fascism one says horror, its crimes are known. Its infamies do not
allow of attenuation. It is a tyranny which tries not without success in many parts of
the world to annul the civilised conquests which were attained during centuries of

struggles and of progress in order to push back the human race into a state of
shameful barbarism. And if today the days are like a night without dawn. Men of
good conscience and many of them there still are who demand in thought and word
the full assuagement of needs, the life lived for itself in peace, in the expansion of all
its forces and all its joys.
And do not forget. The most mild and lawful progress has been gained over long

centuries of struggle. For every step that humanity has advanced there have been
necessary torrents of tears and of blood, hecatombs of victims sacrificed for the
happiness of future generations.
Only then with the good seed, harvest of healthy brains and generous hearts, shall
we have good germination. Even though the good seed should have still to remain
for long, long winters hidden under the clods. And since life will go on always let us
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seek not to drown altogether in a sea of mud.
And before the bitter reality of every day, before this deep darkness.
Let us try to stand up for the light, and for the truth.
1942 Franck Fantin
Libertarian anti- fascist I have always recognised in love the greatest good in life,
the greatest thing in this world, the noblest purpose of existence, the summit of joy
and felicity that may be reached by human beings.
Thirsting for justice, susceptible to good. Instead of the company of men I have
rejoiced in time past and in the present in that of my dreams.
They were always kind companions to me, and I could not imagine music sweeter
than theirs.

Always the ways of the world, on one day that passes another with the monotony of
the sad time that is passing, in the depth of my mind.
To all the dead companions, to all those buried alive, to dear Isidoro Bertazzon
tragically dead. 21-8-1942.

Giaoosa Pietro. Dead the end of the year 1941. Not today alone but every day I
remember you.

F FANTIN
verses of the mendicant life
O men, why did you not crush me.
Like an insect the bringer of mourning.
Or rather why did you not teach me
To work for the good of all?
In shelter from the winds and the scourges
And having become instead of a worm an ant.
I should have lived good, willing, busy.
And should have loved you like brothers.
Now dying a wretched mendicant
With desperate heart I curse you.
In memory of the too many mendicants through the ways
of fascist Italy

To those outside. To let them know that in this Internment Camp there are living
friends, workmen who make common cause with them. Companions who have
years of struggle for liberty, for justice, who have the same goal, and are cheered by
their victories.
And pensively they continue to talk of all the peoples who in pain suffer the fascist
tyranny.

If I have spoken evil, show what I have said that is evil; but if I have spoken well,
why
do you strike me?
But today he who speaks with reason is squeezed by the throat by the baseness of
the majority. Ignorance insufficiency of light in brains.
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Well then increment must be given to healthy propaganda to cure many evil of this
social body, for the fulfilment of justice upon this earth. Does it seem a fine thing to
you when a man does nothing else all in his life but eat?
In the meantime he begets children and at first he rejoices, but as they begin to eat
much he gets angry and shouts at them; grow up more quickly, gluttons, it is time
you started to work! And he would like of his own children to make beast of burden
for himself, but they instead work for their own stomachs, and the song begins again.
The soul cries out with joy, never has an idea that makes the heart exult.

Some live like beggars imploring everything. The others like thieves, taking
everything for themselves. An infinity of laws of rapine have been given, they have
put armed men over others, saying to them; defend our laws they are useful, they
promise that we will suck human blood! First they squeeze a man on the outside, and
when one does not follow them, they will fill him up with many things that chain
his soul. But with good will keeping going. It will happen as with the rain, every
drop swells a seed.

And dear mother you remember that still a youth I began to look for the truth
where it is at home, and finding it in that great ideal of human redemption. From
that day human pain has become my daily bread, with single faith in love, in liberty,
in respect for human integrity.
Hoping that one day the Italian people will sweep away as leaves of autumn all
that dique of fascist tyrants.
Remembering
The aggression of 15 August, hours of the evening with the purpose of strangling
me. It will remain among other violences suffered from the fascists, as a spur to
persevere in the good propaganda for defence of civil rights. And if dear mother these
street ruffians have offended you without having known you. From the heart of this
your son who weeps they have fetched torture. From this heart of mine so hardly
tried, will be born new longings, stronger love, stronger the gratitude for how much
you have done that I might grow up with all your care, and maternal caresses.

To the companions, Panizzon, Ciotti, Carmagnola, and others still. Seeing that
the acts of violence continue, yesterday 7 November I received more blows. Why?
Because without any baseness they saw me laugh. For the rest I was glad, one day I

shall explain why. In short having among these Italians many enemies. The
companions remember, that if it should be necessary to leave this Internment Camp
to go to the cemetery. The brother FANTIN (if they can) must give me some money,
the fruit of my long work.
Let this money be divided in this way. Two shares to the dear nephews, and nieces,
and sisters for the care they have given my dear parents.
The other two shares libertarian press, and political victims.
Franck Fantin
In addition the sum of forty pounds sterling which they can take out of my bank
book. A donation which I make between Red Cross and General Hospital Cairns,
Nth Queensland..
Thanking that hospital for the care given during my stay in the year 1929.

E Fantin
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FIRST FALSE START IN CAPRICORNIA:
HERBERT BASEDOW, NORTHERN
TERRITORY CHIEF PROTECTOR
OF ABORIGINES
TONY AUSTIN
There were two false starts in Aboriginal affairs in the Northern Territory following
the Commonwealth takeover in 1911. The better known is the extremely active 12

months Baldwin Spencer spent as Special Commissioner and Chief Protector of

Aborigines and the enlightened report he prepared in 1913: the Australian
Government failed to follow up on his work and failed to implement the
recommendations made in the report. Less known is the work of the first Chief
Protector, South Australian Herbert Basedow (1881- 1933), who promised much in
what proved an astonishingly short period in the position.
In the ten years of parliamentary debate leading to South Australia relinquishing
control of the Northern Territory to the Commonwealth, there was little discussion
of the prospects of Aboriginal people. There were, however, one or two genuine
expressions of concern. Alfred Deakin made more or less passing mention of the

possible role of the Commonwealth in securing 'to the last remnants of the
aboriginal races that better treatment which every civilised people must feel is part of
the "white man's burden" cast upon us when we exploit the lands of native people')

Amidst concern that newspaper allegations about mistreatment generally filtered
back to Britain 'and reflect very seriously upon the character of the people of
Australia',2 and, in response to a query about government plans to protect N.T.
Aborigines, 'secure their human rights' and set an example to the States, Minister for
External Affairs E.L. Batchelor undertook to institute an investigation into the
condition of Aborigines and how best to protect them.3 He was also strenuously
lobbied by the author of damaging newspaper articles about the mistreatment of

N.T. Aborigines. Accordingly, Aboriginal welfare was part of the brief of a
Commonwealth Preliminary Scientific Expedition in I910.' That year also, the
South Australian Parliament belatedly enacted protective legislation for N.T.
Aborigines. The Act was adopted by the Commonwealth when it took control of the
Territory.

An early start was made to establish the Aboriginal Department required by the
Act. Given the generally negative attitudes of White people in the Territory towards
Aborigines, and the unhappy history of race relations to date, someone with a taste

for change would be required to head the new department. The position of Chief
Protector of Aborigines was created and advertised, requiring someone with
experience working with 'native' races and with medical qualifications.5 A medical
background was something Batchelor was particularly insistent upon: 'the reports as
to the state of health of the natives', he explained, 'are so unsatisfactory that the first
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Protector at any rate should be qualified to deal with the medical as well as other
aspects of the cases'.6 Subsequently, positions were advertised for two Medical
Officers and two Inspectors.

The Appointment
Ironically perhaps, given the wholly unsatisfactory treatment of N.T. Aborigines by
South Australian authorities, the job went to a South Australian. Dr Herbert
Basedow was offered the post of Head of Department on 3 April 1911. He would not
last long, resigning in August the same year. As a promise, perhaps, of things to
come, he had indicated already that the £650 p.a. salary was too low' Further, closer
consideration of his initially impressive curriculum vitae might have given some
cause for caution: an Adelaide B.Sc. awarded in 1903, was followed by a string of
qualifications, including two doctorates, all obtained between 1907 and early 1910.

He further claimed to have worked between 1908 and 1910 variously as Acting
Assistant Professor of Anatomy at the University of Breslau,6in gynaecological and
surgical practice in the University hospital, Zurich, conducting anatomical and
pathological research in London and attending numerous hospitals in England and
Europe, not to mention 'Special research in Anthropology' in the British Museum.
His successor, Baldwin Spencer, was one among scientists who were contemptuous
of his claimed qualifications?
He had, however, had contact with Aboriginal people in recent months in his
capacity as South Australia's Government Medical Officer, in 1903 as a member of
the North West Prospecting Expedition, and in 1905 as a member of geology
exploration expeditions in South Australia and the N.T. He had, in addition,
published a number of anthropological papers.10 Moreover, at the time of his birth,
his father was chairman of an inquiry into the condition of Aborigines," so he
doubtless grew up in a household in which Aboriginal matters were discussed. This
may help explain the concern he was to display for Aboriginal people throughout
his life. Anyway, he brought to the North the humanitarian concern that was
increasingly in evidence in south- eastern Australia, but which would not for a long
while become evident on the northern frontier where settlers continued to fear for
their livelihood and their lives.
The imposing new Chief Protector he stood 195cm tall arrived in Darwin on
17 July. Already he had provoked departmental and Ministerial disapproval by his
reluctance to consult sufficiently with authorities in Melbourne: shortly after
appointment, Basedow travelled to Melbourne to consult briefly with the acting
Minister too briefly for the Minister's liking. He undertook to return at the end of
the month when he expected to vacate his position in South Australia. However, he
objected to being rushed in his preparations in order to consult with the Minister; it
was not until mid June that he again made the journey and then only after repeated
and increasingly exasperated reminders from his political masters.12 Two day -long
meetings just before his departure for Darwin fell well short of the time demanded by
his superiors for in -depth consultation. As Basedow well knew, the Secretary for the
Department of External Affairs, Atlee Hunt, was one who contemplated a good deal
of prior discussion and consideration of whatever archival evidence existed to help

them in their decision making." Already Basedow was displaying a marked
reluctance to work in bureaucratic harness: he would continue to insist on being his
own man, answering only to those it suited him to.

Tony Austin is Senior Lecturer in Social Education at Northern Territory University.

By the time he arrived in Darwin the Chief Protector had an inkling of the
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direction his department would take. Basedow's staff, recruited shortly after he was
appointed, comprised Medical Officers R. Burston and M.J. Holmes and Inspectors
J.H. Kelly and J.T. Beckett. Within 24 hours he instructed his Inspectors to conduct a

full investigation of Darwin and its immediate surroundings to ascertain full
information about the existing condition of Aborigines. This would provide the

basis of 'a comprehensive scheme for the protection, systematic employment and
medical supervision of the aborigines of the Northern Territory'.
Employment conditions were uppermost in his mind." Basedow's pre - occupation
with employment was in keeping with the economic assimilation that had begun to

dominate official thinking in the Tenitory in the last decade of the nineteenth
century and would continue to for decades to come.

Holmes and Burston were required to conduct a medical investigation in the
Darwin area, and soon after in the Pine reek and Daly River regions where they
were accompanied by Beckett. The latter was to report more generally on the
condition of the people.15 Interestingly, they were all required by Basedow, while

gathering information about customs and secret rites, 'to embody in your
observations vocabularies of their dialects and names in general'. The men were
provided with copies of a 'recognised system of orthography'. While Basedow may in
part have been indulging his research hobby, the instruction is evidence of a short
lived official realisation of the importance of developing a genuine knowledge of the
people for whom policy was to be developed.1e But by the time the reports were
submitted, Basedow knew he was going to resign.

The Resignation
Basedow's sudden resignation on 18 August took everybody by surprise, though
there is some reason to believe it was planned far enough in advance to enable him to
set up a job to go to back in Adelaide.' The event was well reported in the southern
press and was a source of some embarrassment to the Government. Adept at
self - promotion, Basedow, in his press statement, explained his action solely in terms
of withdrawal of his authority. He complained that his powers under five sections of
the Act had been removed and that he had, instead of being answerable directly to the
Minister, been placed under the jurisdiction of the Acting Administrator who, by his

own admission, 'could not have nor wished to have anything to do with my
department, because he realised that interference or divided authority would sooner

or later result in anything but success .... To have acted nominally through the
Administrator I might not have objected to, but as the head of a professional
department I was certainly not going to take my instructions from anybody'. There
was a bland rider to the effect that his request to discuss the matter, together with
urgent amendments to the Act with the Minister 'when I was passing through

Melbourne on my way to Alice Springs', was refused, so precipitating his
resignation.18
This explanation displays naivety or arrogance or both. The Act, it is true, failed to

spell out a role for the Administrator in Aboriginal affairs. However, it is difficult to

conceive of an Australian government bureaucracy
even in those early Commonwealth days
that would permit a civil servant formally to bypass the most
senior officer in dealings with the political head, a fact which Basedow's South
Australian experience ought to have taught him. That the man was not without a
notion of his own self importance is also shown in the way he, for many years after,

not only portrayed himself as an authority on N.T. Aboriginal matters, but
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advertised himself as 'former Chief Protector and Medical Inspector of Aborigines',
notwithstanding the brevity of his occupancy of that position.

Moreover, the explanation leaves much unsaid about the circumstances of his
resignation, as other hand- written notes of Basedow's show,19 as does official
correspondence. For one thing, Basedow complained that certain sections of the Act
were unworkable. According to Mitchell, the Acting Administrator, the sections
related to reserves notably the impossibility of keeping Aborigines on them and

the inevitability of conflict between 'the various tribes'; sections relating to the
employment licences required of employers of Aborigines

there being no practical

means of checking on the reputation of applicants; and a section relating to the
establishment of districts for the purposes of the Act which was said to conflict with
one concerning the removal of Aborigines and Half - castes from districts without
permission.20

He objected to being an officer of the N.T. with no right to transfer to the
Commonwealth when leaving the Territory: he had been led on appointment, he
maintained, to suppose that he had this right. No quarters had been provided and he
had to live in a hotel but received no allowance in lieu. He had too much clerical
work to do,21 but no administrative support was available. He claimed to have been
led to expect to be appointed Government Geologist as well as Chief Protector, but
found that geological matters were the preserve of the Resident Engineer. He was
critical of the Acting Minister on a number of counts: a request to have an Inspector
appointed in Central Australia had been refused by the acting Minister who had also
'interfered' with attempts to locate Inspectors at depots in the Roper River and
Victoria River regions. The acting Administrator also came in for criticism: he had,
accused Basedow, refused to support Basedow's request to travel to Alice Springs via
Melbourne in order to consult with the Minister, insisted that the Chief Protector's
place was in Darwin not travelling around the countryside and, to add insult to

injury, had coded news of the resignation in such a way as to give a misleading
impression of the circumstances in which it was submitted.22

There was, of course, another side to the story. It is easy to sympathise with
Basedow's desire to get out into the countryside and see for himself what conditions
were like, not least as his prior history shows him to have been an outdoors type. On

the other hand, policy development hinged on the production of a report by the
Chief Protector to Melbourne. The Minister, far from 'interfering' with attempts to
open depots at the Roper and Victoria Rivers, had merely wondered whether the
Inspectors were not capable of establishing them without the presence of the Chief
Inspectorn Mitchell had simply expressed the opinion that, assuming the Inspectors

were fully acquainted with their duties, they would not require supervision by
Basedow 24 Basedow had been in Darwin a mere three weeks when he requested
permission to travel to Alice Springs, for, to use Mitchell's words, many cables had
been received indicating a need 'for some authority to prevent legal actions under the
Act being taken prematurely' whatever that meant.45 Basedow sought to travel by
steamer, via Melbourne, for urgent talks with the Minister presumably about the
inadequacies of the Act, but probably also about non -co- operation by unsympathetic

officials in Darwin. The Acting Secretary, in passing comment on the Minister's
refusal to allow travel to Melbourne, implied chastisement of Basedow when he
asked, for the second time in a fortnight, whether before leaving for the Territory he
had, as he had been instructed to two months before leaving for Darwin, made

arrangements for control of the Central Australian Aboriginal ration depots
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previously controlled by the South Australian Protector.26 None had been made,27

and Basedow insisted that without personal acquaintance with the general
conditions of health and prevalent diseases in the MacDonnel Ranges. he had not
been prepared to make any suggestions for control of depots28 He did, however a
week later use the query as the pretext for again requesting permission to visit the
Centre, again via Melbourne.
Mitchell, in a generally fair appraisal, gave the circumstances leading up to the
resignation a different complexion. He conceded that the line of authority was a
critical factor as was the lack of secretarial support. But he added a couple of points.
For one thing, Basedow had anticipated that he would enjoy the support of the
public in the effort to improve Aborigines' lot, whereas 'nearly all the people here
regarded the act more or less with disfavor'.29 Only Mitchell himself, said Mitchell,
could be described as a helping friend, although Basedow had doubtless arrived in
Darwin prepared to find in the Acting Administrator an enemy.30 Perhaps this is
understandable enough. While Basedow should have had, as a consequence of his
work in outback South Australia, some inkling that attitudes on the frontier differed
somewhat from those of the metropolis, he had spent most of his time in Adelaide

where attitudes towards the plight of Aborigines were by now much more
sympathetic. Given the absence of public support, the Act became unworkable
which, said Mitchell, 'finally quenched his enthusiasm and kept open in his mind a
resentment which he has always shown against being regarded as a Northern
Territory official instead of one attached to the larger Commonwealth Service'. His
unwarrantedly large ideas of his position, and his enthusiasm, 'overcame at times his
judgement and on two or three occasions he displayed a want of tact due to these
causes'. In passing, Mitchell showed that Basedow had been unhappy about having
to travel to the Centre during the hot part of the year referring presumably, to the
fact that overland travel from Darwin would be a good deal less pleasant than the
route via Melbourne contemplated by Basedow "t
Mitchell confessed that he had himself arrived at the conclusion that the Act was
unworkable. He had offered to support new legislation should Basedow prepare a
submission to the Minister. But he had cause to wonder whether Basedow was
unacquainted with the Act when he arrived in Darwin since 'he showed a singular
want of appreciation of the actual position of affairs and on some occasions made
suggestions of an impracticable nature'. To be fair, he added, 'on discussion with
him, he saw the impracticability of such schemes' 32 It does appear, however, that the
Chief Protector was aware of the provisions of the Act. Asked by the Acting Minister
in June whether he could work with the Act, Basedow had replied that all he needed

was supporting regulations (particularly in relation to licences to employ Aborigines) which were quickly drawn up on the basis of Basedow's draft." Be that as it
may, the Chief Protector had decided that the only course was for him to be given a
free hand 'quite untrammelled', as Mitchell explained, `by interference from anyone'.

He was unresponsive to the suggestion that he draft a skeleton Ordinance
embodying his views, claiming to have insufficient time to do so and at the same time

attend to his 'ordinary work'.
However real these difficulties, what we appear to have are the classic signs of
confrontation between conservative old and impatient new guard. Mitchell, in
concert with other Territorians, is unlikely to have had much sympathy with the Act,
let alone with some new, young outsider arriving to administer it. It would be easy to
appear sympathetic to the new man's problems while doing little to alleviate them.
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Basedow, keen however unrealistically
to see quick reform, would have little
difficulty getting the local populace off -side and, in any battle of wits, would have

only his four subordinates to look to for support. There are, in fact, signs that he
enjoyed the support of his staff who wrote regretting his departure,34 notwithstanding the sometimes imperious tone of his administration, if his official correspondence is any guide.
Policy Recommendations
Basedow's reluctance during his last days in the N.T. to tackle the difficult specific

task of revising the Act was probably due to a desire to finalise broader policy
recommendations. Acting in the spirit of the Government's genuine desire to
improve conditions for Aboriginal people, he submitted to Batchelor a scheme that
required a considerable increase in expenditure.35 Not surprisingly, given the haste
with which it was drafted, the scheme can at best be described as skeletal and much of
what was intended must be inferred. In it Basedow put considerable emphasis on
medical supervision, training and employment, the latter in keeping with an

apparent preoccupation from the time he was appointed to the position. He

envisaged a Department with a large staff, answerable to the Chief Protector and
Chief Medical Officer (a title similar to one he had conferred upon himself shortly
after being appointed3ó), comprising protectors, medical officers (perhaps more than
the two already provided for), inspectors, superintendents of reserves (the number of
which was not specified), male and female instructors of craft, trade and domestic
subjects, stockmen, overseers (who would be Half-castes and 'intelligent' Aborigines),
an 'indefinite number' of Native Attendants and teachers `to educate the natives up to
the standard of the second class in public schools'.
Inspectors were to be required to `protect the rights, morals, and persons of the
aborigines to the best of their ability and power':
They will be required to collect all evidence possible in any cases of an unfair, illegal or
criminal nature, coming before their notice, which are likely to result in Crown Prosecutions,
and in all such cases they are to defend the natives exclusively and absolutely.

They would ensure that 'tribal disputes' were settled 'judiciously'. Regular
inspections of Aborigines would be carried out, especially those living near
European and 'foreign coloured races', and an accurate record would be kept 'of the
personal affairs of all natives individually'. They would be identified by permanent
scarring inflicted by burning. Pastoralists call it `branding'.
This suggestion was one he had made even before arriving in Darwin. He sought

permission to make a 'slight lesion' in an `absolutely painless way and without
disfigurement' to be registered and serve as a means of permanent individual
identification. He claimed that other means such as fingerprinting were too
cumbersome for quick and easy identification. When his request was turned down
Basedow had warned that:

The lack of absolute identification provokes unfair treatment and criminal offences by white
men and others, and it quite precludes my idea of keeping count of the employment and
controlling the banking accounts of aborigines. In other words, the Department will never be
run on economic lines, but will draw heavily on the funds of the Commonwealth Treasury.S7

The exaggerated importance of the last point seems obvious.
All officers were to be enjoined to treat Aboriginal people in 'a friendly but firm
and masterly manner'. Arms were to be carried in rural areas, but could be used only
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when absolutely necessary to save life. Change was to be introduced 'through
appropriate and recognised tribal authority and ceremonial channels', while tribal
'rights and ceremonies' were not to be interfered with unless they affected the
'well -being, peace, or general condition of health of the aboriginal community'.
Pidgin English must never be used, since Aborigines were as capable of learning

much so that we know in hindsight they had no chance of being implemented, since

'correct' English as 'the corrupted and objectionable pidgeon [sic] form'.
The main function of the Half- caste38 overseers was to 'act as an appropriate
medium of communication between the black and white people, especially in tribal
matters of an intricate and secret nature'. It is apparent that Basedow accepted the
commonly held prejudice that the White part of Half- castes' ancestry rendered them
superior to Full - bloods. But more numerous intermediaries between the Government and Aboriginal people were to be Native Attendants, who must be 'the best and

progressive employment regulations.

most educated type of aboriginal'. They would wear uniforms, live in houses
constructed for them on the reserves, and be employed only for six months of each
year so as to enable them to take long period of leave and so, presumably, maintain
their traditions and have time to engage in customary obligations. They were to `be
impressed with the dignity of their position so as to inspire others with ambition to

hold a similar post' and were to 'have the idea of aboriginal protection and
Government sympathetically explained to them, and instructed to spread these facts
among other natives'.
The key to Basedow's policy was the establishment of carefully selected reserves of
between 260 and 2,600 square kilometres in area. Generally speaking, each 'tribe' was
to have a separate reserve which was to be made 'at least self- supporting, if not a
source of revenue'. The notion of mission -run industrial settlements designed to

induce subject peoples to adjust to Western ideas of gainful employment was
common throughout the colonial world, induding the Australian territories of
Papua and New Guinea. Missionaries had already introduced the idea to the
Northern Territory, and frequent proposals for state -run reserves would be made in
the Territory for the next 30 years.39 Under Basedow's scheme, Aborigines would
learn useful 'trades', mainly related to cattle, camel and horse breeding, which would

become profitable undertakings and might even eventually be run largely by
Aborigines under supervision. Other opportunities for work would be provided by
raising poultry, goats and sheep, trapping rabbits; dingoes and foxes, and minor
industries like wood carving, bead work and basket making for sale down south and
to tourists. Industries on some reserves might be based on wild buffaloes and ponies.
The Chief Protector's proposals for reserves near centres of White settlement were a

mix of practical idealism and the fanciful. Residents of one near Darwin:
might have the opportunity to continue their primitive desire for sport in that they regularly
fish, with a view to supplying the community, these fish to be bought at a fixed rate ... also
trapping, netting and hunting.

Attendants and watchmen might be provided for Darwin's Botanic Gardens: 'If
neatly and systematically dressed they would be an additional attraction for visiting
travellers'.
Pragmatism and idealism are also evident in Basedow's insistence that:
No native is to be forced to work if desirous to go on his 'walkabout', and at no time to be
overworked or kept for long hours. The idea of systematic, regular work may only be expected
to dawn upon the primitive aboriginal after some years time, or even a generation.

The employment regulations Basedow proposed were extremely progressive, so

just about every move to significantly improve working conditions would be
opposed successfully by employers, with the acquiescence of politicians of all
persuasions and most officials both in the national and Territory seats of
government. Even before he arrived in the Territory, Basedow proposedambitiously
A license to employ an aboriginal or aborigines does not entitle the holder thereof to any
power whatsoever over the person or services of the aboriginal or aborigines employed. Any
aboriginal or aborigines employed may atany timeieave the employer without term of notice
whether it be for the purpose of undertaking a nomadic ramble ('walkabout') in tribal territory
or otherwise.
Any employer of aboriginal labour shall be liable to pay to a protector, on behalf of such
aboriginal labourer, compensation in respect to any personal injury caused during his
employment, and through which the aboriginal has become partially or wholly incapacitated
or met his death. The amount of compensation to be assessed by the Chief Protector. No
compensation shall be payable in the event of such accident or injury being due to carelessness
or misconduct on the part of the aboriginal.

Admittedly the compensation did not amount to much

ranging from a low of one

pound for partial incapacitation to a maximum of fifteen pounds for total
incapacitation and ten pounds for death." Even so, there was no chance such
progressive regulations would be promulgated.

Control over employment, and especially over expenditure of wages, was
characteristically paternalistic Recruitment of an Aboriginal worker required the
permission of a protector or inspector. Employees would remain 'under the direct
supervision of an overseer from an aboriginal reserve, who [would] guard their
interests and see to fair treatment'. Much higher wages should be paid than was
normal. Capable stockmen and manual workers engaged in fencing and yard making should be well worth one pound per week plus keep. Those in 'minor
occupations' should receive 5/- to 10/- per week plus keep some 10 to 20 per cent of
the amount received by Whites doing the same work. Inspectors were required to
collect all wages and pay them into individual bank accounts. The money would be
the 'exclusive property' of the employee, although interest earned would revert to the
Department 'as a contribution to the additional expense incurred by this system of
financial control and-fair treatment'. Workers could at any time 'draw reasonable
amounts for specific purchases', but payment must be by cheque never in cash. In
the event of an employee's death, savings would be used to keep his widow or
children up to the age of puberty. A 'small percentage' of all earnings would be
withheld by the Government 'as insurance money for all individuals', presumably on
the principle that was to become long - standing in Aboriginal affairs, that people
should be seen to contribute to their own welfare; the same reasoning explains the
refusal to allow employees to draw government rations and blankets.
Basedow, in his submission, displayed relatively little interest in Aborigines of
mixed descent
Half- castes
whose welfare was to dominate the thinking of
Commonwealth policy makers for the next quarter century. To date, and until the
late 1920s, it was administrators rather than anthropologists who were preoccupied
with Half- castes. In fact, it was official concern about the growing population of
Half - castes that had provided the major impetus for the 1910 Act. Anthropologists
were much more concerned about Full -blood people whose falling population
prompted them to seek ways of arresting the decline and meanwhile to record as
much about traditions that were said to be degenerating. Nevertheless, one of
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Basedow's earliest pronouncements had been to anticipate the establishment of a
compound for Half- castes.
He recommended that a 200 hectare reserve be declared in the Hundred of Bagot on
which work could begin immediately establishing a settlement which ought, 'in the
course of a few years, become self - supporting'. A 'middle -aged, married' superintendent would supervise the settlement with all other work 'done by the half castes
themselves'." The Hundred of Bagot would have to wait until 1938 to provide a site
for an Aboriginal compound, replacing one established in 1912 at Kahlin Bay. For
now, the proposal received acting Administrator Mitchell's strong endorsement.42
However, Basedow had resigned by the time the Minister responded with a request
for more information:*
While Basedow's regard for Aboriginal people leaves much to be desired by today's
standards, it too was progressive in 1911. Basedow accepted that Aborigines were
inherently inferior to Europeans and was known to assert that they were 'the living

equivalent of the fossil man in Europe'. But they had some capacity for mental
improvement.44 Moreover they could not, according to Basedow, be relegated to the
bottom end of the evolutionary continuum:
The Australian Aboriginal is anatomically and psychologically our next of kin, nearer by far
than the negroid or mongoloid. Spare the Aboriginal therefore and care for him. The only
difference between you and him is that in the evolution of our boasted species he is but a
helpless child and you [Basedow's Adelaide audience] are all the exalted glorification of
mature and adult men.14

Officers in the N.T. were to be reminded never to forget that they were dealing with 'a
primitive folk' whose brains 'from a modern judiciary point of view' (a qualification

which itself was ahead of the times) may be regarded as the equivalent of that
possessed by Europeans of minor years. However, 'given a little patience and attent
consideration in the right direction, the aboriginal brain will, in a remarkably short
time, grasp that which in a latent form has never in the ordinary course of events had
an opportunity of being called forth by external influence'. It is from statements such

as this, coupled with the presence of education officers in his scheme, that we
infer a place for formal schooling: other details were not forthcoming. We may
further infer a higher than common regard for Half- castes, whose future as overseers
assumes an essential superiority over other Aborigines, and abilities that were rarely
acknowledged.

Conclusion
Indulgence by historians in 'what might have beens' is not very productive. However,
in concluding that the implementation of Basedow's proposals might have made a
considerable difference to the course of Aboriginal welfare in the Northern Territory,
Commonwealth inaction for the next 30 years is put into some kind of perspective.
The realistic staffing level sought by Basedow was a far cry from that provided in
the period to the end of World War II. So was the humanitarian concern expected of

officers and the judicial protection they were to provide, not to mention the
participatory base -level managerial role to be assigned to some Aborigines. The
attempt envisaged to take account of cultural differences in determining treatment of
Aborigines barely eventuated. The notion of industrial reserves, however idealistic in
the shorter term, was in keeping with conventional wisdom, but was experimented
with only briefly and half - heartedly by authorities. Basedow's proposed employment

proposals were assimilationist in intent

in keeping with all his, and just about
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everybody else's view of the purpose of welfare policies; the witholding of wages as
enforced savings reveals a paternalistic attitude to welfare which, also,

was all but
universally accepted by the dominant culture which applied it to its own young
people in care and to apprentices, and in extending the principle to Aborigines,
merely acknowledged the prejudice that Aboriginal people were children. To their
credit, Commonwealth authorities refused to contemplate an extreme in Basedow's
protective paternalism
the permanent scarring of people for purposes of
identification. On the other hand, the conditions of employment proposed by the
Chief Protector were remarkably progressive
and hence barely contemplated by
authorities.
Basedow's resignation was a cause of some embarrassment for a government
seeking recognition at home and abroad of a humanitarian regard for its indigenous
people. The southern press had paid some attention to the Fisher Government's
concern for Aborigines, reporting appointments to the Aboriginal Department,
movements of officers, and deputations to the Minister and Prime Minister." It also
paid a lot of attention to the resignation,97 making much of Basedow's partial
explanation. MHRs Groom, Smith and Forrest and Senator Vardon all raised the
matter in Parliament without, however, causing significant debate.4B
The Government moved quickly to make a new appointment of someone with
the stature to counter the critics and to implement change. That man was Baldwin
Spencer, Professor of Biology at Melbourne University. Spencer would make
a
detailed report that has rightly been regarded as extremely progressive for the time.
In
essence, however, his detailed recommendations were no more progressive than, and
very similar to, Basedow's skeletal ones. Indeed, in the area of employment they
were
less so.
Basedow remained an activist in the area of Aboriginal welfare for the rest of his

life. He had commenced his activism in Darwin, though it is clear that his far
reaching and enlightened proposals were much too radical for authorities. His report
would undoubtedly have suffered the fate that befell Spencer's 12 months later: it
would virtually have been ignored by an Administration in Darwin behaving true to
form, and a Commonwealth Government in Melbourne which, after a promising
start, would fail for decades to come to live up to the early rhetoric of Deakin and
Batchelor.
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`TRUE GERMANS ARE PATRIOTIC
SOUTH AUSTRALIANS':
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GERMANS BEFORE 1918
IAN HARMSTORF
The conventional picture of the Germans in South Australia before the outbreak of
World War I is of a united, self- contained community, which was sober, hard

working, devout and respected. Due to an unhappy twist of fate they found the
homeland of their fathers and forefathers fighting against Britain in a war. As a
result, 'Germans' in South Australia suffered what may be seen in retrospect as unjust
treatment.
There are three assumptions in the accepted view of South Australian Germans of
this period which bear examination. The first is that from a position of universal
respect and admiration the Germans were cast into the role of enemy through the
fortunes of war. The second is that South Australia's Germans were passive recipients

of injustice, innocent victims caught in world upheaval over which they had no
control. The final assumption is that if the Germans had not been so apart, so
separate, if they had assimilated more into the general community and spoken
English, they would have avoided many of the unpleasant experiences they were
forced to endure in 1914 -18.

Before any discussion of the Germans in South Australia can take place the term
'German' must be examined. Examined rather than defined because the definition
depends on the speaker. Cultural Germans arrived first in South Australia in large
numbers in 1838, two years after the foundation of the colony as a white settlement,
and initially were referred to as Lutherans. They were happy with this appellation;
the very first Teutons had arrived in the colony because they were prohibited from
using their preferred 'Old Lutheran' liturgy in Prussia. George Fife Angas, one of the

founding fathers of South Australia and the man responsible for bringing the
Lutherans to South Australia, spoke of them (correctly) as Prussians and (incorrectly)
as Silesians: the majority had come from the provinces of Posen and Brandenburg,
not Silesia.' The village of Klemzig, from which came their leader, Pastor August
Kavel, lay in Brandenburg. The misunderstanding most likely arose because the
centre of the 'Old Lutheran' movement lay in Breslau, the then capital of Sielsia.2
The word German gradually replaced the word Prussian and after the unification
of Germany in 1871 was the name normally used by British Australians. However, it
was used as a political- cultural catchall. Anyone with German cultural affinities was

loosely referred to as 'German', whether or not he or she was born in Germany.
Australians of German descent, or naturalized Germans, were generally much more
meticulous in continuing to call themselves Lutheran and/or South Australians. In
this article the word 'German', in reference to South Australia, will be used to
describe persons of German descent as well as those born in Germany.
Dr Ian Harmstorf is Senior Lecturer in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences, S.A.C.A.E.,
City Campus.
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The first major group of Germans in South Australia arrived in 1838 and almost
immediately declared their loyalty to the British throne.' Most British middle -class
observers reported favourably on the Germans.' One suspects this favourable report

was not only because of the German ability to work hard, but also because the
Germans had no intention of áltering the class structure of the new province.'

Yet there was some criticism levelled at the Germans during their first years in the
province. Dutton praised their economic independence,' but saw that this independence was seen by some as negating the very reason for the Germans being in the
colony, namely to supply labour for the British landowners.? Others refuted this view,
pointing out that the Germans contributed economically to the colony because they
rented land and were prepared to work as farm hands on an hourly basis for the
British.'
The Lutheran refusal to marry outside the faith was looked upon initially as more

quaint than threatening.9 In the very early days of the colony there was the

expectation that all nationalities would metamorphize into a new being known as a
'South Australian'.10 This idealized view of the new society was not of long duration,
particularly as Darwin's On the Origin of the Species by Means of Natural Selection
was published in 1859. This encouraged in the nineteenth century mind the idea of a
rank order of races. But the mood for the first half century was perhaps best summed
up by J.B. Neales in the Legislative Council in 1855:
I know of no difference between yourselves [German] and British subjects. We are mostly
Saxon origin and our meeting here is a re -union of our race."

In the same year a German expressed the thought that 'There should be no

Englishmen, Scotsmen, Irishmen, nor Germans, but all South Australians'.12
These remarks would appear to have expressed an ideal rather than a reality, for
two years later the Adelaide Times considered it necessary to voice the opinion that
We have no fear that our nationality will depart from us or that John Bull will bid adieu to
South Australia, because a few of his German cousins may arrive on a permanent visit ... The
colony is and ever will be essentially a British land."

This is the first intimation that the presence of the German culture in South
Australia was looked upon as a danger to the 'Britishness' of the colony. Four years
later, in 1861, the Sued Australische Zeitung felt it necessary to argue that the German
settlers in the colony were not causing harm to the English settlers' either in an

economic15 or political - cultural sense.
But for some the fear lingered for many years that not only would the Germans

detract from the Britishness of South Australia, but that they could set up a state
within a state. Comparisons were made with North America. The Register reflected:
'Nor is there any real weight in the argument that the introduction of Mennonites
would have led to the founding of an alien community the building up of an
imperìum in imperio'.16
The 1863 Prussian- Danish War saw middle -class Germans
as reflected in the
pages of the Tanunda Deutsche Zeitung
for the first time reflecting on their
loyalties. Colonial South Australia during this period was viewed by both Briton and
German as something that could not be loved. So although patriotism for the
Germans lay with Germany,'7 as patriotism for British- Australians lay with Britain,
the Germans acknowledged with gratitude that they lived under the protection of
British law and enjoyed freedom. This gratitude they tried to show with 'true
German faithfulness'."'
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In 1866, at the time of the Austro- Prussian War, the Tanunda Deutsche Zeitung
berated its readers for not supplying enough funds to Europe for those adversely
affected by the war. The article is stridently pro - German, talking of a new Germany,

but clearly the readership is unmoved even by the threat of having the names
published of those who did not make donations.19 South Australian Germans still
saw themselves first as Lutherans and secondly as belonging to a local region of

Germany. This was re- inforced by the insistence of the Lutheran Church in calling
its schools Lutheran, not German.2° The lack of donations from the readers also
illustrates the gap between the thinking of the middle -class newspaper proprietors
and the German farmers.
The middle -class British Australians of Adelaide, as reflected in the pages of the
Register. also had begun to have some doubts as to the inevitable amalgam of races

which would produce the new South Australian. Commenting on a picnic
organised by the German Club in St Peter's, the Register wrote:

If all national distinctions are to be banished here in presence of the pervading genius of fellow
countryman -ship it is to be hoped that the event will not occur until we have learnt from the
German element, at present distinguishable in the population. a little of their special talent in
the mauer of public amusements.Z1

From the German viewpoint the hope that national distinctions would disappear
had been dealt a blow in 1859 when the middle -class Germans in Adelaide considered

it necessary to start their own club for friendship and to uphold German 'high'
culture. Conceived at the Maid and Magpie Hotel in Kent Town, the idea became
bricks and mortar twenty -one years later in Pirie Street. Adelaide. The German Club
was to survive until 1907 when the assimilation of its membership into the British Australian society forced its closure through lack of members and funds. By 1871
pride in Germany was not confined to the middle - classes. All Germans felt proud of
the new political entity called Germany. A working -class German recalled that 'there
is no doubt that the Germans here were treated with more respect after 1871 than
before'.22 For middle -class Germans the unification of their old homeland seemed
like the fulfilment of history23 and their pride in the achievements of the new
Germany knew no bounds.
Although the Lutheran Church was seen by British - Australians, and indeed by
many Germans, as all powerful and all embracing in country areas, this was not the

case. The Lutheran Church was failing, in what at least the United Evangelical
Church of Australia (U.E.L.C.A.) considered fundamental to belief, to maintain the
German tongue.24 Hebart, the historian for the U.E.L.C.A., pointed out that when
he arrived in South Australia in 1902 the youth had to be constantly reminded to

speak German. He rightly claimed that the Church kept the first generation
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However, the Lutheran tendency to many within the Church tended to disguise

the fact that the German community as a whole was becoming anglicized.

Intermarriage within the German community was frequent. For example, to 1914,
14.7 percent of Lutherans married outside the faith, compared with 20 percent in
1900 for the Germans in Wisconsin.28 But this does not indicate a 'deliberate policy of

resistance' to enter the mainstream of South Australian life but rather cultural
persistence. Many middle -class Germans considered the German tongue undervalued and scorned by other Germans 29 Kiliani observed that ` Deutschtum (German
language and customs) was slowly disappearing in the city faster than in the country

where one found closed communities, but nevertheless it was happening continuously and everywhere' 30 The German Consul in Adelaide, H.C.E. Muecke, came in
for particular criticism from Kiliani: `His house is run like that of an Englishman. A
Vice Consul should be appointed to balance out the Englishness of Muecké 3'
Kiliani despaired of a German political movement in South Australia, complaining
that the German migrants took part in politics for the 'joy and power seemingly
offered to the newcomer in this apparent democracy'.32
On the other hand he was amazed how the Germans in the country clung to their
German customs. He considered this should be rewarded. Despite thispraise, his real
opinion of those Germans who lived in the country is illustrated by his suggestion
that sympathy for Germany should be encouraged by the donation of old books and
Bibles. Such small rewards were perhaps all that were called for, for even in the
country Kiliani felt it reprehensible that the `good German way of doing things is
being swallowed in this case by the superficial Australian waÿ .33 Kiliani, in
summing up the Lutheran church in 1913, wrote that 'even when it spoke and felt
German one could no longer speak of a German Church'.34 If British- Australians
saw the possibility of the Lutheran Church being disloyal to Australia the official
German viewpoint was that it was politically as well as culturally a lost cause.35
The attitude towards the Germans by the British - Australian middle and upper
classes as reflected in their parliamentary comments and the newspapers, was
generally favourable. Not only did the Germans work hard, as working men should,
but they made no attempt to alter the status quo. The Lutheran Church proclaimed
loudly from the pulpit and taught in their schools that `The Holy script shows in
unmistakable terms. The more a man searches for outward rewards, the further he is
from eternal life',36 with the ultimate result `What happened to the rich man in the
Gospels? He went to Hell and damnation' 37 With the Germans the colonial gentry
were free of any fears of Jacobinism, for Lutherans fervently believed that 'God made

them high and lowly. And order'd their estate'."
Lutherans were seen as contented,39 and the British believed that

speaking German but that the next had little desire for either the German language
or German customs.25 Less than half the expected number of children attended
Lutheran Schools26 to gain even an elementary knowledge of the German language.

Complacency is specifically praised. The best Christian is the best patriot, and patriotism
appears to mean supporting and preserving the status quo.°

Richard Kiliani, the Consul General for New South Wales, who visited South

The sentiment expressed by a leader of the Lutheran community, C. Krichauff,
therefore followed logically: 'True Germans ... are always highly patriotic South
Australians'43 However, what was 'true German' was debatable. Kiliani found the
class differences between the Germans in Adelaide extreme: `Even on German
national days the upper -class still acted as if the lower classes were not there,
completely ignoring their existence'.42 Kiliani deplored this situation because he
considered that such behaviour would not impress foreigners with the German way
of life. He found too that if the Germans in the country clung to their customs, the

Australia in 1913 one year prior to the outbreak of World War I
and submitted
detailed reports to Germany, also made the same observation. Kiliani lamented that
the German working man was under great pressure from the Australian community.
He maintained that middle -class Germans by the second generation had usually lost

most traces of their Germanness.27 This suggests that the 'Germanness' of the
German community and the desire to cling to their customs and language was far
less in evidence than perceived by British - Australians.
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situation in the city was quite the reverse. He saw three distinct groups of Germans in
Adelaide.
The top class of Germans ... prefer the English language and English company13 ... sold their
birthright for a mess of pottage their social standing within the British community."

Although Kiliani criticized this situation, upper class Germans were able to justify
their behaviour, at least to themselves.
Germans were often censured for their willingness to adopt English ways. This however was a
strength rather than a weakness of the German character for there was in the German soul a
basic yearning towards cosmopolitanism."
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wider community,55 one result being that some middle -class Germans lamented the
fact that their countrymen gave up their `Germanness' too quickly.56 Even in the
Barossa Valley, the centre of German culture, it was suggested that by the turn of the
century few German newspapers were read. The Australische Zeitung and church
papers had given way to English newspapers, primarily the Chronicle.57

The decline of interest in things German is illustrated by the newly arrived
German migrant who complained that in his country area Germans thought it
beneath their dignity to send their children to a German school and he bitterly
remarked that 'to slavishly follow every British custom is irresponsible to a fault'68
The German perception of the Germans in South Australia, therefore, was of a

An Englishman too was seen in the words of Daniel Defoe as 'A man akin to all the

community that was fast losing its separate identity and rapidly becoming

universé .46

assimilated. That this view was not shared by British - Australians became apparent
when war broke out in South Africa. The Australische Zeitung asked why it was that
British Australians were allowed to question the war but German - Australians were

In these attitudes lay the seeds of an attitude that was to serve the Germans badly.
The internationalist attitudes of the eighteenth century were outmoded in the new

imperialistic era of nationalism, as was the belief of the German Lutherans that
religion, not nationality, was the touchstone of an individual's identity.
The middle -class Adelaide Germans were considered by Kiliani to be just as
deficient in their support of Germany as the upper class. They had a love of the
English democratic process and often married Englishwomen. They made little
attempt to uphold the German language.47 The working -class Germans in Adelaide,
affronted by the attitudes of the Germans in the higher social orders, started theirown

club, the Deutsche Verein (German Association) in 1886. The new association
was by the 1890s in association with the newly -born Labor Party. The association
was not concerned with high German culture but with folk songs and dancing. It
had a social rather than literary orientation.
The relationship between the two dubs was vitriolic until 1911 when after the
closure of the German Club the German Association, officially at least, took over the
mande of conservative respectability having discarded the socialist image.
Kiliani praised the loyalty of German workingmen to the German way of life; he
considered they at least made some attempt to resist British influences. 'The German

labourer was more sensible, harder working and had a better attitude to his work
than Englishmen, who because of their largely mind deadening sports seemed to
know ever less about politics''$ Kiliani understood modern nationalism and
attempted to kindle nationalistic desires in those of German heritage. However, his
encouragement fell on deaf ears and he reported to Germany that although he found
some sympthy for the old homeland the German element in South Australia would
not make any form of sacrifice for Germany49 a particularly ironic finding in view
of the fact that within a year South Australia's Germans were to be vilified as being
pro-German.
At the beginning of the twentieth century the upper- and middle -class Germans
who lived in Adelaide had integrated into the host society. Members of the German
Club became members of the prestigious Adelaide Club50 and leading figures in the
Masonic Lodge,51 a lodge considered by the Lutheran Church to be antagonstic to
the ideals of Christianity.52 At the laying of the foundation stone of the German Club
in 1875, William Townsend, M.P., had said that the Germans 'formed an integral
part of the colony .53 By 1900 the Germans believed this themselves. Middle -class
Germans had striven to be useful in the colony,54 and were taking an active part in all
aspects of colonial life, culturally, intellectually, economically and politically. The
Germans in Adelaide in particular had striven to bring their cultural interests to the

not. The paper answered: 'Because we, although citizens with equal rights, are
Germans ... that means ... keeping our mouths shut'.59 The paper argued that to
disagree with British government policy was not treasonable. The Germans were
deeply angered by the fact that they were being treated as second -class citizens and did
not have the same rights as those South Australians who were from the British Is1es.60
Germans agonized over what was necessary to be accepted as British- Australians.

At the turn of the new century, the Australische Zeitung ran two soul searching
editorials on the theme of German- Australia. It was appalled by the loss of the
German tongue among Germans and saw the knowledge of two languages to be
indispensable for a well educated person.ó1 The paper pointed out the contribution
the Germans had made in agriculture and in the wine industry, and commented on
the reputation of German craftsmen, labourers and house helps, and the complete
identification of the German community with South Australia. However, in spite of
this 'Germans were still looked upon as foreigners' 62
The editorial then took up a theme first mooted by von Bertouch almost fifty years
previously: 'One gains strongly the impression that we are only tolerated here as long
as we are humble, diffident and grateful, suppress our views and feelings, keep our
place, and don't get ideas above our station in life' 63 This complements the views

already expressed regarding the Lutheran Church, which preached to its predominantly working -class congregations that their place was to accept their lot in life.
The paper complained that the Germans were compelled to support everything the
British did in South Africa, otherwise they were accused of disloyalty and treason.
This was not demanded of South Australians of British descent s4
The writer of the editorial was incensed that German- Australians were compared
with the Boers. It was emphasized that Germans were not foreigners but South
Australians and had every right to speak their mind. There then followed one of the
great German illusions about British law and the British way of life which was to
lead to total disillusionment during World War I: 'The British treasured hardly any
other privilege higher and with justification than freedom of speech and the
press, and yet some small thinking fellow citizens of the greatest nation in the world
withhold this equality from us'.65
The original German - Lutherans had come to South Australia to enjoy freedom of
speech and expression, and this belief in British freedom of thought permeated all
sections of German society. What the Germans failed to realize and, with an idealism
born of faith, refused to acknowledge, was that this freedom no more existed in the
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British world in times of perceived national danger than it did in their native Prussia.
It existed even less in Australia, a new country, a threatened outpost of empire, which

saw its national security directly linked with its loyalty to Britain.
Educated Germans had a great fear of being hypocritical" and held it to be their
sacred duty to speak the truth as they saw it. This belief, together with a total faith in

British freedom of speech and the press, were to be disastrous for the German

community in 1914 -18. Such was the faith of the Germans in what they believed to be
British traditions that the warnings which should have been noticed during the Boer
War were ignored. The Australische Zeitung wrote that those of German descent had

to contend with 'abuse of the worst form, even threats, and we have patiently to
accept them as citizens with full legal rights from a nation that rightfully enjoys the
reputation of being the free -est in the world and promises its members, and that
includes us, unrestricted freedom of speech and the press' 67
Another issue raised at this time, which surfaced again in 1914 -18, was that of
unemployment. Unemployment loomed as a spectre for the working classes
throughout this period. The A ustralische Zeitung quoted a British - Australian source
which maintained that 'Too many Germans had good jobs that ought to have been
given to British subjects' 68

But the problem of loyalty remained paramount, even if the logic behind the
thinking is somewehat confusing to the modern reader The dichotomy between love
of Germany and love of Australia does not appear to have been as difficult for those
in the nineteenth century as for those in the twentieth who have experienced two
nationalistic wars in the recent past. At the turn of the century Germans considered

that 'our British countrymen respect and honour those with a true love for the
Fatherland'69 while British- Australians maintained that 'those foreigners who
adhere and cling to the land of their birth will finally prove to become our best and
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traditional checks and balances within the Australian legal system. In the German
community the Act was used to settle old scores75 between working and middle -class
Germans. The lack of a unified front by the Lutheran Church7ó also did little to
protect the South Australian German community from those who had for economic,
political or cultural reasons always resented it, or who felt that its very existence
constituted a possible'imperium in imperio' or - should the community assimilate
- a threat to the Britishness of South Australia.
There is little to suggest that the Germans in South Australia could have escaped
the vilification that was heaped upon them in the period 1914 -18. Because of their
inherited cultural interests, they were perceived to be much more 'German' than they
really were, and this militated against them. Having learnt nothing from the Boer
War, their continued perception of the British way Of life and its reputed fairness,
justice and consistency under all circumstances, brought the Germans into headlong
confrontation with authority as they continued to act according to their perceptions
rather than to reality. The lack of unity among the Germans themselves, social,
economic and religious, ensured that while they were seen by British - Australians as a

monolithic group, they did not act as one. The internal tensions within the

community meant that when placed under external pressure each group within the
community tended to protect its immediate interests. In this fragmentation lay
weakness, for each group was more vulnerable to outside attack.
The treatment of South Australia's Germans in World War I shows that South
Australia in 1914 was still a parochial British outpost which had failed to come to
terms with the significant non - British minority in its midst. For the Germans, the
rose - coloured spectacles through which they had for so long viewed their new home
were removed.

most reliable citizens'.70

It is dear from the public pronouncements that the leaders of the German
community in South Australia considered that they could be political South
Australians and cultural Germans: 'Being British subjects does not hinder us in any
way to remain bound to our German Fatherland in our hearts and feelings'.71 Secure
in what they considered the safety of their loyalties the German- Australians regretted

the tensions brought about by 'the unparalleled surge in German industry' but

considered, despite the warnings of the Boer War, that 'It is certainly a proud feeling
to be a German, also for us as good Australians' 72 And the illusions remained until

the very eve of the outbreak of World War I in spite of the steadily deteriorating
relationship between Britain and Germany in the seven years prior to the war: 'We
have chosen this country to be our new homeland and we are delighted that here we
enjoy the same rights and the same freedoms, the same privileges as our English
fellow citizens' 73

When the war with Germany broke out there were few who expected it to be
different from other wars:74 the full impact of modern nationalism had not before
been experienced. Both the Lutherans and the educated Germans of Adelaide felt
secure in the political neutrality of the German culture. However, the new
nationalism encompassed culture, and the crimes and atrocities purported to have
been committed by German soldiers were said to be a direct result of German culture,
that same culture that was to have spread a doak of security over South Australia's
Germans. The last refuge had been removed.

The sweeping provisions of the 1914 War Precautions Act removed all the
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on his return to it. That country should then refund to Britain the cost of the

THE FIRST TWELVE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
RHODES SCHOLARS
V.A. EDGELOE
The Scholarships1
Cecil John Rhodes (1853 -1902) was a man of intense energy, complicated character

and varied achievements of long -term influence and significance. His earliest
biographer, W.T. Stead, suggested that he suffered from a split personality. However
that may be and whatever the virtues and vices of his activities in business and politics
during his relatively short life he died in 1902, aged 49 there can be no question
of the value of the use to which, in accordance with his Will, the bulk of his self -made
fortune has been applied during the last eighty years or so. The use has been to enable
suitable students from the various segments of the English - speaking world, and from
several other countries also, to undertake at least two years of study as a member of
one of the Colleges of the University of Oxford.

Rhodes had two major beliefs, the fulfilment of which were impelling stimuli
throughout his career. One was that the English- speaking world provided the most
humane system of government not only for themselves but also for native races of
diverse and undeveloped civilizations. Unqualified support should therefore be
given to the growth of the British Empire, to which Britain's offspring, the United
States of America, should be encouraged to return. The other was the integration of
the Dutch and English populations in southern Africa into a single British Colony
and the expansion northwards of British influence and colonial government. A third

objective, developed late in his life, was the promotion in the interests of

scholarship.
It is not clear whether Rhodes had any knowledge of the Britannic Scholarships
scheme, and according to Colin Newbury it is unlikely that Rhodes' own experience
as a student in Oxford2 was a governing factor in his envisaging his own scholarship
scheme. The weight of evidence appears to be that the conception of his scheme
originated within Rhodes himself. The reason that Rhodes gave for attaching his

scheme solely to Oxford was his firm belief despite his own experience, that
community life in an Oxford College would greatly influence the development of the
scholar's personality and the nature and quality of his future career.
The estimated value of Rhodes' estate in 1904 was a little under £4 millions. By

1924, when various other interests in, and obligations of the estate had been

discharged the value of the fund for the provision of scholarships had fallen to an
estimated £2.27 millions. But by 1980 careful management by the post -World War I
Trustees, complemented with the establishment of Rhodes House and a permanent
administration in Oxford, saw the value of the scholarship fund grow to more than
£35 millions. The growth in capital and income was not used to increase noticeably
the number of scholarships but to increase the value of each scholarship in keeping

with the increase in the scholar's living costs. In the early years the value of a

scholarship was £300 a year; a scholarship awarded for 1987 provided the scholar's
fare to Oxford, College and University fees, and a personal living allowance of about

£4500 a year.

About eighty scholarships are awarded each year: 32 for candidates from the
U.S.A., 20 for candidates from Australia, Canada and New Zealand, 12 for candidates
from southern Africa countries, several for Germany, and the rest for candidates from
such members of the British Commonwealth as India and the West Indies.

international peace of understanding between the British and German Empires, and
to that end he specifically provided in a codicil to his Will five scholarships a year for
students of German birth.

The Scholars
(1) Norman William Jolly3 (1882 - 1954), son of a storekeeper and the first South
Australian Rhodes Scholar in 1904, was born in the small country town of Mintaro

The provision of a substantial scale of scholarships tenable at Oxford was

on 5 August 1882. He received his elementary education at the local State school and
then moved in 1893 to Prince Alfred College. There over the next six years he won
Colton and Elder scholarships, was Dux of the College in 1897 and 1898, passed the
Senior Public Examination in the latter year in eight subjects, all with credits, and
won the first award of the Hartley Scholarship tenable at the University of Adelaide
for three years' study in arts or science. He also represented his College in football for
three years and in cricket for two, and took an active part in other aspects of College

envisaged by Rhodes in the Will that he drafted in 1892 (his second). In that year he
was offered by Oxford University the honorary degree of Doctor of Civil Law, and
though the degree was not actually conferred on him until 1899 that honour no
doubt had some influence on his decision.
In 1892 also, slightly earlier than Rhodes drafted his Will, a similar scholarship
scheme was proposed in an article in Greater Britain by Thomas Hudson Beare, a
distinguished graduate of the University of Adelaide who was at that time professor
of engineering in University College, London. The proposal was that Britain should
initially provide a substantial number of Britannic Scholarships, each worth £200 a

year, for suitable students from 'Empire' countries overseas to study in British
universities. The ground was that education in a British university would enhance
greatly the quality of the service that the scholar would render to his 'native' country

Dr V.A. Edgeloe. Registrar of the University of Adelaide 1955 -73, was intimately associated with

the work of the Rhodes Committee for South Australia for more than fifty years, the last
twenty -five as honorary secretary of the Committee.

life.

His record in the University was correspondingly distinguished. In 1901 he
graduated Bachelor of Science with honours, under the system operative at the turn
of the century, in both physics and mathematics at third-year level. In the sporting
realm he was a member of the Inter - Varsity rowing VIII in 1902 (when he was a
demonstrator in physics), played league football for Norwood (two years) and Sturt
(two years), and for the State team on four occasions. As a wicketkeeper- batsman he
played A grade cricket for Sturt for two years.
Then for a little less than two years he taught at the Townsville Grammar School

where he introduced the teaching of science to the more advanced classes and
rejuvenated cricket as a central sport in the College. His relationship with the
students and their respect and admiration for him were reflected in an extraordinary
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letter which they gave him to use in support of his application early in 1904 for the
Rhodes Scholarship.
From 1904 to 1907 he was at Balliol College in Oxford, graduating with first class

honours in natural science (physics) in 1906, and qualifying for the diploma in
forestry in 1907. He did not excel in sports at Oxford, failing to make the Oxford XI
for the Inter - Varsity matches with Cambridge.

On leaving Oxford Jolly served for a little more than a year as an assistant
commissioner of forestry in the Burma region of the Indian Civil Service. The
prospect of a successful professional career in, or arising from, that service was,
however, ineffectual against his belief that an Australian should do his job in his
own country'. Consequently, he returned to, Australia and taught in Geelong
Grammar School during 1909.

In 1910 he joined the South Australian Woods and Forest Department as
Instructor in Forestry,4 the title of his appointment being changed in 1911 to
Assistant Commissioner. But he did not stay in that office for long; in August he
married and moved to Queensland as that State's inaugural Director of Forestry
within the State Department of Lands. There he soon found himself in conflict with
a 'practical' forester of long service and with more senior members of the department
who gave unquestioning priority to agricultural and pastoral expansion.
His next step up the professional ladder occurred in 1918 when he moved to New
South Wales as one of the State's three commissioners of forestry. There again he soon
ran into professional and personal conflict with the most senior commissioner, who
had not undergone relevant scientific education and training. Consequently, when
his seven -year term expired in 1925, his appointment was not renewed or extended. A
temporary solution to Jolly's employment problem was, however, at hand.
Keenly aware of the need for professional education and training in forestry to be
available within Australia, Jolly
at that time the sole professionally qualified
forester in Australia took the opportunity at an Australia -wide forestry conference
in 1911 to advocate its provision. Doubtless as a consequence of Jolly's own recent
contribution, South Australia was first actively in the field. Following representations from the Woods and Forests Department, the University of Adelaide agreed in
December 1911 to recognise appropriate teaching in forestry as a major subject for the
degree of Bachelor of Science. Teaching began in 1912, though the details of the
curriculum, which was to extend over the second and third years of the B.Sc. course,
and the necessary academic legislation within the University were not determined
until the latter half of the year.
From the inauguration of the course, however, it had been generally recognised

that there was scope for only one such course in Australia. The University of
Adelaide naturally expected its course to develop into the national school, but
governments, especially the Commonwealth which foresaw that it would eventually
be responsible financially for the school, determined that the national school should
be established in the Australian Capital Territory. The year 1927 saw the birth of the
Australian Forestry School in Canberra.
When it had become clear that the Adelaide course would not become the national
school, H.H. Corbin, the Adelaide lecturer, sought greener pastures elsewhere and
late in 1925 he moved to a professorial appointment in New Zealand. That move
opened the way for Jolly to accept an invitation to give the final year of the Adelaide

course in 1926, the University according him the status and title of Professor of
Forestry. It was clearly understood on both sides that the appointment would operate
for only about a year.
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During that year an event crucial to Jolly's immediate future occurred in New
South Wales. The senior commissioner, with whom Jolly had been in more or less
continuous conflict, retired, and Jolly was offered and accepted a seven -year
appointment as the State's sole commissioner of forestry. Yet again he ran into
personal conflict, on this occasion with his Minister, and again on its expiration in
1933 his contract was not renewed or extended.
For the next few years Jolly engaged in consultant work. One engagement was
with New Zealand Perpetual Forests, but that company's successor New Zealand
Forest Products Ltd
is not able to supply any details of his service. And then in
1939 he was appointed consultant to the South Australian Woods and Forests
Department and a member of the State Forestry Board, appointments that he held
until his death in May 1954.

It is for professional foresters to assess the extent and quality of Jolly's

contributions to the scientific development of forest conservation and of forest
management and industry in Australia. To a layman, however, they appear to have
been:

(a) In Queensland the foundation of polity and practice on which the conservation
of existing resources and the development and management of the State's timber
industry were eventually to operate, a foundation that included the beginning of
plantations in the Atherton Tablelands and in an appropriate area in the south of the
State.

(b) In New South Wales, during his first seven -year period of service, two major
contributions to the development of forest practice and of the timber industry. One
was the initiation of appropriate conservation and management measures in the

preservation, treatment and use of existing native trees. The other was the

establishment of the State's softwood industry for which native trees were inadequate
to provide an adequate source. He therefore adopted the practice of importing and
planting suitable varieties of pines that would grow and mature more quickly and be
industrially more suitable. He set a goal of planting some 5,000 acres a year, but
advancement towards that goal was slow; by 1925, when his first period of service
ended, the annual rate of planting was still less than half that figure. His second term

of service, however, saw approximate achievement of his original vision of the
5,000 - acres -a -year planting rate. That term saw also determination of the balance
between hardwoods and softwoods that would serve best, so far as could be foreseen at
that time, the future needs of the State's timber industry.
(c) In South Australia his guidance as consultant and member of the Forestry
Board led to the adoption of the 'Volume -line' principles in the planting and
thinning of pinus radiata plantation forests. So successful was it that it became, in the
words of N.B. Lewis, 'the cornerstorne of South Australia's subsequent high

international standing in the forecasting and management of the yield from

plantation forests'. On the local scene it enabled the State Government to build at Mt
Gambier a sawmill that was believed to be at the time of its opening in 1959 the
largest softwood sawmill in the Southern Hemisphere.
Like many other men of professional distinction Jolly evoked varied reactions
from those with whom he was closely associated in his professional work. His
students at the University of Adelaide in 1926 regarded him as an excellent teacher
who did not spare himself in making their education as broad, as well as precise, as
possible. Senior professional foresters deemed him the outstanding forester of his

time; to juniors he provided inspirational leadership. On the other hand, his

day -to -day relationships with non - professional staff were from time to time far from
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cordial; so also not infrequently were his personal relations with other senior public
servants whose views on policy differed from his own.
To an outsider it would appear that in Jolly's judgement the policy in respect of
forestry management and development as determined by qualified foresters was
'final' and should not be subject to modification for political or competitive reasons;
and irrespective of the cost in personal relations he adhered adamantly to that view
and its prosecution.
Apart from the judgement of his professional fellows as recorded in obituaries and
various publications there are permanent memorials to his standing in the world of
Australian forestry. One is that the Institute of Foresters in Australia established in
1955, the year after his death, the N.W. ,Jolly Medal which is the Institute's highest
award for distinguished contributions to Australian forestry. Another is the Norman
Jolly Memorial Grove in the Moonpar State Forest in northern New South Wales.
And he is one of 150 distinguished South Australians whose names are recorded in
the sesquicentenary series of plaques on North Terrace, Adelaide.

On the outbreak of war in 1914, he enlisted in the Royal Army Medical Corps and
served in France 1914 -16, at the military hospital in London 1916 -18, and at the Seale
Mayne hospital in Devon 1918 -19. There he was a member of a team specialising in
the treatment of patients suffering from 'shell shock'; it was this experience that led

him to make psychiatry and nervous diseases generally the field of his subsequent
career. A thesis based on his studies of the 'shell- shock' patients earned him the
Oxford doctorate in medicine.
In 1919 he became consulting neurologist to the Ministry of Pensions and an
honorary assistant physician to the West End Hospital for Nervous Diseases, where
he rose to full physician status in 1926 and on his retirement twenty years later was
made a consulting physician. During the inter -war years he was also an honorary
physician and neurologist to the'Royal Northern Hospital, retiring to the status of
consulting physician in 1945.
Despite the demands that those honorary appointments made upon his time and
energy he was able during the inter -war years to establish a substantial private
practice as a Harley Street specialist in nervous and mental diseases. His 'academic'
status was recognised by election in 1934 as a Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians, while his professional standing led to appointments as a member of a
committee of the National Council for Mental Hygiene in 1938 and of the Institute
for the Scientific Treatment of Delinquency in 1939. According to his entry in Who
was Who, his special fields were juvenile delinquency, insobriety and epilepsy.
The outbreak of World War II led to the virtual suspension of his private practice

(2) Roy Lister Robinson (1883 -1952) was the Scholar for 1905. For a brief account of
his career, see the Journal of the Historical Society of South Australia, No. 12, 1981.
(3) Walter Rupert Reynel16 (1885 -1948) was born on 4 July 1885, grandson of the man

who established the first 'business' vineyard in South Australia in 1838. He was
educated for seven years at the Queen's School in North Adelaide. There he was
second in his class in his first year and top in the other six, being dux of the school in
1901, when he passed the Senior Public (university matriculation) Examination in
eight subjects with credit in three. During his seven years at Queen's, he won a total of
seventeen prizes. The following year he attended St Peter's College and passed in five
subjects with credit in one at the Higher Public Examination which was equivalent
in many subjects to the first -year university courses in them.
An unusual feature of his school education was that throughout the eight years he
did not attend during the first term of the school year: he spent it on his father's farm
engaged in viticulture, wine - making and the study of soils, an occupation to which
he gave the whole of 1903.

In 1904 Reynell enrolled in the course for the diploma in electrical engineering
provided jointly by the University and the S.A. School of Mines and Industries. By
the end of 1905, when he was chosen as Rhodes Scholar for 1906, he had completed

six university courses in mathematics, physics and chemistry and eight courses
relevant to electrical engineering provided by the School.
On the playing fields he had been at Queen's outstanding in cricket, football and
hockey; at St Peter's a member of the top teams in cricket, football and tennis. At the
University he again shone in cricket, football and tennis, and as a member of the
Inter - Varsity VIII added rowing in 1905.
Balliol College was his home in Oxford from 1906 to 1910. In 1908 he graduated
with second class honours in natural science (chemistry) and then decided to make
medicine the field of his professional career: For the clinical section of his medical
studies he went to Guy's Hospital in London in 1910; after qualifying in 1912 for the
joint diploma (M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.) he served until July 1914 as a house surgeon and
house physician in the hospital. He was admitted to the Oxford M.B. degree in 1913.

While resident at Oxford he represented the University in the Inter - Varsity
matches with Cambridge in lawn tennis in 1907 -10 and in boxing in 1908; in that
year he was also President of the University Tennis Club.
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in London. In 1940 he again joined the Royal Army Medical Corps as a

{

neuropsychiatrist and served throughout the remainder of the war as a member of the
staff of the military hospital for head injuries located in Oxford. There his experience
more than twenty years earlier with cases of 'battle neurosis' which did not derive

from physical injury to the brain was a valuable background in detecting loss of
mental capacity that did derive from injury to the head. He returned to private
practice for the closing years of his life, dying in March 1948.
Obituaries in various English journals convey the impression that Reynell was a

man of somewhat retiring personality who did not seek the public limelight and
whose prime professional concern lay in his clinical work and relations with his
patients rather than in writing papers or sitting on committees. According to Dr
Richard Russell, he was 'a natural physician and never failed to take extra time and
trouble if by so doing he could help his patients or colleagues. He had the highest
ideals and his conscientious devotion to duty never failed'.
(4) William Ray? (1883 -1953) was born in Manchester, the son of an Anglican
clergyman, in June 1883, came to Adelaide as a child, and, was educated at the
Queen's School for two years and at St Peter's College for six. Top of his form at
Queen's (as was Reynel l), he had a good record at St Peter's, winning the Wyatt Prize

for physiology and gaining first place in chemistry and physiology at the Senior
Public Examination in 1901. He shone in gymnastics and in cricket and football on
the playing fields, and became sergeant -major and won the rifle shooting medal in
the College's cadet corps.

His academic record at the University (1902 -06) was outstanding: first place in each

of the five annual examinations, Elder Prizeman in the first year, Davies Thomas
Scholar in the third and fourth, and Everard Scholar at the final examination in 1906.
Nevertheless, despite the time and energy that he must have given to his studies, he
still maintained, though not at the high standard of his school days, his allround
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sporting activities to which he added yachting. In testimonials to the South
Australian Selection Committee for Rhodes Scholars three key clinical teachers
J.C. Verco (medicine), W.T. Hayward (materia medica and therapeutics), and A.A.
Lendon (obstetrics and medical and surgical diseases of children) each assessed
him as being the equal of the best students in the medical course during its
twenty -two year life.
As Rhodes Scholar for 1907 Ray went to Magdalen College, qualified for the B.Sc.

degree in pathology in 1909, and won the prestigious Philip Walker Studentship
which he held for three years. Before returning to Adelaide in 1913 he worked for two
years as an assistant bacteriologist in the Lister Institute for Preventive Medicine.
During the six years that he spent in Oxford and London he gave promise of a
distinguished career in medical science, Sir William Osier having formed a high
opinion of his potentialities and he himself having had papers published in the
Transactions of the Royal Society and in the British and Scandinavian journals of
physiology. His return to Adelaide, however, marked the end of a potential career in
medical science and entry upon one in specialist medical practice.
Entry into private practice was accompanied by the beginning of public service in
several fields. In 1914 he became honorary radiologist in the Adelaide Hospital and
began the X -ray and electrocardiograph units; he was also appointed an honorary
assistant physician. In 1921 he became a full honorary physician, an appointment
that he held for the maximum allowable term of twenty years. Other honorary offices
that he held were pathologist to the Adelaide Children's Hospital until 1921 and
visiting physician to the Kalyra Sanatorium for sufferers from tuberculosis; and the
year 1917 saw him begin a long term as part -time paid surgeon to the Police
Department.

His honorary appointments in the Adelaide Hospital necessarily involved
teaching in the medical school: tutor in medicine for six years, clinical lecturer for
fifteen, and finally director of the principles and practice of medicine. That office,
one of the two highest in the clinical section of the medical course (the other was in
surgery) involved both the giving of the central course of lectures in general medicine
over two years and the correlating of the lecturing in special branches of the subject
and of the clinical teaching in the wards. He held the office from 1937 until his

retirement from the honorary staff of the hospital in 1941. Other teaching
responsibilities in the University that he undertook included lecturing in forensic
medicine (1914 -18) and in pathology (1916 -17) during the absence of the normal
lecturers on war service. During World War II, having retired from his teaching
duties in the University and his clinical responsibilities in the Adelaide Hospital, he
served for three years as senior physician at 105 AGH.
Ray was a member over matey years of responsible bodies to which his colleagues
elected him: member of the University Council for fifteen years and of the Advisory

Committee to the University and the Adelaide Hospital for ten. The principal
function of the Advisory Committee was to recommend appointments to the
honorary staff of the hospital bearing in mind the teaching responsibilities that
would accompany the appointments. He was also Dean of the Faculty of Medicine
for two years, a member of the S.A. Committee for Rhodes Scholarships for twelve.
and an active member of various committees (1921 -25) that achieved the foundation

of St Mark's College in 1925. He was a member of the College Council and its
Education Committee for five years and supervised for six the medical tuition that
the College provided as supplementary to that of the University's standard medical
course.
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What then of his achievements and their quality as seen in retrospect? There
appears to have been amongst many of his professional colleagues a sense of
disappointment that his great potentialities did not fully eventuate. According to
Estcourt Hughes, he was 'a man of transient enthusiasms' whose teaching ranged
from outstandingly good to indifferent or mediocre: and according to legend his
regularity in performing routine clinical duties in the hospital wards left much to be
desired, at least during the latter part of his career. On the other hand, the author
heard of a private case in which Ray, called in as a consultant, devoted himself
unremittingly for several days to study of the patient until he had identified the rare
and obscure disease; he then left the treatment entirely to the general practitioner.
Perhaps the explanation of the disparity of his performances in different professional
services may be found in a comment made by Ray and overheard by the author, it was

to the effect that by middle age he had been 'worn out'.
Ray died in June 1953. E.F. Gartrell, in Ray's obituary in theAustralian Medical
Journal, found him as a man kindly, as a physician astute, and as 'a most gifted
colleague who will be long remembered by his many friends'.
(5) Reginald John Rudall8 (1885 -1955) was born in Gawler on 27 September 1885, the

son of the local town clerk (shortly to be also a member of the State parliament). He
received his elementary education at the local State school. Then for three years,
1897 -99, as a day boy living some twenty -five miles from the school, he attended the
Queen's School in North Adelaide, where he was top of his class and won seven
prizes. In 1900, having won a college entrance scholarship, he transferred to St Peter's

College where he won the McCulloch Scholarship for history, the Prankherd

Scholarship for modern languages, and prizes in divinity and church history. In 1901
he passed in ten subjects at the Senior Public Examination, being runner -up for the
Tennyson Medal for English Literature; and at the end of his third year at the College
he was awarded the Old Collegians' Scholarship which would be tenable for three
years at the University.
Not surprisingly, being the son and grandson of lawyers, Rudall enrolled at the
University for the LL.B. degree. At that time the course for the degree comprised nine
law subjects, Latin I and two double- weight arts subjects. His academic record was
very good but not outstanding (his day still included two 25 -mile train journeys). He
graduated in 1906, having in that year gained Class I passes in Jurisprudence and
International Law and being awarded a Stow Prize. Then he continued his studies in
arts by taking in 1907 the double- weight subject English Language and Literature,
in which he obtained a Class I pass and was placed proxime accessit for the John
Howard Clark Scholarship.
As a day boy at College and an undergraduate at the University, handicapped by
time - consuming travel twice a day in addition to a heavy study programme, Rudall
had very little time for participation in organised sports and other extra - curricular
activities at either college or university. Consequently he pursued his sporting and
other interests in his home town, where he played tennis and hockey and football

regularly and was captain of the Gawler hockey club for four years. He also

participated in local amateur parliaments organised for educational purposes and as
a training ground for prospective politicians. In 1907 he occupied the office of
attorney - general in the Gawler Union Parliament, and a less time- consuming study
programme enabled him to serve as player in and manager of the University football
and lacrosse dubs.
To the foregoing qualifications fora Rhodes Scholarship he was able to add John
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Salmond and Jethro Brown as two of his referees. He was awarded the scholarship
for 1908, and entered Christ Church at the appropriate time in that year There he

continued his studies in history and obtained the B.Litt. degree in 1911 before
returning to South Australia and entering upon legal practice in Gawler. No doubt
he took part in sporting and other group activities in Oxford, but there is no readily
available evidence that he achieved distinction as a performer or high office in any of
them.
In 1915 Rudall enlisted in A.I.F. No. 50 Battalion and served in Egypt and France
until 1918; for much of 1919 he was assistant director of the A.I.F. educational service

in London; his rank was Captain.'
The post -war years saw him enter upon public service in a number of fields. He
became an honorary special magistrate to deal with appropriate matters in the
Gawler area; he served for many years as chairman of the Management Committee of

the Hutchinson Hospital; for twenty years he was a member of the Rhodes
Scholarship selection committee for South Australia; and for nine years he was a
member of the Council of the South Australian Law Society. From 1920 to 1925 he
was the University's part -time lecturer in Constitutional Law; that service ceased in
1926 when the teaching in the subject was taken over by the newly- appointed
professor of law, Arthur Lang Campbell.
And then, as the years passed and professional life in Gawler became increasingly

unsatisfying, he decided to enter upon a political career and in 1933 began
membership of the State Parliament which extended over twenty -two years.
In the opinion of Sir Thomas Playford, the 1933 Parliament was, by reason of the
quality of its members, the strongest in the State's history up to his time; and Rudall

was, in his judgement, one of its five outstanding members. It is no surprise,
therefore, that under Playford as Premier Rudall filled the following ministerial
offices: Commissioner of Crown Lands and Minister of Lands 1938 -46; Minister of
Education 1946 -53; Attorney - General 1944 -55; Minister of Industry 1953 -55.

Perhaps his most outstanding ministerial contributions were his masterly defence
of Playford's introduction in 1945 of the Bill which converted the privately -owned
Adelaide Electric Supply Company into the State -owned ElectrictyTrust of South

Australia; his contribution to the settlement on the land, particularly on Eyre
Peninsula and Kangaroo Island, of soldiers who had served in World War II; and his
coping with the problems of the Education Department in the post -war years when

school enrolments grew rapidly and included children of migrants from Europe

with their language and cultural differences; when physical resources were
inadequate and money to rectify the situation was hard to come by in the light of
many strongly competing claims; and when the supply of qualified teachers fell
gravely short of the need.
The author of the obituary in the Advertiser found him 'a man of dry, yet gentle;
wit and deep learning'. Sir Walter Crocker assessed his character and personality as
follows: `Rudall ... had wit and charm, considerable gift for speaking and
expression, considerable ability, was easy going, unambitious, even indolent ... but,
according to Playford, could be energetic when required, was always mentally alert
and his courage never failed'.
(6) Henry Kenneth Fry10 (1886 -1959) was a quiet achiever. At Prince Alfred College
from 1896 to 1902 he had an excellent record as a scholar, being placed in the honours

list at the Junior, Senior and Higher Public Examinations in 1901- 02 -03, and
winning the Robb Scholarship in 1901 and the Cotton Medal in 1902 in the College
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and a government scholarship tenable at the University for three years in 1902.
At the University in 1903 he enrolled in both medicine and science, taking a
first -year programme that covered both courses. He interrupted his medical course in
1905 to take first dass honours in physiology for the B.Sc. degree. In the medical
course, like William Ray before him, he was placed first in each of the five annual
examinations, winning Elder Prizes in 1903 and 1904, Davies Thomas Scholarships
in 1906 and 1907, and the Everard Scholarship at the final examination in 1908. He
matched his academic record with sporting and leadership achievements: com-

petence in swimming and yachting, a Blue in lacrosse, secretaryship and/or

presidency of the Student Christian Union, the Medical Students Society and the
Union Room Committee, and membership of the editorial committee of the Medical
Students Review. He also found time to act as an examiner in physiology at the
Junior and Senior Public Examinations.
At Balliol College Fry qualified in 1911 for the Oxford B.Sc. degree in pathology
and in 1912 for the diploma in public health and, with distinction, the diploma in
anthropology; and he represented Oxford against Cambridge in lacrosse in 1911.
Academically he later received the Adelaide degree of Doctorof Medicine in 1934 and
became an ER.A.C.P. in 1939 and an F.R.I.H.H. in 1941.

After serving for a little more than a year as medical officer for the Northern

Territory Fry enlisted in the Australian Army Medical Corps and served at Gallipoli
and in Egypt and France. He was mentioned in despatches four times, awarded the

D.S.O., and rose to the rank of Lieutenant- Colonel. Refused by the manpower
authorities permission to enlist for overseas service during World War II he gave
part -time service as an Assistant Director of Medical Services (Psychology) to the
South Australian Line of Communication while continuing to fulfil his obligations
to the Adelaide Hospital, the City of Adelaide, and various medical and civilian
bodies.

On returning from service in World War I Fry was appointed an honorary

assistant physician to the Adelaide Hospital in 1920. The status of the appointment
was raised in 1935 to full honorary physician; that appointment would normally
have expired in 1939, but under emergency war -time arrangements was continued
until 1946. Thus for more than a quarter of a century he was a clinical teacher in the
medical school, and for twenty years 1920 to 1939 he was also systematic lecturer
in materia medica and therapeutics. Partly, perhaps, as a corollary to that lectureship
he published in 1935 an Introduction to General Therapeutics.
The other major field of his public service was his twenty yearoccupation of the
office of Medical Officer to the City of Adelaide (1938 -58). In that capacity he
inaugurated a unit to conduct within the city mass X -ray examinations of the chest;
the unit was later incorporated with the State -wide health service conducted by the
State Department of Health. The principles and practices initiated by Fry were
continued and developed.

In keeping with his studies in anthropology at Oxford Fry was an active

participant in the researches organised by, and an early member of the Board for
Anthropological Research established by the University in 1927. He participated in
several expeditions into inner Australia conducted by the Board to study various
aspects, physical, social and moral, of the Aborigines in their natural habitat, and he
subsequently published papers on his studies on those expeditions.
One might reasonably think that honorary service to the State's largest hospital,
clinical and systematic teaching in the medical school, caring for and promoting
health in the city, occasional researches into aspects of Aboriginal anthropology, and
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private consulting practice sufficient to maintain a modest standard of living would
sufficiently fill a medical man's professional and public life. But Fry, like the next
Rhodes Scholar Harry Thomson, found time to serve in a number of other public
offices also: President of the South Australian Council of Mental Hygiene, President
of the Royal Society of South Australia, Official Visitor to the State Mental Hospital,
member /examiner of the Rhodes Scholarship Committee for South Australia, and
member of several special government committees.
On the day that Fry died
22 July 1959
nine former Australian Rhodes
Scholars resident in Adelaide entertained to lunch an Associate Justice of the United
States Supreme Court John M. Harper who had been an American Rhodes

Scholar in the early 1920s, in recognition of his distinguished career and

achievements. Fry's modest and retiring personality precluded him from receiving
kindred recognition for his less spectacular, but nevertheless substantial, achievements and service, but there is no doubt that Cecil Rhodes would regard him as
having admirably fulfilled the objective that he had had in mind in founding the
scholarships.
(7) Harry Thomson'' (1888 -1933) was born on 27 February 1888, the son of a member
of the reporting staff of the Advertiser. It is very unlikely that in the 150 -year history of

South Australia there has been anyone to equal his allround school, university,
professional and community service record.
Dux of the Unley State school in 1900, he won an open three -year scholarship to St
Peter's College where he began his secondary education. There his record was
exceptionally outstanding: Dux of the school in 1904 and 1905; runner -up for the
Tennyson Medal at the Junior Public Examination in 1902; winner of the three -year
Farrell Scholarship in 1903, of the Young Exhibition in 1904, of a three -year

scholarship tenable at the University (which tenure of the following scholarship
required him to resign) and of the Old Collegians' three-year scholarship in 1905;

and during his time at the College he was awarded prizes in Latin, French,
Mathematics, Divinity and History. Outside the classroom he participated in various
intercollegiate sports, served as sergeant in the College Cadet Corps, was a prefect in
1905, and for various terms was a member of the College literary society, library
committee, and magazine committee.
His record at the University was in keeping: Class I passes in six of the nine legal
subjects for the LL.B. degree and a Stow Prize in 1909 for Class I passes in Roman
Law, the Theory of Law and Legislation, and the Law of Evidence and Procedure

(an interesting combination of historical, theoretical and practical emphases).
Again, his academic studies were accompanied by excellence in athletics and tennis,
membership of the football and rowing teams, the secretaryship of the Law Students
Society, and membership of the Debating Society and of the Stow Literary Society.

In his reference supporting Thomson's application for the Rhodes Scholarship
Jethro Brown, the professor under whom Thomson had studied five of the nine legal

subjects, said that the general standard of Thomson's work was equal to that
required for a First at Cambridge and that an outstanding quality of Thomson's
character was a tenacity that would never accept defeat; and he predicted that
Thomson would be awarded a First in the Honour School of Jurisprudence at
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Oxford lacrosse team in the Inter - Varsity matches with Cambridge, and in his last
year he was also President of the (students) Law Society and of the Colonial Club.
After a brief experience as a reporter for the Advertiser and in legal practice in 1913
and 1914 Thomson enlisted in 1915 in the Australian Imperial Forces and served in
Egypt and France, where he rose to the rank of Captain and was awarded a Military
Cross. Following the cessation of hostilities he served in London for most of 1919 as
Deputy Director of the A.I.F. Education Service, being accorded the rank of Major.
The year 1920 saw him begin an extraordinarily extensive and intensive career in
professional work and community service that was cut short by leukaemia at the age
of 45 in October 1933. Professionally he had risen to seniority in his legal firm, had
been appointed a K.C. in 1930, and had established throughout the judiciary and the

legal profession generally recognition as a man of outstanding integrity, legal
attainment and judicial mind. A member of the Council of the S.A. Law Society
1921 -33 and President of the Society 1931 -32, he was appointed by the Society to the
Supreme Court Reform Commission in 1931.
In the educational field he was the University's part -time lecturer in the Law of
Wrongs 1920 -25, a member of the University Council and its Education Committee

1928 -33, and a member of the South Australian Rhodes Scholarship Committee
1922 -33. He was also a member of the Founding Committee (1921 -25) and Council
(1925 -33) of St Mark's College. He had drafted the College's constitution and had
served on its Finance Committee.
To the professional and educational fields he added community service. Interest in
the welfare, education and general future of members of the A.I.F. had begun with his

part in the Education Service in London; he continued it actively through the S.A.
Branch of the Returned Soldiers League, of which he was President in 1932.

Professional life and leadership, teaching and administration in the realm of
education, guidance and leadership to men who had given physically devastating
and debilitating service in the nation's armed forces: how could he find time to take
an active administrative part in any other field of broad community interest and
participation? Yet he did. A distinguished athlete himself in his youth and still an
excellent tennis player, he filled the office of President of the South Australian
Amateur Athletic Association for three years (1923 -25) and acted as a referee at the
official State athletics championships for more than a decade. And for good measure
he was at the time of his death a director of News Limited. Tributes published in the
daily press following his death were numerous and unanimously laudatory.
(8) Cecil Thomas Madigan12 (1889 -1947) was born in Renmark, the son of a
fruitgrower. He received his secondary education at the Pupil Teachers School (in
1908 it became Adelaide High School) and Prince Alfred College. At the School he
was Dux in 1905 and won the School's Old Scholars' Prize, was a prefect, captain of
the rifle club, sergeant in the cadets, and stroke of the boat crew. At Prince Alfred
College in 1906 he passed the Higher Public Examination in five subjects with credit
in two and was awarded a government bursary tenable at the University. But as a new

boy he did not occupy any senior office in the sports area though he doubtless

Oxford.

continued to participate actively.
In 1907 he enrolled at the University in the four-year course provided jointly by the

Thomson entered Balliol College in 1910 and Jethro Brown's prediction was
fulfilled in 1912; in 1913 Thomson qualified `With Distinction' for the Oxford
Diploma in Economics and Political Science. In both years he was a member of the

diploma in mining in the University and a Fellowship diploma in mining
engineering in the School. His academic record was very good though not

University and the School of Mines and Industries that led to a B.Sc degree and

outstanding. He qualified for the B.Sc degree in 1910 and the two diplomas in 1911
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and was awarded by the School a silver medal for allround excellence. In 1932, in
accordance with a policy accompanying the establishmentof the B.E. degree in 1913,
he surrendered his B.Sc degree and was granted the B.E. degree.
At the University he was again prominent in sporting activities: Blues in rowing
and rifle shooting, excellence in athletics generally, and the high jump championship at the University Sports Days in 1907 and 1909.
Awarded the Rhodes Scholarship for 1911 Madigan deferred entry to Oxford so

that he might participate in the impending Antarctic Expedition to be led by

Douglas Mawson, at that time lecturer in geology at the University. In Antarctica he
led several expeditions, some of which but for the skill of his leadership might have
ended disastrously, was in charge of the base in Mawson's absence, and kept detailed
and extensive meteorological records. Mawson later referred to him and his work in
Antarctica as 'a very able and loyal comrade [who] achieved a notable record as a
sledge- leader'; and in 1914 he was awarded the King's Polar Medal.
Madigan spent only one term at Magdalen College before enlisting in early 1915
with the Royal Engineers and served with the British Expeditionary Force in France;
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Consolidation of his meteorological work in Antarctica and publication of the
scientific outcomes of his researches in the 1920s brought award of the Oxford degree
of Doctor of Science in 1933. Dual publication of his central Australian expeditions
in the 1930s in scientific articles in professional journals and for a wider audience

in two books designed for the common reader
attracted wide professional and
public acclaim. Professional appointments and honours included the presidency of
the Royal Society of South Australia and award of the Society's Verco Medal in 1936,

invitation to give the Clarke Memorial Lecture of the Royal Society of New South
Wales in 1938, and the Murchison Medal and grant of the Royal Geographical
Society of London in 1941.

Honours of a different kind are the cairn at Birdsville raised in 1962 to
commemorate the crossing of the Simpson Desert in 1939, his being accorded one of
the 150 plaques inserted in the North Terrace pavement in 1986 registering South

Australians of notable achievement, and the relevant Commonwealth Authority
including him in 1988 in its bicentenary list of 200 distinguished Australians.

he was wounded twice, was mentioned in despatches, and rose to the rank of
Captain. (During the early years of World War II he was Chief Instructor in the
School of Military Engineering 1940 -42 and adviser on the control of natural
resources in N.S.W., particularly water, in 1943. He resumed his university duties in
the latter part of 1943.)
Returning to Oxford in 1919 he made geology his central study, graduated with
first class honours, and won blues in rowing and boxing. In 1920 he went to the
Sudan as assistant government geologist, but that appointmentdid not last long: he

(9) Edmund Britten Jones's (1888 -1953) was a student of the Christian Brothers'
College, Adelaide, from 1899 to 1905. There he was top of his class every year, was
placed first in the honours list at the Junior Public Examination in 1903, and was
Dux of the College in 1904 and 1905. The limited resources of the College in the
sporting and student club areas provided little scope for him to show his qualities in
sporting and general student activities.
The latter situation, however, became very different when he enrolled in the
medical course in the University in 1906. He represented the University in Inter-

came home to Adelaide in 1921 and taught for a brief time at St Peter's College before

Varsity matches in athletics and football for three years, winning a Blue in football in
1909. But in those days the University football team had no programme of weekly
matches; Britten Jones's skill at the game enabled him to play regularly for the top
North Adelaide team, and so well did he do so that he was a member of the State team
against Victoria in 1910. He was also a member of the University's A team in cricket
and a very competent player of tennis and handball. In the 'administrative' field he

moving in 1922 to the University as lecturer in geology under his Antarctic chief
Douglas Mawson, now a knight and professor.
He was not a distinguished lecturer, but he had considerable skill in inter - relating
the functions of the lecture theatre, the laboratory and the field excursion. And apart
from formal teaching he was an active participant in various organisations and
student bodies: member of the Students' Union Council for six years and President in

1933; a long -term member of the committee of othe University Graduates'

Association and President for three years; Chief Commissioner for the S.A. Division
of the Scouts' Association in 1934 when the camp site it Kuitpo was acquired, and
leader in January 1935 of the S.A. contingent to the first international J amboree held
in Australia; member of the Adelaide Legacy Club from its earliest days and president
in 1935; a member of the S.A. Selection Committee for Rhodes Scholarships for
twelve years; and a very active participator in the foundation and early management
of St Mark's College (founding committee 1921 -25 and College Council 1925 -33).
Madigan's early geological field work was based on the Fleurieu Peninsula, but in
the late 1920s the desert areas of central Australia attracted his exploratory attention,
both geological and geographical. In conjunction with the R.A.A.F. he conducted in
1929 an aerial reconnaissance of the Lake Eyre region which cemented that interest
and turned out to be the first of six expeditions to the Centre. The last, in 1939, was
the crossing by land of the Simpson Desert, a traddess waste characterised by regular
and multitudinous sand ridges, some of which were very steep and high. (Madigan
had so named the area earlier in honour of A.A. Simpson, President of the South

Australian branch of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia which had
supported the 1929 expedition.) The latter expedition saw the first use in Australia of
mobile radio communication in such circumstances.

was a member of the committees of the athletics and football dubs, of the general
committee of the Sports Association, of the Union room, of the medical students
society, and of the C.B.C. Old Scholars' Association.
How then did he find time to achieve his excellent academic record? He was placed
second in the first -year examination in the medical course, won the Davies Thomas
scholarships at the third -year and fourth -year examinations, and was placed second
in the final -year examination in 1910. In his reference to the Rhodes Scholarship
Selection Committee Dr W.T. Hayward, lecturer in materia medica and therapeutics,
assessed Britten Jones as a student of keen intellect and exceptional ability.
At Magdalen College for two years
1912 to 1914
he represented Oxford in
lacrosse in 1913 and qualified for first class honours in physiology in 1914 (but for
various reasons the degree was not actually conferred until 1922). He then enlisted in
the Royal Army Medical Corps and served throughout the war in India with the rank
of Captain. (On the outbreak of World War II he again enlisted promptly, on this

orrasion with the Australian Army Medical Corps; he served as an Officer
Commanding a military hospital with the rank of Colonel in the Middle East in 1940
and 1941, and was mentioned in despatches.)
On coming back to South Australian in 1919 Britten Jones entered upon private
practice, first at Penola and then at Henley Beach. In 1926 he proceeded overseas for

further study and experience which formed the basis of his entry upon a

distinguished 'consultant practice in Adelaide.
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Britten Jones's professional standing led to his being a Foundation Fellow in 1934

and later a member of the Committee of the College of the Royal Australasian
College of Physicians; in 1942 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians in London. The dominating site of his professional service in an
honorary capacity was the Adelaide Children's Hospital. He began it as a Visiting
Physician to the Outpatients Department in 1925; he transferred to the Inpatients

Department in 1928. On the eve of his retirement at the age of sixty in 1948 his service
was described at a meeting of the Hospital Board as `an inspiration to his colleagues'
and a key reason for appointing him an Honorary Consulting Physician was that
thereby the current and future members of staff would have access to his advice. He
also gave extensive service as Honorary Physician for children at the Queen's Home
from 1927 until World War II and then as Honorary Consulting Physician to the
Queen Victoria Maternity Hospital from 1946 until his death in 1953.
He made his first major contribution to formal education and training in medical
practice in 1928 when he and his long-term colleague F.N. Le Messurier were the
dominant participants in the foundation of the Adelaide Postgraduate Committee in
Medicine; fifteen years later the University accepted responsibility for maintaining its
work. Another was the key part that he played with several others (notably Ivan Jose
and Ray Hone) in the establishment as World War II was drawing to an end of the
Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme for re-entry into normal civilian
practice by medical men and women who had been engaged for significant periods
in the armed services. And for two years or so during the war, when maintenance of
the teaching in the dinical years of the course necessitated many emergency and
temporary arrangements, he acted as temporary lecturer in the medical diseases of
children.
As his clinical practice in an honorary capacity grew less he turned to
management
and policy- making, as the following offices indicate: President of the S.A. Branch of
the British Medical Association 1933 -34; member of the University Council 1944 -53;
member of the Council of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science 1948 -53;
member of the Medical Registration Board 1948 -50 and Chairman 1950 -53; and
member of the S.A. Selection Committee for Rhodes Scholarships for six years.
The New Year Honours List of 1953 included a knighthood for him, but he did
not enjoy the honour for long. He died suddenly in September of that year shortly
after having attended a reunion of Rhodes Scholars in Oxford in June.

(10) Henry Hermann Leopold Adolph Brose" (1890- 1965), the South Australian
Rhodes Scholar for 1913, was born in the Barossa Valley on 15 September 1 890.
From

1899 to 1907 he was a student at Prince Alfred College where he was top of his form in

1903; in 1905 he was included in the general Honours List of the Senior Public
Examination; and in 1907 he was fifth in the Honours List at the Higher Public
Examination and awarded a government bursary under which he enrolled in science

at the University in 1908. His academic record at the University was very good but not
outstanding, he qualified for the Ordinary degree of Bachelor of Science in 1910.
Athletically he had excelled in running at Prince Alfred College and had captained
the College's team of runners against St Peter's College. At the University he was a
member of the Inter- Varsity athletics team for three years and captain of the team and

University champion in 1910. He was also a competent gymnast and tennis player,
captaining the Kent Town tennis team in 1910.

To that all -round competence he added at both College and Univérsity

outstanding excellence as a pianist. At the age of ten he was placed first in an
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examination conducted by Trinity College, London; he passed with distinction an
,examination conducted by the Associated Board in 1903; and in 1907 he was placed

first and awarded a gold medal in an advanced examination conducted by the

Australian Music Examinations Board. As a student in the Elder Conservatorium of
Music while pursuing a full -time undergraduate course in science he won the Elder
Scholarship for pianoforte in 1908, but as a government scholar in science he was
obliged to forfeit it; in 1909 he won the Ennis Prize for pianoforte; and in 1910 he won

gnother gold medal at an interstate competition conducted by the Young Men's
Christian Association and was placed first in the highest public examination
conducted by the A.M.E.B. He was naturally a frequent performer at Elder
Conservatorium student concerts, and found time to be a member of the committee

of the Elder Conservatorium Students' Association.
Under his scholarship Brose went in 1913 to Christ Church, Oxford, where he
made physics his principal study and won a Blue in athletics. German parentage and
bilingualism naturally encouraged him to visit his `fatherland' in the long vacation
in 1914, and on the outbreak of war in August he was promptly interned as a British
subject. But the conditions of his internment (as were those of Bryceson Treherne,
teacher of pianoforte in the Elder Conservatorium of Music) were characterised by a
degree of civilised living unusual for the average civilian internee. During his time as
an internee he translated into English some twenty papers and articles by leading
German scientists, the most famous of whom was Al bert Einstein.
On return to Oxford in 1919 he arranged for publication some of his translations,
brought his science up -to -date and published some original papers, undertook
studies and research in physics that earned him award of the D.Phil. degree (which
was conferred in 1925) and for several years taught and researched in the electrical
engineering laboratory. Then came his first return to Australia; for about a year in
1926 -27 he taught physics as a senior lecturer in the University of Sydney, and in 1927

he married an Australian before returning to the United Kingdom as Reader in
Physics in Nottingham University College.
It was no doubt, Brose's translations of some of Einstein's publications on
fundamental physical science while he was an internee and his subsequent
publication of them that initiated a lasting personal association between them, and
when Einstein visited England in 1930 he did so on condition that he gave his
scientific lectures in German and that Brose should act as his interpreter.
The year 1931 saw Brose awarded the Adelaide doctorate in science for his
published work and his promotion to professorial status in Nottingham College.

Two years later he was a Vice- President at the meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science. And then disaster struck.
Pursuit of their individual professional lives led to the early residential separation

of Brose and his wife. Brose was tied to Nottingham; his wife, an actress with
international experience, was based in the early 1930s in Bavaria. That separation no
doubt contributed to the development of a close association between Brose and a

clergyman's wife who also had a special interest in Einstein and his work. The
culmination of the association was Brose's being named as co- respondent in an

undefended divorce case that attracted considerable publicity. And the social mores of
the time necessitated Brose's resignation from his professorship; it took effect in 1935.
Prospects of further employment in the academic world in Britain were negligible
and the Broses Mrs Brose had rejoined her husband returned to Australia and
resided in Sydney.
After giving a few public lectures under the auspices of the Extension Board of the
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University of Sydney, Brose secured late in 1935 an appointment as a research worker

I
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Endnotes

under the University's Cancer Research Comittee. But that Committee collapsed
towards the end of 1937 and Brose entered upon private practice in the diagnosis of
cancer and its treatment by radiotherapy. His expertise in physics made him well

1. Sources: Register of Rhodes Scholars, 1981; Basil Williams, Cecil Rhodes (1921); Colin
Newbury, Cecil Rhodes and the South African Connection (1982).
2. His own career at Oxford was a severely disintegrated one. He enrolled as a pass degree

qualified in the therapy aspect of his practice, but the fact that he was not a registered
medical practitioner could scarcely have escaped the notice of the N.S.W. Medical
Registration Board. Mrs Brose began a lengthy career as an actress on stage, on radio,
and in its early days in Australia on television. Their only son was educated at his
father's school, Prince Alfred College in Adelaide, where some close relations of Mrs
Brose lived.

candidate in October 1873, but after two terms severe illness necessitated his return to the much
more suitable climate of southern Africa. He returned to Oxford for six terms in 1876 -78, but it

One has gathered from various vague comments of men who had known Brose
slightly between the wars that on the one hand Brose had political sympathy with

was not until 1881 that he completed his residential requirements and was admitted to his
degree. Although technically an Oriel student he never had rooms in the College but lived in
lodgings with some other undergraduates of the University.
3. Sources: Australian Dictionary of Biography, vol. 9 (Melbourne, 1983); N.B. Lewis, One
Hundred Years of State Forestry; Athol Meyer, 'The Foresters', Empire Forestry Review, 1954;
Australian Forestry, vol. 17, 1953.
4. In several publications Jolly is referred to as Instructor or Lecturer in Forestry in the University

Hitler and Nazism, and on the other that he had somewhat unsophisticated

of Adelaide. The author can find no authority in the University records for such an

percipience in political life that made him a suitable agent for manipulation by
professionals, especially on an international scale. Whatever the ground and it is
not available from official sources
Brose was interned shortly after Australia's

appointment or title. In December 1911 the Faculty of Science considered a submission from
the Woods and Forests Department asking the University to provide a course of professional

education and training in forestry and offering, financial support if such a course were
established. The University agreed, and specialised teaching in various aspects of forestry

entry into World War II. His double internment twenty-five years apart, first by one

science began in 1912, the lecturer being H.H. Corbin, B.Sc. London, a member of the State
Department's staff. He continued to discharge that function, while remaining on the State
payroll, until 1925 when he moved to a professorial appointment in New Zealand. Presumably

side and then by the other, must surely be unique. Again the conditions of
internment were reasonably mild.
As a youth Brose had shown qualities as a pianist that had indicated that he could
have achieved a reasonably successful career in that realm if he had chosen to do so.
He maintained active interest and performing competence in music throughout his
life, and in both England and Australia (including his interneeship) he organised
from time to time the assembly of, and `domestic' performances by, small groups of
similarly interested and qualified colleagues and acquaintances.

Numerous enquiries have failed to elicit any definite information about the
employment in which Brose engaged after World War II. The Register of Rhodes
Scholars for 1981 records him as President of the Society of Australian Inventors in
1947 and 1948, but the current Association of Australian Inventors knows nothing
either of such a post -war Society or of Brose himself Presumably authority for the
entry was supplied by Brose himself; and presumably also the Society was a small
and short -lived one.

In Australia Brose and his wife lived together in normal marital relations. It has
been suggested to me that Mrs Brose, whose long career in Australian theatre, radio

and television was a very successful one, provided the economic basis for their
post -war lives. An unauthenticated intimation is that Brose engaged from time to

time as pianist in a small professional group and as demonstrator in a shop
specialising in the sale of pianos. After a long illness, during which he was devotedly
nursed by his wife, Brose died in Sydney in June 1965.
(11) Alan Warren Morey (1893 -1918) a medical student who had been awarded first
class passes and Elder Prizes in the first -year and second -year examinations in 1912
and 1913, was the Scholar for 1914. His secondary schooling had been undertaken at
St Peter's College. He did not enter upon the scholarship but enlisted in 1914, served

in the Royal Scots Regiment and the Royal Air Force, was awarded the Military
Cross, and was killed in action in January 1918.
(12) Francis Edgar Williams ( 1 893-1943) was appointed in 1914 to the scholarship for

1915. For a brief account of his career, see the Journal of the Historical Society of
South Australia, No. 13, 1985.

Jolly's teaching in 1910 -11 was given within the State Department to members of the
Department's staff.
5. Jolly's knowledge and development of the principle derived in large measure no doubt from

his competence in the German language which enabled him to read publications in that
language and from his first -hand experience of German forestry practices during and
immediately after his studies in Oxford. In 1898 he had passed with credit (1988 distinction)
standard in German at the Senior Public Examination which served also at that time as the
University's matriculation examination.
6. Sources: British Medical Journal, 3 Apr. 1918; Lancet, Apr. 1918; Who Was Who 1950 -59; Dr
Peter Reynell of Yorkshire, England (son of W.R. Reynell).

7. Sources: Medical Journal of Australia, 19 Sept. 1953; J. Estcourt Hughes, A History of the
Adelaide Hospital (Adelaide, 1967); Advertiser, 8 June 1953.
8. Sources: Advertiser, 3 Jan. 1955; South Australian Law Society; Walter Crocker, Sir Thomas
Playford (Melbourne, 1983).
9. World War II cost Rudall and his wife their two sons. One was a victim of the sinking of
HMAS Sydney; the other was killed in action in New Guinea.
10. Source: Adelaide City Council.
11. Sources: South Australian Law Society; St Mark's College; Legacy Club of Adelaide.
12. Sources: Scout Association; St Mark's College; Legacy Club of Adelaide.
13. Sources: Adelaide Children's Hospital; Queen Victoria Hospital; Institute of Medical and
Veterinary Science; Medical Board of South Australia.
14. Sources: Who's Who in Australia, 1941; personal communications.
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issues of the first
the South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register. This
contradictory duality of official government gazette and bluntly speaking partisan
newspaper began publication in England about six months before the settlement it

editorial in- fighting is less than edifying, these early issues do live
up to his claim to
be 'the faithful journalist and chronicler of the proceedings of
our great and spirited
enterprise' (i.e., the founding of South Australia). Thus began a policy of the Register
as a newspaper of record which was to make it an historical source of remarkable
usefulness well into this century.
Within the two years covered by this facsimile volume, so many of those early
proceedings are described that it is daunting to attempt a selection. It might begin
with the installation of Governor Hindmarsh on 28 December 1836,
and end with
the formation of the Natural History Society of South Australia
announced
in the
last issue of 1838. In between, one can study a list of the original purchasers
of
Adelaide's town acres, picture an untouched environment studded with
numerous
Banksia -rosa- marina - folia, read of the first ascent of Mount Lofty by
Bingham
Hutchinson, learn of encounters between aboriginals and settlers,
know
the
horror of
the mismanaged first public execution, and pore over shipping
arrivals,
passenger
lists and cargo details. The prosaic notices of births, deaths and
marriages assume a
greater importance when it is realised that they pre -date official registration
of these
details.
The plentiful advertisements are equally informative: new churches for Anglicans
and Wesleyans, schools for young ladies and young gentlemen, theatrical
performances, employment 'classifieds' offering work for six compositors and one pressman
in the office of the Register itself and even the occasional
'matrimonial' in which a
'sober young man of limited means but promising prospects'
would like to meet a
'respectable young female of industrious habits ... not under 20 or above 30 years'.
There are indications of the first settlers' expensive tastes, then as now, for imported
claret, madeira and barrels of ale, and possibly of their reading habits
through the
auction of 180 volumes which included Hume's History of England, Boswell's
Life
of Johnson, and Madame de Sévigné's letters. There is also evidence
of an early
concern among the settlers to be mentioned in the doings of establishment
society: a
report of a 'Drawing Room' at Government House drew criticism from those
whose
names were somehow omitted. Some space is also given over to literary material and
summaries of news from England; there is surprisingly little
news from the other

was to serve came into being. Having often in the past handled original copies of it I

newspaper.
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South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register.
A Facsimile Reproduction of Volume I, 18 June 1836 to 29 December 1838. South
Australian Government Printer in association with The Historical Society of South
Australia, Cowandilla, 1988. Pp. xii +250. $145 hb, $45 pb.
At the outset I must declare an interest: I greatly approve of projects for publishing
South Australian historical records. Publication makes records more widely and
readily available, it is an insurance against loss or damage to the originals, and in this
particular case it obviates the depressing experience of finding some microfilm
reading room fully occupied except for the inevitable one or two machines which
always seem to be 'out of order'. So, for this facsimile volume of the South Australian
Gazette and Colonial Register for 1836.1838 the Historical Society of South Australia
and especially its former President, Mr R.H.B. Kearns, who made the project his
particular concern are deserving of much praise. (Accounts of the lengthy and
involved administration of the project and of the launching of the completed work in
October 1988 will be found in the Society's Newsletter Nos. 76 and 79.)
Early this century Professor G.C. Henderson recommended newspapers as an
important component of the proposed Archives Department of South Australia. It
was a sound judgment since few works of academic or local history seem to be written
without their use in greater or lesser degree. Indeed, it has been my experience as an

archivist that newspapers are the most frequently and intensively used of all
historical records.
Of all South Australian newspapers great interest naturally attaches to the early

can say that this facsimile edition loses nothing in detail and legibility. For such

faithfulness and clarity we are indebted to the skill of the South Australian
Government Printing Office which has produced by photo offset technique exact
copies of the original impositions of the printed pages. If the inking appears light on
some pages, this is simply a true reflection of the difficulties of hand printing and
hand inking in those pioneer years. My only reservation about the physical make-up
of the volume is that the first page of some issues begins on a verso which, of course,
newspapers never do. This has occurred, I assume, through treating the publication
as a bound book and including only the variant pages of second editions. Editorial
policy relating to second editions is explained in the 'Contents' page, but, despite
special numbering, the variant pages may still puzzle readers, and possibly make
dtations from this facsimile less easy to trace in the original newspaper or microfilm
copies of it. Rigorous bibliographic standards would, I think, call for the inclusion of
the whole of all later editions.
South Australia is probably unique in having a contemporary printed record of its
affairs virtually co -eval with its establishment. Though some of George Stevenson's

Australian colonies. Fortunately for us the Register was, indeed, a provincial

Through all the pages recording

these two years, Adelaide and the countryside
seem fairly to teem with life, and the degree of business and social activity reflected

astonishing. One gains the impression

is

that, unlike that hopeful suitor, South
Australia was of unlimited means. Were it not for the necessarily large format
and
small type, this facsimile might enjoy as much acclaim
as bedside reading as it will
for serious research.
The usefulness and pleasure of the facsimile are increased by an introductory
preface and an index. Deane Manuel's preface provides
a brief background to South
Australia's foundation and to the world of newspaper publishing
at the time, as well

as a long new assessment of George Stevenson as editor and as an influential
founding colonist. To this study it might be added that either
sentimentally, but certainly confusingly, Stevenson originally mischieveously or
titled his later (and
quite unconnected) newspaper venture as the South Australian Gazette
and Colonial
Register and persisted in this for some time before changing it to South Australian
Gazette and Mining Journal. A little more information
on Robert Thomas,

Stevenson's partner in Robert Thomas & Co., publishers and printers

of the Register,
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would have added to the value of the preface. The preface also makes Colonel Robert
Torrens chairman of the South Australian Association, a position which I think was
filled by Wolryche Whitmore. The highly detailed index to the facsimile is especially
strong in names of persons, places and things, and in relation to major figures such

as Colonel Light, J.H. Fisher and Osmond Gilles the references are particularly
rewarding. There are, however, considerably fewer subject entries, though such broad
major topics as aborigines, education, law, letters to the editor, refer to a great many
specific items. In using the index for this review I have found it to be accurate and its
type size very easy to read.
Not the least value of this facsimile volume will be as evidence of the beginnings of

newspaper and printing history in South Australia. The first issue was printed in
England by a noted printer, William Clowes, who probably used steam powered
presses for some of his work. The Stanhope hand press on which later issues were
printed at Hindley Street, Adelaide, was probably the most technologically advanced
press which could readily be transported to South Australia in 1836, though the
London Times had ceased to use such hand presses in 1814. Robert Thomas was not a
practical printer, but his teen -age son William was, and sometimes his wife and
daughters had to lend a hand also. All of the type used in these early issues would
have been hand set, though a few regularly recurring words may have been pre -set.
With everything going well, the Stanhope press might have turned out about one
hundred copies an hour of a two -page imposition of the newspaper. It has been
guessed by one writer that about one in ten people would have bought a copy in
those early years, which might mean a circulation of about five or six hundred copies.
It was published weekly, priced six pence, and until June 1838 potential readers had
no other choice. We were reminded daily of these small beginnings until as late as
1983 when the masthead of the Advertiser ceased to say that it incorporated the

Register.

G.L. Fischer
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hindered development of an Adelaide exchange was the smallness of South
Australia's economy and the relatively small amount of normal investment
opportunities such as banks, shipping companies, insurance firms, and industrial
corporations. Copper mining in the form of the Burra Burra bonanza of 1845 and
later the Wallaroo and Moonta discoveries of the 1860s was the foundation upon
which Adelaide share trading was built. It is often forgotten that big time Australian
mining started with South Australian copper, not New South Wales or Victorian
gold. Simultaneously with the copper find stockbrokers emerged. They proved to be

the essential element in mobilising capital to support mining exploration and
development. Unfortunately mining is highly risky. The vast proportion of mineral
prospects fail to pay dividends. The few that succeed like the BHP mine (in which
Adelaide investors played such an important role) often pay extraordinary dividends.
Mining exchanges are characterised by wild swings, booms and busts and excessive
speculation. Unfortunately for South Australia the rich early copper discoveries were

not followed by other spectacular mineral finds within the colony. This forced
Adelaide share brokers to look further afield. It was the great boom associated with
the silver mania in the N.S.W. Barrier Range at Broken Hill which launched the
Stock Exchange of Adelaide in the late 1880s. In the 1890s the South Australians,
including the colony's share brokers, were the driving force in the development of the
fabulous West Australian gold fields at Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie. Adelaide brokers
also actively participated in promoting Queensland mining, particularly in Gympie
and Charters Towers. The difference between the Adelaide and Sydney stock markets
in the 19th century is striking. With the exception of a brief, but spectacular, copper,
gold and tin boom which lasted from 1871 to 1873 and the Broken Hill silver mania
(1887 -90), Sydney's share traders focused on conservative banking, coal mining,
insurance, and industrial shares. Sydney share brokers almost ignored the West
Australian gold boom of the 1890s. Thus long -term, stable family oriented brokerage
houses came to dominate the Sydney Stock Exchange. In Adelaide it was the reverse.

While banks (some of which were not well managed) and other relatively
a

a

Bulls Bears and Wildcats: A Centenary History of the
Stock Exchange of Adelaide.
R.M. Gibbs. Peacock Publications, Norwood, 1988. Pp. xii +518. $39.95.
Now four of the six major Australian stock exchanges have had one or more histories
written. I understand that a fifth history, Perth's, will soon be published, leaving only

the history of the Hobart Exchange to be recorded. Gibbs's book on the Stock
Exchange of Adelaide is a welcome and worthy addition to this literature. This is
particularly so since for many years the Adelaide Exchange (with the exception of
those in Melbourne and Sydney) was Australia's most significant. Furthermore
Gibbs's book makes it clear that the Adelaide share market differed quite markedly
from that in Melbourne or Sydney.
Although the Stock Exchange of Adelaide was not founded until 1887 Gibbs traces
share trading in South Australia from the 1840s onward. The central fact which

conservative ventures, such as gas light companies and tramways, existed in Adelaide,
there were so few in number that their shares were rarely traded and did not form the

basis for an active stock market. Mining and speculation set the tone rather than
conservatism. This was even true in the 20th century, although after World War I
Adelaidians had more opportunities to invest in such industries as automobiles,
white goods, and textiles. Mining, gambling and promoting always remained
important in Adelaide. In fact, it was the Adelaide broker Norman C. Shierlaw who
was primarily behind the Poseidon mining company which launched the spectacular Australia -wide nickel boom in 1969. Gibbs intimates that Adelaide's wowser
atmosphere, which frowned on horse racing and other forms of gambling, may have
ironically helped encourage speculation on the stock exchange. He suggests that the
ministers and other moral censors in South Australia recognised that the exchange
had a legitimate function. At times the exchange was the easiest way to gamble and
Gibbs points out that in the 19th century a number of ministers were active
speculators in mining shares.
People who write histories of stock exchangescan proceed in one of two ways. The

first approach emphasises the share market. This leads to a discussion of the
emergence of the various companies traded on 'change and the economic climate in
the stock exchange's region. Another approach is more narrow. It focuses on the
stock exchange as an institution in its own right. This requires an analysis of the way
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brokers organise the exchange and attempt to regulate activity on it. While it is
possible to combine both approaches, this has rarely been done by historians writing
Australian stock exchange histories. Gibbs has elected to take the first approach. His
book is a masterful summary of the major corporations which have arisen in South
Australia since the 1840s to the present day. His volume also has a good description of

mining in other states which is relevant to South Australian share trading. Gibbs's
work also has a large number of biographical sketches of prominent Adelaide
brokers such as Cornelius Proud, Hem-y Bellingham, Whitmore B. Carr, Sir George
Brookman, and Sir Donald Bradman.
This history tells us relatively little about the internal workings of the exchange.
There is no attempt to analyse the rules of trading or their evolution over time. Nor is
there much anlaysis of the stock exchange's committee's reaction to various events,
whether it be the criticisms of the Rae Committee which investigated the collapse of
the mining boom in the 1970s or the failure of various significant Adelaide brokerage
houses in earlier days. Gibbs notes that the conservative South Australian Premier,
Sir Thomas Playford, was very critical of the exchange in the immediate pre -World
War II era because he felt that it did not raise enough capital for local industry.

Playford also caused the state to také over one of Adelaide's most successful

corporations, the Adelaide Electric Supply Company, a move which angered some
share brokers. Gibbs does not systematically analyse the stock exchange's relationship with Playford
or any other South Australian government. The failure to
discuss the internal workings of the exchange is unfortunate since it appears that
Adelaide's rules and experiences differed considerably from those of Sydney. For

example, for much of the period Adelaide apparently had no fixed uniform
brokerage rates. In contrast, Sydney attempted to enforce exact brokerage rates from
the time of the exchange's formation in 1871. In some cases the Adelaide exchange
fared quite differently at the hands of the courts than Sydney. In 1914 the Supreme
Court ruled that the proceeds from the sale of a bankrupt sharebroker's seat on the

exchange should be made available to general creditors and not forfeited to the

exchange as was the case in Sydney during the entire life of the seat system. Thisseem-

ingly obscure point is important because a stock exchange's ability to liquidate
rapidly a bankrupt broker's estate and to fix definitely financial positions is critical in
stopping panics and preventing the insolvencies of other brokers in time of crisis. It
would be wrong, however, to criticise Gibbs too strongly for not focusing on the
Adelaide Exchange's inner workings. A large portion of the Exchange's records were
destroyed in a tragic fire on 7 September 1982.

Although the Stock Exchange of Adelaide commissioned Gibbs's work and

published it they gave him a free hand. The result is a marvellously even handed and
honest description of the good, the bad, and the colorful events in the Exchange's
long history. Gibbs makes no attempt to cover up the misdeeds of Adelaide brokers.
Thus there is a brutally frank and detailed description of Harry Hodgetts's failure in
.1945. Hodgetts was one of the city's most prominent brokers. He stood high in social
circles. His firm was the broker to a former governor - general of Australia' and

Hodgetts was a leading figure in organising Australian cricket. Indeed one of
Hodgetts's employees was Sir Donald Bradman who later formed a stock broking
firm in his own right. The Hodgetts case caused a sensation. He was accused of
converting £5,000, which was the property of the Royal Institution of the Blind of
which he was the Honorary Treasurer. In the end Hodgetts pleaded guilty to four
charges of fraudulent conversion and one of false pretences and went to gaol. More
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recently Gibbs chronides the role of broker N.C. Shierlaw during the Poseidon
boom. In 1974, after the release of the Rae Report, the exchange took strong action
against Shierlaw. Gibbs's account is not muck racking but a balanced story which
does credit to both the author and the Stock Exchange of Adelaide. It is to be hoped
that more companies will grant their historians the freedom which Gibbs enjoyed.
Stephen Salsbury,
Department of Economic History,
The University of Sydney

Survival in Our Own Land: `Aboriginal' Experiences
in `South Australia' since 1836.
Told by Nungas and others; edited and researched by Christobel Mattingley.; coedited by Ken Hampton. Wakefield Press, Adelaide, 1988. Pp. xv +339. $27.50 pb,
$45.00 hb.

The historical endeavour is necessarily political. To select from the events of the past
and to recount or desaibe them necessarily involves a stance, a motivation and, in the
end, a new 'event', an historical work which may have in turn its own effect. As well,
historical studies are limited by their sources. To limit the nature of source material is

to limit either time, area or depth of coverage. These are by now truisms of the

discipline of history. However, they are truisms which are particularly exemplified in

Survival in Our Own Land.
This book began life as a Jubilee 150 project and it aims to stand in explicit
contrast with the coverage of Aborigines in the state's centenary history volume in

1936. It is not a history in the normal sense of the word. It deals in what it calls 'facts
and feelings'; it aims to give expression to Aboriginal views, to show events from an
Aboriginal viewpoint. It relies overwhelmingly on Aboriginal oral sources. As such,
it is not a statement of the past so much as a statement of the present, of people's views
of the past today. The book is therefore avowedly subjective and impressionistic, and
political in the sense of re- creating the past from an Aboriginal perspective as an act
in the political present.

On the other hand, the book aims to present the 'true position of Aboriginal

people as a minority group within the wider society over the past 150 years' (p. ix),
and to describe 'what has happened to the Aboriginal people of the country now
known as South Australia' (p. x).

In many ways the book is an impressive work. It consists of 339 large format pages,

over 320 figures including photographs and reproductions of paintings and

documents. There are several comprehensive indexes and good maps. Visually it is a
striking work, well- designed and set out. The thirty -five chapters of the book are
divided into six parts covering the earliest days of white settlement, legislation and
how it affected Aboriginal people, land and Aborigines, assimilationism, missionary
impact and the Aboriginal present in South Australia. Comments or statements were
gathered from over 130 named individuals and groups. Clearly a great deal of work
has gone into this book. It comes across as a very personal, very 'social' work; almost
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like a family album. I am sure that Aboriginal people involved look on it as 'their'
work, as a true reflection of their experiences and as a statement of themselves.
However, from an academic point of view, I have three major concerns about the
book. First, there is the attempt at the unseen editorial hand. Given that parts of the

book are explicitly identified as involving Ken Hampton, I presume that Ms
Mattingley undertook the lion's share of the normal editor's duties of collating and
arranging the material. A footnote on page 312 states that she also did most of the
interviews. Herein lies the problem. The book explicitly sets out to rely wherever
possible on oral sources, saying that this is what the transmission of Aboriginal
culture was based on. It even says that written sources and photographs were only

really used because 'much [oral] history has been lost' (p. xi). Yet, although a
comment is made that all written sources have been quoted verbatim (p. xi), there is
no mention made of, for example, how oral material has been treated, if it has been
edited, how or where the interviews were conducted, whether tape recordings exist, or
what material was left out. Such unproblematic use of oral history can only really
throw doubt on the book's aim of giving true expression to Aboriginal perspectives.
Related to editorial role is the question of non - Aboriginal involvement. Without
questioning Mattingley's abilities, the issue arises of why a non- Aboriginal person
played such a central role in this book. There are many extremely capable Aboriginal
historians and writers. Most of the considerable press coverage the book received has
squarely labelled the book as done by Mattingley. I myself see nothing wrong in
principle with having a non- Aboriginal person take on such a job. However, the
internal logic of the project and several strong statements in the book create an
enormous contradiction which the book fails to overcome. For instance, Hampton is
quoted on page 133 as saying:
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country (all other names Aboriginal people use for themselves).
The third and final problem, that of definitiveness, is one faced by many works.
Despite several disclaimers conEerning the book's presentation of merely a partial
view, there are many co- existing indications of its intentions of being definitive. It is
hard for books such as this one not to be seen in this way given the number of people
involved, the Jubilee connection, the large amount of time and money spent, even
the sheer size of the book. However, I find it too urban or rural town - oriented, too
much slanted to the recent past and too accepting of the face value of statements.
There is very little getting at the patterns underlying the data, no sense of historical
process. It is as though the last 150 years has been but a moment in the political
present of this or that individual. In reading the book I kept hoping for some theory
or explanation, some shift to another level of analysis. All history is interpretation,
even the 'primary sources' of Aboriginal statements. The overly ideological nature of
this project seems to get in the way of its aim of portraying the vital, active way in
which Aboriginal people reacted to the presence of colonial domination.

Christopher Anderson,
Curator in Social Anthropology,
South Australian Museum

Learning and Other Things: Sources for a Social
History in Education in South Australia.

From an Aboriginal viewpoint. virtually everything that has been written about us by whites is

just another form of exploitation. Writers, whether of scientific works or pieces of fiction.
intentionally or not, exploit Aboriginal resources every time they go out to gather material.
They move across the country. speaking to us, asking us questions and making notes. Then
they interpret what we have said, according to their own white attitudes and experiences.
Whether it is deliberate or not, they write in terms of their own thinking and the result is a
degraded image of all Aboriginals, living or dead.

I cannot see how Mattingley is excluded from such a comment, despite the rider in
the preface that 'She has become one of us'. This book seems to me another ina long
line of books by white Australian authors with first person pronoun titles: 'Our
land', 'Our lives', etc. Once again, there is nothing necessarily wrong with this, but it
would serve the purpose of the book better in the end if there was more honesty about
the editorial role, especially given the heavy dependence on oral sources. People's
statements do not just sit as text in mid -air ready to be harvested.
The second problem concerns political and social boundaries. I find the (almost)
universal use in the book of quotation marks around Aborigine, Aboriginal, South
Australia, etc. distracting. The point the book is making is that at certain stages of the
recent past, these concepts were wholly alien ones to the indigenous people of this
region. This is a true and valid argument. However, today the terms have an

undeniably concrete reality for most people and have had for many years. The
contradiction remains that the book originated with and is bound in its discussion by
the very political entity 'South Australia' whose existence it questions. (I note
there are no inverted commas on the copyright page.) It has to be said too that the

term 'Nunga' is just as alien to the Yapa, Bama, Kooris, Mums, etc. around the

Bernard Hyams, Lynne Trethewey, Brian Condon, Malcolm Vick and Denis
Grundy. South Australian Government Printer, Netley, 1988. Pp. xi +483. $30.00.

There is something refreshing and arresting about select documents from the past:
they speak with an immediacy about issues of their time, whether controversial or
not. On the question of married women's right to work, for example, the authors of
this book used the Mail of 1934 to report women's protest: 'To condemn women
teachers to celibacy for life, or else to encourage them to clandestine love affairs is to
commit a crime against society' (p. 270). On the issue of Aboriginal education there is
the letter from Lavinia A. Francis, a teacher at the Point Pierce Mission Provisional

School. She poignantly relates Aboriginal parents' disappointment with the

Education Department's decision to restrict opportunities for Aboriginal children:
'... the natives feel, rightly or wrongly that an invidious distinction is being made
through the full curriculum being extended to the white children [two daughters of
the overseer], while the same opportunities are denied to those who in reality
consider themselves entitled to all the advantages of an institution which exists solely
for their benefit and uplifting' (p. 188).
The collection of documentary gems such as these, stimulated by South Australia's
Jubilee 150, was made possible by the cö- operation of a wide range of academics.
They answered a plea from the authors for their 'choicest' 'most telling' documents,
'bearing in any sense on the history of education in South Australia'.t Organised into
five chapters, each with an introduction and linked by text, the documents will
stimulate particularly undergraduate and post- graduate students to explore the
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development of South Australia's education systems. While the growth and

maintenance of state dominance in education is the over - riding theme, the authors
have taken a very wide view of education: Sunday schools, the institutes, private
schools of all kinds, kindergartens as well as tertiary institutions. They intended such
a selection of documents to appeal to a correspondingly wide range of readers,
including secondary students and the general public. Indeed, the book was published
with financial assistance from a range of public and private institutions.
This breadth of approach makes it an unusual book of its kind: once the best
known collection of Australian education documents was A.G. Austin's Select
Documents in Australian Education 1788 -1900 (1963) yet it was primarily concerned
with the emergence of the free, secular and compulsory system and the rejection of
state aid for church schools. Since then Clifford Turney's Sources in the History of
Australian Education 1788 -1970 (1975) and A.G. Austin and R.J.W. Selleck's The
Australian Government School 1830 -1914 (1975) have broadened the range of
documents readily available to students. Learning and Other Things goes even
further in the kind of topics covered. Such breadth reflects developments in history of
education research since 1975. They include an overwhelming concern with 'the
nature and purposes of education', in particular with the way in which state
education reflected the varying strengths of the different social classes and the
economic forces they represented. No doubt the work of Pavla Miller, Long Division:
State Schooling in South Australian Society, was influential here. But researchers
have also been examining factors of gender and ethnicity; these are also evident in the
documents.
However, there is a drawback to such breadth, particularly if the book is to appeal
to and instruct general readers and secondary students. A stronger thematic approach
would have highlighted the significant changes which have occurred in key areas, for
example, in school curricula, Aboriginal education and teacher training. To some
extent the authors attempted to do this through comprehensive contents pages. The
Guide to Issues, replacing the conventional index at the end of the book, was also
intended to enable the reader to explore 'important continuities'. However, these aids
did not always lead this reader to documents which revealed key developments in
particular issues. Nationalism is a good illustration of this point. Thus, while the 747
documents presented are said to reflect the work of past and present researchers, this is

not always evident in the documents selected. There are also some significant
omissions, particularly for a social history of education: for example the introduction

of a medical inspector of schools in 1913. Other issues mentioned in the book,
pre - school education for example, have not been carried through. Yet in the case of
that issue the bitter debates of the 1970s between supporters of pre - school education
and child care could have provided a vivid example of social change in education.
Perhaps it would have been wiser to have been more deliberately selective with regard
to issues and documents; this was particularly so with Chapter 4. More extensive
employment of a research assistant would have helped the team to follow through
selected issues more systematically.
However, researchers will welcome this volume which makes accessible such a
wide range of documents with the added advantage of introductory commen taries to
place them in context. Unlike the abovementioned volumes, this one also introduces
and/or comments on each document. Almost without exception (documents 93, 216,
428) this has been done well which will assist the general reader especially. Statistics,
too, were used well. Imagine the implications of 63 per cent of all state schools by
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1915 being the smallest one- teacher schools. There are few inaccuracies: the
Children's Hour began in 1889 not 1891 (p. 147); 'half- castes' (p. 29) is not a term
historians now use. Proof- reading errors are also rare (p. 175). This volume must be
the last of the joint projects prompted by South Australia's Jubilee 150. It compares
favourably with the efforts of educators in Western Australia to mark 150 years of
European education in that State.2
1. Lynne Trethewey, Circular letters, 1983.
2. W.D. Neal (ed.), Education in Western Australia (Nedlands, 1979).

Elizabeth Kwan,
Department of History and Australian Studies,
Magill Campus,
South Australian College of Advanced Education

Nature's Pilgrim: The Life and Journeys of Captain.
S.A. White, Naturalist, Author and Conservationist.
Rob Linn. South Australian Government Printer, Netley, 1989. Pp. xii +172. $39.95.

This book is the story of Samuel Albert White, a pioneering South Australian

ornithologist who lived from 1870 to 1954. His work brought him an international
reputation. His flair as a communicator, through books, articles and letters in the
press and public lectures, brought him renown in his own country. It was this flair
which enabled him, a pioneer conservationist, a couple of generations before his
time, to arouse some awareness of nature's delicate balance. (Linn disposes of the

myth repeated by D. Whitelock that conservationism dates from the Dunstan
Governments, p. 134.) And White's strenuous and hazardous expeditions into the
outback and up into the interior rank him high in the second rank of our explorers.
Nature's Pilgrim runs to 172 pages broken up into chronological chapters. The

text is enlivened with some sixty well - chosen illustrations and a dozen maps. There is

a select bibliography and a good index. And the South Australian Government

Printer and his officers concerned deserve the highest praise for the design, the type
and the binding. Thanks to them, as also to the author's skills, we are given a local
biography of interest above the average.
The story of Captain White begins with the arrival of his grandfather John White
in South Australia in November 1836; that is to say, he arrived before the Buffalo.
Being a man of wealth he arrived with nine workmen and an assortment of tools,
implements, furnishings and food. He had also shipped animals but, after a
gruelling voyage of 554 months, his ship ran aground on the South Australian coast
and most of the animals together with much of his cargo was lost. He owned eleven
town acres in the city and fourteen in North Adelaide as well as four sections in the
Reedbeds which he named Fulham and the core of which, 'Weetunga', remains the
White home today. John did not bring his wife out. She arrived four years later, at the
age of 42, and brought with her their two young sons, one of them the father of the
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subject of this book. John, a notable man in his own right, the good sort of
constructive pioneer, lost his life in 1860 through a horse accident.

John's death left his main heir, Samuel, now aged 25, a considerable property
owner. But, unlike most of his local contemporaries, he had little interest in property.
His consuming passion was natural history, above all ornithology. It had been with
him since childhood. From his teen age onwards he complemented it with a passion
for photography. Even before the death of his father he observed nature closely and
minutely around the Reedbeds and along the coast and the foothills. He then took to
making expeditions, most intrepid for the time, to the South East, along the Murray,

and into the interior well beyond the Flinders Range. He then became deeply
committed to North Queensland, Torres Strait and the islands. To this end he built
his own yacht from timber from his own estate and on one occasion was up there for
eight months at a stretch. He had married, at the age of 34, in 1869. His wife was a
Catholic which would have been unusual at that time and place for a man in White's

social class. He was a good husband and father but his first love remained
ornithology. His work in it, regarded with surprise when not contempt by his
average local contemporary, mark him a `loner' but it brought him into correspondence with such pillars of his science as Gould and Alfred Russel Wallace. Worn out
with the trials of his last expedition, bedevilled with a mutinous thievish crew, he
died in Sydney in 1880.
His principal heir, Samuel Albert White, was the Nature's Pilgrim of this book.
He was only ten. His mother, who is shadowy but was religious, transmitted her

religious faith to her son. He was punctilious about attending Mass through life.
What he inherited from his remarkable father was not only a fortune, somewhat
depleted though it was, but a driving obsessive passion for natural history, above all
for ornithology.
Except for a couple of years when he was a volunteer soldier in South Africa
during the Boer War whence his title of Captain his life was largely given to the
study of birds. Even in South Africa he continued his study, and before returning to
Australia for good he carried out an expedition up to and inside East Africa. Back in
Australia year after year one expedition followed another, always arduous and taxing
and at times risky to the point of being dangerous. After returning from Africa he
married Ethel Toms, also an ornithologist. The marriage was childless. She often
accompanied him on his expeditions. Like his father White kept up contacts with
ornithologists beyond the seas, notably with another obsessive, the eccentric Gregory

Mathews in England, later the author of the classic volumes on Australian
ornithology. Linn has much of interest to say on this as also on White's various
expeditions.
It so happens that Captain White was a household name in my boyhood circle. In
1916 he and a group of naturalists were guests of my mother's family which owned

'Moolooloo' station in the Flinders. White's name was impressed on my memory
because he had convinced my cousin, the owner, and from him the conviction passed

on to my father, that eagles instead of being lamb killing vermin which should be
shot or poisoned on sight did much more good than harm.
Like other sensitive scientific investigators in the interior White became struck
with the fine qualities of the pristine Aborigine, with the vile behaviour of ignorant
and too often brutish Australians, with the deterioration of the Aborigine when
taken from his native milieu, and with the quality of many of the half breeds. Linn,
reflecting the emotions of today, tends, for all his admiration for White, to be critical
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on this score. Does he make enough of the fact that nowhere be it Africa or the
had contact between peoples separated by millenia of cultural evolution
been other than tragic, or that detribalisation has had the same sad consequences

Americas

everywhere, or that the half- breeds are always in need of special treatment as well as of

patience, or that alcohol spells genocide or degradation?
The book stops abruptly at 1926. That was the year of Ethel's death. From then on

Captain White's interest in ornithology became passive, he had a breakdown in
heal th and on recovery gave his time for some years mainly to the Boy Scouts
movement. But he did live on for nearly thirty years more, he became reclusive but
not moribund, he re- married, with much happiness and fulfilment, and had two
children. His widow is still alive and still living in 'Weetunga'. That White's
thousands of bird specimens and other collections have been kept unimpaired is due
to the loyalty and assiduity of Mrs White. And that this book is written has been made
possible for her devoted guardianship of the huge memorabilia left by White and by
the welcome she gave to Linn's initiatives. Let us hope that there will be a second
edition with at least a chapter on White's last years.

Linn has written a delightful and useful book. My interest as a reader never
flagged. It has the qualities for which his work is becoming well-known reliable
research, clear presentation, generosity of spirit and an attractive enthusiasm for his
subject.
Walter Crocker

Under Mount Lofty: A History of the Stirling District
in South Australia.
Robert Martin. District Council of Stirling, Stirling, 1987. Pp. x +279. $29.95.

Toilers of the Hills.
E.H. Hallack. Introduced and edited by Geoffrey C. Bishop. District Council of East
Ton-ens, Norton Summit, 1987. Pp. 199. $25.00.

Snaking its way through the Adelaide Hills, away from the narrow main streets of
the old townships, a freeway today carries travellers effortlessly from Crafers to
destinations beyond. The charm of the old townships and adjacent districts in one of
the best known parts of the Hills district is now often lost from view. It hardly seems
to matter to people in a hurry and most seem to be. Older generations, regarding
the Adelaide Hills as a cool haven in summer, a tapestry of old -world colour in
autumn, and an ideal retreat for drives and picnics in spring, visited the area through
most of the year. For them, building a road to draw the traveller away from the
attractive settlements of the district might have seemed of limited worth, and even
sacrilegious, akin to removing Hans Heysen's paintings from a representative
gallery of South Australian art. But one of the tasks of the local historian today is to
give a reminder of the presence, as well as of the history, of the Adelaide Hills
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settlements. Fortunately the active local history societies formed in the district in the
last few years have been doing so. Heritage studies have also drawn attention to the
district and its history. Recent historical publications have done the same.
Among these publications is Robert Martin's Under Mount Lofty: A History of
the Stirling District in South Australia. Martin does not take long to denounce the
impact of the new road and modern transport: the Glen is polluted with fumes and
noise (p. 4); the freeway is out of all scale with Crafers, and buildings look crushed

and cramped between a complicated interchange of roads; the road passes into a
hideous gorge in the stony spine of Mount Lofty (p. 6). Yet the authoris aware of the
arguments about progress. Though the Stirling Council has been responsible for
publishing the book, Martin has not been afraid to describe some of the troubled
Council affairs in the last two decades. The events of 1988 -89 will provide an even
richer source for future historians.
Martin describes historical issues competently. Wide research underpins the text.
Of course what topics should be covered and at what length in a local history of this
kind are matters for argument. Inevitably the cursory treatment of some topics in this
book such as the fate of Aborigines in the area may prove disappointing. The
author's liking for numerous series of short paragraphs of factual material is
disconcerting, too, while elsewhere the style is often awkward or florid, especially in
descriptions of landscapes. Many illustrations are of poor quality or are simply
uninteresting it is hard to see the point of such half -page photographs as 'White
bearded Honeyeater' (p. 14) and 'Red Wattlebird' (p. 15).
Painting the history of a local area is a demanding and often unrewarding
experience. Problems crowd in: the canvas seems to stretch for ever, light and shade
are hard to mark off, the commissioning agency may have visions of its own, the
painter's eye may be prematurely dim. It is a credit to Martin's picture that it shines
beyond its flaws. But questions remain about the apparently relentless tide of local
histories. Are they really needed? Are many of them too long? (Casson and Hirst's
Loxton District and Town [Melbourne, 1972], of 134 modest pages, is a reminder of
what a portrait can achieve.) Who buys local histories? And who actually reads them,
and with what effect? Is a local government area a suitable historical focus? (Such an
area, for one thing, has been a prey to boundary changes in the past as well as the
present.) Why not more regional histories? (Latter -day Hans Minchams seem
curiously shy has anyone the boldness to tackle the South- East? The Barossa? The
Riverland? Eyre Peninsula ?) On a wider scale, how much historical life is the local

history juggernaut aushing?
These questions can be carried over to Toilers of the Hills, another publication
though of a different kind

about the history of an Adelaide Hills district. Toilers

of the Hills was the title of a series of articles by E.H. Hallack in the Adelaide
Observer in 1893. The articles followed a pattern then quite familiar but now almost
extinct. A reporter would visit a region to describe its townships and industries
especially the latter
in reports published over many weeks. Such articles served
obvious purposes. Information could be given to those contemplating moving to a
new district for employment or for settling on the land, and to those not planning to
move but seeking avenues of investment. Parliamentarians could be reminded of the
wants of a district or industry. Colonial pride in local progress could be fostered or, if
the series of articles concerned another colony, colonists could be encouraged to
emulate their neighbours.
Hallack himself had written accounts of visits to Western Australia and to South
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Australia's southern district in 1891 and 1892. Ablejournalists had visited other areas.
A notable series of articles on the Barrier silver and tin fields had been published in

1888. Cornelius Proud, whose many -sided career has been much ignored, had
examined the South -East in 1880 and the Murray - Darling trade in 1883. Ebenezer
Ward had also reported on the South -East in 1869 and had written Our Vineyards
and Orchards in 1861 -62. Hallack was thus in good company. Proud and Ward were
fine observers and careful analysts of the districts and industries they studied; both
were public men, formidable crusaders in several causes and fearless of legislators and
law courts. Hallack, however, seems to have lacked similar passion, though like
Proud he was ardent enough in mining speculations and visits to mining fields. In
keeping with its title, Toilers of the Hills is prosaic the orchadists and gardeners of
the Adelaide Hills were a worthy lot in the 1890s and to be admired for taming the
slopes, but it seems the long hours of daylight toil and 'owl -like nightly visits to the
markets' left little time for much else. Thus, as Hallack remarks, the gardeners and
their families were practically unknown to other colonists; nevertheless their efforts
in providing 'some of the most indispensable necessities of life' made them valuable

producers and worthy of account. In believing that his articles would prove

`interesting', Hallack followed his predecessors. Ward had claimed in 1869 that his
account of the South -East would be 'of some value in disseminating information
about an interesting and important district'. A reader today, however, finds. other
things interesting, too, and looks in vain for Hallack to describe them. What did the

worthies of the Adelaide Hills think about besides fungoid diseases and market
prices? What really went on in their houses?
The editor guides the modern reader to better knowledge of Edward Headly
Hallack. (Other sources spell his second name 'Hedley'.) Notes, maps and
illustrations now supplement Hallack's text, and the book is well produced. Many
photographs included in the book were taken after Hallack's time, and their addition
here is something to question. So, too, is the decision to exclude six of Hallack's
articles which describe toilers in other Hills districts. These would have provided at
least indirect insight into the East Torrens district, as well as giving the republished
work wider appeal. In his notes to the articles the editor has also focused too narrowly
on the local scene. It is puzzling to know why he has passed up the chance to remark

on people like the enterprising James Cowan (p. 78), and above all on the
significance of items like the portrait of Deeming (p. 79).
Both Martin and Bishop are capable guides on journeys into the history of the
Adelaide Hills. Both have the stamina to follow the steeper paths and the ability to
discover the vantage points. The freeway remains to be tackled.

R.M. Gibbs
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The German Experience of Australia 1833 -1938.
Edited by Ian Harmstorf and Peter Schwerdtfeger. Australian Association of von
Humboldt Fellows, The Flinders University of South Australia, 1988. Pp. 138. $8.50.

This monograph contains eight essays on German ideas and German individuals
considered to have contributed significantly to Australia. It is published by the
Australian Association of von Humboldt Fellows as a mark of appreciation of over
200 Australians granted a Fellowship by the von Humboldt Foundation which

enabled them to spend up to two years on post- doctoral research at German
institutions of their own choosing.
An explanatory sentence or two are called for as regards Alexander von Humboldt
(1769- 1859). He was one of the great figures of European civilization of his time, a
polymath scientist and an explorer, in both fields of Darwinian stature. His mental
powers he was at home in English, French, Spanish and German as well as in a
variety of sciences was matched by his physical vitality. He lived to ninety after a
life of intellectual and bodily strenuousness which would have killed most men by
their fifties. He was also a man of fine character, noted, as was Darwin, for modesty
and benevolence. His elder brother, Karl, was famous as a statesman and, as if that
were not enough, as a pioneering philologist. Scions of the nobility
their father
was Chamberlain to the King of Prussia they played out their highly useful lives
in one of the most turbulent periods in European history.
The book is better than Dr Ian Harmstorf's Introduction, where he writes that
there is now
the acknowledgement that Australia is no longer "British ". Many would claim that it never

has been, and that it was only the false jingoism brought about by two world wars that
produced this myth, the reality being that Australia always has been a pluralist society ... the

contributions of non - British people ... is being recognized for the first time ... the articles in
this monograph ... giving a new non - British view of Australia.

Is it possible that what Harmstorf calls the myth that Australia was 'British' or just
British without his inverted commas had some connection with the trifling fact

that up until after World War II about nine out of every ten Australians were
descended from people from the British Isles, spoke only English, lived under and
took for granted British institutions like the political system, the legal system, the
administrative system (both public and commercial), the education system, the
various churches or the various anti - religious movements as well as the literature,
serious or light, and the great bulk of their agricultural, industrial and financial
ideas, from the British Isles? The vast majority of Australians undoubtedly thought
of themselves as British.
As for Harmstorf's own essay, it aroused in me the same response as Churchill
made at a luncheon at the Savoy when the waiter brought the dessert. After staring
balefully at the untempting macedoine he called out: 'Pray, take this pudding away.

It has no theme'. Harmstorf might argue that his theme is the assimiliation or
non assimilation of the Germans in Australia: they 'formed tightly knit societies ...
usually this attribute ... is seen as the cause of their misfortunes in World War I'. Seen
by whom? I could not help finding his essay a mish -mash, as muddled as it was
provincial. The assimilation or non - assimilation of German Australians was never
an issue of substance. Harmstorf concedes as much at one point. World War I was a
civil war inside the great North West European tribe of which Britain was as much a
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part as Germany. He makes no reference to pertinent comparisons or instances such

as the immigration of Huguenots from 17th Century France into Protestant
European countries or South Africa, a macrocosm of the German immigration into
Australia; and no reference to the immigration of Germans into 19th Century North
America, notably the immigration of special minority groups like the Mennonites or
the Pennsylvania 'Dutch'.
The cult of Australian history in recent years is to be welcomed, but it becomes
non - history when it blinkers its look to Australia alone as though the essence of
Australia was sui generis. The essence of all history is growth. All societies and all
movements grow out of other societies and movements. Australia, especially pre
1950 Australia, has grown out of the British Isles.
As for the Germans in Australia, it so happens that I grew up in a part of the South
Australian countryside where about a third of the original settlers were Germans
from the Barossa. I, like the non - German families as a whole, grew up regarding our
Germans as a superior people
as farmers and graziers efficient and intelligent
above the average and as human beings sober and honest above the average. My
family had at least part of a foot in the German Australian camp as one of my sisters
married a German Australian. The attacks on the German Australians during World
War I, some of them as hysterical as they were vile, were lashed up by propaganda

about German atrocities. My parents, both of whom had relatives who were

volunteers in the AIF, were sceptical about the propaganda; and when the name of
our market town Petersburg was changed to Peterborough and streets commemorating German pioneers and benefactors were changed to Kitchener, Birdwood, etc,
they were outraged. The resentments about German Australians had nothing to do
with their integration or non- integration with British Australians. They were partly
due to a small very small core of hostile German nationalists in our midsts but
mainly due to the well established fact that truth is the first casualty in any war.
As for the other essays, that of Dymphna Clark (née Lodewyckx) on Baron Charles

von Hügel's visit to Australia in 1833 -34 stands out for its literary quality. The
Baron's account stands out for some censorious and patronizing passages and for
signs that he had an assiduity as a taker of notes which recalls that of Count
Smorltork in Dickens's Pickwick Papers. His eleven months in Australia resulted in
a journal of 2000 pages
the journal he wrote up after leaving Australia for two
years in Asia runs to no less than 12,000 pages and the reviewer is not in a position

to evaluate Clark's selection or her commentary. Both certainly have a pleasing
concordance with several enthusiasms of our own days
on convicts, on things
aboriginal, on graziers, on the British Empire, and, above all, on the British character.

The Baron recounts, as an example of the lower moral quality of the British in
comparison with Germans, some behaviour of the Duke of Cumberland. What he,
or Clark, overlooks is that the Duke, brutish enough though he certainly was, had,

like the rest of the Royal Family at the time, virtually no British blood: its blood like
its culture was almost entirely German. Von Hügel presumably overcame his dislike
of the English character as a few years later he married an English woman and seems
to have lived happily ever after.
None of the foregoing of course alters the fact that von Hügel was a remarkable
man and his life had a productivity which was not ill matched to the productivity of
the von Humboldts. His criticisms of Australian life in 1833 -34 undoubtedly had
some, probably much, truth in them. Darwin, in Australia about the same time,
made comparable criticisms, though Clark makes no reference to Darwin's visit. Nor
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does she make a reference to the fact that the head of the von Hügel family a century
later had become an English national and was among the top English theologians of
his time.

Arthur Nutter Thomas: Bishop of Adelaide,

The only comment for the remaining essays can be that of praise and gratitude.
They all are based on careful work and make a contribution to our knowledge
Pauline Payne's account of her forebear, the valuable Richard Schomburgk, to

L.E.W. Renfrey. Adelaide, 1988. Pp. xvii+187. $24.95.

whom Adelaide largely owes its Botanic Gardens; Dr Margaret Rose's account of von

Humboldt and Australian art and exploration; Professor Andrew McCredié s
account of German musical traditions in South Australia; Bernard O'Neil's account

of the prospector or mineralogist Menge; and Carola Robson's account of the
Germans in Queensland. Her account of the remarkable woman botanist Amalie
Dietrich (1821 -91) is worth considerable expansion, probably a book. Dietrich spent
ten years in the wilds of Queensland assembling botanical, zoological, ethnological
and anthropological collections; her feat bears comparison with that of Alfred Russel
Wallace during his seven years a little earlier in the Malay Archipeligo.
Longer comment is called for in the case of the final essay, Professor John Moses's

' "Deutschtumspolitik" in Australia from Kaiserreich to Third Reich'. Moses
(incidentally an Anglican priest as well as a historian) looks at the documented
evidence, from official German sources, of plans or thinking in Berlin about making
use of the Germans in Australia for furthering German expansionism in the world.
In the latter part of the 19th Century this expansionism resulted in hoisting the
German flag over New Guinea, Samoa, Tanzania, Namibia, the Cameroons,
Togoland. The German consular reports studied by Moses consular because until
the 1950s Germany had no diplomatic representation in Australia leave no doubt
of the long - standing concern in Berlin to keep, in Moses's words, 'Australians of

German origin aware and proud of their cultural heritage'. In view of these
documents, he goes on: `There can now be no doubt that Reich leadership in the
period 1900 to 1918 and again 1933 to 1945, was striving for world domination, and
that it could, by defeating Britain, gain effective control of sections of the British
Empire, especially those parts where there were already elements of German
settlement ... it was the Reich's world - historical task to displace the moribund
Anglo -Saxon influence in the world by the culturally superior and more vital
Germanic'.
Moses examines the reports from 1900 to 1939. But already before that five Consuls
General had served the Reich since 1879 and Moses quotes on their reporting what
Dr Irmline Veit Brause of Deakin University has found in her study of them, namely
a persistent concern to expand Germany and to this end a special aim to stem the tide

of assimilation and instead to foster German nationalism and to turn German
Australians into the Reich's Trojan horse. Consul General Killiani toured South
Australia not long before the outbreak of World War I and reported on the
intellectual, spiritual and physical superiority of the Germans and the need to make

use of such material for the furtherance of Germany. Moses's important study
deserves a wide circulation; his findings need to be recalled in order to give balance to

our embarrassment about Australian treatment of German Australians during
World War I.
Walter Crocker
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1906 -1940.

Bishop Arthur Nutter Thomas led the diocese of Adelaide for thirty -four years, the
longest episcopate until then of any Anglican bishop in Australia. In 1906, six
months after Thomas arrived from England to occupy the see of Adelaide, Dean
Marryat died. He was the nephew of the first Bishop of Adelaide, Augustus Short,
and had joined his uncle in the colony in 1853. The author of this affectionate
biography, the present Dean and former Assistant Bishop of Adelaide, was ordained
deacon by Bishop Thomas a few months before the bishop's retirement in 1940. So

only three clerical generations separate the present debates within Adelaide
Anglicanism on women priests from the equally fierce debates of the 1850s over
self - government in the colonial church and the threat of Tlactarianism. Bishop
Renfrey writes from the heart of the Adelaide Anglican tradition, and his inside
understanding of the local church gives this book its special flavour.
Anyone interested in the history of Anglicanism in South Australia will be
grateful to Bishop Renfrey for this biography. It is a useful record of the main events

of Thomas's public life, the writing is lucid and precise, the judgements are
charitable and often perceptive. But there are many gaps and rather a lot of

extraneous material. One would like to know much more about Thomas's religious
views and the theological influences which shaped him. The book includes potted
histories, up to the present, of the various church colleges and schools with which
Thomas was associated. This material is unnecessary, for good institutional histories
already exist, and it distorts the balance of the biography. There is a chapter on the
'Goodwood case' of 1919 -21, when Thomas launched an ill- advised prosecution of
Canon Wise, the militantly Anglo- Catholic rector of St George's, Goodwood, for the
ecclesiastical offence of 'breach of ritual'. However, the book contains no reference to
Thomas's other big clash a few years earlier, when he tried unsuccessfully
to
prevent Evangelicals in his diocese from maintaining a South Australian branch of
the Church Missionary Association, a distinctively Evangelical organisation outside
of diocesan control.

In many ways Thomas personified a popular image of a Church of England

prelate. He was tall and dignified, with a distinguished crop of white hair, and lived

in a mansion in Palmer Place. In manner he was reserved, even cold, but with
occasional flashes of a mild clerical humour. In the pulpit he preached thoughtful

but rather dull sermons, with the voice of an educated Englishman: 'He did not seem
able to let himself go and treat a subject with any kind of infectious enthusiasm'. (p.

25). He was a man of principle, who lived an ordered and disciplined life. On
political and social issues, he was instinctively conservative. The two principal
institutions which were founded during his episcopate
Woodlands Girls'
Grammar School and St Mark's College
were intended for the children of the
upper classes, and during the Depression he, with many other prominent Anglicans,
gave enthusiastic backing to the (anti- Labor) Emergency Committee of South
Australia. By the 1930s, in many of his publicutterances, he often seemed like a voice
from the past.

This book portrays an ecclesiastical conservative. But there was another side to
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Thomas which does not emerge from Bishop Renfrey's account. He was, for
example, an early supporter of the idea of Christian reunion, especially after the
Lambeth Conference of 1920, which issued its famous 'Appeal to All Christian
People'. In 1921 he became the first Anglican bishop to address the South Australian
Methodist Conference, where he urged Methodist co- operation in this 'adventure for
God'. He maintained remarkably friendly relations with the heads of other churches

and co-operated with the interdenominational Council of Churches in South
Australia. Thomas also advocated a wider role for women in both church and society.
After the 1920 Lambeth Conference resolved that the time had come to restore the
diaconate of women in the Anglican Communion, in 1923 he was among the first

bishops in Australia formally to admit women to the Order of Deaconess by the
laying on of 'hands. In 1928 he allowed the English Christian feminist Maude
Royden to give the address at a service in St Peter's Cathedral. He strongly supported
the admission of women to the diocesan synod, but the move was defeated in 1921 by
clerical warhorses who claimed that the presence of women would 'only reduce the

manliness and virility of synod'. Thomas combined conservatism with a cautious
openness to new ideas.
In his research for this book Bishop Renfrey has relied mainly on a limited range
of published sources available in Adelaide: diocesan year books, the diocesan
monthly paper the Adelaide Church Guardian, and newspaper cuttings. Unfortunately, apart from some reminiscences of his early life, Thomas left no significant
collection of private papers. A number of relevant sources of information on the
subject and its broader context have been bypassed. These include the theses, books
and articles which have appeared since 1970 on South Australian religious history,
and on the history of Anglicanism in England and Australia; published work by
John Lonie and Ray Broomhill on the Depression in South Australia; the 1980
parish history of St George's, Goodwood; the reports of the Australian Church
Congresses; and the files of correspondence relating to Adelaide in the papers of the
Archbishops of Canterbury, held at Lambeth Palace Library. This latter source
throws light on the process by which Thomas was selected for the see of Adelaide in
1905 -06.

Bishop Thomas is only the second Anglican Bishop of Adelaide to be the subject
of a full - length biography. In 1956, two years after his death, when the project was
first proposed, the editor of the Adelaide Church Guardian observed that it 'will not

be an easy task for there was little that was spectacular about the work or the
personality of the bishop'. This is true; but unspectacular individuals often deserve

biographies because they are representative figures of their time. Within its
limitations, this book adds to our knowledge of a significant period of South
Australian religious history.

David Hilliard,
History Discipline,
The Flinders University of South Australia
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From Colonel Light into the Footlights: The
Performing Arts in South Australia from 1836 to the
Present.

Edited by Andrew McCredie. Pagel Books, Norwood, 1988. Pp. 467. $39.95.
There could hardly have been a much better historical project to celebrate 150 years of
European settlement in the state than to document the history of the performing arts
here. Some space is also devoted to the indigenes, their integrated cultural prehistory
and their subsequent response to the cultural diversity of us invaders.
But when I first heard of this project, in 1982, my immediate thought was that the
task was too hard because the subject was too soft. Consider these problems:
I. Documentation is difficult for some of the more ephemeral art- forms. In dance,
paper evidence of the raw material of performance is most unlikely to be available. In
music and theatre, by contrast, there ought to be such evidence, although where to
look for it turns out to be quite another matter. But the manuscript of music, play or
dance is mere blueprin t, and performance practice before the era of gramophones or
cameras hides between the lines in old newspapers or books or long -dead journals.
Further, one need only consider what is ignored today to begin to recognise how
much of our misty past must have vanished totally.
2. Performing standards are infinitely variable. One's first thought might be to

ignore amateur and student performances, but they sometimes reach standards
beyond some professionals. Standards change. In these days of government funding,

one can forget that opera entrepreneurs found it profitable to undertake long,

unpleasant sea voyages to present Wagner and Verdi operas within a few years of
composition. Their standards would seem abysmal to us addicts of Bayreuth in
simulcast. And in any case, performing arts are more than mere spectator sport; to
deny the validity to Lutherans of their chorales or to Poles of their dances or to many
professional Jews of their private chamber -music would be to deny that the arts have
their very roots in human experience.
3. Art -forms are often interactive. One need only think of Diaghilev, de Falla and
Matisse to know that music, painting, design, theatre, dance and opera are parts of a
total culture. Again, architects, theatre design consultants, acousticians and their
clients can help or harm, or even inspire the practitioners in the performing arts. It
follows that to assess one art -form even expertly, in isolation would sometimes lead to
two-dimensional results (and inexpertly, one - dimensional).
4. There is immense variation in personal responses to performances. It is easy
enough for a historian to say, without much serious disagreement, why 1 January
1901 is significant in Australian political history. But no-one would expect anything
like unanimity among the few present, even experienced observers (let alone among
the absent masses whose taxes are paying the bills), in response to a concert of
contemporary music, whatever that is, at Carclew, or a community theatre piece at
Loxton. And yet a history of the performing arts without evaluative comment could
easily end up like bits of telephone directory with dates instead of numbers.
5. South Australia is more than merely the outskirts of Adelaide. Granted, an
overwhelming proportion of the State's population lives in or near Adelaide. Apart
from the Barossa, the Hills, the Riverland and the Southeast, it is difficult to find
pockets of population large enough to be more -or -less self - sustaining in artistic
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terms. Of these, only the Barossa once had a readily identifiable individual character.
Even so, a comprehensive view of the Adelaide scene with a token chapter on the
Barossa Germans engagingly written by Colin Thiele would not do.
So much for perceived problems what of the solution, or solutions? To Andrew
McCredie is due great credit. The book was his idea. In his spare time he designed its

structure, found the generally competent to very satisfactory contributors (by no
means an easy task), filled in the forms, fought the fights (winning a few, losing a few
and ending up its patron) and we now have a comprehensive overview, a convenient
reference book covering most of our multi- faceted performing arts heritage in the
state.

Most readers will find the individual contributions of varying interest and
importance. Not all of them are free of such problems as I identified. For instance, the

single - minded protagonist for one art -form asserts (unambiguously and without
evidence) that it reaches 97 per cent of the population and (ambiguously and without

argument) that it should receive some such percentage or an 'equal share' of
government funding. One chapter is devalued by fluffy, pretentious, superficial, even
meaningless in -talk, and this from professional journalists, from whom one could
reasonably expect at least plain English. The best of them, such as that by Malcolm

Fox, on 'Music Education', are good scholarly essays of importance not only as

accounts of things past and thus of things present, but also as thoughtful or
provocative opinions as to the future.
McCredie's chapter on 'Composition' is, as one would expect, a generous and
perceptive view of the way in which South Australian composers have faced up to the
challenge they face: how to satisfy their own creative drive, their performers and their
audiences, while remaining part of the world of music. I would add that composers
need to remain part of the world. David Swale, writing on 'Liturgical Choral Music'
and Elizabeth Silsbury, on 'Secular Choral Music', provide not only informed but
wise views of these subjects, at a time when some choirs (there are some notable
exceptions) seem unhappy in the present day, looking wistfully back to 1836 and
beyond. Gus Worby similarly provides a splendidly lively account of live theatre over
the years, setting it in its changing social context (as surely one must with theatre,
more, perhaps than any other of the performing arts) and in a physical context too,

for he conjures up the feel of things remarkably. Among the other most useful
contributions, Robyn Holmes's piece on 'Opera', comprehensive and thorough as it
is, is a mete taste of things to come, for she is engaged on a blockbuster of a research
project, with help from some Friends of State Opera.
Indeed, valuable as this whole book and many of its parts is likely to be, as a
collation of previously almost inaccessible information, it is as much for what it
promises as what it is that cultural historians especially will refer to it. The essays are
well - footnoted and there is a good bibliography, useful both as a stimulus and as a
springboard for further historical investigation. And a jolly good thing too: with
belts ever - tightening and New Right talk of devolving (i.e. canning) the Australia
Council in favour of State bureaucratic assessment and old boy corporate sponsorship, the performing arts might before long need historians more than practitioners.

Ralph Middenway
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Poonindie: The Rise and Destruction of an
Aboriginal Agricultural Community.
Peggy Brock and Doreen Kartinyeri. South Australian Government Printer and
Aboriginal Heritage Branch, Department of Environment and Planning, Netley,
1989. Pp. viii+ 120. $14.95.

The publication of Survival in Our Own Land, edited by Christobel Mattingley and
Ken Hampton, in 1988 was a significant event for those interested in Aboriginal

history in South Australia. It provided an opportunity for Aboriginal people to
express their own knowledge of, and feelings about this history and helped redress
the imbalance and misconceptions inherent in most earlier writings on South
Australian history. Its association with the South Australian Sesquicentenary and
Australian Bicentennial enabled Aboriginal people to present their side of the story
of Aboriginal /White relations, and alerted many Australians to their lack of
understanding. Survival in Our Own Land gave us a broad sweep of this history.
Much still needs to be done in providing local and other specific histories. This story
of one early mission enterprise in South Australia is a valuable step in this direction.

It is a modest contribution in comparison with Conquest of The Ngarrindjerri by
Graham Jenkin, but the Aboriginal community at Poonindie did not survive as did
the community at Port McLeay. This book explains why. It was a community made
up of people from several groups and areas, living on land to which they had no
traditional ties at a time when they were powerless to withstand the demand for more
land by white settlers.
The book is in two parts. Part One, by Peggy Brock, outlines the history of
Poonindie. Part Two, by Doreen Kartinyeri, provides genealogies of Poonindie
people and their descendants. These are followed by a Bibliography which will be
helpful to others who wish to undertake further research, and a detailed Index.
Part One consists of five chapters. Chapter One is an Introduction summarising
the effects of settlement in Adelaide on the local Kaurna people and the proposal by
Bishop Short and Archdeacon Hale to establish a Native Training Institution at an
isolated place. Young Aborigines would be removed from the corrupting influences
of Adelaide and provided with a Christian environment in which they could be
educated and civilised. Brock outlines briefly the early contact in the Port Lincoln
district in which Poonindie, the selected place, was situated, 'an area with the worst
record of race relations in the colony'.
Chapter Two outlines Hale's vision of 'a Christian village of South Australian
natives', and the establishment and early years of Poonindie. Much of the early work
of clearing, ploughing, fencing and building was undertaken by the Aborigines
under white staff supervision. Attention is drawn to the high mortality rate. Hale
appeared to have success with his primary aim as some residents became devout
Christians and assisted in services. According to Brock, 'This early period of
Poonindie history is characterised by idealism and compromise on the part of the
European founders, and pragmatism and adaptation on the part of Aborigines'.

Chapter Three describes a period of consolidation under the heading, 'An

Established Community 1860s- 1880s'. With a decrease in the death rate and increase
in the birth rate the population stabilised at 80 to 90. People were also recruited from

far places including Albany and Point McLeay to provide spouses and workers.
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Discipline was strict and life busy with most work done by the Aborigines. Brock
describes it as 'In many ways a socialist experiment'. However, it was not a case of all

work and no play. Reference is made to cricket games, including some against St
Peter's College, athletics and ploughing and shearing competitions. The institution
was largely self - supporting and provided a stable environment for some families.
Chapter Four, The Disintegration of a Community and Demise of an Institution
1880s- 1894', relates the events leading to the break -up of Poonindie. It was no longer
isolated. White settlers claimed that they would make better use of the land. The
institution suffered from conflict amongst staff. Hale's vision had given no direction
as to how it should be changed from a training institution to a community with a
role in the wider South Australian community. Details of the Adams and Solomon
families are given to illustrate the effect of Poonindie on its residents.
Chapter Five, 'Dispersal', notes that Hale's idealism had been forgotten as the
Tìustees showed more interest in the land than in the people. As the mission closed
and the land was subdivided for farming purposes only one Aboriginal family was
successful in claiming a lease. Other residents were sent to Point McLeay and Point
Pearce. Some dispersed to local farms or to the bush. An Appendix outlines the Land

Tenure of Poonindie Lands.
Part Two consists of several genealogies compiled by a descendant of Poonindie
residents. Some prominent contemporary Aboriginal family names are included in
the genealogies and they will be informative for members of these families. They
confirm Brock's statement that 'Poonindie was an essential step in their survival'.
Some readers may find it difficult to interpret the genealogical tables and some
explanations would have been useful.
My reading of the book stemmed from an interest in Aboriginal history and from

my mission experience and interest in mission history. My previously scant
knowledge of Poonindie has been enriched by this well - researched book. I would
have appreciated more details about the life and contribution of Hale and of the

sporting activities of Poonindie residents. It has been fashionable to condemn
missionaries who sought to Christianise Aborigines and to judge all early attempts as
failures. The authors of this volume present balanced judgements. They recognise
the genuine concern of Short and Hale, the achievements during the years of
consolidation with Aboriginal people involved in many aspects of the life of the
community, the role of Poonindie in enabling the survival of Aboriginal families
and the acceptance of the Christian faith by some Poonindie residents. Kartinyeri
acknowledges the strong Christian beliefs of her grandmother. On the other hand,
they identify the ethnocentrism of Hale's idealism, the problems occasioned by staff
conflicts and the inevitable surrender of the land to meet the insatiable appetite of
white settlers. More could have been made of the contrast of this situation with those
of Point McLeay and Point Pearce where Aboriginal missions founded in the same
era have survived as communities.

The book is a valuable contribution to the growing literature on Aboriginal
history. It is a reminder of the dispossession of land and culture. It relates the
achievements of a few white and Aboriginal people,who battled against prevailing
hostility or indifference. It is easy to criticise the 19th century idealists in retrospect.
The book may be a reminder to those working with Aboriginal people to reflect on
their own motivations and ideals. Hopefully, it will encourage Aborigines in South
Australia to research further their own history.
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Bill Edwards,
Aboriginal Studies and Teacher Education Centre,
Underdale Campus,
South Australian College of Advanced Education

Vineyard of the Empire: Early Barossa Vignerons,
1842 -1939.
Annely Aeuckens, Geoffrey Bishop, George Bell, Kate McDougall and Gordon
Young. Australian Industrial Publishers, Adelaide, 1988. Pp. viii +256. $29.95.

It is well -known that South Australia produces more wine than the other Australian
states. It is less well -known that South Australian writers have contributed much to

the country's oenography since the colony's first wine book appeared in 1843.
Vineyard of the Empire continues the tradition of honouring Dionysus in inkas well
as in wine, and is a notable pioneering work.
Vineyard of the Empire, published under the auspices of the Barons of Barossa, is
one of the first books to cover the history of an Australian wine growing region in
depth. Until now there have been a few admirable regional and company histories,
some of them written by a contributor to this volume, Geoffrey Bishop. There have
also been glossy works written apparently by public relations pesonnel and of little
historical value. Jaki Ilbery's overview of the history of the Australian wine industry
in Australia and New Zealand Complete Book of Wine, compiled by Len Evans and
first published in 1973 and several times revised and reprinted, has remained a most
useful introduction, but more detailed works have long been needed on the history of
Australia's major wine - growing areas.
Now we have such a work. After an introduction by Aeuckens which dispels the
myth that most German immigrants fled to Australia to escape religious persecution

in their homeland, there is a valuable chapter by Bell which places early winegrowing in the Barossa in context with the history of wine in other parts of South
Australia. This is followed by a lively account by Young of European settlement in
the Barossa, and then Bell and Bishop combine to describe the foundations of the
Barossa wine industry in a chapter which is much enlivened by quotations from
contemporary writers. McDougall's 1980 publication on the winery buildings of the
Barossa forms the basis for her most worthwhile contribution. Aeuckens follows
with two solid chapters covering the period 1892 to 1939.
As the title indicates, the book stops at 1939, although there are several references to

vignerons beyond that year and up to the present time. The final chapter, 'Change
arid Continuity' by Aeuckens and Bishop, ties the story up neatly by describing three
modern -day winemakers who are descendants of some of the district's earliest

grapegrowers. There is then a detailed list of footnoted references (but not a
bibliography), and two Appendices. One, by Aeuckens, tells the story of the Barossa
coopers, A.P. John Sc Sons Pty Ltd, and the other is a valuable reference source,
'Biographical Index of Early Barossa Valley Vignerons', compiled by Bishop mainly
from published material such as the Biographical Index of South Australians
1836 -1886. There are two sketchy and barely adequate maps, and an index.
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The chapters by Bell and Bishop covering the period up to 1905 are particularly
readable, with details of the personalities, grape varieties, acreages, planting patterns

and distances, and the finished product. Their sources of information, as with the
whole book, are thoroughly and admirably documented in an extensive list of
sources. One suspects that the frequent references from nineteenth - century newspapers and periodicals owe much to the assiduous work of the young Englishman,
Bell, who was busy in South Australia a few years ago searching through nineteenthcentury Australian newspapers and periodicals for viticulture and winemaking
information. It is good to see some of the results of his work in this book.
Contributors have drawn heavily on Ebenezer Ward's book, The Vineyards and
Orchards of South Australia (1862), which provides vivid and detailed descriptions of
many of the Barossa vineyards of the early 1860s. (His book is still available in a
handsome edition published in Adelaide a few years ago by Sullivan's Cove.) After
only 26 years of European settlement, Ward was able to describe properties, planted
with an amazing variety of vines, trees and shrubs, and carefully planned
homesteads, wine cellars and other buildings. It is easy to see how the Barossa's great
wine estates grew from these hard - working, enthusiastic, practical pioneers. As the
book shows, though, not all of the winemakers were concerned with quality, and the
winemaking methods of at least one family were affected by their religious beliefs:
Bishop mentions one anonymous family that 'would never commence vintage until
the end of Lent by when the grapes were very ripe. Their wines were never
particularly good; they made a Hock -style wine that was yellow in colour, and their
best known product, a sweet red fortified wine, produced from a mixture of red and
white grapes, was referred to locally as "varnish ". They were a self contained
operation doing all their own vineyard and cellar work. This included coopering for
which they were not averse to using any type of timber that happened to be at hand'.
It is invidious to pick out only one quote from a book which is eminently quotable.
Aeuckens, in two chapters, 'Emergence of a New Industry, 1892 -1918' and
'Vineyard of the Empire, 1919 to 1939', has perhaps the most difficult task of all of the

contributors, especially as, unlike the earlier period, there are few contemporary
monographs on which to draw, and most of her information has had to come from
newspapers, periodicals, Parliamentary papers, business records and other official
documents. With some notable exceptions, the period perhaps also did not have the
colourful personalities of the earlier years. One may, therefore, expect these two
chapters to lack some of the vitality of the preceding ones, but this is not the case.
Aeuckens has given a most valuable and readable account of the Barossa vignerons'
attempts to combat temperance movements, to build up both the export trade and
the domestic market, and to resolve the problems of a glut of grapes.
No general editor for the book is acknowledged, and the scope of chapters and the
number of contributors lead occasionally to repetition. All contributors write well,
with grammatical lapses rare. An exception noted was 'mitigate against' for 'militate
against'. The book is copiously illustrated with contemporary photographs
satisfactorily reproduced. Peter Perkins has contributed pleasing, wintry watercolours of some of the winery buildings as they are today and these, together with
colour reproductions of contemporary wine labels, add to the book's usefulness and
attractiveness. Design and typography are agreeable. There are refreshingly few
typographical errors, but the great wine writer, André Simon, would have dropped
his glass of Chateau Lafite in hon-or at being called Andrew. The book's biggest
weakness is its index. Major personalities appear in the index but not all references to
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them are included, and many people are not indexed at all. Apart from proper names
there are very few subject entries. This is all most frustrating for the reader who can
remember seeing, for instance, a reference to Bernkastel, or Walter Bagenal, or
Sandiman and Foster, but cannot remember where. For an important reference work
this is a major deficiency.

Anyone interested in South Australian social history, wine - growing, or the

Barossa, should acquire and read this book.

Valmai Hankel,
Fine Books Librarian,
State Library of 'South Australia

The Life and Adventures of Edward Snell: The
Illustrated Diary of an Artist, Engineer and
Adventurer in the Australian Colonies 1849 to 1859.
Edited and introduced by Tom Griffiths with assistance from Alan Platt. Angus and
Robertson and The Library Council of Victoria, North Ryde, N.S.W., 1988. Pp.

xxxvi +480. $45.00.

Two years ago extracts from Snell's diary were published for the first time in Volume
i of Living in South Australia: A Social History: researcher Ms Elizabeth Ho, alerted
to the diary's existence by Dr John Tregenza, recognised immediately what a delight
Snell's sketches would be for generations of school students and indeed for general

readers. What could be more graphic of the discomforts of colonial life than his
sketches 'All hands turning out the flies' and .'Interior of my new bedroom
pleasing effect of a wet day' (pp. 59 and 102)? Indeed so graphic were some of his
phrases that the several Aboriginal committees involved in the school history project
found it necessary to censor them. One example was the deletion of Snell's mention
of his 'spree among the lubras' at Lake Alexandrina with his sailor friend, John
Mackay (p. 182). It is a debatable point as to whether readers, particularly students,
will simply accept that such sprees took place or be prompted to question why and
how. Now those whose interest was aroused by the extracts will welcome the
publication of the whole diary.
Edward Snell was twenty -nine when he arrived at Port Adelaide in 1849. Behind
him were the difficult years of his apprenticeship as an engineer at Bath, the
excitement of the railway boom of the early 1840s and the disenchantment which
followed its slump. So, accompanied by two engineering friends, he had left England
to make his fortune in Australia. Basing himself in Adelaide and then Kensington he
tried to make a living as a portrait painter, a general trader and a surveyor. This
involved excursions south to Willunga and across to Yorke Peninsula. He also visited
the Murray lakes area. Though critical of South Australians' pursuit of wealth, he
himself was impatient to make a fortune; the discovery of gold in Victoria eventually
provided the opportunity. Within five months he had made more than £300.
However as an engineer he earned much more: £17,500 from the building of the
Melbourne- Geelong railway; by the time he returned to England in 1858 his
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investment in the railway and other property allowed him to retire on at least (500 a
year.

Snell had obviously profited from his stay of eight years in Australia. Whether the
same was true for Australia is another matter. The Melbourne Geelong railway, from
the time of its official opening, was plagued with problems, problems which called

into question Snell's standing as an engineer. However his diary and the light it
throws on conditions in South Australia and Victoria helps to make amends. In its
style, detail and length it is the best surviving South Australian diary for the period.
As an artist Snell was a keen observer of the Australian landscape; his sketches are a
constant source of interest throughout the diary for the reader. He gave particular
attention to insects; his coloured sketches have been beautifully reproduced. Snell
had good reason for such attention: the flies, fleas and mosquitoes were a constant
torment for him and his friends, especially at the height of summer. In January 1851
he commented: `... the colonists say there is only a sheet of brown paper between

Hell and South Australia and I think they are about right'. (p. 204). Critical of
Australia's extremes of heat and cold, Snell did not seem to notice the mildness of
most days.
On a range of social matters, however, Snell's diary makes compelling reading. As
a footloose bachelor he details his search for work and a place to live, commenting in
the process on the work available, housing conditions and social customs. The reader
shares the agony of his unsuccessful courtship for much of 1851. However, a second
courtship in 1853 led to marriage within a month, his only comment being made on

his wedding day: he was glad to be relieved of cooking and cleaning. He made a
particular study of Aboriginal life around Adelaide and the Murray lakes area and on
Yorke Peninsula. On the whole he was a sympathetic observer of Aborigines though
he showed no understanding of the reasons for the degradation of their way of life.
Moving to the goldfields of Victoria in 1852, Snell details for some months the life of

a digger there: the hard labour involved; the primitive living conditions; the
lawlessness. He and his friends, unlike many at the diggings, were successful. Within

a few months Snell established himself at Geelong as a draftsman, surveyor and
engineer.

Tom Griffiths, an historian at the State Library of Victoria, and Alan Platt, an
engineer with an interest in the history of technology in the nineteenth century, have
done a fine job in presenting Snell's diary in modern form with the added advantage
of an introduction which sets Snell and his work in the context of his times. Equally
useful are the various indices at the end, particularly the annotated index of names
Snell mentions in his diary. It is a vivid indication of the extent of his professional
and social networks. Maps and coloured reproductions of Snell's art work also assist
the reader in following the diary more fully. Angus and Robertson with the Library

Council of Victoria can be justly proud of this volume which is, apart from the
occasional proof - reading error, almost without fault. Great care has been taken with
its production particularly with the sketches which are the great attraction. They best
reveal Snell's impish sense of humour. Researchers of colonial Australia as well as the
general reader will find this a useful and enjoyable book. We can look forward to the
intended publication of his English diary for the years 1842 -1849.

Elizabeth Kwan,
Department of History and Australian Studies,
Magill Campus,
South Australian College of Advanced Education
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The Elders Explosion: One Hundred and Fifty Years
of Progress from Elder to Elliott.
Tim Hewat. Bay Books, Sydney, 1988. Pp. 168.

In 1940 Archibald Grenfell Price and J.H. Hammond wrote Elder Smith ix Co.
Limited: The First Hundred Years, published by the Adelaide -based company as its
centenary history. The book had much to commend it. The text was lively, readable

and, although not particularly detailed, covered the story of the company and
highlighted the characters of the principal people involved. The book itself was most

probably designed by that extraordinary Adelaide bookman, the late Douglas
Dunstan, and printed under his supervision at the Advertiser Printing Office. The
book is still in many ways unrivalled as a thing of great beauty. It was an achievement
far in advance of its time.

Nearly fifty years later the Directors of the Company that has inherited Elder
Smith's birthright, Elders IXL, have produced a work that tells something of the
Company's past and its road to the present. While this aim is to be commended, and
there is something of value in the book, it does not reach the quality of the 1940 work
and, indeed, in some areas is terribly deficient. Even from a first glance, the worth of
the book was questioned by many who saw, in its first printing, that the captions on
the portraits of two of the firm's founders, Thomas Elder and Robert Barr Smith, had
been interchanged.

Such unfortunate publishing errors aside, the writer contributes a little to our
understanding of the evolution of Elders IXL. There is an excellent flow chart of the
companies now under the corporate banner. Robert Barr Smith's worth and power
in the origins of the firm are outlined. The writer has also managed to draw together
the diverse threads that make up the story of the company. There are also signs of
some very good interviews with past and current generations of Elder's executives.
My great qualms about the book relate to the history of Elder Smith Sc Co., as a part
of the modern firm. This is not, in reality, a history of the company. It is an overview
that describes the present situation of the business in suitable laudatoryways. It does
little more than re -tell what Price and Hammond did so well fifty years before.
The writer has given a cursory glance to the Barr Smith papers in the Mortlock
Library papers that include many gems, like the Company's first account books,
ledgers and letters between the principal partners. There is not even one citation to

the Company's archives held at the Archives of Business and Labour at the
Australian National University. This lack of worthwhile source material almost
certainly applies to the section on Goldsbrough Mort as well.
Some of what has been written, such as the scene at the dock when Alexander
Elder's schooner departs for the infant Colony of South Australia (p. 13), is pure
fiction and has been concocted for some quite unknown reason. Further, in the haste
to give an overview of the origins of the firm, the writer has passed over some of
Thomas Elder's own business failures in his dealings along the River Murray, in
the outback pastoral properties that show the stature of the man in his ability to
deal successfully with adversity. Likewise, the same old story of the firm's success in

the Moonta and Wallaroo mines has been retold without looking closely at Barr
Smith's and Elder's own records which tell a very different story about their
relationship to these mines and the great hardships they caused to the firm.'
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None of the great characters in Elders story, other than perhaps Sir Norman Young

and Norman Giles, stand out at all. Where are the vignettes of Thomas Elder and
Robert Barr Smith: surely they were worth some type of detail?
I am afraid that I have found this a hard book to review. While wanting to admit of
the efficacy of such a publication, the work does not stand up to scrutiny. Most of the
'modern' history is an overview, written from Annual Reports. I cannot understand
how a company as important as Elders IXL could not have produced a high quality
history
still eminently readable and well - produced, with scores of illustrations.
The tendency to write 'history' for the pleasure of the present is lamentable. If only
Elders could have taken their lead from some of the other high- quality corporate
history currently being produced, they could have had á book that would stand for
years.

The 1940 work, produced by Hammond and Price, still stands in my mind as the
most worthwhile history of at least one part of Elders IXL.
1. See my chapter on Elder in C.B. Schedvin and R.H. Appleyard (eds), Australian Financiers:
Biographical Essays (Melbourne, 1988).
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The Steele Hall portrayed here is no enlightened young leadèr prepared to risk all,
including his own Premiership and the unity of his party, for the sake ofnecessary
reforms in the electoral system and the modernisation of the L.C.L. Quite thereverse,
although DeGaris offers neither rationale nor persuasive evidence for assertions like
the following: 'I believe that the plans laid by Hall and his supporters, with the
assistance of certain sections of the press, and some academics, to break the L.C.L.,
depended on the emotion that could be generated from the franchise issue' (p. 20),
and 'It was known to many of us that Hall and his group in the L.C.L. intended to
break the Party, and blame that break on the conservatives in the Legislative Council'
(P. 39).

So immersed is DeGaris in his own conspiracy theories (as opposed to those he
daims to detect in others) that he fails to acknowledge fully the changed political
climate of the later 1960s or to appreciate the intense pressures on Hall to take
positive action. The `Playmander' had to end, if only because it had finally let the
A.L.P. win its first election in 35 years in 1965. The 1968 election, at which Hall came

Rob Linn

to power, was a critical and irrefutable demonstration of the defects of the old system.
Both major parties contested all seats, thus allowing accurate estimates of party
support, yet with 52.0 per cent, to the Liberals' 43.8 per cent primary vote, Labor took
only 19 seats. The Liberals were back in office in a tied House, with the support of an
Independent.

Redressing the Imbalance.

Redistributions effected under Hall and later Dunstan have ended the weighting
of rural areas (averaging 3 -4 to 1) and given South Australia what is generally
regarded as the fairest possible arrangement given the necessary constraints of the
single -member system. DeGaris, having lost that battle, now claims that the

Ren DeGaris. Millicent, 1989. Pp. 69. $15.00.

Ren DeGaris is here attempting three things: to give his version of the post - Playford
decade of electoral reform, to challenge the view that Playford often governed with
minority support, and to put forward his own 'Modest Proposal' for a truly equitable
electoral system in this state.
While these matters should be of interest to intelligent South Australians, I suspect

that only the dedicated and already well informed will tackle this work with the
perseverence required. The subject matter is complex, the statistical sections
especially, and the book's A4 double- column format and small type not easy to read.

Long extracts from Hansard, books and journals comprise at least a third of the
volume, making the thread of argument hard to follow, while it is often difficult to
discern where quoted material ends and the author's voice resumes.
'Balancing' the accepted versions of participants like Steele Hall, Don Dunstan
and Martin Cameron, and political scientists Neal Blewett and Dean Jaensch,
DeGaris does raise some legitimate queries and make corrections on points of detail
which carry conviction. Where he deviates most is in his attribution of motives. The

DeGaris we find here is no dogged defender of privilege, determined to resist
long- overdue reforms, but a decent honourable man puzzled by the deviousness and
perfidy of his antagonists. Dunstan and the A.L.P. pose fewer problems: they want
power and, as they get the numbers out in the electorate, fight for a system which will

deliver. The Liberal and Country League is harder for DeGaris to fathom.
Mainstream Liberals are censured for failing to foresee the implications of electoral
changes to their party's future, but it is the Liberal Movement element which comes
in for DeGaris's harshest and least balanced censure.

estimated 3.5 per cent handicap suffered by Labor in the latter stages of the old system
is now matched by a similar bias against the Liberals. What he must know, but does

not make clear, is that any handicap at present endured by the Liberals is not the
result of defective terms of reference granted to the Electoral Commissioners, but
must be attributed to the phenomenon of 'differential concentration of majorities'.
Whereas Labor used to be 'cribbed and confined' by its concentration of voters in the
'Iron Triangle' and Adelaide's industrial suburbs, it is now the Liberals whose votes
are bottled up in fewer safe rural seats and the band of Eastern suburb electorates.
DeGaris's suggestions for overcoming this 'electoral rape' (p. 60), which he alleges

to be worse than Queensland's, is along the lines of the West German system. To
ensure that the party which attracts at least 50 per cent of the vote does get or retains
office, a minimum of four members should be elected for the state 'at large' to tip the
balance. It is a proposal which, like his desire for a return to unequal electorates as
compensation for voters in difficult -to- service distant electorates, may have merit, but

is unlikely to be taken up by either party.
This passion for equity of outcome, or indeed, equity of any kind, seems to have
come late to DeGaris, and only when the former system had outlived its usefulness.
Thus, his task in the book's central 'Playmander' section deals not with the relation
of votes to seats under that system, but focuses on the nice point of whether or not
Playford enjoyed 'majority support' in the electorate. Estimations of two-party

support are notoriously difficult in this period when so many seats were not
contested or were contested by only one of the major parties. DeGaris does put some
dents in the Jaensch contention that Playford supporters were in a minority for
much of the time, but I am not convinced that his own computational methods,
using Federal figures with correctional factors, allow us to come to any more
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meaningful conclusions. The fact is that at most elections a substantial proportion of
voters never got to make a clearcut choice. The surprise to me, after all the number crunching by experts in both camps, is that the differences in party support, however
calculated, is so small. Given Playford's dominance of his party and the parliament
(thanks to the inflation of seats delivered by the 'Playmander'), the wonder is that his
notional support was not higher. As it was, the A.L.P. could never get a share of seats
high enough to pose any real challenge to Playford.

Little of this concerns DeGaris, nor does the far greater inequality in the
Legislative Council, where a property franchise, voluntary enrolment and voting
restricted Labor to four of the 20 seats. DeGaris's defence of Upper Houses is the
classic one the impartial and independent house of review in which eminent and
respected persons give mature consideration to legislation from the popular party
house below. This ideal DeGaris claims to have been the situation in the Playford
period, and he regrets its passing.
Forced to give way on the franchise question, DeGaris was alarmed that, without
concomitant changes to the boundaries of the five Legislative Council districts,
Labor would be `unfairly advantaged' by having the chance, over time, of winning
control of that House. Finally, all sides agreed that the fairer system is one where
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research, is marred by a number of inaccuracies, errors and historically unjustified
deductions. After a preface by Professor Manning Clark, there is a foreword by
Professor J. Zubrzycki, who writes: 'According to estimates made by Charles Price,
the size of what he calls the Polish "ethnic origin" group in Australia in 1891 was
7657 persons'. This statement is most misleading. Price clearly states that, based on
the census of 1891, the quoted number of 7657 includes all descendants of migrants
from the Polish territories. In fact, Jews and not Poles were the vast majority of this
group. Furthermore, Zubrzycki nominates the year 1854 as the date of establishment
of Polish Hill River, the first Polish settlement in South Australia, without referring
to any sources. Brian Polomka, who has extensively researched any available records,
establishes the date as the early part of 1857 (Mlodystach: A Family History of Polish
Pioneers, Adelaide, 1985, p. 282).
It is regrettable that, in his introduction to the book, Paszkowski fails to mention
the multi - cultural, multi - religious and multi- language character of the old, pre -

partioned Polish- Lithuanian Commonwealth. Hence the reader is given the
impression that the old Commonwealth was a national Polish monolith. The

DeGaris's depth of reading and mastery of detail are commendable and his

introduction states: 'This book goes a little further than the title indicates, because I
have also included persons of problematic origin'. However, including persons of
'problematic origin' is a major disturbing flaw in the book. In the light of the book's
development, it is all too easy for the reader to overlook the caution in the foreword,
and regard all those included as Poles, e.g. J. Lhotsky, W von Blandowski, G. von
Tempsky, and Dr A. Sokolowsky.

suggestions for improvements in the current system deserve attention. However, his
long -term identification with the most conservative elements in South Australian
politics and his continuing vendetta with the progressives makes it unlikely that his
conversion to the cause of what he sees as genuine electoral justice will receive due

Reinhold and Georg Forster, who accompanied Captain James Cook as botanists in
his second voyage to the Pacific. Paszkowski writes: 'From legal point of view Johan
Reinhold ... and Johan Georg [born] near Danzig were subjects of the Polish King

proportional representation operates within a state -wide electorage. To DeGaris goes
the credit for refining some of the details in the compromise solution, notably the one
allowing candidates with less than half a quota to transfer their votes.

credit.

The first chapter of the book commences with the story of two Danzigers,

and hence Poles by birth'. It is difficult to agree with Paszkowski's conclusion.

Legally, whilst subject to the Polish King, the Forsters were not Poles, and
Jenny Tilby Stock,
Department of Politics,
The University of Adelaide

The history of Polish settlement in Australia is little known in this country, even
amongst historians. An attempt to rectify this situation was made in 1962, when
Lech Paszkowski published his pioneering work in the Polish language. The
present edition in English is not merely a translation, but also an enlarged version of
his earlier work.
In his introduction Paszkowski asserts that the book was written `to preserve for
future generations the mostly unwritten pages of Australian and Polish history, to
help towards better understanding among Australians of problems connected with

furthermore, as admitted by Paszkowski, 'belonged to the German culture'.
The fundamental flaw in this book is graphically illustrated in Chapter Two,
which is Paszkowski's most disappointing chapter. It is unfortunate that no South
Australian historian appears to have been consulted in preparation of this chapter,
entitled 'Polish Hill River'. Events and dates are muddled and mixed up, quotations
taken out of context. The author's conclusions regarding the presence of Poles in the
first German - Lutheran village of Klemzig, the ethnic composition of migrant Poles
on the Catharina in 1839, and the alleged conversion of Lutherans to the Catholic
faith must all be challenged as historically unsubstantiated. Quoting surnames as a
proof of nationality is unreliable, especially with regard to Central European history.
In a short chapter devoted to Dr Maxymilian Lukowitz, a medical doctor, who settled
in Adelaide from 1891 until 1921, Paszkowski gives the impression that he was a
, Polish patriot. In fact, on the basis of evidence in the South Australian Archives, Dr
Maximilian von Lukowitz was a German, and an ardent one! This inaccurate and
misleading portrait of Polish migration to South Australia, together with the highly
questionable attribution of Polish ethnicity to certain migrant groups, is a grave flaw
in this major work.
Unfortunately, the Polish version of the book has been accepted uncritically by
reviewers, inflated and exaggerated to an extraordinary degree and published as

immigration and help Polish migrants to feel more at home in Australia'.

clearly established history. For example, the old village of Klemzig in South Australia

Unfortunately, this bold and ambitious work, which is the result of thirty years of

is now described by some writers in Australia and Poland as the first Polish

Poles in Australia and Oceania 1790 -1940.
Lech Paszkowski. Australian National University Press, Sydney, 1947. Pp. 451.
$59.00.
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settlement in Australia! Nevertheless, Paszkowski does provide some excellent
biographies and effectively portrays the general character of the first Polish migrants
to Australia and New Zealand. The majority were officers of the Polish forces who
fought in the 1830 -31 uprising, or the 1848 revolution. The 1850s gold rush brought
hundreds of Poles to this country, mainly political refugees who were residing in
France and England. After some years, the majority left Australia, but others settled
here permanently. Among those who became prosperous and successful were the
Broel- Plater family; Captain J.G. Mechosk (Mechowski), a gold prospector; Captain
Leopold Kabat, the superintendent of the police force in Victoria; Ladislaus Kossak,
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mean that the party attracting majority support governs; it all depends on how the
boundaries of electorates are drawn.
.
This attractively produced publication is excellent value for money in these

inflationary times, and its value is enhanced by aptly chosen illustrations and
cartoons.

John Playford,
Department of Politics,
The University of Adelaide

inspector of police in Victoria; Emeryk Boberski, the Mayor of Ararat; and Dr
Ludwig Bernstein, Mayor of Lismore. The explorer and scientist Paul (later Sir
Paul) Edmond Strzelecki, is undoubtedly one of the most famous Poles in Australia.

The fascinating story of Joseph Conrad in Australia is also well documented by
Paszkowski.

Hopefully, a careful revision of any future edition will establish this book as a
welcome and major work, which sheds light on a little -known aspect of Australian
history.

L. J. Grabowski

The Life and Times of Old Parliament House.
Pat Stretton. Old Parliament House, Adelaide, 1988. Pp. 56. $4.95.

Looking Back: The Northern Territory in 1888.
Edited by Val Dixon. Historical Society of the Northern Territory Darwin, 1988. Pp.
viii+98. $15.00.

Perhaps surprisingly, given its relative insignificance in the wider Australian context,
the 'South Australian' period of Northern Territory history (1863 -1910) has received
considerable academic attention. The general contours of its political and adminis-

trative structure and its socio-economic development have been well- established.
Moreover, many of the salient areas have been accorded special treatment.GGaps do
remain, particularly in the social domain, but the period is reasonably well - charted.
This book adds very little, either in new information or in reinterpretation; for the
most part, it is revisiting familiar ground and often not very-well.

The blurb on the back cover of this short and lively account of Old Parliament House

Looking Back is a collection of nineteen articles written by (mostly) local

(formerly known as the Constitutional Museum) says it all: 'Ireverent and critical
rather than solemn or official, this history aims to entertain'. The history of the
building itself is neatly described and illustrated with apposite and often humorous
quotations from Hansard and the local press.
Pat Stretton, a research officer with Old Parliament House, also gives the reader a
brief political history of South Australia with the emphasis on constitutional battles

historians, academic and otherwise. It also includes the South Australian Government Resident's Report for 1888 counterposed with the Administrator's Report for
1988. The articles cover a variety of themes: political activity; Aboriginal policy and

within the walls of the Parliament. With discussion focused on franchise and
electoral 'reforms' rather than for example industralisation strategies, the almost
inevitable result is that C.C. Kingston and Don Dunstan emerge as heroes. This is
most definitely Whiggish history, although not offensively so, as was the case with the

excrutiatingly biased commentaries
written by a firm of private consultants in
Sydney at great public expense which accompanied the electronic wizardry in the
early days of the Constitutional Museum.
Only a couple of errors were noticed by this reviewer. The parliamentary Labor
Party did not split in 1930 over depression politics; that happened on one memorable
day in August 1931 when twenty -five of the thirty members of the Labor members of
the House of Assembly, including the Premier, were expelled from the party. On a

personal note, Stretton is not correct in claiming that my article on the South
Australian electoral system in Quadrant, May 1982, affirmed the 'basic unfairness' of
the 'Playmander'. I merely pointed out the obvious, viz. that under the 'Playmander'

country votes were worth more than city ones, and that both Liberal and Labor
urban voters were discriminated against. One vote, one value does not necessarily

conditions; the major economic sectors (mining, pastoralism and commerce);
transport and communication; the Chinese community; the newspapers; and aspects
of social life.
As its title suggests, Looking Back is inspired by the Bicentennial. It employs an

approach developed elsewhere, notably in Australians: A Historical Library, of
selecting a single year as a vehicle for exploring a 'slice' of history. The year, 1888, was
chosen for its Bicentennial symbolism rather than its importance in Territory history.
Of the events of that year, only the establishment of a separate Territory electorate in

the House of Assembly, the passing of legislation restricting Chinese immigration
and the beginning of survey work in Alice Springs had any special longer -term
significance.
Although the 'slice' approach is claimed to be the central organising element, it is

more honoured in its breach than in its observance. Over half of the articles, and
nearly all which deal with economic activity and Aborigines, cover much wider
time- spans. Some, like the accounts of nursing, the pastoral industry and the railway,
are little more than potted histories of long -term developments; others, like the two

pieces on Aborigines, albeit of greater substance, have almost no particular
relationship to 1888. The lack of a common time -focus is one of the major problems

of the collection. If contributors had conformed to the unifying concept, Looking
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Back would have Been more tightly- organised, less repetitious and certainly more
valuable as an historical work. That deficiency is even more Unfortunate is much of
the better material in the book is ih those articles which concentrated on 1888. Some
. of the problems could have been niitigatëd by the inclusion of an integrating and
interpretative introductory article.
Inevitably, given the divergent backgrounds of the authors, the form and quality of
the articles vary widely. Those written by academic historians are generally loñger
and more formal. Of those, Kevin Livingston's account of a year's óperations of
postal and telegraphic service stands out. Tony Austin's two Aboriginal- oriented
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standard, a more coherentapproach and a wider range of coverage (social conditions
are again, under-represented). Despite the problems, the Society should be cdngratulated on the publication; it is generally well - presented, well - illustrated and it
includes some colourful contemporary material. Even so, it is doubtful if the book
will have much appeal outside the cognoscenti in the Territory.

of such.primitive abodes as the family's first 'housé', a 'corrugated iron box ... at
what was rather the slum end of town'; furniture consisted of old packing cases.
Mr Cutlack's abilities lay in the field of accountancy and he soon found plenty of
work managing the books of a variety of shops and small businesses. He also took on
the riverboat agency. When the Chaffey company went bankrupt in the depression of
1893, Mr Cutlack took a leading part in the formation of the Renmark Fruit Packing
Union and virtually ruled it as its secretary for twenty years.
Young Fred, meanwhile, attended the local school, but was soon' taken away
because of his-growing proficiency in the 'Australian language."Until the age of 14
he was taught by older settlers in small lasses. He witnessed many interesting events
such as the establishment of the experimental Socialist settlements along the Murray
during the depression of the 1890s. From the first, he loved the riverboats which, in
those early years, were the settlement's chief lifeline. From a local stockman he learnt
bush lore and horse riding, taking part at the age of 13 in the exciting and exhausting
business of swimming a hundred head of cattle across the Murray to fattening
grounds on the other side. Whenever possible he made trips on the riverboats,
stopping at remote places to unload goods and take on fuel at pre - arranged stopping
places where piles of cut logs awaited.
It was during the Boer War that Cutlack first gained experience in newspaper
work and, in particular, a taste for reporting war news. The school at that time was
run by the proprietor of the local paper, the Pioneer. The students would often assist
the compositor with his typesetting and young Fred was permitted to write up the
latest war communiques which arrived as telegrams from Adelaide. He would then
set them, run off the galley proofs, and distribute them to settlers on horseback.
When he was 14, Cutlack began three years in a boarding school in Adelaide, from
where he went straight to the Register newspaper as a trainee- journalist. Cutlack's

Alistair I- );eatley,

subsequent career is of considerable interest. During the Great War he served with the
British and Australian armies in France until 1917 when C.E.W. Bean asked him to

pieces (on education /training and on race relations), although redolent of their
association with a doctoral dissertation, are useful scholarly contributions. Margaret
Clinch and Leith Barter (both librarians and history students) reveal some interesting
information in their respective newspaper analyses of advertising in 1888 and of
political attitudes from 1885 fö 1888. Ainong the-non-academies, Jenny Rich is by tar
the best; her articles on business and sporting activities in Palmerston (Port Darwin)
in 1888 are fine °examples of.microo-research. These articles, however, comprise less
than half the contents of the book; regretfully, their companions form -a long tail.
Still, when making such criticism, one must keep in mind the provenance of
Looking Back. It is published by the local Hittbrical Society as an outlet for the
.research,activities of its members. Thus, it reflects both the range of capacities and the

interests of those members and they militated against a greater consistency`öf

Department of Politics,
..
Northern Territory University'

Reni nark: The Early Years:

H

F.M..Cutlack. Berri, 1988. Pp. x+79.

work with him as assistant official war correspondent. He subsequently wrote an
account of the 1918 operations of the Aústralian forces. After the war he was
commissioned to write the volume of the official war histories dealing with the
Australian Flying Corps. He pursued a distinguished career as a journalist with the
Sydney Morning Herald.
'
This little book, distributed by the Renmark West Primary School, gives a
valuable picture of the early days of the Renmark settlement and is a testimony to the
writer's deep affection for the Murray River, its boats and the men who sailed them.
Michael Shepherd

, In 1891 the Cutlack family stepped ashore from the riverboat Gem, having travelled
all the way ftom Sussex, England. Cutlack père, like many others of his countrymen

had come to Australia to participate in the Chaffey brothers' irrigatioh farming
venture. However, on finding that he was expected to sign a mortgage document on
the spot, he refused participation in the scheme and found himself without work,
12,000 miles from home, with a.wife and three children to support.

Thus begins Fred Cutlack's account of his boyhood in the early years of the
Renmark settlement. Fortunately for young Fred, his father was an incurable
optimist and a hard worker -- and there was no shortage of work in the early,
thriving years of the settlement. Living conditions were rough, though, and it says
much for the good humour and fortitude of Cutlack's mother that she made the most

Made in Adelaide: The People.
Marie Appleton. Savvas Publishing, Adelaide, 1987. Pp. 220. $49.95.

This sumptuously illustrated coffee -table book provides us with glossy profiles of
about 113 people who, according to the author's Introduction, 'are some, but by no
means all, of the individuals who have shaped and are shaping Adelaide'. It begins
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with an entry on the delectable Winnie Pelz of the Living Arts Centre -and ends.with
one on the footballer Malcolm Blight. In between these two identities, the largest
group sürveye 1 are restauranteurs; almost all of whose names I was not familiar
:with, suggesting that I am completely but of touch with some of the egalitarian
social changes which occurred in South Australia during the Dunstan Decade. The
last third of the book is devoted to a- selectiohof Philip Satchell's interesting radio
interviews with 18 Adelaideans. .
,:
The- project is focussed not only on restauranteurs but also on people in-the arts,
the.theatre, the media and fashion as well as musicians and entertainers. Business is

represented, notably by John Spalvins, Con Polites, Joe Emanuele, Graham

Spurling and the late Patrick Pak -Poy. -There are three former politicians Don
Dunstan, Robin Millhouse and Clyde Cameron and three serving ones Janine
Haines, Anne Levy -and John Bannon. The startling photograph of the-Premier as
'Captain Adelaide' on the steps of Parliament House is embarrassingly reminiscent
of Nigel Murray- Harvey's well -known painting of Don Dunstan. Liberalpoliticians
.nowadays never seem to feature in publications of this kind; perhaps because they eat
out less frequently at fashionable eating establishments than their opponents.
To offer any comment about exclusions, or the inscrutable selection process for
entrants, would be invidious. However, I did note that only one full -time member of
the teaching staffs of both the University of Adelaide and Flinders University was
included. Fortunately, the one who made the grade was not Dr Peter Howell, our
. former President, who would have taken strong exception to the 'progressive' view of
Adelaide's founders adopted by Dr Derek Whitelock in his Foreword to the book. I

also noted that with the exception of John Bannon; who could not really be

excluded, not one contributor to this Journal, since its inception in 1975, made the
grade. Neither reactionaries like this reviewer nor social reformers will lose any sleep
over the omissions..
Made in Adelaide is not a traditional directory of those who wield power and
influence in Adelaide. Nor is it a chronicle of local café society. Some years ago,
Compton Miller wrote. Who's Really Who, an entertaining best- selling account of
the careers and caprices of people who featured in the- gossip columns of the British
press. Perhaps someone in Adelaide should attempta similar project, but it would
have to sell for appreciably less than the price of Made in Adelaide.

John Playford,
Department of Politics,
The University of Adelaide

REVIEW ARTICLE

SOUTH AUSTRALIA'S CATHOLICS:
THE FIRST SEVENTY YEARS
In the first six decades of the present century, Australian Catholics were extraordinarily lucky in the quality of their clergy and religious. 'Black sheep' were so rare that
it was relatively easy for their foibles to be concealed. For example, of some 70,000

Catholic laypeople living in Tasmania in my youth, only a couple of medicos, a
housekeeper and a handful of nurses and altar servers knew that Ernest Tweedy,
Archbishop of Hobart from 1942 to 1955, was a bender- drinker and that the long
periods he spent each year in Melbourne's Mercy Hospital were not (as the faithful
were regularly told) the result of 'sinus trouble' but a part of his doctors' attempts to
dry him out. Today, by contrast, the media all too frequently bombard us with reports
of the legal and/or sexual misdemeanours of priests and religious, while others of the
cloth give even greater scandal to their co- religionists by challenging either their
Church's traditional teachings or else the authority of their superiors. Conservative
Catholics are apt to sigh: 'It was not ever thus'. That is mere delusion. The wealth of
writing on church history that has appeared in the last twenty -five years ought to
have made it abundantly clear by now that, throughout the English - speaking world,
Catholics are but being called to participate in new forms of the religious Sturm and
Drang that their ancestors very commonly experienced in the nineteenth and earlier
centuries. A recent book by a Josephite, Sister Margaret Press, a member of the
teaching faculty of the Catholic Institute at Manly, New South Wales, will help its

readers to grasp this truth. Entitled From Our Broken Toil: South Australian
Catholics 1836to 1905, it was published in South Australia's sesquicentenary year by
the Catholic Diocese of Adelaide and retails at $15.95.
It is a darrling book in more ways than one. Its print and paper reflect all forms
of artificial light to an unusual degree, which makes it hard on the eyes. It is, however,
well worth grappling with because it is a most interesting volume. Indeed, it is a tour
de force: one can only marvel at the speed with which so comprehensive and useful a
study was prepared. It was commissioned by Archbishop Gleeson and his Council of
Priests in response to the Jubilee 150 Board's offer of subsidies towards the cost of
printing new books which explored aspects of South Australian history. Sr Margaret

Press investigated, and made intelligible, materials which could have supported
three or four doctoral theses, yet she completed her task in less time than it usually
takes to produce a single dissertation of that kind. Although written by a Sydneysider
who was a linguist not a historian by profession, it shows that there is still merit in
the old Oxbridge belief that a mind well- trained in classics can apply itself effectively
to all manner'of tasks.
Exploring much ground that has already been well ploughed, the book owes a
good deal to recent workers in the field, notably Sr Marie Foale, Mrs Ruth Schumann
and Brian Condon. Nevertheless it also examines many matters on which those
writers have not yet published.
Its first strength is its treatment of the establishment of a Catholic community in

South Australia in the years before there was a resident priest. Of the first four
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hundred Catholics in the province, only three were 'above the status of labourer' (pp.
50-1). The first of these, William Phillips, assistant to the Colonial Storekeeper, and
Henry Johnson, who was admitted to practise as an attorney, went bankrupt before
they left South Australia. In 'the early' 1840s théy were joined by Richard Counsel,
who came from Van Diemen's Land to work in the Surveyor- General's department.
Of the three, it is dear that Phillips ought'to be regarded as the founder of his church
in South Australia, for in those years he was zealous in devoting much of his spare
time and his scanty financial resources to persuading his co- religionists to come

together regularly to pray, sing hymns, hear readings of scripture and receive
instruction. He also took the lead in raising money so that the community could start

building a chapel and supporta priest. Furthermore he established good relations
with many Dissenters, and did it so effectively that, despite occasional manifestations
of anti- Catholic and anti- Irish,prejudice, harmony generally prevailed until those
unusually combative individuals, G.F. Angas and P.B. Geoghegan arrived in the late
1850s.

.

In her Introduction, the author announces that her principal object was to answer
the question: 'What was it'like to be a Catholic in South Australia in the last century?'
This shows the influence of Professor Patrick O'Farrell's approach-to church history,

but the time at Press's disposal limited her capacity to rise to that particular
challenge. She does show that, in addition to the penury and piety of their pioneers,

movement was one of the province's Catholics' distinguishing characteristics.

'Because they belonged to the working class, many lost their jobs whenever therewas

á slump in the trade cycle. Many who managed to become small farmers had to
abandon their holdings when droughts came. Thus people from both these grorips
often had to uproot themselves and go to newly opened agricultural or mining
districts to regain work and income. It is also interesting to learn that Catholics
joined with all manner of non - Anglicans as active members of the Society for the
Preservation of Religious Freedom. New light is shed on the Poles who came to the
province and on the Catholic Germans who emigrated from Silesia and settled' in
Clare and other northern places. These Germans had a very difficult time at the
hands of Lutherans 'of a fanatical and pietistic stamp', so much so that at times they
scarcely had the courage to proclaim and practise their faith (p. 117). German and
Austrian priests helped them emerge from that predicament. There is discussion of
the formation of a Catholic benefit society, a Christian ,dóctrine society whose
members conducted Sunda}, School classes, pious sodalities, processions and picnics,

and the establishment of church libraries, newspapers and a book depot.
There is all too little mention of women. We are told that the first director of
,Catholic education and his 'Council expressed a preference for female teachers
'because of their trustworthiness, stability and ability to control mixed classes' (p.
170). In the 1860s women living in the fertile farming area of Virgiñia met and
undertook to pay all the costs of importing a marble altar, the first in South Australia,
a harmonium and candelabra for their parish church. Neither at that stage nor later,
when the desired objects had been secured and installed, did the secular or church
newspapers mention the names of any of the ladies involved. The anonymity of the
women referred to in the reports of group activities makes it hard for the general
historian to offer more than an impression ,of their role until further research is
undertaken.
On the other hand Press gives a good account of MarY MacKillop, Julian Tenison

Woods (on whom she had already published) and the Sisters,of St Joseph. She
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handles Bishop Sheil's probably invalid attempt to excommunicate Mary very nicely,
althoughin doing so she carries the great virtue of compression to almost extreme
lengths. Sheil is presented as inept, vague and forgetful, and we are informed of-his
vicar general's judgement that from May 1871 the Bishop's physicians perceived

signs of mental aberration'. A photograph of MacKillop shows that as a young
w9man she was stunningly beautiful. Could this have had some influence on the
way some priests friends and foes responded to her? There is an excellent study
of the English community of Dominicans which settled at North Adelaide (though
no mention of the fact that an Anglican governor, Lord Kintore, used to visit their
chapel for Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament) and for the first time justice is done
to that community's principal benefactors, Elizabeth (Bessie) Baker and her mother
Isabella. Bessie Baker was the first Australian woman to receive the Papal decoration
Pro Ecclesia et Pontifice, and it was richly merited. Press notes that the Bakers were

converts from Anglicanism but does not mention that Isabella (here wrongly
identified as Isabelle) was the wife of South Australia's second premier, John Baker,
and that Bessie was John's third daughter. Nor does she acknowledge that to people
born around the turn of the century Bessie was best remembered by her married name
of Mrs Austin.

On the whole, it is the wonderful set of pen - portraits that makes this book
memorable. South Australia's first Bishop, Francis Murphy, emerges as a more
complex character than I had previously thought him to be. He could be ruthless
with tenants who fell behind with their rent (p. 78). In 1849, which was one of the
four years in which state aid was offered to the churches in South Australia, Murphy,
suffering from a it of pique, refused to make an application and, as a result, his long
suffering flock had to bear a greater burden than would otherwise have been the case

(pp. 95 -6). He even stooped to importuning the Austrian Jesuits, so much so that
they had to hand over statues and pictures they had had sent out for their church at
,Sevenhill (p. 120). There were, however, no fatal flaws in his character. Essentially he

was a good man who did much to benefit his people. Press's sketches of his
immediate successors, Geoghegan and Sheil, are briefer, but as both of them spent
most of their terms as Bishop of Adelaide living and travelling outside the diocese,
they scarcely merit more extended treatment. We are offered well - rounded images of

the prelates who dominate the remainder of the volume, namely, Christopher
Reynolds and John O'Reilly. Sr Margaret also makes amends for the blunders of the
first of the diocese's historians, Monsignor Frederick Byrne, in her careful account of
the diocese's first great benefactor, the convert William Leigh, and his Adelaide agent,
(Sir) John Morphett.

Once the clergy arrived ón the- South Australian scene, their dominance of
Catholic affairs and of the surviving church records has, perhaps unavoidably, led to
their dominance of the bulk of Press's narrative. When I began reading the book I
hoped it might offer clues to the Adelaide Church's response-to the great issues of the

day. Did . the battles within the Anglican communion, which drove so many
Englishmen into the Roman Church, have any equivalent impact in South
Australia? In Europe the faithful were consulted in the preparation of the dogmatic

definition of the Immaculate Conception.' Was anyone consulted in South
Australia? Did the Liberal Catholic movement have any impact here? How did
South Australians respond to the Syllabus of Errors? Answers to these and similar
questions must, like the laywomen, await further research. Meanwhile, it is probably
legitimate to assume that from the time Bishop Murphy landed in December 1844,
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Bishop Sheil had disbanded the Sisters of St Joseph `Because of the immorality of
their lives: "Their headquarters in Adelaide was a living hell with drunkenness and
crime of every description" ' (p. 186). She adds that, for this, Angas's editor was tried,

the South Australian laity's position Was reduced to a condition similar to that which
Bishop Dadolle of Dijon recalled, at the beginning of the present century: `We used to
appeal tcyour purse for our material needs, to your loyalty, to your knowledge for the

fined and imprisoned (while his employer went Scot- free), and she obviously relishes
the piquancy of the fact that after Angas's death the office and plant of his Protestant
Advocate was acquired and used for the production of that rather different journal,
the Catholic,Record.
Many readers will see the Jesuit Fathers, especially Aloysius Kranewitter, Joseph

management of our property, to your devotion for the carrying of á candle in a
eucharistic procession'.2 If we inàke that assumption, we must also remember one of
John Henry Newman's retorts to the ubiquitous Bishop Ullathorne of Birmingham.

When the future Cardinal, in an editorial in the Rambler, criticised the English
Catholic hierarchy's refusal to co- operate with a Royal Commission on primary
education and observed: 'Surely we are not disrespectful in thinking ... that the
Bishops would like to know the sentiments of an influential portion of the laity
before they took any step which perhaps they could not recall', Ullathorne asked:
`Who are the laity ?' Newman replied that the Church would look foolish without
them.3 In South 'Australia, the education question absorbed a great deal of the
Catholic community's energy once the hierarchy had launched crusades against the
government schools and for the establishment of a separate Catholic education

and rightly so.
Tappeiner and John Hinteröcher, as the paladins of Press's book
Their contribution to the life of the church was invaluable in a period when so many
'of the secular priests in the province were invalids, alcoholics, misfits or incomktents. That lot have been handled with heroic restraint. For example, she notes that
Francis Coyle described himself as an independent Yankee and a wild Irishman (p.
87). What is not admitted is 'that he offered that as an excuse when, holding office as
president of a Catholic Temperance Society, he had to make a public apology for
being- drunk.r This and similar scandals are judiciously handled in an article by
Ruth Schumann which will appear shortly in the Journal of Religious History.
As a generalist, Press should have offered a clearer presentation of the reasons why

system. This is one of the areas where Press allows herself to do a little coat - trailing.
As in England, the only response required of the laity, from the late 1850s onwards,
was to pay and obey.
In her zeal to flesh out her depiction of the laity, Press devotes much space to that

the Irish priests who came to minister to colonial South Australia's Catholics
included so 'remarkably high a proportion of oddballs. The older Australian

little band of Catholics who made some mark in public life. Most of these made

colonies, with their more numerous, less scattered and less impecunious Catholic

useful contributions to church and state. Others scarcely warrant the notice she give's
them. She may not realise that British contemporaries scorned John Wright as the
`notorious banker .4 He ruined, not just William Phillips, but hundreds of others of
modest means through the improprieties which also resulted in his grand promises
of support for the church in South Australia coming to nought. Edward McEllister

populations, plus reasonably generous state aid for two or more decades from 1836 -7

onwards, offered a much less arduous challenge to those clergymen who were
prepared to work in the antipodes. The gold colonies were especially attractive to
priests who had hopes of doing well enough to be able to give financial support to
their relatives in Ireland. South Australia's first Catholic bishops were therefore

M.P. was a very slippery character who had only himself to blame for the public
rebukes he received at the hands of the clergy. There was probably truth as well as
banter in Patrick McMahon Glynn's description of (Sir) Jenkin Coles M.P. as
`thoroughly unscrupulous' (p. 253), and the same judgement can, with still more
force, be passed on W. J. Denny.5

What ought to have been drawn to the reader's attention is the power of, and

money spent by the forces ranged against Catholics seeking office in the 1860s and
1870s. George Fife Angas was the organiser of one of those movements. Now if ever
there was a work of hagiography in this country it was Hodder's life of Angas. That
quality appears to have led present -day studehts to ignore it. It does, however, offer
important evidence of many of Angas's activities. He had developed an absolute

abhorrence of Catholicism. That in itself merits inquiry by a historian of Dr
Margaret Pawsey's capacity. Iri any event it was his custom never to refer to the
church by one of its conventional names but to employ abusive metaphors like the
grand Satanic agency'. As Hodder testified: 'Mr Angas strained every nerve to
overmaster the indefatigable efforts of the Roman Catholics to send members of their
Church into Parliament'. Even during the I878 general election, that is, when he was
approaching his ninetieth birthday, Angas could boast:
I have been in Adelaide for several weeks, chiefly occupied in strenuous efforts against ,the
'Great Apostacy'. Two weekly anti - Popish newspapers now work away in Adelaide. We, that
is, Hussey and I, have sent into circulation from fifteen to twenty thousand pamphlets, papers
and tracts.ó

Mercifully, the power of the press is not omnipotent, and a few Catholics entered the
legislature. Sr Margaret does admit that in 1872 Angas published allegations that
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constrained to accept characters who would not have been granted faculties by those
who ruled the neighbouring dioceses. That, sadly, is a phenomenon we witnessed
again in the 1980s when an impostor, without training let alone ordination, was all
too readily licensed to work as a 'priest' in the Brighton parish.
The impact Of the prelates who'commissioned and published Press's volume is all
too obvious at two points. First, a studio portrait of the present Archbishop of
Adelaide is used as the frontispiece of a work dealing with an era which ended well

before he was born. This is bizarre. Either William Phillips or Francis Murphy
should have been depicted in that place of honour. In an even sillier Preface,
Archbishop Faulkner indicates that his intention in maintaining his predecessor's
support for the venture was-to 'celebrate our history'. Historians generally are as
much in favour of mirth and gaiety as anyone else. However they also have more
serious purposes which can all too easily be frustrated by the sponsors of `official'

1

histories. Luckily for us, Sr Margaret has been canny enough to say what she wanted
to without giving offence to those who simply hoped for the production of

l

occasional infelicities in her prose -style or some harmless affectations (such as using
the appellation 'Köln' instead of Cologne, p. 203). It is, however, one of the functions

something.that would be not just popular but edifying.
Given the many merits of Press's book, it would be petty to complain about the

of this journal to correct historical errors that appear in new writing on South
Australian history. Control of the province was initially shared between the Colonial
Office and the S.A. Colonisation Commission (not the S.A. Company, p. 44). The

i

i

Commission and the Company are confused in another context at p. 47. The
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Commissioners were government appointees. The Company was run by a board of
directors responsible to its shareholders: The..State Bank was not constituted until

Ì
1

1896. The institution given that name at p. 46 was in fact the Bank of South
Australia, and until 1842 it was a subsidiary of the S.A. Company, not of the South
Australian government.' Again, the Colonists' pleas for elected representation on the
Legislative Council were heeded, not in 1842 but in 1850 (p: 44). Representative
government was introduced in 1851. It was 'responsible' or Parliamentary govern-

r

W. J. Denny was not an M.P. in 1894 (p. 213). He first secured election to the
Legislative Assembly in 1900. Adelaide did not have a sudden increase in population
in 1851 -52 (p. 114). That must be a printer's error, because Press shows that she is fully
aware that in 1851 -52 South Australia suffered a dramatic loss of population/o the
goldfields of New South Wales and Victoria. Above all it is quite wrong to-say that
when the province's first Anglican Bishop, Augustus Short, arrived in Adelaide at the

Grumbles and quibbles aside, From Our Broken Toil is one of the most
illuminating and thought - provoking books I have read in the last five years. Its
sequel will be eagerly awaited.

end of December 1847 and began to attack Murphy for having accepted the style
'Bishop of Adelaide', he was 'following the example of Lord Russell in England' (p.
106). Russell's opinion on the question of whether Catholic prelates should use
territorial titles in England changed dramatically in the 1850s, when he bowed to
enormous pressure from the Church of England hierarchy, the British press and

P.A. Howell,
History Discipline,

The Flinders University of South Australia

some of his political colleagues. However it must be remembered that in 1845 he had
denounced the old statute which forbad Catholic bishops from assuming the titles of
Protestant sees as 'absurd and puerile'! A couple of years later, after he had become
Prime Minister, in a debate on his ministry's Diplomatic Relations with Rome Bill,
he made a further speech which gave Pope Pius IX 'just reason for concluding' that
the re- establishment of Catholic archbishops and bishops in England 'would not be
interfered with' by government' Thus the complaints Bishop Short launched from
the pulpit and in the press-in the late 1840s owed nothing to Russell. They stemmed
from notions he had imbibed from Anglican divines during his periods of residence
at Oxford. Incidentally, in the middle years of the century, Lord John Russell's was a
courtesy title he was one of the younger sons of the sixth Duke of Bedford. He only

Endnotes
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became `Lord Russell' when a new peerage was created for him, at Palmeiston's
behest, in 1861.
, ..
Like Herodotus, Press has allowed herself to be too easily distracted by side issues.
Long passages are devoted to irrelevant details of: Mary Thomas's first impressions
of St Vincent's Gulf (pp. 13 -14); the celebration of the opening of a new P9rt Adelaide
(pp. 28-9); the surveyors and overlatiders (pp.`44 -5) and so on. Though the general

reader may find these interesting, this reviewer wishes that the space given to them
had been used to point up the significance of incidents which, though more central
to the task in hand, are treated en passant. For example, a single sentence indicates

that on hearing of the savage persecution of the Jews in Alexander III's Russia,
Christopher Reynolds (whose see had been raised to an archbishopric in 1887)
authorised a collection for them 'to be taken up in all churches on Good Friday' (pp.

Almighty änd eternal God, who drives not away from Thy mercy even the perfidious Jews,
hear the prayers we offer for the blindness of that people, that acknowledging the light of Thy
truth, which is Christ, they may be delivered from their darkness)°

While the intent was impeccable, the choice of words could not have been more
patronising, although the Latin would have concealed that from most worshippers.
Yet as if to add insult to injury, Rome had ordered that congregations were to stand
while they asked God to 'withdraw the veil' from Jewish hearts. The irony here is
that, immediately before that point in the Good Friday ceremonies, the rubrics
schismatics, and immediately after the prayer for the Jews they were again to be
directed to kneel and pray for infidels! It is necessary to grasp that background to
understand the extent to which Reynold's public stand in support of the Russian
Jews was a measure of his remarkable compassion and independence. His death at
the age of fifty-eight was a tragedy for his people.

Governor of New Zealand (p. 237) although he was its Premier from 1865 to 1867.

manner in which the Jewish people were prayed for on the day the collections were
made. The Good Friday liturgy contained the obligatory prayer:
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required that the faithful be directed to kneel while praying for heretics and

ment which began to operate in 1857 (pp- 178 and 248). F.A. Weld was never

250 -1). This is extraordinary, not simply because at that time many Australian
Catholics still harboured prejudices against Jews, but the more so because of the
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Council was pleased to see the launch of the Register facsimile by Mr David Smith,
Managing Editor of the Advertiser, in the Historic Treasures Room in the Mortlock
Library. A major and long standing project for the Society, special tribute for its
ul timate success must be paid to the former Society President, Dick Kearns. The book
is a major contribution to South Australian historical publications and I recommend
it to all members.

THE SOCIETY'S ACTIVITIES, 1988
The Society's annual lecture and fundráising 'tour programmes, were again well
attended and very well received. The following lectures were presented:
February

March
April

,

Jim Daly: `Decisions and Disasters

The Alienation of Adelaid_ e. s

Parklands'.
Bill Stacy: 'Conserving History - The Pichi Richi Railway as an
Operating Museum'.
A.G.M. Held in Old. Parliament House. Susan Marsden: 'South
Australia's History. What Lies Ahead ?'

May

Dr Brian Morley: 'The Botanic Gardens of Adelaide. An Illustrated
History'.

June
July
August

Philip Jones: 'Anthropologists in the History of S.A.'
Valmai Hankel: Treasures of the State Library'.
Dr Leith MacGillivray: 'Paradise Found: The South East Squat-

September

Judith Raftery: 'Betting Shops, Soup Kitchens and Well Kept

The membership and finances of the Society continue to be healthy, though
1

1

1

1

A Social, and

The programme was changed somewhat from that originally advertised dire to
political changes at the federal level which resulted in the withdrawal of Mr M.J.
Young, and because of the decision to mount a major conference in association with
the History Trust of S.A. That conference was a considerable success for both the

Society and the Trust, attracting much favourable comment and some media
coverage. It was opened by Ms Barbara Wiese, Minister for Tourism, with a
forthright speech which stimulated much discussion and debate in the ensuing
conference sessions held in Old Parliament House., Speakers and participànts
included leading architects, historians, politicians, planners, developers .and local
government representatives. It is hoped that the many papers presented will be
published and more widely disseminated.
The annual tour programme was also very successful, beginning with a quite
strenuous climb through the Adelaide hills 'In the Steps of Eugene von Gerard' led
by John Tregenza, and followed by tours of Kapunda and District, the Adelaide Gaol

Australian history and in general historical and heritage issues. Council members

history/heritage forums and conferences. Further afield, Council continued to

Barbara Wiese, M.L.C.: The Politics of Heritage'.

Pam Obom and Ken Preiss: Torrens Park

subscription rates were held at their previous year's level. Council has also sought

had several letters published in the press and have been well represented at a variety of

Sundays: Churches and Social Issues in S.A., 1919 - 1939'.

Architectural History'.

Council is still looking at ways of boosting both. I am pleased to be able to report that
ways, in co- operation with the History Trust, to publicise the work of local historical
societies and to increase the exchange of ideas and information.
The Society Council, as usual, took an active interest in the promotion of South

tocracy 1840 - 1870'.

October
November
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support the work of the Federation of Australian Historical Associations. I attended
the biennial conference of the Federation held in Canberra in August and was elected
Vice- President of the Federation for a two -year term. I have subsequently worked in
co- operation with the secretariat in Canberra on the promotion of the activities of the
Federation member societies, and on lobbying the federal government for financial
assistance.
Another interesting development in 1988 was the overture made by the Royal
Geographical Society (S.A.) Council to develop greater co -operation between the

R.G.S. and the H.S.S.A. Our Council welcomed the move and discussions have
already led to increasing promotion by each society of the other's programme, and an
agreement to mount a joint tour in 1989. I hope that such co- operation will continue
to grow in the coming years.
A brief note should also be made of the major member survey undertaken early in

the year. The response was good and for the first time gave a clear indication of

members' interests (and in some instances dislikes) when it came to lecture
programmes and tour destinations. A hoped for clear indication of members'
preferences when it came to meeting times, days and venues was not forthcoming,
however, with every conceivable combination getting some support. Maintenance of
the status quo seems the safest, if least adventurous, policy.
It is appropriate now to thank all those who contributed to the work of the Society
in 1988 the speakers, the tour leaders, secretary Avis Huckle, Council members and

co- operation with S.A.C.O.N. before the complex was opened to the general public.

helpers at functions, particularly Ila Hollands. I would like to extend my special
thanks to the following: Dick Kearns, a long serving member and former President
whose contribution has been considerable, not just with the Register facsimile but
with annual funding applications, financial advice and an impressive knowledge of
South Australian history and community affairs; Tony Stimson, who will be retiring

Many of those members who attended found it both fascinating and disturbing,

as Vice- President after five years. All Council members wish him well with his new

and the Barossa. The Adelaide Gaol tour was a special preview organised in

work of John Playford and Tony Stimson, the Journal and the Newsletters

project, though they are especially pleased he will be carrying on his work as
Newsletter editor; Vivian and Peter O'Neill, for their valuable work with the
computerised membership lists and the Newsletter; and, finally, the auditor Glen
Ralph. Thankyou all for your support.

maintained their very high standards, allowing researchers to share their work on
South Australia and members to keep up to date with events. Both publications are a
very important part of the Society's work. Also in the realm of publications, the

ROBERT NICOL
President

particularly on realising such primitive conditions had still been considered
acceptable until just a few months before the tour.

Other usual parts of the annual programme continued. Thanks to the tireless
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Please send me

Please send me

D Copies of the half leather bound edition of

Copies of the South Australian Gazette
LI and Colonial Register @ $45.00 each.

South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register
@ 6125.00 each.

plus postage and handling $5.00 per order

plus postage andhandling$5.00 per order
My cheque for $

is enclosed.

Name

My cheque for $

is enclosed.

Name

Address

Address............_............................................._......_............_ ........................._.._..

Postcode

or charge

PNm.

Visa

Bankcard

my:

-Postcode............_._..._..

or charge

Visa

Bankcard

my:

Mastercard

Mastercard

IIIllllllllllll

IllllllllllllHll
Signature

Signature___.._.

Expiry date /

/____

Cheques to be made payable to:
Government Printing Division
Department of Services and Supply
PO Box 588
COWANDILLA SA 5033
Enquiries phone: (08) 297 0644

Expiry date _.._......... /_.._.....__ /__

Cheques to be made payable to:

SJ
Pte blow

Government Printing Division
Department of Services and Supply
PO Box 588
COWANDILLA SA 5033

Enquiries phone: (08) 297 0644
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